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Preface
This issue of Journal of Telecommunications and Information Technology includes selected
papers devoted to research in the ICT area carried out within the frame of Polish Na-
tional Project PBZ MNiSW-02-11/2007: Next Generation Services and Networks – technical,
application and market aspects.
This project was coordinated by the National Institute of Telecommunications and imple-
mented in cooperation with 8 scientiﬁc centers: Warsaw University of Technology, Gdańsk
University of Technology, Poznań University of Technology, Wrocław University of Technol-
ogy, AGH University of Science and Technology (Cracow), Research and Academic Com-
puter Network (NASK) and Military Institute of Telecommunications.
It covered diversiﬁed spectrum of research in 10 areas: network architectures and pro-
tocols, wireless and mobile systems and their security, network development planning,
traffic management – IT QoS, digital radio broadcasting networks, methods and tools
for their design and trials, electromagnetic compatibility, measurements and monitor-
ing, systems aiding regulatory decisions – knowledge mining, multimedia services and
models for trading network transport resources.
Examples of work include identiﬁcation and analysis of evolution directions of NGN architec-
tures and protocols, their design and development methods, traﬃc management mechanisms,
creation of new algorithms, technologies and tools for implementing broadly deﬁned mul-
timedia services, development of technical means supporting introduction of products and
services related to wireless/mobile systems and their security, design methods optimizing
coverage of single digital (DRM) transmitters and broadcast networks, transmission prop-
erties and interference susceptibility of advanced wireless systems and networks in real
electromagnetic environment, monitoring and diagnostics of time signals and development
of group time standard, creation of innovative mechanisms for trading transport resources
of telecommunication networks, in particular on auctions and exchanges to improve eﬃ-
ciency of resource utilization and competition for network resources, and development of
tools supporting decision-making for regulation of telecom services markets.
The ﬁrst ﬁve papers are related with traffic management – IT QoS. The ﬁrst one tilted The IP
QoS System written by Wojciech Burakowski, Jarosław Śliwiński, Halina Tarasiuk, Andrzej
Bęben, Ewa Szynkiewicz, Piotr Pyda, and Jordi Mongay Batalla describes the IP QoS
system that support a number of, so called, classes of services in the Internet. It is assumed
that a user/an application requests from the network a speciﬁed service corresponding to
quality of packet transfer, and for doing it, the network allocates an adequate amount of
resources if it has. In order to achieve this the network functionalities should be extended
comparing to the best eﬀort Internet. These new functionalities are related to signaling,
resource provisioning, QoS mechanisms at packet, connection and dimensioning levels. The
presented IP QoS system is based on the next generation networks (NGN) and diﬀerentiated
services (DiﬀServ) architectures. In the next paper, Performance Evaluation of Signalling in
the IP QoS System written by Halina Tarasiuk, Jarosław Śliwiński, Piotr Arabas, Przemysław
Jaskóła, and Witold Góralski the trial results of the proposed signaling system of the IP QoS
system based on NGN and DiﬀServ architectures, which allows sending a request from a user
to the system for establishing new connection with predeﬁned quality of service assurance,
are presented. The experiments were performed to measure setup delay utilizing artiﬁcial call
generator/analyzer. The diﬀerent distributions of interarrival and call holding times based
on the literature were assumed. The results show that the setup delay strongly depends on
access time to network devices, however also on the assumed call.
The paper On Dimensioning and Routing in the IP QoS System by Witold Góralski, Piotr
Pyda, Tomasz Dalecki, Jordi Mongay Batalla, Jarosław Śliwiński, and Waldemar Latoszek
presents dimensioning and routing solutions in designed IP QoS system. The functional
architecture as well as the description of the functions and methods implemented in the
system are discussed.
The quality evaluation of the telecommunication services: VoIP (representing the RT inter-
active class) and VoD (representing the MM streaming class) is analyzed in the next paper
titled QoS Conditions for VoIP and VoD by Przemysław Dymarski, Sławomir Kula, and
Thanh Nguyen Huy. The objective methods and tools for perceived quality measurement are
compared.
The platform for research on auction mechanisms being a distributed simulation framework
providing means to carry out research on resource allocation eﬃciency mechanisms and user
strategies is discussed in the paper A Software Platform for Research on Auction Mecha-
nisms written by Mariusz Kamola, Ewa Niewiadomska-Szynkiewicz, Krzysztof Malinowski,
Wojciech Stańczuk, and Piotr Pałka. Both kinds of algorithms examined are completely
user-deﬁned. In the presented approach interaction of algorithms is recorded and pre-deﬁned
measures for the ﬁnal resource allocation are calculated. Moreover, underlying database
design provides for eﬃcient results lookup and comparison across diﬀerent experiments,
thus enabling research groupwork. A recognized, open and ﬂexible information model is
employed for experiment descriptions.
The next three papers deal with network architectures and protocols. The ﬁrst one
titled The Realization of NGN Architecture for ASON/GMPLS Network and written by
Sylwester Kaczmarek, Magdalena Młynarczuk, Marcin Narloch, and Maciej Sac concerns
ASON/GMPLS optical network as a NGN transport layer. In particular, the ASON/GMPLS
architecture and its relation to the proposed ITU-T NGN architecture are described. The
concept, functional structure and communication among architecture elements as well as the
implementation of laboratory testbed are presented. The results of functional tests conﬁrming
proper software and testbed operation are stated. In the next one, Multi Queue Approach for
Network Services Implemented for Multi Core CPUs, the usage of general purpose CPU pro-
viding network core functionality is analyzed by Marcin Hasse, Krzysztof Nowicki, and Józef
Woźniak. For this purpose parameterized system model has been created, which represents
general core networking needs. The problem of the testing in telecommunications and soft-
ware engineering, is discussed in the next paper titled Active – Passive: On Preconceptions
of Testing written by Krzysztof M. Brzeziński.
In the next paper related with wireless and mobile systems and their security, Optimization of
Call Admission Control for UTRAN, Michał Wągrowski, Wiesław Ludwin paper addresses
the traﬃc’s grade of service indicators: call blocking and dropping rates as well as the
optimization of their mutual relation, corresponding to the call admission control procedure
conﬁguration. The results of simulations presented opportunities for the CAC load threshold
adaptation according to the traﬃc volume and user mobility changes observed in the mobile
radio network.
The following ﬁve papers address some selected topics of multimedia services. In the
ﬁrst one, Network-on-Multi-Chip (NoMC) with Monitoring and Debugging Support written
by Adam Łuczak, Marta Stępniewska, Jakub Siast, Marek Domanski, Olgierd Stankiewicz,
Maciej Kurc, and Jacek Konieczny, recent research on network-on-multi-chip are summa-
rized. The proposed network architecture supports hierarchical addressing and multicast
transition mode. Such an approach provides new debugging functionality hardly attainable
in classical hardware testing methodology. In the next paper, The Design of an Objective
Metric and Construction of a Prototype System for Monitoring Perceived Quality (QoE) of
Video Sequences, Lucjan Janowski, Mikołaj Leszczuk, Zdzisław Papir, and Piotr Romaniak
present diﬀerent no reference (NR) objective metrics addressing the most important artefacts
for raw (source) video sequences (noise, blur, exposure) and those introduced by compression
(blocking, ﬂickering) which can be used for assessing quality of experience. The validity of
all metrics was veriﬁed under subjective tests. In the next paper, Communication Platform
for Evaluation of Transmitted Speech Quality written by Andrzej Ciarkowski and Andrzej
Czyżewski, a voice communication system designed and implemented is described. The
purpose of the presented platform was to enable a series of experiments related to the qual-
ity assessment of algorithms used in the coding and transmitting of speech. The system is
equipped with tools for recording signals at each stage of processing, making it possible to
subject them to subjective assessments by listening tests or, objective evaluation employing
PESQ or PSQM algorithms. The framework for testing video streaming techniques is pre-
sented in Video Streaming Framework by Andrzej Buchowicz, and Grzegorz Galiński. Short
review of error resilience and concealments tools available for the H.264/AVC standard is
given. The video streaming protocols and the H.264 payload format as well as experimental
results are described.
The next paper The Learning System by the Least Squares Support Vector Machine Method
and its Application in Medicine written by Paweł Szewczyk and Mikołaj Baszun, presents
the possibility of using the Least Squares Support Vector Machine to the initial diagnosis
of patients is presented. In order to ﬁnd some optimal parameters making the work of the
algorithm more detailed, the following techniques have been used: K-fold Cross Validation,
Grid-Search, Particle Swarm Optimization. The result of the classiﬁcation has been checked
by some labels assigned by an expert.
Michał Karpowicz in his paper Designing Auctions: A Historical Perspective presents se-
lected results carried out within the framework of models for trading network transport
resources. In particular, some aspects of auction design is discussed.
Cezary Chudzian, Janusz Granat, Edward Klimasara, Jarosław Sobieszek, and Andrzej P.
Wierzbicki in the paper related with systems aiding regulatory decisions – knowledge
mining and titled Personalized Knowledge Mining in Large Text Sets discuss the concept
of knowledge engineering, in particular ontological engineering. They present assumptions
accepted as a basis for a group research on a radically personalized system of ontological
knowledge mining, relying on the perspective of human centered computing and combining
ontological concepts of the user with an ontology resulting from an automatic classiﬁcation
of a given set of textual data. Moreover, a pilot system PrOnto that supports research work in
two aspects: searching for information interesting for a user according to her/his personalized
ontological proﬁle, and supporting research cooperation in a group of users (Virtual Research
Community) according, e.g., to a comparison of such personalized ontological proﬁles is
presented.
The next paper tiltled New SEAMCAT Propagation Models: Irregular Terrain Model and
ITU-R P. 1546-4 concerns electromagnetic compatibility. The authors, Dariusz Więcek and
Dariusz Wypiór present in it implementation of the ITU-R P.1546-4 and ITM propagation
models for SEAMCAT prepared and developed in the National Institute of Telecommuni-
cations, Poland. Results of their research encompasses methodology, implementation and
veriﬁcation of plug-ins into the SEAMCAT software.
Finally, in the next paper related with digital radio broadcasting networks, methods and
tools for their design and trials and titled Technical Aspects Outline for the Strategy of
Launching Digital Broadcasting in Poland on Wave Bands Below 30 MHz Andrzej Dusiński
and Jacek Jarkowski discus the state of art knowledge concerning the introduction of DRM in
the world and prospects for its further development. It presents the possibility of introducing
this system in Poland.
Paweł Szczepański
Editor-in Chief
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Abstract—This paper shortly describes the IP QoS System
which oﬀers strict quality of service (QoS) guarantees in IP-
based networks and supports a number of, so called, classes
of services. Such solution requires to implement in the net-
work a set of QoS mechanisms and algorithm working on
packet, connection request and provisioning levels. Further-
more, we require signaling system for informing the network
about new connection request and network resource allocation
capabilities for providing required resources to given connec-
tion. The IP QoS System is based on the next generation
networks (NGN) and diﬀerentiated services (DiﬀServ) archi-
tectures and, at least for now, it is designed for single domain
only.
Keywords—classes of service, DiffServ, multi-service networks,
NGN, quality of service.
1. Introduction
The current Internet is working under TCP/IP protocol
stack and is based on two main fundamentals, which are:
the network oﬀers only one class of service named best ef-
fort service, and the network resources are overprovisioned
as possible in order to minimize packet losses and packet
delays. As a consequence, the Internet providers aimed at
providing to the users as fast as possible packet transfer
but they are far from guaranteeing, so called, strict quality
of service (QoS) that is measured by the maximum al-
lowed values of such parameters as IP packet transfer delay
(IPTD), IP packet transfer delay variation (IPDV) and IP
packet loss ratio (IPLR).
On the other hand, the network capabilities of packet trans-
fer determine the range of applications the users may use
with appropriate satisfaction. The lack of guaranteeing
strict QoS for packet transfer constitutes the main barrier
in introducing, e.g., streaming applications as video on de-
mand (VoD), voice over IP (VoIP), video teleconference
(VTC) or e-health teleconsultations. In addition, the net-
work operators may get additional proﬁt if they are able
to oﬀer strict QoS instead best eﬀort connections. Con-
cluding, the QoS in the Internet is strongly required for its
further evolution.
The recognized approach for guaranteeing strict QoS in
IP-based network is the DiﬀServ architecture [1], [2],
[3], [4]. The activities corresponding to this architecture
started about 10 years ago and some prototypes were de-
veloped, e.g., by European projects. A good example is
the AQUILA project [5], [6], [7], [8], which prototyped
and tested the system based on DiﬀServ architecture. The
IP QoS System that was recently prototyped and tested in
Poland follows the solution from AQUILA project and en-
hanced it by using the elements from next generation net-
work (NGN) architecture.
The attractiveness of the DiﬀServ architecture is mainly
caused by:
– it allows to provide a number of classes of service
diﬀering in handling of traﬃc proﬁles as well as in
QoS guarantees,
– each classes of service is designed for handling traﬃc
generated by some types of applications,
– per ﬂow handling is necessary only in the border
routers while the core routers see only aggregated
ﬂows,
– it is a good example of scalable architecture.
In fact, the DiﬀServ architecture was designed for a sin-
gle domain but we can observe the activities for extending
this architecture for the whole network, as e.g. in EuQoS
project [9], [10], [11].
The organization of the paper is the following. In Section 2
we describe the mechanism we need to introduce in the
network in order to guarantee strict QoS for packet transfer.
The IP QoS System is presented in Section 3. Section 4
concludes the paper.
2. Mechanisms and Algorithms
Required to Guarantee Strict QoS
in the Network
In order to guarantee a quality for transfer of packets emit-
ted by an application to the network, we need to apply a set
of mechanisms, named QoS mechanisms, and algorithms
that operate at diﬀerent levels in the network. These mech-
anisms and algorithms we can classify to the following
categories:
– for handling packets in the routers (time scale –
miliseconds),
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Fig. 1. Required mechanisms and algorithms in the network for providing QoS.
– for establishing/releasing the connections (time
scale – seconds or minutes),
– for network dimensioning (time scale – hours or
days).
These new set of mechanisms are shown in Fig. 1.
In this section, we brieﬂy describe each of the above group
of mechanisms and algorithms.
2.1. QoS Mechanisms at the Packet Level
In order to guarantee strict QoS for a given packet stream,
we need to assure its adequate handling in routers. A set
of available QoS mechanisms at the packet level is named
as per hop behavior (PHB) mechanisms. This set contains
such mechanisms as:
– classiﬁer for distinguishing between packets belong-
ing to diﬀerent classes of service and for sending
packets to appropriate path of handling,
– policer for monitoring contracted traﬃc proﬁle,
– optionally, marker for indicating not conforming
packets (they may be discard or send if allowed link
capacity, depending on applied algorithm),
– scheduler for managing access to the link when more
than one packet in the queues,
– shaper for shaping traﬃc, if it is needed.
Thanks to the above mechanisms, we may send a packet
before the another ones even if this packet arrived later to
the system.
2.2. QoS Mechanisms at the Call Level
When a new connection request is sent to the network, ﬁrst
of all we need is to check if we have enough spare net-
work resources for establishing new connection with assur-
ing adequate QoS. The new request is submitted to a given
class of service, for which we have earlier, during pro-
visioning phase, allocated an amount of resources. The
resources dedicated to a class of service are the buﬀer size
and the link capacity in each output link in the routers. So,
we check the availability of spare resources using connec-
tion admission control (CAC) function. In general, CAC is
a function of such parameters as number of running con-
nections, already accepted volume of traﬃc (declared or
measured), network resources allocated to the class of ser-
vice and the traﬃc declarations of new request.
It is worth to mention that performing CAC function is the
fundamental for assuring strict QoS. It allows us to con-
trol volume of traﬃc in the network and to avoid network
overloading. Unfortunately, this means that some of new
requests may be rejected. In addition, for performing CAC
we require to implement a signaling system in the network.
2.3. Resource Provisioning (Traffic Engineering)
In a classical approach, before performing CAC function we
need to allocate network resources (link capacities, buﬀers)
for all supported classes of service. In addition, we need
to specify the nodes in the network, in which we perform
the CAC. It would be not practical case to perform CAC in
all routers on the path between source and destination since
in the case of Internet we have too many connections run-
ning in parallel and, as a consequence, the signaling traﬃc
is too high. So, the reasonable solution is to select the
routers when the CAC is performed (the best is minimize
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the number of these routers) and to overprovision the rest
of the network.
3. IP QoS System
In this section we present some details about the IP QoS
System that we have recently prototyped and tested in
Poland.
The IP QoS System is a proposal for assuring strict QoS
guarantees in a single domain network. It follows the Diﬀ-
Serv and NGN architectures [12], [13] and [14]. The ar-
chitecture of the system is depicted in Fig. 2. It assumes
Fig. 2. The architecture of the IP QoS System.
two meta-layers that are: service stratum responsible for
service management, and transport stratum responsible for
packet transfer in the network. The functions performed
by service stratum are called as service control functions
(SCF) while the functions performed by transport stratum
are resource and admission control function (RACF) as well
as policy enforcement functional entity (PE-FE) for setting
PHB mechanisms in the border routers.
Figure 3 shows the scenario for establishing connection in
the IP QoS System. For establishing the connection, the
user/the application sends its request to the network (mes-
sage “1”). This request is handled by the application server.
Next, this request is further send to the server responsible
of resource management (message “2”), which checks if the
required resources are available. When we have suﬃcient
volume of resources, then it sends the messages to the bor-
der routers (messages “3” and “4”) for the purpose of tuning
Fig. 3. Scenario for establishing connection in the IP QoS Sys-
tem.
the PHB mechanisms (classiﬁer, policer). After the positive
answers from the border router are received (messages “5”
and “6”), then the resource management server sends the
acknowledge message (message “7”) to the service server.
Next, this server sends the information to the users/the ap-
plication of setting the required connection (message “8”).
It is essential for the DiﬀServ architecture that the per-ﬂow
operations are performed in the border routers only while
in the core routers the operations are performed per aggre-
gated ﬂows.
The details about the control access to the network re-
sources one can ﬁnd in [14].
3.1. Traffic Management in the IP QoS System
In order to guarantee strict QoS we establish a number of
specialized classes of service [8], [15] in the IP QoS Sys-
tem. The term “class of service” expresses the network
capabilities to transfer traﬃc according to a priori speci-
ﬁed conditions with respect to maximum allowed values
of parameters IPTD, IPDV and IPLR. The IP QoS System
supports the classes of service in a single domain network
between each pair of the border routers. A given type of
application submits its packet stream to a predeﬁned class
of service. The classes of service are regarded as globally
well known. Since in the IP QoS System the classes of ser-
vice are supported only in a single domain, we deﬁne them
in the context of the “end to end” classes of service as spec-
iﬁed for multi-domain network and described in [4], [15].
In particular, in the area of a single domain, in one class
of service we can merge a number of “end to end” classes
of service with similar QoS guarantees. Table 1 shows the
list of the classes of service implemented in the IP QoS
System with its characteristics of QoS guarantees that are
expressed by the maximum allowed values for IPTD, IPDV
and IPLR.
Let us recall that in order to establish a given class of
service in the network we need:
– to set the values of parameters of the PHB mech-
anisms that is necessary for assuring adequate han-
dling of submitted traﬃc and isolation between traﬃc
belonging to diﬀerent classes of service,
– to allocate an amount of network resources for this
class,
– to apply adequate CAC algorithm to control volume
of submitted traﬃc.
In the IP QoS System we perform CAC function only in the
ingress border routers while the core network is overpro-
visioned as it is shown in Fig. 4. It means that the packet
delays and the packet losses in the core should be signiﬁ-
cantly less comparing to the packet delays and losses in the
ingress border routers. The above is true only when traﬃc
carried by the network is closed to this allowed by the CAC
function. If submitted traﬃc is rather low then the pack-
ets crossing the ingress border routers also experience low
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Table 1
Mapping between types of applications jointly with “end to end” classes of service and classes of service
in the IP QoS System, QoS guarantees and traﬃc proﬁles
Type of Classes of service
Classes of service QoS requirements
Traﬃc proﬁleapplication “end to end”
in the
IPLR
IPTD
IPDV
IP QoS System (mean value)
VoIP Telephony
Real time (RT) 10−3 100 ms 50 ms (PBR, PBRT)∗Interactive RT
games interactive
Video on demand MM streaming MM streaming 10−3 1 s Not critical (PBR, PBRT)
(not critical)
File transfer protocol High High 10−3 1 s Not critical (PBR, PBRT)
(FTP) throughput data throughput data (HTD) (not critical)
Standard Standard (STD)
Not
Not critical Not critical Arbitrary
critical
∗ peak bit rate (PBR), peak bit rate tolerance (PBRT), parameters of the token bucket mechanism.
losses and delays comparing with assumed QoS guarantees.
Notice that the assumption about core overprovisioning is
not critical since in the core we do not perform CAC and,
what is also important, usually the link capacities of the
core links are rather higher comparing to the link capaci-
ties in the access. Furthermore, such overprovisioning we
do not have to do for standard class of service.
Fig. 4. Traﬃc management in the IP QoS System: BR – border
router, CR – core router, T – terminal CAC – function responsible
for admitting/rejection of new connection request.
Now, we explain the rules we have assumed for the network
dimensioning. For the sake of simplicity, let we take into
account network when traﬃc oﬀered to classes of services
guaranteeing QoS (all classes except STD one), in the fur-
ther part of the text called as QoS classes of service (or
QoS traﬃc), for all relations ingress-egress border routers
is the same and all attached border routers are connected
to the core with the links of the same capacity, say C. So,
in order to assure core overprovisioning, for QoS traﬃc
we can take part of capacity C, named CQoS (CQoS <C) as
it is illustrated in Fig. 5. Furthermore, we need to decide
which types of connections we have in the system. We
can consider two alternative solutions. The ﬁrst solution
is to maintain “point to point” connections between a pair
of ingress-egress border routers with allocated link capac-
ities between them. Unfortunately, such approach leads to
Fig. 5. The partitioning of the link capacity between the border
and core routers among the classes of service and STD class of
service.
partitioning of the link capacity connecting given ingress
border router with core (the link of capacity CQoS) between
the directions to the rest of the egress border routers. As
a consequence, in the case of temporal QoS traﬃc ﬂuc-
tuations with respect to which egress border router traﬃc
is submitted, we can expect high level of new connection
request losses. Apart this, when we distribute the link ca-
pacity between too many directions we lost multiplexing
gain. The alternative solution is to maintain the connec-
tions “point to any”. In this case, we allocate the whole
capacity CQoS to handle QoS traﬃc submitted to a given
ingress router without distinguishing the target egress bor-
der routers. Such approach is applied in the IP QoS System
as illustrated in Fig. 6.
Figure 7 shows a simple example with two ingress and two
egress border routers illustrating the applied rule for over-
provisioning the core. If we allocate CQoS capacity on the
link connecting given ingress border router with the core,
then we need to allocate the CQoS capacity on each path
connecting this ingress border router to all egress border
routers. Of course, such approach leads to the overpro-
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Fig. 6. The concept of the overprovisioning of the core.
Fig. 7. Example of core overprovisioning in the case with
2 ingress border routers and 2 egress border routers.
visioning of the core. On the other hand, for the incom-
ing traﬃc to a given egress border router we need to have
(N−1) CQoS link capacity, when N border routers are con-
nected to the core. In order to increase this capacity, we
need to apply the CAC also in the egress border routers.
4. Summary
The paper provided an overview of the IP QoS System,
its architecture and applied approach for traﬃc control and
traﬃc engineering. The IP QoS System provides strict QoS
guarantees by supporting a number of QoS classes of ser-
vice. Comparing to best eﬀort network, it requires to im-
plement new mechanisms and algorithms at the packet, call
request and network provision levels.
The System IP QoS is currently prototyped and tested. Its
application to the network depends on the network opera-
tors.
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Abstract—The IP QoS System is based on next generation
networks (NGN) and diﬀerentiated services (DiﬀServ) archi-
tectures. Its main part is a signaling system, which allows to
send a request from a user to the system for establishing new
connection with predeﬁned quality of service assurance. In
this paper we present trial results of the proposed signalling
system. The experiments were performed to measure setup
delay utilizing artiﬁcial call generator/analyzer. To obtain re-
sults we assumed diﬀerent distributions of interarrival and
call holding times based on the literature. The results show
that the setup delay strongly depends on access time to net-
work devices, however also on the assumed call holding time
models.
Keywords—IP QoS System, Quality of Service, signaling system.
1. Introduction
The aim of the paper1 is to present the performance evalu-
ation of signaling in the IP QoS System. The system oﬀers
functionalities to assure quality of service (QoS) guarantees
for selected ﬂows. We assume that the system is based on
diﬀerentiated services (DiﬀServ) [1] and next generation
network (NGN) [2] architectures.
To assure QoS for selected ﬂows the system supports ﬁve
end-to-end QoS classes of service (CoSes) and one best
eﬀort CoS. The end-to-end CoSes for data transfer are as
follows: telephony for voice over IP applications, RT in-
teractive for interactive games, MM streaming for video on
demand, high throughput data for handling traﬃc gener-
ated by greedy TCP sources, and standard CoS (best ef-
fort). Moreover, in the network nodes we map end-to-end
telephony and RT interactive CoS to one aggregated real
time CoS. For the purpose of deﬁning end-to-end CoSes
concept, we follow [3] and [4].
We developed the system for a single IP domain. In this
system, Internet service provider (ISP) can provision re-
sources (that is link and buﬀer capacities) of the domain
for each CoS in each network node. In each DiﬀServ IP
router of the domain, an appropriate classiﬁer classiﬁes
1This work is partially funded by Polish Ministry of Science and
Higher Education, under contract number PBZ-MNiSW-02-II/2007 “Next
Generation Services and Networks – technical, application and market
aspects”.
packets of selected ﬂows to CoSes based on DSCP ﬁeld of
the IP packet header. In addition, edge and core routers
oﬀer an appropriate set of mechanisms to support QoS for
packet transfer.
In the IP QoS System, we distinguish three types of pro-
cesses, which operate in diﬀerent time scales. These pro-
cesses are:
– management, which manages routing and network
provisioning,
– call setup/release,
– packet transfer.
In this paper we focus on call setup and release processes.
These processes are handled by so called signaling system,
which is the main part of the considered IP QoS System.
The implemented and next evaluated signaling system con-
sists of signaling entities and protocols developed for trans-
port stratum of the NGN architecture. For handling signal-
ing messages exchanged between functional entities of the
architecture, during call setup or release process we uti-
lize a dedicated CoS. We name this CoS as signaling. The
performance of signaling CoS as well as performances of
signaling protocols and entities impact on call setup/release
delay and as a consequence they impact on user quality
of experience (QoE). Following [5], recommended target
values of acceptable by user call setup times for national
IP network under normal load conditions are: mean de-
lay = 5 s or for 95% of calls setup delay should be not
greater than 8 s. For international IP network, the target
values are 8 s an 11 s, respectively.
In our approach, we tested signaling system assuming ar-
tiﬁcial call generator with diﬀerent call arrival and call
holding models. For choosing adequate analytical models2
to test the signaling system, we selected from the litera-
ture a number of analytical assumptions, which are based
on measurement results obtained in pilot or real networks.
However, it is worth to mention that it is a lack of maturity
of the signaling system solutions developed by the opera-
tors [6]. Therefore, the call arrival and holding time models
2This work is partially funded by Polish Ministry of Science and Higher
Education, under contract number N N517 385838 “Modeling and analysis
of signaling in QoS Internet”.
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follow only some pilot trials [7] or measurements from ser-
vice operators in best eﬀort networks. First approach for
modeling call arrivals in IP QoS network is Poisson pro-
cess [8] as for PSTN network. However, based on [9] we
conclude that user behaviors diﬀer in multi-service network
comparing with PSTN. For example, [7] presents fractal
analysis and modeling of voice over IP traﬃc in station-
ary dedicated IP network with 800 users. Based on the
obtained results authors conclude that more adequate ana-
lytical model of call holding time is based on generalized
Pareto distribution (GPD) than exponential distribution.
In [10] and [11], authors focus on call analysis of stream-
ing media, e.g., reality show and live news, and sport TV
or access to e-teach, video, or audio servers. The call ar-
rivals and call holding times are essentially diﬀerent than
those assumed for PSTN networks. For sake of simplic-
ity, we tested the proposed signaling system for analyti-
cal models considered in [7] for voice over IP applica-
tion. In particular, we compared the system performance
for call holding models based on exponential distribution
and GPD.
In this paper, we continue our previous work on signaling
systems as presented in [12], [13] and [14]. Comparing
with that work, we show results for the signaling system
based on NGN architecture. It is worth to mention that
the system presented in [12]–[14] was developed simulta-
neously with NGN architecture details. Moreover, we en-
hance our trials with new analytical models for call arrival
and holding times for voice over IP application.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents de-
tails of signaling in IP QoS System. Section 3 describes
trial topology. Section 4 presents the obtained trial results
for performance evaluation of the signaling system. Sec-
tion 5 concludes the paper.
2. Signaling in the IP QoS System
The IP QoS System follows the functional decomposition
that is similar to the one deﬁned in [15] for NGN archi-
tecture. The system focuses strongly on management and
control of resources, therefore most of its operations reside
in the resource and admission control functions (RACF).
In particular, from RACF we selected policy decision func-
tional entity (PD-FE) and transport resource control func-
tional entity (TRC-FE) as essential entities for QoS control.
In the subsections below, ﬁrst we provide an overview of
the architecture and then we show typical signaling scenar-
ios when system handles new call.
2.1. Architecture Overview
The architecture of the IP QoS System follows the isolation
of functions into service and transport strata. In Fig. 1, we
show all considered functional entities mapped over the par-
ticular strata. Moreover, the ﬁgure indicates the interfaces
between particular entities and provides the recommenda-
tions deﬁning those interfaces.
Fig. 1. Functional architecture of the IP QoS System.
In the service stratum, there are 2 entities:
• Application is available to the end use. We assume
that it operates in 2 processes:
– ﬁrst it uses application signaling to collect all
necessary information about interested parties,
– then it preforms communication by sending and
receiving the user’s data.
• Service control functions (SCF) is a set of services,
which are essential to establish a session for the ap-
plication, e.g., they could cover user registry, authen-
tication and accounting. Nevertheless, for successful
integration with the IP QoS System, the SCF must
communicate with elements available in the transport
stratum.
In the transport stratum, we distinguish following entities:
• Policy decision functional entity (PD-FE) plays the
role of the connecting hub between diﬀerent elements
of the RACF. Especially, it is a gateway from service
stratum for SCF. This entity routes all messages and
performs ﬁnal decision about acceptance or rejection
of the requests.
• Transport resource control functional entity
(TRC-FE) is responsible for abstract representation
of the resources available in the network. Moreover,
it performs the connection admission control and it
also maintains the database of accepted connections.
• Policy enforcement functional entity (PE-FE) di-
rectly interacts with network devices. It is able to
translate requests into a set of instructions known by
the device. For example, it is able to introduce traﬃc
conditioning into the edge routers or packet schedul-
ing conﬁguration over network interfaces.
• Routing management (ROMAN) establishes paths
in the network between pairs of access networks.
Moreover, for each path it assigns the amount of re-
sources which are available for traﬃc with QoS re-
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Fig. 2. Message sequence diagram for establishing a session.
quirements. Notice that this entity operates in the
long time scale mainly performing management op-
erations.
• Resource management subsystem (RMS) is re-
sponsible for mapping of end-to-end QoS require-
ments into the resources available in the network. In
particular, these are weights assigned to the sched-
ulers and buﬀer sizes. Similar to the ROMAN, this
entity performs management operations, which are
independent of call setups and call releases.
In the proposed architecture, we assume that the network
consists only of a single DiffServ autonomous system. This
means that the resources are split among a set of CoSes.
Moreover, the traﬃc introduced into the network is condi-
tioned on the edges, while new connections are controlled
by an admission control function.
Notice that the Q-series interfaces that are deﬁned for the
NGN architecture in most cases use DIAMETER proto-
col for transferring signaling messages. However DIAME-
TER is well deﬁned and standardized, for the purpose of
simpler implementation we mapped the structures into the
speciﬁcation language for ICE (SLICE). Those structures
were used for implementation of particular signaling nodes,
which were built upon the ICE middleware.
2.2. Call Handling Scenarios
The IP QoS System handles 2 main signaling scenarios:
– establishing a session (call setup),
– closing a session (call release).
Below, we present the exemplary message sequence dia-
grams for both scenarios for the following topology:
• The session is established between two users A
and B. Each user is located in diﬀerent access net-
work, which are connected to the core network using
edge routers. Consequently, the traﬃc between users
always crosses 2 edge routers and the routers in the
core network.
• The deployment of the system assumes that each ac-
cess network is handled by one TRC-FE and one
PE-FE server. For example, operations for access
network A are performed by TRC-FE A server and
PE-FE A server.
Establishing a session. Figure 2 depicts the message ex-
change between entities in the IP QoS System for estab-
lishing a session. We distinguish the following steps.
1. Initially, the user A decides to establish a session to
the user B. This request is translated by the appli-
cation into a reserve message which is sent to the
SCF.
2. The SCF locates user B and performs application
level negotiation, e.g., it establishes a codec sup-
ported by both sides. Moreover, it must resolve all in-
formation required to classify the data streams in the
network, i.e., IP addresses, transport protocol type
(UDP/TCP) and port numbers. When this process
is complete, the SCF sends reserve message to the
PD-FE. Note that the signature of the reserve mes-
sage may be diﬀerent in each step. Even though they
share the common name, they correspond to diﬀerent
interfaces.
3. The PD-FE veriﬁes that description of the session if
the message is complete. Then it decomposes a ses-
sion into multiple connection structures; one connec-
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Fig. 3. Message sequence diagram for closing a session.
tion structure represents a single data stream to be es-
tablished in the network. Before the handling of the
connection starts, the PD-FE must map them into
appropriate points of control. In case of the IP QoS
System, the point of control is mapped directly to the
ingress point of the network, i.e., all traﬃc generated
by users belonging to single edge router share the
same control point. In our example, we have 2 users
attached to diﬀerent edge routers. Therefore, the sce-
nario will have 2 sets of control points: {TRC-FE A,
PE-FE A} and {TRC-FE B, PE-FE B}. Steps num-
ber 3a and 3b cover the sending of reserve messages
to the TRC FE elements.
4. TRC-FE elements verify that connections are unique
and then they perform admission control function. If
the result is positive, then they perform reservation by
reducing the amount of available resources for given
control point. Moreover, they store the connection
information as in the IP QoS System, state of the
connection is managed by TRC-FE elements. In our
example, we assume that the result is positive and
that they return the ok message to the PD-FE.
5. The PD-FE performs a synchronization upon the re-
sult of TRC-FE operation. When all responses are
received, it performs the second part of the connec-
tion handling, i.e., it sends the reserve message to
the PE-FE elements.
6. PE-FE elements communicate with edge routers and
they enable traﬃc conditioning mechanisms for ac-
cepted connections. They conﬁgure policing, shaping
and marking mechanisms, as necessary for particular
connections. The result is returned to the PD-FE; in
our example, the ok messages are sent.
7. At this point the resources in the network are re-
served. The PD-FE synchronizes the responses for
particular connections from PE-FE elements, then
merges back connection into a session. This results
in a response with ok message to the SCF.
8. The SCF forwards the response to the application.
Note that the SCF is responsible for refreshing the soft state
of the session by periodically sending the refresh messages
to the PD-FE. We do not show this exchange in our example
as it seems to be straightforward.
Closing a session. Figure 3 depicts the message exchange
between entities in the IP QoS System for closing a session.
The steps for closing a session are similar as in case of
establishing a session, which are:
1. User A decides to close a session with user B. In
this case, the application sends a release message to
the SCF.
2. The SCF veriﬁes that given session is indeed active
in the network. Recall that SCF maintains soft state
of the sessions, therefore it has a knowledge whether
the session is active or not. The SCF removes the ses-
sion from the list of active sessions and sends conﬁr-
mation to the application: ok message. At the same
time it sends release message to the PD-FE. Note that
the signature of the release message may be diﬀerent
in each step. Even though they share the common
name, they correspond to diﬀerent interfaces.
3. The PD-FE veriﬁes that description of the session
in the message is complete. Then it decomposes
a session into multiple connections; one connection
represents a single data stream to be established in
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the network. Each connection is mapped into a set
of control points, e.g., {TRC-FE A, PE-FE A} and
{TRC-FE B, PE-FE B}. Steps number 3a and 3b
cover the sending of release messages to the PE-FE
elements.
4. PE-FE elements communicate with edge routers and
they disable traﬃc conditioning mechanisms which
were prepared previously for particular connections.
The result is returned to the PD FE: ok messages are
sent.
5. The PD-FE performs a synchronization upon the re-
sult of PE-FE operation. When all responses are
received, it performs the second part of the connec-
tion handling, i.e., it sends the release message to the
TRC-FE elements.
6. TRC-FE elements release the resources. Moreover,
they remove the connection information from lo-
cal storage. We assume that the result is positive
(there are no errors); they return the ok message to
the PD-FE.
7. At this point the resources in the network are re-
leased. The PD-FE synchronizes the responses for
particular connections from TRC-FE elements, then
merges back connections into a session. This results
in a response with ok message to the SCF.
Note that in case of closing a session, neither application
or SCF should wait for receiving a response. In fact, the
return messages are just informative. For application the
session is closed almost immediately, while SCF removes
the session information upon reception of ﬁrst release
message.
3. Trial Environment
In this section we present details about call genera-
tor/analyzer utilised in the trials and trial topology.
3.1. Call Generator/Analyzer
To allow automatic tests of signaling subsystem perfor-
mance call generator/analyzer was implemented. It con-
sists of three programs: one for oﬀ-line preparation of
experiment scenarios, next carrying out experiment itself,
i.e., sending requests to the system and collecting data, and
the last for postprocessing of results. The reason for per-
forming most operations oﬀ-line, was to minimize a delay
in the call generation process. As the aim of experiments
was to test the signaling system, only call setup and release
requests were sent to the system and no data between appli-
cation hosts were transmitted. The architecture of the call
generator is presented in the Fig. 4.
Various characteristics of diﬀerent services were modeled
by the set of distributions used for generating call inter-
arrival times and durations. There are two groups of mod-
els implemented in the generator. The ﬁrst one involves
simple models in which inter-arrivals and durations are
Fig. 4. Call generator architecture.
generated independently using, e.g., exponential or GPD.
The second group is represented by a generalized Markov
modulated Poisson process (MPPP), brought into play to
prepare scenarios with correlations between events. While
using Pareto distribution helps to introduce some bursti-
ness as observed in [7], [16], and [17] the last model helps
in preparation of more complex scenarios as suggested
in [18] and [9].
The call generating program implements two schedulers
serving reservation and release requests via independent
polls of threads to avoid blocking and reveal full perfor-
mance of the system. For the same reason logging is post-
poned to the end of program operation. The communica-
tion with the IP QoS System (precisely SCF) is provided
by standard user interface using ICE middleware.
The postprocessing of previously collected logs allows to
ﬁlter data and prepare statistics and various types of plots
(time-plots, histogram etc.) without inﬂuencing the call
generating process.
Fig. 5. Trial network topology with call generator and IP QoS
System.
Figure 5 shows the topology of the trial network in which
presented tests were performed. The trial network consists
of two core routers (CR1, CR2 that are Cisco 7201) and two
edge routers (ER1 – Cisco 2811 and ER2 – Cisco 1801).
In addition, the network uses two Cisco Catalyst 2960G
switches (S1 and S2) connected to the edge routers ER1
and ER2. The IP QoS System is connected to the trial core
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network. It is responsible for resource provisioning as well
as call handling processes.
Call generator/analyzer connects through the network to
the IP QoS System in order to generate calls and to make
measurements of the setup time in the signaling system.
The server with the IP QoS System is running an Fe-
dora 12 operating system on a computer with 3 GHz Intelr
Pentiumr 4 CPU.
4. Performance Evaluation of the
Signaling System
The aim of experiments was to test performance of the IP
QoS System in conditions similar to those occurring in op-
erational network and to identify which elements introduce
highest delays. Two sets of experiments were performed.
In the ﬁrst one, all system modules except routers were em-
ployed. In the second experiment, fully conﬁgured system
composed of all software modules and network equipment.
In this way, it was possible to assess the time necessary
to conﬁgure edge routers, which turned out to be the main
component of total call setup delay.
The scenarios were prepared for end-to-end telephony CoS
based on measurement results of VoIP call load, from [7],
scaled to the range which allows to estimate the perfor-
mance limit. The process of call generation used expo-
nential distribution for interarrival times and exponential
distribution or GPD for call holding times. No data traﬃc
was generated during experiments as only signaling sys-
tem was tested, however all signaling system functionali-
ties, including admission control function, were operating.
Consequently all requests were processed, stored in
database, etc. and suﬃcient resources (i.e. bandwidth) for
telephony CoS were provided. The parameters of experi-
ments are presented in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1
Parameters of experiments with exponential call
holding times
Variant of the Call intensity Mean holding Call request
experiment range [1/s] time [s] [kbit/s]
Without routers
1–10 114.27 8conﬁguration
Full – with routers
0.25–1.25 114.27 8conﬁguration
Table 2
Parameters of experiments with exponential call
interarrival time
Variant of the
Call Holding time –
Call
experiment
intensity GPD parameters
request
range shape scale resulting
[kbit/s][1/s] (k) (s) mean [s]
Without routers
1–10 –0.39 69.33 49.88 8conﬁguration
Full – with routers
0.25–1.25 –0.39 69.33 49.88 8conﬁguration
Table 1 presents parameters of experiments with Poissonian
interarrival time and exponential call holding times. Table
2 presents parameters of experiments with Poissonian call
interarrival time and GPD call interarrival time.
It is worth to mention that according to [7] parameters pre-
sented in Table 2 better approximate measurement results
than those presented in Table 1. As we mentioned above,
the aim of trial is also check an impact of the assumed
model on the signaling system performance.
The referenced work [7] provided study of VoIP calls for
corporate network of approximately 800 subscribers which
generated 0.164 call/s. The scenarios used during tests
have call intensity signiﬁcantly up-scaled to test the system
performance, while holding times are generated in a way
conformant to observations of authors in order to retain
typical holding time characteristics.
For each call the system was requested for resources for
single VoIP connection, the resources in the IP QoS System
were provisioned to allow submit all calls. No calls were
reject.
To gather amount of data suﬃcient for analyzis calls were
generated during 32 minutes.
4.1. Experiments without Routers
Two series of ten experiments were performed. As it was
previously mentioned their aim was to test performance
of the system alone without communication with routers
which we expect is so time consuming that may hinder be-
havior of the software. Such a procedure allows to validate
correctness of the implementation and to ﬁnd the limit of
the system performance.
Fig. 6. Call setup times, exponential interarrival times, call
intensity 4 call/s, holding times exponential (a) and GPD (b).
Characteristics in Fig. 6 show call setup times measured
during experiments with moderate intensity (4 call/s) and
exponential holding times (a graph) and GPD holding times
(b graph).
Next, two characteristics in Fig. 7 show call setup times
measured during experiments with high intensity (9 call/s)
and holding times generated according to exponential
(a graph) and GPD (b graph) distributions.
In the case when calls are generated with moderate inten-
sity some variation of the service times may be observed in
both (exponential and GPD holding time) cases, however
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Fig. 7. Call setup times, exponential interarrival times, call
intensity 9 call/s, holding times exponential (a) and GPD (b).
the overall system performance may be considered suﬃ-
cient. When calls are generated with higher rate the graph
becomes more rugged and call setup time increases sig-
niﬁcantly to the level of seconds. Such increase may be
attributed mostly to queuing request at database and rate
of 9 calls/s may be considered as maximum for the sys-
tem. The argument for this may be also in characteristics
in Fig. 8 presenting performance of the system in scenario
Fig. 8. Call setup times, exponential interarrival times, call in-
tensity 10 call/s, GPD holding times – case of massive congestion.
Fig. 9. Call setup times versus call intensity.
with rate of 10 call/s. The signiﬁcant rise not only in max-
imum but also minimum call setup time suggests massive
queuing occurring in one of the IP QoS System elements,
possibly database holding reservation list.
To summarize results of experiments a graph showing call
setup time versus call intensity (Fig. 9) was prepared. Two
lines for each distribution are presented – one for mean
service time and another for 95% – the value much better
describing user perception of the system performance.
As we observe the characteristics for both models of hold-
ing times are very similar and they are below the target
values of setup times.
4.2. Experiments with Router Configuration
Finally similar set of experiments was performed in fully
conﬁgured signalling system, i.e., with conﬁguring of the
routers. The intensities were scaled down as communica-
tion time was taken into account, the rest of parameters and
procedure following these described previously. Character-
istics in Fig. 10 show call setup times for experiments with
moderate rate which in this case is 0.25 call/s.
Fig. 10. Call setup times, exponential interarrival times, call
intensity 0.25 call/s, holding times exponential (a) and GPD (b).
Next set of graphs (Fig. 11) represents situation of higher
load, close to maximum which can be served in acceptable
time.
Fig. 11. Call setup times, exponential interarrival times, call
intensity 0.75 call/s, holding times exponential (a) and GPD (b).
In these examples some call setup times exceed 2s which
is close to the value typically perceived as acceptable
for users, so the system limit lays approximately between
0.75 and 1 call/s. As an argument for this another graph,
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showing heavy load condition at intensity of 1.25 call/s, is
presented in Fig. 12.
Fig. 12. Call setup times, exponential interarrival times, call
intensity 1.25 call/s, GPD holding times.
Rapid grow of service time beyond values observed in ex-
amples lacking router conﬁguration suggests that requests
are queued in the router access module due to the overload
of the control software in the router. It is important to
remind that performance limit of the system when router
communication was excluded was approximately 9 times
higher so the limitation visible in Fig. 12 can be attributed
only to the routers. To systematize this ﬁndings, character-
istics showing average and 95% of call setup time versus
call intensity are presented in Fig. 13.
Fig. 13. Call setup times versus call intensity.
As we can see an impact of holding times models play
an essential role on the obtained results in this scenario.
Moreover, for call intensity above 1 call/s the characteristics
for GPD holding time model are above the target values. On
the other hand for exponential holding time model are in the
acceptance area. So, we observe an impact of the assumed
call holding time model on the obtained characteristics.
5. Conclusions
The experiments allowed to evaluate the system perfor-
mance and to identify elements contributing the most
to the experienced delay. The overall performance of fully
conﬁgured system (0.75 call/s) may be considered low,
however it must be stated that it is signiﬁcantly higher than
necessary to serve requests generated by 800 subscribers
in [3]. Considering that each edge router can be conﬁg-
ured in parallel, the system capacity may be scaled up by
partitioning each large access network into a number of
smaller ones (analogous as in radio access of the mobile
networks). Furthermore, the main delay is connected with
conﬁguring routers (around 500 ms under moderate load),
so ﬁnding more eﬃcient equipment is necessary for real
life application. Another source of delay (due to queuing)
is database, which may be optimized with help of well-
known techniques. The results show also the impact of the
assumed call holding time models on setup delay in some
scenarios.
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Abstract—This article presents dimensioning and routing so-
lutions in IP QoS System designed during the implementa-
tion of the PBZ project: “Next Generation Services and Net-
works – technical, application and market aspects: Traﬃc
management – IP QoS System”. The paper presents the func-
tional architecture together to the description of the functions
and methods implemented in the system.
Keywords—IP QoS System, resource dimensioning, routing.
1. Introduction
The architecture of the IP QoS System and traﬃc control
mechanisms have been speciﬁed during the PBZ project1
and the implemented prototype has been tested in the
testbed network. The proposed architecture of the IP QoS
System is compatible with the next generation network ar-
chitecture (NGN). Moreover, in terms of quality of service
(QoS) assuring, this implementation is compatible with the
diﬀerentiated services architecture (DiﬀServ) [1]. Figure 1
shows the IP QoS System architecture with implemented
functional modules.
The proposed solution relates to resource management
layer, which main objective is to separate the traﬃc sub-
mitted to the four classes of service (CoS): real time, mul-
timedia streaming, high throughput data and standard. The
resource management implemented in IP QoS distinguishes
three basic processes directed to prepare the network for as-
suring guaranteed service for the new requests:
– resource dimensioning process between edge routers,
– routing process on the basis of QoS requirements,
i.e., QoS-aware routing,
– resource reservation process for new call requests that
takes into account quality of service requirements.
These processes we implemented by the following mod-
ules: routing management (ROMAN), resource manage-
ment subsystem (RMS), policy decision – physical en-
tity (PD-PE), transport resource control (TRC) and policy
enforcement – physical entity (PE-PE). ROMAN module
1This work is partially funded by Polish Ministry of Science and Higher
Education, under contract number PBZMNiSW-02-II/2007 “Next Gener-
ation Services and Networks – technical, application and market aspects”.
is responsible for routing in the network. It should be
noted that the testbed network implements multiprotocol
label switching traﬃc engineering (MPLS TE) tunnels for
carrying traﬃc of given CoS. ROMAN module sets the
path and creates TE tunnels between each pair of edge
routers. In the project framework we implemented and
tested diﬀerent routing algorithms for TE tunnels conﬁg-
uration. Besides standard algorithms additional extended
Dijkstra’s algorithms have been implemented. ROMAN
forces the TE tunnel in the routing algorithm by entering
the command: ip explicit-path with speciﬁed intermediate
nodes. After conﬁguring tunnel, the module writes the in-
formation in a database and provides the information to the
RMS module with the list of tunnels. The RMS module
performs resource allocation and resource dimensioning,
which depend on available resources and matrices of traf-
ﬁc demands, respectively. The primary task of the RMS
module is to determine the link capacity and buﬀer size for
each class of services inside a single domain. The resulting
capacity and buﬀer size are set in the edge router and are
the parameters used by the call admission control (CAC)
function.
The article describes the implementation of modules re-
sponsible for proper router conﬁguration within the testbed
network. The main objective of the paper is to describe
the speciﬁcation as well as implemented algorithms of the
modules responsible for dimensioning process and conﬁg-
uration of MPLS paths. Moreover, we describe how the
diﬀerent modules cooperate with each other and exchange
data. The theoretical description comes with exemplary
conﬁguration results taken from the testbed network of the
IP QoS System. In the conclusion, we summarize the
achievements of the implementation of the system by de-
scribing the presentation of IP QoS System testbed on na-
tional exhibition, and propose system extensions for further
development.
2. Functions of IP QoS System Modules
2.1. ROMAN Module
ROMAN module is responsible for the implementation of
the routing process in testbed network that is compatible
with the DiﬀServ architecture [1]. In DiﬀServ networks,
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the IP QoS System.
edge routers support functionalities for single streams and
core routers are aware only of aggregated traﬃc in proper
CoSes. Testbed network implements MPLS TE tunnels for
routing packets belonging to diﬀerent CoS. Edge routers
add and remove MPLS labels for incoming and outgoing
packets, respectively. MPLS TE tunnels, or brieﬂy TE tun-
nels, are deﬁned by the so-called label switched path (LSP).
To conﬁgure the LSP it is required to specify subsequent
nodes from source to destination router. Routers in the
MPLS network make forwarding decisions based on their
label forwarding instance base (LFIB) tables. These ta-
bles contain labels which corresponding input and output
interfaces. The paths on which are established the tunnels
are determined using a routing algorithm implemented in
ROMAN module. ROMAN task is to determine paths and
create TE tunnels between each pair of edge routers for
traﬃc classiﬁed into proper CoSes. DiﬀServ architecture
assumes that the individual streams of packets sent by ap-
plications in the backbone are aggregated into streams of
particular CoSes. In DiﬀServ architecture routers analyze
DSCP ﬁeld in IP headers, and on this basis are handled
with appropriate CoS. Packets belonging to the CoSes in
the MPLS network are distinguished on the basis of the
value of EXP ﬁeld in MPLS header (see Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. MPLS header (4 Bytes length).
For this reason we deﬁned mapping between DSCP code
values and EXP values of the MPLS header. Method of
mapping DSCP codes for aggregated CoSes into MPLS
EXP codes is shown in Table 1 [2]. The table is ﬁlled in
accordance with the EXP-inferred-PSC LSP (E-LSP) model
proposed by the IETF [3]. Each router conﬁgures per hop
behavior (PHB) rules for packets with diﬀerent EXP ﬁeld’s
values. It is possible to do static mapping in the domain
but it should be the same in the whole network.
Table 1
Mapping between DSCP in IP QoS System
and PMLS EXP ﬁeld [2]
Type of
End-to-end Class of service
MPLS
application
class of in IP QoS DSCP
EXPservice project
Signaling Signaling Signaling 101000 101
VoIP Telephony Real time (RT) 101110 100
Interactive
RT interactive 100000games
Video on
MM streaming MM streaming
011010
demand
011100 011
011110
High High 001010
010
FTP throughput throughput 001100∗
001∗
data data 001110∗
Standard Standard (STD) 000000 000
∗ DSCP codes and MPLS EXP ﬁeld used for HTD class of service.
In the project we assumed that the capacity of all the links
in the core network is divided into diﬀerent classes of ser-
vice. This division is determined by the RMS module, ac-
cording to the maximum allocation model (MAM) method
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described in [4]. The main advantage of the model is its
simplicity and, in turn, the model ensures the achievement
of isolation between traﬃc.
ROMAN module performs the following functions:
– retrieves information about the network topology,
– sets required capacity (CQoS) for proper classes of
service,
– establishes MPLS TE tunnels,
– provides information about the topology and TE tun-
nels to the RMS module.
We assume that the input data for ROMAN module is infor-
mation about current network topology, link capacity and
required capacity for CoSes stored in the database. Module
retrieves information from one of the router of the network,
since all the routers in the network use the OSPF routing
protocol [5] and gather information about network topol-
ogy. In our implementation it is possible to load the status
of the network from extensible markup language (XML)
conﬁguration ﬁle. Due to resource dimensioning model,
the value of required capacity for proper CoS cannot be
greater than constraint (1):
CQoS ≤
Cmin
LRD−1
, (1)
where:
Cmin – minimal access link capacity,
LRD – number of edge routers.
CISCO routers use PCALC algorithm for MPLS TE tun-
nels establishment. This algorithm discovers the paths in
the network and provides data for explicit route object
(ERO) ﬁeld used in RSVP-TE signaling structure. The
proposed solution implemented and tested diﬀerent rout-
ing algorithms for TE tunnels conﬁguration, therefore re-
placement of PCALC algorithm was mandatory. In addi-
tion to standard algorithms such as Dijkstra and Kruskal,
additional algorithms have been implemented like extended
Dijkstra’s described in [6] and self-adaptive multiple con-
straints routing algorithm (SAMCRA) described in [7], [8].
ROMAN conﬁgures TE tunnels by entering the command:
ip explicit-path with speciﬁed intermediate nodes. After
conﬁguring the tunnel, the module writes information in
the database and provides list of tunnels to the RMS mod-
ule. Additional implementation details are presented in
Section 3.
2.2. RMS Module
RMS module is responsible for implementing the algorithm
for resource dimensioning and allocation, depending on
available resources and demands in the domain. Perform-
ing these tasks requires communication with the ROMAN
and PD-PE modules. In the prototype we implemented
a simpliﬁed static version of resource allocation algorithm.
The primary task for RMS module is to determine the ca-
pacity allocated for each class of service in every edge
router (ER) of the domain. This capacity is used by call
admission control function implemented in the TRC-FE
module. In addition, the RMS module sets the buﬀer size
in appropriate port for respective classes of service in ac-
cordance to [2].
RMS module receives notiﬁcation from ROMAN module
about changes in network topology. The notiﬁcation itself
does not provide information about new network topology
and is the responsibility of the RMS to achieve this in-
formation in a pull mode from the ROMAN. Additionally
RMS module can be notiﬁed that paths has been changed
in network by ROMAN module. Like the previous notiﬁca-
tion, it does not provide additional data structures, therefore
the RMS module retrieves structure with up-to-date paths
in the network from ROMAN module.
RMS module allocates bandwidth for all classes of service
in a chosen path (MPLS TE tunnel). Additionally module
allocates bandwidth for the MPLS tunnels that pass through
particular link. In addition, buﬀer sizes are set in each
output port and for each class of service (ports through
which at least one path passes). The results obtained from
the resource allocation algorithm are used in the admission
control algorithm.
To describe the algorithm we introduce the following vari-
ables and constants:
l = 1 . . .L, link number (L≡ number of links),
s = 1 . . .S, path number (S ≡ number of paths),
k = 1 . . .K, CoS number (K ≡ number of CoS),
Cl ≡ capacity of link l,
δls = 1 if path number s contains link number l, other-
wise δls = 0,
M[k,s] ≡ matrix of demands including demands for
CoS number k in path s.
In particular, the algorithm allocates resources for the
classes of service and convert relative input matrix of de-
mands into absolute matrix of demands describing the ex-
act bandwidth for each path and class of service. When
for all classes and paths are the same demands then input
elements of the matrix are equal to 1.
After running the algorithm, the output matrix contains the
bandwidth requirement for each path and class of service.
Then, we calculate the value of bandwidth Ckl for router
output port of link l and class of service k according to the
formula:
Ckl = ∑
s
M[k,s] δls . (2)
After calculating the bandwidth values for diﬀerent classes
of service we calculate buﬀer sizes. The length of the
buﬀers allocated for each class depends on the used routers.
For example, Cisco routers used in the prototype allowed
to work with no more than 64 packets total buﬀer size for
all classes of service. The results presented below take into
account this limitation.
Signaling class: Resource dimensioning for signaling traﬃc
is quite complicated. Recent studies showed that a single
procedure call statement in the exemplary architecture of
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next generation networks needs around 30 kbit/s. If we have
reserved bandwidth CSIG for signaling traﬃc, then we can
allow CSIG/30 connection set-up procedures. One proce-
dure connection request, sends simultaneously N messages
to the network. In order not to loose signaling packets, the
buﬀer size for signaling CoS should be calculated accord-
ing to the following formula:
BSIG =
CSIG [kbit/s]
30 [kbit/s] N [packets] . (3)
RT Interactive class: Buﬀer size for this class must take
into account maximum values of delay variation (IPDV)
according to the following formula:
IPDVRT [s] =
BRT ×dRT [B/packet] 8 hop
CRT [kbit/s]
, (4)
where:
dRT – the largest packet length of all RT streams,
hop – the number of hops on the longest path,
BRT – buﬀer size for RT class,
CRT – allocated bandwidth for RT class.
MM streaming and HTD classes of service require small
packet loss [2]. Therefore, the buﬀer size should be large
enough to minimize the number of lost packets belonging
to these classes of service. On the other hand, while there
is no requirement for delay variation the requirement for
packet transfer delay (IPTD) is 0.5 s for end-to-end de-
lay [2].
The delay and packet loss levels depend on the load (ρ).
Only, we can calculate the maximum buﬀer size for the
delay when the buﬀer is always full (ρ→ 1). Then, the
buﬀer can be calculated using the following formula:
IPDVMMS/HTD [s]=
(BMMS/HTD+1)dMMS/HT D [B/packet]8hop
CMMS/HTD [kbit/s]
,
(5)
where:
dMMS/HT D – maximum packet size of all streams MMS or
HTD,
hop – the number of hops on the longest path,
BMMS/HT D – buﬀer size for MMS or HTD,
CMMS/HT D – allocated bandwidth for MMS or HTD.
For the values based on IPTD, the length of the buﬀer is
over-dimensioned (ρ < 1). If the buﬀer size is too small,
then we choose a larger buﬀer size in our implementation
(100 packets – as a minimum value).
The input data related to network topology and routing
are passed from ROMAN module to RMS module. RMS
node can be conﬁgured with the appropriate entries in the
conﬁguration ﬁles. Conﬁguration of QoS requirements is
stored in the ﬁle “qos.txt”, while the value of demands
are stored in the ﬁle “demands.txt”. This ﬁle conﬁgures
the demand for speciﬁc paths and speciﬁc classes of ser-
vice: signaling, real time, MM streaming, high throughput
data and standard. Demands are expressed as the weights,
and allocated capacity is directly proportional to the stated
weight. In another conﬁguration ﬁle are stored quality of
service requirements for diﬀerent classes of service (Ta-
ble 2). The ﬁle for the relevant class deﬁnes the following
metrics: IP packet loss ratio (IPLR), IP packet transfer de-
lay (IPTD), IP packet delay variation (IPDV) and packet
length d. Additional implementation details are presented
in Section 3. Table 2 presents the necessary data of CoS
for conﬁguring RMS.
Table 2
The requirements on the quality of service [2]
Number Class IPLR IPTD IPDV d
1 Signaling X X X –
2 Real time X X X X
3 MM streaming X X – –
4 High throughput data X X – –
5 Standard – – – –
2.3. PD-PE Module
PD-PE module participates in routing process in the do-
main in the following way. It receives from the ROMAN
module information of customers attached to given routers.
This function is performed by conﬁgureAccessNetworks()
method in interface RomanToPd. Current list of customers
addresses belonging to the routers overwrites the old one.
Function requestAccessNetworks() in PdToRoman interface
request list of customer addresses in routers.
PD-PE module provides information for the call ad-
mission control function and resource allocation process
to the routers, in order to conﬁgure the interfaces. Both
functions are triggered by the RMS by using conﬁgureRe-
sources() and conﬁgurePorts() functions in RmsToPd in-
terface. During the network resources monitoring process,
PD-PE module transmits reports through reportResource-
State() function in PdToRms interface.
2.4. PE-PE Module
PE-PE module manages network devices’ conﬁguration,
which is the ﬁnal element for conﬁguring the router out-
put interface. For this purpose the interface PdToPe has
conﬁgurePorts() function that provides router interface con-
ﬁguration. This conﬁguration includes resource allocation
(bandwidth and buﬀer size) for particular class of service.
PE-PE module is the last element of the signaling chain
for resource allocation. Module communicates with the
network devices. Anyway, this communication is not stan-
dardized and is speciﬁc to each network which actually acts
as a driver for the IP QoS System.
For appropriate work of PE-PE module, a database is
created containing the following tables: routers, inter-
faces, class conﬁgurations, pe points, access lists, policers,
shapers and session. The ﬁrst four tables provide informa-
tion about topology of testbed network. It should be noted
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that the contents of both interfaces and class conﬁgurations
tables will vary depending on the dimensioning of network
resources. Subsequent tables access lists, policers, shapers
and session will be ﬁlled during admission control process.
In routers table is stored basic information about routers in
testbed network. Since in the testbed network we imple-
ment 2 border routers and 4 core routers, then the routers
table contains 6 records, one for each router. Each of these
routers have an identiﬁer that is used as a foreign key for ac-
cessing the table. The ﬁelds username, password and pass-
word enable contain the data necessary to establish a telnet
session with the routers. Field ip contains the IP address of
virtual loopback interface, which is deﬁned on each router
and used as an identiﬁer of the router in the testbed net-
work.
Class conﬁguration table contains data about classes of ser-
vice provided in the system. This table contains the fol-
lowing ﬁelds: name – the name of the CoS, bitrate – bit
rate dedicated to the class on the output link [bit/s] and
queue limit – the queue size for the class. Moreover, the
interface id is a foreign key, which represents the identi-
ﬁer of the network interface. For each interface are de-
ﬁned ﬁve classes of service: real time, MM streaming, high
throughput data, standard and signaling.
Table Pe points contains data of all edge nodes in the net-
work. Moreover, the database module of PE-PE contains
the tables: policers, shapers i session, which are ﬁlled dur-
ing the per-ﬂow operation of IP QoS System.
2.5. TRC-PE Module
TRC-PE node runs the call admission control algorithm.
For this purpose in PdToTrc interface we distinguish
the method conﬁgureResources() that provide description
of resource allocation for each class of service. After start-
ing this method, the following actions are performed:
• TRC-PE module ﬁnds in the database points that re-
alize call admission control. In case the point is not
found, the method returns a negative result.
• Resource conﬁguration take into account bandwidth,
buﬀer size, packet loss ratio, packet transfer delay and
packet delay variation. Based on these parameters is
provided maximum load value, which is determined
by an call admission control algorithm. This value
is stored in the database. If the call admission con-
trol algorithm is not supported, the method returns
a negative result.
• After the proper run the algorithm returns a positive
result.
During conﬁguration of the TRC-PE module was set up
a database named pbz trc. This database stores data about
available resources for each class of service on IP QoS
System and for all edge routers in the testbed network.
Table trc points contains information for all edge routers
(routers ER1 and ER2). Moreover trc resources table stores
information about the classes of service for all the routers
speciﬁed in the table trc points. While system is working
these tables are ﬁlled with records that store data about the
current sessions and ﬂows in the testbed network.
3. Implementation of IP QoS System
Modules
ROMAN module has been implemented in C# and runs on
a virtual MONO platform on Suse Linux. Communication
with other modules is provided by the interface using the
ICE library. Figure 3 depicts ROMAN module divided in
functional blocks.
Fig. 3. ROMAN module divided in functional blocks.
The main functionality is included in the library of routing
algorithms. This module determines paths between each
pair of edge routers for each Class of Service. To ﬁnd a path
between two routers we implemented Dijkstra, Kruskal and
SAMCRA algorithms.
To determine the routing topology of the network RO-
MAN reads OSPF table from one router of the testbed net-
work. This is achieved by using the database library. For
testing purposes we can load the network topology from
the XML ﬁle. In addition, the implemented module pro-
vides information to other modules about network topology
and established TE tunnels. This functionality of the RO-
MAN module is used by RMS and PD-PE modules. The in-
terfaces with other modules have been deﬁned using
the SLICE language. Figure 4 shows the data structure
used by the interfaces.
Another function of ROMAN is to force routing in the net-
work by properly conﬁguring the routers. This is done by
sending commands to the edge routers forming the MPLS
TE tunnel, giving an ordered list of routers through which
the path passes.
RMS module has been implemented in C++. The imple-
mentation uses the standard C++ libraries and the ICE li-
brary version 3.3.0 for C++. Figure 5 shows the sequence
of messages between ROMAN, RMS, and PD-PE modules
during the update of paths and network topology.
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Fig. 4. Data structures used by ROMAN module.
The RomanToRms interface deﬁnes the methods topol-
ogyHasChanged() and routingPathsHaveChanged() which
provide information from ROMAN to RMS module to up-
date network topology and paths, respectively. Moreover,
the RmsToRoman interface deﬁnes the methods request-
Topology() and requestPath() providing download of cur-
rent network topology and paths.
Fig. 5. Sequence of messages – update of paths and topology.
After RMS module receives the new data, it starts
call admission control function that calculates the new
limits and sets up router output ports. Subsequently,
new data are sent to the PD-PE node using the meth-
ods conﬁgureResources(CacConfList) and conﬁgurePorts-
(RouConfList). CacConfList structure contains the con-
ﬁguration of edge routers for the CAC function (calcu-
lated on the basis of the capacity). RouConfList struc-
ture contains the conﬁguration used for output ports of the
routers.
The RmsToPd interface deﬁnes the methods conﬁgur-
eResources(CacConfList) and conﬁgurePorts(RouConfList)
which enable the conﬁguration message from RMS to PD-
PE module; speciﬁcally, CacConfList contains data for
CAC conﬁguration and RouConfList for output ports con-
ﬁguration.
PD-PE, TRC-PP and PE-PE modules were written in
Python language. For implementation was used ICE library
version 3.3.0 in Python library: readpool, SQLAlchemy,
psycopg2, database PostrgreSQL version 8.3.
4. Testbed Network
The described modules of the IP QoS System have been
installed in the testbed network. Figure 6 shows the
topology of the testbed network in which laboratory tests
are performed. Preliminary tests showed that the imple-
mented modules work together correctly and properly con-
ﬁgure the network mechanisms for providing DiﬀServ ar-
chitecture.
Fig. 6. Testbed network with implemented modules.
The implemented IP QoS System correctly conﬁgures the
testbed network, which is able to guarantee the QoS param-
eters set for the proper classes of service. In the following
text we expound some issues related to network conﬁgu-
ration by the PE-PE and ROMAN modules. Please note
that only the ROMAN and PE-PE modules conﬁgure the
network mechanisms in the network devices. The other
modules in the IP QoS System allow proper operation of
the whole system.
4.1. MPLS Path Configuration in Testbed Network by
ROMAN Module
The implemented software of IP QoS System is tested
and demonstrated in the laboratory network as described
in [9], [10]. ROMAN requires that edge and core routers
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had been pre-conﬁgured to send MPLS traﬃc. In particu-
lar, it should be possible to implement OSPF routing and
MPLS on the physical interfaces:
# interface < conﬁgured interface name e.g. “GigabitEth-
ernet0/1”>
# mpls ip
# mpls traﬃc-eng tunnels
# ip rsvp bandwidth < interface bandwidth> < ﬂow
bandwidth>
The next step is to create a tunnel between a pair of bound-
ary routers:
# interface Tunnel1
# description tunel1
# tunnel destination < loopback interface ip address of
router terminating the tunnel>
# tunnel mpls traﬃc-eng path-option 1 explicit name
<path name>
# tunnel mpls traﬃc-eng record-route
# no routing dynamic
Each router in the laboratory network has IP addresses as-
sociated with physical interfaces and logical address of the
router, which is unique throughout the network (Loopback0
logical interface). ROMAN uses Loopback0 interface ad-
dresses for conﬁguring MPLS tunnels.
In the laboratory ROMAN application runs in the initial
phase of network conﬁguration. This module detects net-
work topology, discovers paths from routing and sets MPLS
tunnels. Conﬁgured topology with MPLS paths are sent to
the RMS module.
4.2. Configuration of the Monitoring Mechanism in
Testbed Network by PE-PE Module
Monitoring mechanisms in testbed network are imple-
mented by a single token bucket for real time class of
service. To conﬁgure this mechanism we should set peak
rate value with burst size value [11]. Conforming pack-
ets are marked with proper DSCP value, whereas exceed-
ing ones are rejected. Sample commands for conﬁgur-
ing Cisco routers mechanism for version 12.1 are listed
below:
# conﬁgure terminal
# ip access-list extended <rule name>
# permit UDP host <source IP address> eq <port num-
ber> host <sink IP address> eq <port number>
# exit
# interface <router interface that will be conﬁgured>
# rate-limit output access-group <rule name> <peak
rate> <burst size> <burst size> conform-action set-
dscp-transmit <number DSCP> exceed-action drop
As we can see from the above list, ﬁrst we deﬁne the
group to which we assign the UDP stream between two
routers and ports in the network. Then we conﬁgure
the router interface properly to indicate conforming pack-
ets (compatible with token bucket mechanism) with proper
DSCP value.
4.3. Configuration of the Scheduling Mechanism in the
Testbed Network by PE-PE Module
The ﬁrst step is the deﬁnition of the classes of service. For
the exemplary real time CoS, the instructions would be as
follows:
# class-map PbzRealTime
# match dscp ef cs4
Next, the router must be conﬁgured (example for real time
class conﬁguration) [11]:
# policy-map <policy name>
# class PbzRealTime
# priority < bit rate allocated to the class of service >
# exit
# exit
# interface < router interface that will be conﬁgured >
# service-policy output <policy name>
# hold-queue < total buﬀer size allocated to router in-
terface > out
The mechanisms used in the testbed correspond to these
ones which are accessible by Cisco routers. The presented
commands are intended to illustrate how we use router
mechanisms in the testbed network. It should be noted
that implemented IP QoS System can automatically conﬁg-
ure a testbed network in accordance with the requirements
of guaranteed quality of service.
5. Summary
During the project we carried out preliminary tests of
functionality and cooperation of IP QoS System modules.
These tests conﬁrmed the correct implementation and co-
operation of the modules described in this article. During
the tests, we examined not only network conﬁguration, but
also the performance of implemented system.
IP QoS System was presented at the conference Krajo-
we Sympozjum Telekomunikacji i Teleinformatyki 2010 –
KSTiT 2010. The exhibition demonstrated the performance
of implemented IP QoS System with all modules, calls gen-
erator and network analyzer. The exhibition presented a test
VoD application with QoE Telchemy analyzer and test VoIP
application with MOS Agilent analyzer.
The described implementation of IP QoS System shows that
the proposed solution could be used by network operators.
However, it should be noted that the implemented system is
designed for research and not for commercial purposes. For
this, a solution for commercial purposes should be written
from the beginning, in order to ensure not only correct work
but, especially, eﬀective performance of the system.
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At last, let us remark that the proposed solution is limited
to single domain network and it does not take into account
diﬀerent network access technologies. The proposed sys-
tem in future studies could be extended by a further element
like access networks such as, e.g., wireless network 802.11
standard.
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Abstract—This paper concerns quality evaluation of the
telecommunication services: VoIP (representing the RT inter-
active class) and VoD (representing the MM streaming class).
Subjective and objective methods and tools for perceived qual-
ity measurement are analyzed and compared. Subjective tests
are performed for selected video sequences using the Double-
Stimulus Impairment Scale (DSIS) method. Thus the objective
algorithms (VQM and VQmon) are calibrated. Speech quality
is measured using the objective methods: PESQ and POLQA.
Threshold values for network parameters (packet loss rate, de-
lay jitter) are set, that guarantee the acceptable service quality.
Keywords—delay jitter, packet loss rate, PESQ, POLQA, quality
of service, VoD, VoIP, VQM, VQmon.
1. Introduction
Quality of telecommunication services grows in importance
not only from user point of view. The services providers
and operators take into account quality as an element of
competition. Services can be delivered using diﬀerent net-
works, protocols, devices etc. Quality of service depends
on many factors, like the network transmission parame-
ters such as throughput (bandwidth), bit error rate (BER),
packet loss rate (PLR), delay, and delay jitter. Inﬂuence of
these parameters on quality depends on a service. Thus,
diﬀerent end-to-end classes of service were introduced [1].
The examples of such classes are the real time (RT) services
like VoIP or videoconference, the multimedia streaming
like VoD or IPTV, the high throughput data like FTP and
the standard services like email. The requirements concern-
ing network parameters for each class of service were spec-
iﬁed in the ITU-T and ETSI recommendations [2], [3], [4].
In DiﬀServ network [5] the threshold values of network pa-
rameters have to be deﬁned, which guarantee the acceptable
quality perceived by the end user. Diﬀerentiated services
enable a scalable service discrimination and the potential
users who may violate these threshold values are rejected.
In this paper two examples of telecommunication services
are considered, namely the VoIP (representing the class of
real time applications) and VoD (representing the class of
multimedia streaming) – both accessed by the IP network.
Acceptable quality of these services can be achieved by set-
ting appropriate threshold values of network transmission
parameters. According to our observations ([6], [7]) the re-
quirements speciﬁed in [2], [4] do not always reﬂect user’s
preferences. Therefore we start with an analysis of norms
and tools for video signal and speech signal quality mea-
surement (Subsections 2.1, 3.1). Subsections 2.3 and 3.1
are dedicated to a calibration of the selected video qual-
ity metrics, and setting up credibility conditions for speech
quality metrics. Setup of the laboratory stands and method-
ology of testing the inﬂuence of the IP network transmis-
sion parameters on speech and video quality are presented
in subsections 2.4 and 3.2. Results of these tests as well as
the proposed threshold values of transmission parameters
are discussed in Section 4.
2. QoS in Multimedia Streaming
2.1. Recommendations and Tools for Video Quality
Evaluation
The metrics of video signal quality should reﬂect the opin-
ion of the end user. Therefore the subjective tests are more
credible than the objective quality measures. On the other
hand, the subjective tests are more diﬃcult to conduct, they
involve a group of participants, require the special acous-
tic conditions, they are more costly and time-consuming.
The subjective tests are described, e.g., in the ITU-T Rec-
ommendation P.910 [8] and the ITU-R Recommendation
BT.500-12 [9]. In our work they are used to calibrate the
selected objective measures.
We have applied the Double-Stimulus Impairment Scale
(DSIS), due to relative simplicity of this test. Each partic-
ipant observes ﬁrst the reference video sequence and then
the sequence to be assessed. Then he/she evaluates the loss
of quality according to the mean opinion score (MOS) scale
from 1 to 5 (where 5 – no degradation, 1 – unacceptable
level of distortions).
The objective quality measures may use the reference video
sequence (media based methods), the incoming packets
(on line quality evaluation) or the information concerning
network structure, codecs etc. (parametric methods). The
media based methods may be divided into the following
groups.
• The full reference methods (also called the intrusive
methods) use the whole reference video sequence and
compare it with the tested sequence.
• The reduced reference methods use only some pa-
rameters of the original video sequence.
• The no-reference methods (also called the non-
intrusive methods) have no access to the original se-
quence.
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Fig. 1. General scheme of the objective full reference quality evaluation with calibration based on subjective tests.
The full reference quality evaluation is the most credi-
ble one – the selected algorithms of this kind are recom-
mended by the ITU-T [10], [11]. The ITU-T Recommen-
dation J.144 [10] presents a series of quality evaluation
algorithms without pointing the best one. All the algo-
rithms of this kind may have a similar structure shown
in Fig. 1.
The algorithms described in this recommendation may be
used for testing the video signals of a relatively high qual-
ity, e.g., the cable TV at the bit rates from 768 kbit/s to
5 Mbit/s. These algorithms were not thoroughly tested in
presence of the channel errors (e.g., lost packets), therefore
they are not recommended to quality evaluation of video
sequences transmitted through the channels of low quality.
Nevertheless, we have applied one of the J.144 algorithms,
namely the Video Quality Metric (VQM), to test the VoD
quality. This was possible due to the calibration described
in the Subsection 2.3.
The VQM has been proposed by the Institute for Telecom-
munication Science (ITS), collaborating with the Na-
tional Telecommunications and Information Administration
(NTIA) [12]. It is based on the simpliﬁed human visual sys-
tem model, particularly the spacial and temporal contrast
perception.
In order to improve the accuracy and widen the application
range of the objective video quality evaluation algorithms,
the ITU-T started a new competition, in which the following
institutions have taken part: NTT, OPTICOM, Psytechnics,
Yonsei University and SwissQual. Finally, the ITU-T pro-
posed:
1. As the full reference methods, recommend four al-
gorithms: NTT, OPTICOM, Psytechnics and Yonsei
University. These algorithms are described in the
norm J.247 [11].
2. As the reduced reference method, recommend the
Yonsei University algorithm. It is described in the
norm J.246 [13].
3. Not recommend any of the no-reference methods
despite of the relatively good results obtained by
SwissQual.
The above mentioned algorithms may be used for evalua-
tion of quality of video signals transmitted through chan-
nels of a low quality (packet loss, delay jitter etc.). They
have sophisticated synchronization tools for alignment of
both video sequences: the reference one and the tested
one. The spacial alignment makes it possible to compare
the cropped images with the full size images. After the
temporal and spacial alignment a series of parameters is
extracted from both sequences: they concern luminance,
chrominance, edges, block eﬀects etc. The human visual
system models are used to compare these parameters in or-
der to calculate the ﬁnal quality measure using the MOS
scale. The algorithm proposed by the Yonsei University is
mainly based on the edges processing, therefore it does not
require the full reference video sequence, only some infor-
mation about edges (1 kbit/s do 128 kbit/s, depending on
the video sequence). That is why it has been recommended
as a reduced reference algorithm.
Unfortunately we had no access to the J.247 and J.246
algorithms, so we have decided to calibrate the VQM, being
a part of the J.144 norm.
For the on line quality control, the no-reference methods
are useful, particularly the methods based on the IP packets
analysis. These algorithms use information concerning the
lost packets (some of them identify the coder and analyze
the inﬂuence of the lost packets on the image quality), the
corrupted packets, delay jitter etc. An example of such
algorithm is the VQmon/HD distributed by the Telchemy
Inc. [14]. The VQmon/HD is used for monitoring of the
IPTV, videoconference and VoD quality. It supports the
RTP and UDP protocols and many video and audio coding
schemes. Each packet is identiﬁed as the audio or video I,
B or P packet and its inﬂuence on the audio/video quality is
estimated. The following quality measures are calculated:
MOS-A (audio), MOS-V (video) and MOS-AV (aggregated
audio and video). The video quality metrics (MOS-V) are
evaluated in a relative (mainly the transmission quality is
considered) and absolute (not only the transmission but also
codec parameters are considered) form. Moreover the in-
stantaneous and average MOS values are delivered. Further
comments concerning the VQmon/HD quality metrics will
be presented in Subsection 2.3.
For the network planning purposes the parametric quality
evaluation algorithms are used. They consider the codec
parameters (coding scheme, bit rate) and the parameters of
the communication link (bandwidth, packet loss rate, de-
lay, delay jitter) and do not require any measurements. For
telephony the E-model (ITU-T Recommendation G.107)
and for multimedia the ITU-T Recommendation G.1070
is used.
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2.2. Test Procedure to Determine Threshold Values
of Transmission Parameters
Our purpose was to determine threshold values of transmis-
sion parameters adequate for acceptable perceptual quality
of multimedia streaming. It could be done using existing
networks and subjective methods of quality evaluation. Un-
fortunately, such procedure is complicated, very laborious,
and time consuming. Because of this we have used a net-
work emulator and objective quality evaluation methods.
To test the inﬂuence of transmission parameters on percep-
tual quality of multimedia streaming we have decided to
proceed as follows:
1. Calibrate of selected metrics for objective measure-
ments by using the subjective tests.
2. Emulate network and perform multimedia streaming.
3. Using objective methods evaluate perceptual quality
of perceived multimedia (video sequence with ac-
companying audio).
4. Determine threshold values of transmission parame-
ters yielding the acceptable quality.
These steps will be described in the following subsections.
2.3. Calibration of Metrics for Objective Measurements
Because of unavailability of the attested software of the
J.247 algorithms [11] we decided to use two objective tests,
namely PSNR and VQM (the latter being a part of the J.144
norm). However, the calibration procedure was necessary,
in order to express the quality estimates in a MOS scale.
The calibration was performed in the following steps:
1. Selection of video material.
2. Using the network emulator (Netem) and streaming
application (VLC) for preparation of the distorted
video sequences.
3. Performing of the objective tests using the PSNR and
VQM quality metrics.
4. Installing the appropriate video display software
(MSU video quality measurement tool [15]) on six
PCs and preparation of the quality evaluation tasks.
5. Selection of subjects (viewers who evaluate quality
of video sequences).
6. Performing of the tests using the DSIS method.
7. Conversion of the objective quality measures to the
MOS scale using the results of the objective tests.
As a test material ﬁve sequences, MPEG-2 – coded, of size
640×480, and bit rates form about 700 kbit/s to 7000 kbit/s
were selected. Laboratory stand for video on demand qual-
ity monitoring consisted of two workstations with VLC ap-
plication to stream and receive video sequences. VLC me-
dia player [16] is a free of charge application, which sup-
ports various audio and video codecs (MPEG-1, MPEG-2,
MPEG-4, DiviX, MP3, OGG Vorbis etc.) and transmission
protocols like UDP and RTP. On the receiver workstation
the Telchemy’s VQmon [14] application (for on-line video
evaluation) and video quality measurement tools [15] in-
cluded VQM and PSNR metrics were installed.
Network and its parameters were emulated by Netem [17]
which is a part of Linux system. In our work Netem was
used to change the following transmission parameters: bit
error rate, packet loss rate, bit rate, and delay jitter.
Subjects were 60 students of the Electronic and Informa-
tion Technology Faculty (Warsaw University of Technol-
ogy). Short instruction was given to subjects on arrival
for their ﬁrst visit in the laboratory. The subjects were in-
formed on ideas of the subjective method and the objective
methods, and on the measurement procedure.
The subjective method based on DSIS [8], [9] was used. In
DSIS subjects watch two video sequences, the original one
and the transmitted one. Subjects evaluate quality using
the MOS scale recommended by ITU. The scale is given
in Table 1.
Table 1
Viewing quality scale for DSIS method
MOS Quality loss
5 Imperceptible
4 Perceptible, but not annoying
3 Slightly annoying
2 Annoying
1 Very annoying
Conversion of PSNR objective metric to MOS is based on
ﬁnding a proper approximation function. It is relatively
easy to ﬁnd such function under assumption that the func-
tion is linear with the minimum value 1 and the maxi-
mum value 5. In Fig. 2 the subjective MOS values versus
Fig. 2. Subjective MOS versus PSNR.
the measured PSNR [dB] values are given. Note that any
point in this ﬁgure is an average of scores obtained by many
subjects. Indeed, data presented in Fig. 2 suggest the linear
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approximation. Using the least mean squares approach the
following conversion function is obtained:
PSNR MOS = 0.0935 PSNR + 0.152 . (1)
In the case of VQM ﬁnding of an approximation function
is more diﬃcult because of nonlinearity. In Fig. 3 the sub-
jective MOS versus the measured VQM values are given.
Data presented in Fig. 3 suggest the logarithmic approxi-
mation curve. Using the least mean squares approach the
following conversion function is obtained:
VQM MOS = −0.8634 ln(VQM) + 3.4854 , (2)
where ln – natural logarithm.
Fig. 3. Subjective MOS versus VQM.
Which estimate, PSNR MOS or VQM MOS, is better? In
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are presented comparisons of the objective
estimates: PSNR MOS and VQM MOS with the subjective
MOS. The linear mapping (y = x) is also shown. To answer
this question Pearson’s correlation was calculated.
Fig. 4. Subjective MOS versus PSNR MOS.
Fig. 5. Subjective MOS versus VQM MOS.
Calculation of Pearson’s correlation needs centering of the
sets xi (e.g., PSNR MOS values) and yi (subjective MOS
values) – thus the centered data xˆi and yˆi are obtained.
Then, the correlation is calculated:
Rxy =
∑i xˆiyˆi√
∑i (xˆi)2 ∑i (yˆi)2
. (3)
The Pearson’s correlation values for PSNR MOS and
VQM MOS equal 0.849 and 0.883, respectively, so better
MOS approximation is obtained with the VQM MOS.
For the on-line quality assessment, we ﬁnd the VQmon dis-
tributed by the Telchemy Inc. [14] very useful. However,
some measures must be taken, to obtain stable and credi-
ble results. VQmon delivers packets of results regularly, at
a time interval set up by the user. In order to obtain stable
results at low packet loss rates, longer measurement inter-
vals should be used. Despite of this, there is sometimes an
initial unstable phase, i.e., the ﬁrst packets of results show
lower MOS-V values than the subsequent ones. This con-
cerns not only the instantaneous MOS-V values, but also
the averaged values. We have used the measurement in-
tervals of 30 s and we have ignored the initial packets of
results, so we have obtained the credible results in most
cases.
If a delay jitter causes a drop of quality, the MOS-V values
may not reﬂect the image quality, because it depends on the
size of the receiving buﬀer. VQmon is not informed about
the buﬀer size, because in analyzes the incoming packets
before buﬀering.
In case of corrupted (but not lost) packets, the quality drops,
but MOS-V values are high, suggesting a good quality. This
is probably because the VQmon analyzes mainly the packet
headers, and is not sensitive to corruption od data.
2.4. Influence of IP Network Parameters on Video
Signal Quality
For testing the inﬂuence of the network parameters on video
signal quality, the same laboratory stand as for calibration
of metrics was used, i.e., two workstations with VLC appli-
cation and MSU video quality measurement tools [15] with
VQM metric and a server with Netem network simulator.
However the number, variety and length of video sequences
were much higher. The tested sequences were divided into
six categories. Their features are given in Table 2.
Each sequence was transmitted by network emulator.
Transmission parameters (BER, PLR, channel throughput,
delay jitter) were changed gradually. Quality of video se-
quence was measured using VQM for each transmission pa-
rameter separately. Results were converted to VQM MOS
and averaged for all the sequences – the example of is
shown in Fig. 6. Negative inﬂuences on video were not
being observed for the threshold values of transmission
parameters. In Table 3 the obtained threshold values are
given. These thresholds are the “worst case” values – they
do not stem directly from the average results (like those
presented in Fig. 6), but guarantee (according to our tests)
lack of distortions in all of the observed video sequences.
According to our results a service provider should guar-
antee that the transmission parameters are below (BER,
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Table 2
Categories of tested video sequences
Cat. Description Content Audio
A Speaking people Small and slow changes in picture Speech
B Publicity-graphic Animated cartoons Music and speech
C Landscape Slow movement of camera Diﬀerent
D Pop music Video clips Song and music
E News-reports Speaker and short videos Speech, background music
F Sport Dynamic changes of picture Speech, background noise
Fig. 6. The average VQM MOS versus PLR – measured and
approximated values.
Table 3
Threshold values for transmission parameters
Parameter Threshold
BER 0.03%
PLR 0.06%
Throughput max bit rate∗
Delay jitter 0.05 ms
∗ max. instantaneous video sequence bit rate.
PLR, jitter) or above (throughput) threshold values given
in Table 3. Note that the ITU-T and ETSI Recommen-
dations [1], [2] set the PLR threshold at 1%, which, in
our opinion, is too high. However, the Recommendation
Y.1541 [3] deﬁnes the provisional QoS classes demanding
PLR< 10−5, but the base threshold is still at 1%. The Rec-
ommendation J.241 deﬁnes quality levels for videostream-
ing services. If the PLR is greater than 0.02% quality
is referred as poor, the excellent quality is obtained for
PLR<0.001%. Our result (PLR<0.06%) is somewhat less
strict, but we agree that some margin should be used, in
order to guarantee very good quality of videostreaming ser-
vices. For the xDSL networks much more strict conditions
are formulated, e.g., PLR< 10−6 for SD and PLR< 10−7
for HD video transmission [18].
3. QoS in Voice over IP
3.1. Analysis of the Objective Measures of Speech
Quality
For quality assessment of the telecommunication services
based on speech transmission the media based methods are
mainly used. The most popular full reference algorithm,
Perceptual Evaluation Of Speech Quality (PESQ) is de-
scribed in the ITU-T Recommendation P.862 [19]. The
algorithm has access to the original speech phrase and the
processed one. At the ﬁrst stage time-domain synchroniza-
tion of both phrases is accomplished. Then a series of
speech parameters, which inﬂuence the human perception,
are extracted from both signals. These parameters are de-
ﬁned in frequency domain (human ear is not sensitive to
phase of the audio signal), using nonuniform scale (thus
modeling the basilar membrane in the ear). Then the psy-
choacoustic representations of both signals are compared,
using a human perception model (psychoacoustic model).
Mainly the masking phenomena in time and frequency do-
main are considered in such model. The aggregated re-
sult of this comparison, called the Raw MOS, takes values
from –0.5 (a big diﬀerence of both signals, suggesting
a completely unacceptable quality of the tested phrase) to
4.5 (no perceptible diﬀerence between both phrases). At
last, the Raw MOS is converted to the listening quality
MOS (MOS-LQO) which takes values from 1.02 to 4.56
and maximizes correlation with the results of subjective
tests.
In order to increase credibility of PESQ MOS-LQO values,
ITU has speciﬁed conditions in which the measurements
have to be performed. These conditions are described in
the Recommendation P.862.3 [20]:
• Recommended phrase duration is 8 – 12 s, accepted
3.2 – 30 s, in any case it should not exceed million
samples.
• In order to reduce the inﬂuence of speaker on the
quality assessment results, phrases from 2 feminine
and 2 masculine speakers should be used.
• Pure speech signal should take 40%– 80% of the
whole phrase (the rest contains initial, inter-word,
and ﬁnal silence), there should be at least 3.2 s of
active speech.
• The initial and ﬁnal silence should last from 0.5
to 2 s. In both phrases being compared, diﬀerence
of duration of corresponding silences should not ex-
ceed 25%.
In the Institute of Telecommunications, Warsaw University
of Technology, a series of experiments were performed, in
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order to confront the PESQ MOS-LQO values with sub-
jectively assessed quality [7], [21]. The greatest discrep-
ancies were observed if a voice activity detector (VAD)
was simulated, which substituted zero-valued samples for
silent intervals of the phrase (Fig. 7). Despite of a slight
cropping of the initial or ﬁnal consonants of some words,
speech quality was almost unchanged, according to in-
formal listening tests. However, the PESQ MOS values
dropped considerably, almost achieving 2, thus suggest-
ing annoying distortions. We concluded, that PESQ results
are not credible if the VAD is applied.
Fig. 7. Inﬂuence of the voice activity detector on the PESQ MOS
and POLQA MOS [21].
The inﬂuence of the speaker and the phrase on the
PESQ MOS values is considerable: the results obtained
for the same speech coder may diﬀer by a unit on the MOS
scale – see Fig. 8. Therefore it is necessary to increase
number of speakers and phrases (in comparison with those
recommended in [20]), in order to obtain credible average
results. In our tests we have used 4 phrases and 4 speakers
(2 men and 2 women) – in total 16 phrases.
Fig. 8. Inﬂuence of the phrase and speaker on the
PESQ MOS [7].
In case of quality testing at low BER or PLR values,
the number of phrases and their duration should be in-
creased, because of the scatter of PESQ MOS values due
to random bit and packet loss process. This is illustrated in
Fig. 9, where two series of tests were conducted, using the
same coder (G.711 PCM) and PLR = 1%. This conﬁrms
our decision to use 16 phrases in our tests.
Fig. 9. PESQ MOS for short speech phrases – PLR=1% [7].
We have also observed some synchronization problems:
by increasing or decreasing the inter-word silent intervals
the PESQ MOS values changed despite of no change in
subjectively assessed quality [7], [21].
The new algorithm for the objective speech quality eval-
uation, Perceptual Objective Listening Quality Analysis
(POLQA) [22] is an improved version of PESQ. It may be
used for quality measurement of speech signals of the band-
width 4 kHz, 8 (or 7) kHz and 16 kHz. This method has an
improved synchronization system and, unless the PESQ al-
gorithm, may be used for the enhanced variable rate coders
(EVRC) applied in CDMA systems. We have obtained
a one-month license for the POLQA software from the
Telchemy, Inc., and we observed, that the POLQA MOS
values exhibit greater correlation with the subjectively eval-
uated quality than the PESQ MOS values. In particular,
the quality assessment of phrases passed through the VAD
simulator were much more realistic (POLQA MOS = 3.6
while PESQ MOS = 2.1 – see Fig. 7). Therefore we con-
clude that POLQA should be used instead of PESQ as a full
reference algorithm.
For the on-line speech quality testing, ITU-T has rec-
ommended the 3SQM method [23]. It is a non-intrusive
method, which does not require the original speech phrase.
Speech quality assessment is based on the analysis of
the processed phrase: the time-domain discontinuities, in-
creased noise level, non-speech spectra are detected and
then the dominant distortion source is found (the listener
evaluates the speech quality out of this dominant distor-
tion, usually ignoring the less annoying ones). Then the
3SQM MOS value is calculated. Despite of relatively high
correlation of 3SQM MOS and PESQ MOS, the intrusive
methods, like PESQ and POLQA yield better accuracy of
quality estimation. Therefore, these methods will be used
for tests reported in Subsection 3.2.
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3.2. Influence of IP Network Parameters on Speech
Signal Quality
For testing the inﬂuence of the network parameters on
speech signal quality, the server with Netem [17] network
simulator and two workstations with Ekiga soft-phone ap-
plications were used. Ekiga [24] is a tool for VoIP and
video-conference communication using SIP and H.323 pro-
tocols. It supports many speech coders, like G.711 PCM,
Speex, iLBC, GSM-EFR and G.726 ADPCM (the latter
with bit rates of 16, 24, 32 and 40 kbit/s). The wideband
(speech bandwidth 7 kHz) speech coders Speex and G.722
are also supported.
The original phrase is read from the .wav ﬁle and sent di-
rectly (in digital form) to Ekiga. It is accomplished due
to the application of the virtual audio cable (VAC) [25].
In a similar way, using the VAC, the received speech sig-
Fig. 10. PESQ MOS versus PLR for diﬀerent speech coders [7].
Fig. 11. PESQ MOS versus delay jitter for diﬀerent speech
coders [21].
nal is written directly in the .wav ﬁle. Elimination of the
A/D and D/A conversions is very important, because these
operations cause a drop of the measured PESQ MOS and
POLQA MOS values.
In our tests we have used 4 phrases and 4 speakers (2 men
and 2 women) – in total 16 phrases concatenated in a single
.wav ﬁle. In Figs. 10 and 11 the results of tests are shown.
According to our tests, the impact of the packet loss on
the speech quality is negligible if PLR<0.2%. It is much
more restrictive condition than the threshold value spec-
iﬁed for the conversational voice services in ITU-T Rec-
ommendation G.1010 [1], i.e., PLR<3%. However, in
ETSI document [2] similar tests are reported, suggesting
that PLR should be less than 0.2%– 0.5% (depending on
speech coder), if MOS> 4 is to be maintained. The ITU-T
Recommendation Y.1541 speciﬁes more restrictive thresh-
old value: PLR<0.1%. Our tests conﬁrm this value.
The delay jitter may cause a drop of speech quality if it
is greater than about 60 ms (Fig. 11). In ITU-T Recom-
mendation G.1010 [1] a very restrictive threshold value is
speciﬁed, namely 1 ms. However in ITU-T Recommenda-
tion Y.1541 delay jitter threshold is set at 50 ms, which is
also conﬁrmed by our results.
4. QoS Conditions for Selected
Communication Services
In this paper two kind of problems are considered: credibil-
ity of tools for speech and video quality evaluation and QoS
conditions for services based on speech and video signal
transmission through the IP networks.
As a tool for the objective full reference speech quality
evaluation the PESQ algorithm (ITU-T Recommendation
P.862) [19] was examined in detail. According to our tests
the credibility conditions speciﬁed for this algorithm in
Recommendation P.862.3 [20] are not suﬃcient. In par-
ticular, PESQ delivers far too low quality estimation marks
(PESQ MOS values) if a voice activity detector (VAD) is
applied. Moreover, the time domain synchronization of two
phrases being compared is not perfect, which again yields
too low PESQ MOS values. The number of phrases should
be greater than that speciﬁed in [20] – instead of 4 phrases
we used 16 ones (4 phrases pronounced by 4 speakers).
Our comparison of the PESQ algorithm and the newly in-
troduced POLQA (ITU-T Recommendation P.863) [22] re-
veals that POLQA has better synchronization system and is
not so sensitive to modiﬁcations introduced by VAD. Ex-
periments illustrated with Fig. 7 show that erroneous drop
of MOS is not so considerable as that of PESQ. There-
fore we conclude that the POLQA MOS is a more credible
speech quality metric than PESQ MOS. Our observations
concerning the number of phrases and speakers still hold
for POLQA algorithm.
PESQ as well as POLQA are intrusive algorithms – selected
phrases, known at the receiver’s side, must be transmitted
through the network. For the on-line speech quality testing,
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the 3SQM method [23] is recommended. As a no-reference
algorithm, 3SQM is less accurate than PESQ, but a cali-
bration procedure may increase the correlation between the
3SQM MOS and PESQ MOS values [26].
For testing the quality of video sequences, we have used
a calibrated VQM metric. The calibration process was
described in Subsection 2.3. The calibrated VQM val-
ues (VQM MOS) exhibit relatively high correlation with
the subjectively evaluated MOS values (Pearson’s correla-
tion 0.88). Because of unavailability of the software of the
J.247 algorithms [11] we could not make any comparisons
using this newly introduced recommendation.
For the on-line video quality evaluation, VQmon of the
Telchemy Inc. [14] may be used. In our opinion however,
additional conditions should be fulﬁlled in order to obtain
credible results. Stable results are not always obtained at
the beginning of the test, therefore it is better to increase
the test duration – see Subsection 2.3. The results obtained
in presence of packet delay jitter and corruption of the
packets’ content are not always accurate.
The QoS conditions for telecommunications services based
on streaming od video signals were analyzed in terms of
the BER, PLR, channel bandwidth (throughput) and de-
lay jitter. The proposed thresholds for BER and PLR (Ta-
ble 3) are more restrictive that these proposed in ITU Rec-
ommendation G.1010 [1], but slightly less demanding as
those speciﬁed in the ITU-T Recommendation J.241 [4].
According to our tests, video transmission is very sensi-
tive to packet delay jitter. This is due to the UDP protocol
which performs no packet numbering and permutation of
packets may occur. For the RTP protocol the corresponding
threshold would be much higher. It should be considered,
that the receiving buﬀer size may also inﬂuence the sensi-
bility of transmission system to delay jitter. So as to the
channel bandwidth, we have observed, that any value below
the maximum bit rate of a video sequence (in the case of
the variable bit rate coding) may cause visible distortions.
Therefore we support the opinion, that the channel band-
width should be greater than the maximum instantaneous
bit rate of the transmitted video sequence.
The real time (RT) interactive services based on speech
transmission (like VoIP) are less sensitive to BER and PLR
than the services based on video transmission. According
to our results PLR < 0.2% enables good speech quality,
which is close to threshold value speciﬁed in the ITU-T
Recommendation Y.1541 (PLR< 0.1%). The quality of the
RT interactive services depends on the transmission delay,
but in our tests we have skipped this parameter, because
the acceptable delay values have been speciﬁed in ITU-T
Recommendation G.114 [27] and they seem to be credi-
ble. According to this recommendation, the one-way delay
should not exceed 150 ms. Values less than 250 ms may
be accepted, but some users may perceive them as irritat-
ing. Our tests have shown, that the delay jitter should be
less than 60 ms which is close to the value speciﬁed in the
ITU-T Recommendation Y.1541 [3]. Note that this value
is much greater as the corresponding threshold for video
transmission, but this is due to protocols which prevent the
permutation of packets.
Comparison of speech coders (Figs. 10 and 11) shows the
advantage of the G.722 coder, but it is paid with the rel-
atively high bit rate (64 kbit/s). A good choice for the
VoIP service would be the iLBC coder, yielding quite
a good quality at bit rates 13 or 15 kbit/s. Note that at
the PLR = 1% speech quality of most of the tested coders
is similar (MOS about 3.5).
The results presented in this paper were obtained for typical
VoIP and VoD hardware and software conﬁgurations and
currently available tools for speech and image quality evalu-
ation. The telecommunication services as well as tools for
quality evaluation are still in phase of development [28].
Therefore the QoS conditions are still being reformulated
and speciﬁed with greater accuracy.
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Abstract—The platform for research on auction mechanisms
is a distributed simulation framework providing means to
carry out research on resource allocation eﬃciency mecha-
nisms and user strategies. Both kinds of algorithms exam-
ined are completely user-deﬁned. Interaction of algorithms is
recorded and pre-deﬁned measures for the ﬁnal resource al-
location are calculated. Underlying database design provides
for eﬃcient results lookup and comparison across diﬀerent ex-
periments, thus enabling research groupwork. A recognised,
open and ﬂexible information model is employed for experi-
ment descriptions.
Keywords—auctions, market simulation, multi-commodity mar-
kets.
1. Introduction
The rules for interchange of goods are the legal setting
determining market operation. Design of such rules is a
fascinating, demanding and important task, often precon-
ditioning eﬃcient operation of economies. When present
on a market driven by a set of rules, an entity always im-
plements its own best strategy, developed subject to those
rules. However, the entity’s initial decision to participate
depends on the market attractiveness, comprising its legal
framework.
Developing rules for market operation such that desired
aims are reached, or trading mechanism design, was one of
subjects in collaborative research project “Next-Generation
Services and Data Networks — technology, application and
market aspects”, supported by Polish Ministry of Science
and Higher Education. The structure of activities for the-
matic group “Trading models for transmission services mar-
ketplace” is presented in Fig. 1. Note that market clearing,
bidding and resource allocation strategies have been con-
sidered there as parallel tasks. Examining how they interact
when put together is rarely available with analytical mod-
els, especially that they are developed by many research
teams, and thus with various approach.
This is where the developed platform for research on auc-
tion mechanisms (PRAM) comes in, providing those re-
search groups the common language and information model
to express the settings of the market, the common entity-
market interaction scheme, and the common repository of
searchable results. PRAM is, chronologically, the ﬁnalisa-
tion of the project research activities, making it possible
Fig. 1. The position of PRAM creation task within “Trading
models for transmission services marketplace” thematic group.
to carry out simulation-driven analysis of strategies devel-
oped. It provides for veriﬁcation of strategies while their
assumptions are partially not met or the information about
market state is incomplete.
The structure of this document is as follows. Section 2
presents existent and mature trading platforms, while
PRAM architecture and functionality is explained in Sec-
tion 3. This is followed by discussion on comparison cri-
teria for bandwidth trading mechanisms in Section 4. Con-
clusions are given in Section 5.
2. Existent Frameworks for Interchange
of Goods
Information, functional and physical architectures of exem-
plary trading platforms are presented below. This overview
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is an improved version of the material presented in [1]. Ex-
amples supporting multilateral trade, e.g. where many par-
ticipants place sell and/or buy oﬀers at the same time, have
been selected. The examples come from various branches
and support interchange of diﬀerent kinds of goods. Great
majority of presented examples are fully operational in the
business, but some concepts still in research phase are pre-
sented as well.
2.1. FCC’s Integrated Spectrum Auction System
The automated auction system (AAS) was the ﬁrst Fed-
eral Communications Commission’s system used to sup-
port frequencies auctioning. AAS required from bidders
to use a dedicated software and to use dialup connections
to FCC’s call centre. Because of growing Internet popu-
larity, AAS was decided to be upgraded to an online web
application.
The current new integrated spectrum auction system (ISAS)
has replaced the former AAS and Form 175 systems (the
latter serving ﬁlling up frequency request forms). When
compared to its predecessors, ISAS oﬀers extended func-
tionalities including request data validation, advanced data
query, integration with other FCC forms, ergonomc inter-
face, improved bid placement [2]. The system is now open
to every Internet user.
ISAS system provides for simultaneous auctions with many
rounds and the possibility to bid for a bunch of licenses.
2.2. WARSET – Warsaw Stock Exchange Trading System
The quoting at Warsaw stock exchange (WSE) is done via
WARSET transaction system [3]. WARSET supports fully
automated oﬀers processing and transaction making. It is
easily accessible and provides complex information about
the market. Moreover, WARSET is now integrated with
brokerage, thus facilitating bidding for broker’s customers.
The principal WARSET contractor, acting within a consor-
tium, has provided the necessary hardware and the client
application, making it possible for 37 brokerages collocated
with WSE to connect instantly, and for the rest to connect
via wide area network. Auxiliary transfer agents have been
developed, like the one to interact with the Polish National
Depository for Securities.
2.3. Polish Power Exchange
Polish power exchange (PPE) has been founded as a central
component of the Polish energy market undergoing liber-
alization. Since its very beginning, PPE was in the fore
while deploying novel solutions for energy trading. Within
six months of PPE’s operation the spot energy market has
started, with its prices being the reference point in bilateral
contracts. In 2003 PPE has been licensed by Polish ﬁnan-
cial supervision authority to operate an electricity market-
place.
In 2008 PPE has started commodity derivatives market.
Derivatives for energy quoted there make it possible to
calculate longer-term electricity prices, which enables big
market players to forecast and optimize buy or sell prices.
PPE runs on a state-of-the-art trading platform, provided
by NASDAQ OMX – the biggest manufacturer of trading
platforms in the world [4]. PPE is technically capable to
serve whole Polish energy market.
2.4. MERKATO – Bandwidth Marketplace
New York-based bandwidth trading platform MERKATO
did not count much on the market, but it was a remarkable
enterprise. MERKATO was designed as an open and scal-
able platform for real-time bandwidth acquisition in Inter-
net. The auction algorithm serving requests, invented and
patented by The Invisible Hand Inc., was based on a pro-
gressive second-price auction. MERKATO had adopted
a distributed approach: a microauction was organized for
each network resource, as bandwidth. Therefore, bids for
resource bundles had to be submitted and processed inde-
pendently [5].
Market clearing was done every 5 minutes, by collecting
bids, calculating equilibrium prices and allocating through-
put to winners. Interestingly, the whole process was fully
automated: once the winners got selected, the operators
reconﬁgured their networks and access points accordingly.
Moreover, MERKATO oﬀered derivatives market where fu-
tures were traded in broad time-scale.
Unfortunately, MERKATO is not operational since 2007,
and without an apparent successor or a competitor.
2.5. PeerMart – a Distributed P2P Auction System
PeerMart is a technology for auction-based resource inter-
change in peer-to-peer (P2P) networks [6]. P2P networks
growth is driven by an idea of sharing own and using oth-
ers’ resources worldwide, by means of agents running on
home PCs, without centralized management of any sort.
However, P2P users often act egoistically, e.g. by not pro-
viding any resources and switching their PCs on only when
they need to use others’ resources.
PeerMart was designed to solve such problems by intro-
ducing incentives to share own resources. It utilizes dou-
ble auctions in distributed setting, thus rewarding valuable
content. Furthermore, redundancy mechanisms are applied
to ensure system robustness in presence of non-cooperating
agents.
Every resource is sold or bought in PeerMart via a double
auction carried out by dispersed broker-peers (auctioneers).
2.6. Storage Exchange
Storage Exchange is another double-auction based trading
platform [7]. The goods being traded is storage space: the
sellers are storage providers or any businesses possessing
free disk space, and the buyers are institutions in need of
virtual disks.
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2.7. Band-X – Architecture for Bandwidth Trade in IP
Networks
The band-X system is not the operational bandwidth trad-
ing platform; it rather a mature concept of such system,
developed at Drexel University [8]. Quality of service pro-
vided through DiﬀServ and IntServ technologies are the
system technical foundations. Multilateral agreements are
supported, as well as spot and derivative trading. The work
focused on organizational aspects of the platform operation.
3. The Platform Architecture
and Functionality
The platform for research on auction mechanisms is a tool
supporting examination of behavior of models developed
in the course of the project. There are two kinds of mod-
els: representing auctioning and resource allocation pro-
cess, and representing market entities activities. The basic
scope of PRAM application includes
– veriﬁcation of theoretical model properties through
simulation,
– estimation of model sensitivity,
– assessment of observed model properties in scenarios
where selected models interact.
Speciﬁcally, PRAM helps in searching for Nash equilib-
ria in games induced by models interaction, in analysis
of those equilibria properties, and in estimating sensitiv-
ity of results for constraints deﬁning market rules. Con-
sequently, the platform makes it easy to compare market
clearing mechanisms, and to infer about their practical ef-
ﬁcacy. Speciﬁc use scenarios are examining robustness of
those mechanisms when players exhibit unusual behavior
(e.g., speculate) or estimating the maximum disproportion
in players’ market strength when a trading mechanism still
remains eﬃcient.
The main architectural PRAM assumption is ergonomics
for mechanisms testing and ranking. It is also important to
extend existing repository of models easily, by implement-
ing new resource allocation mechanisms and new agents
simulating user behavior.
Fig. 2. The main PRAM modules.
PRAM architecture is a modular one, cf. Fig. 2. The infor-
mation exchanged vertically by the modules are conform-
ing to multicommodity market data model (M3 ), developed
earlier by project participants [9]. The modules of auction
mechanism and auction participants are replaceable, while
the middle layer modules constitute PBMA core. Simu-
lation manager is responsible for starting and setting up
links to agents, performing the simulation, and the cleanup.
Database module provides persistence to experiment con-
ﬁguration data as well as intermediate and ﬁnal results.
User interface module deﬁnes forms for experiments cre-
ation, conﬁguration, running and processing.
3.1. Multicommodity Market Data Model – M3
M3 is a method and format for a formal description of a mar-
ket where trade of resources takes place. It has been ini-
tially developed to describe oﬀer structure in the energy
market in Poland. For its generality, it has been next used
to model IP network bandwidth trade [10]–[13]. Used in
PRAM it eﬀectively describes properties and dependencies
between goods being traded.
M3 deﬁnes the following basic entities and relations be-
tween them:
– network nodes and arcs, describing the topology of
the network where capacity trade takes place,
– market entities (users, providers) that buy or sell re-
sources (capacity),
– resources being oﬀered, with their proper attributes,
– oﬀers, i.e. bindings of market entities and resources,
oﬀered or demanded at a speciﬁc price.
It is also possible to deﬁne compound resources, i.e. con-
taining simple resources and other compound resources.
Analogously, one can deﬁne simple and compound of-
fers and market entities, exploiting the model generality
and ﬂexibility. However, it can also be applied without
knowledge of advanced features, like aggregation facili-
ties. It is possible to declare only key values: offeredPrice,
min/maxValue and shareFactor (1 for sell, –1 for buy of-
fers), leaving other unset. Fields acceptedVolume, along
with sell/buyPrice parameters of commodity structure con-
tain results of the market clearing process.
3.2. Functional Requirements
Functionality of PRAM is determined by three major as-
sumptions:
• The platform will principally be used in research con-
text, and applied for varying set of models interact-
ing.
• Ease of historical results retrieval and comparison is
central.
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• Design patterns, data models and communication
mechanisms applied must make PRAM a valuable
proof of concept of a commercial trading system.
3.3. Platform Users and Resources Being Subject
to Interchange
It is assumed that the main PRAM user is a researcher
or designer of trading mechanisms, i.e. algorithms for re-
source allocation and quoting. PRAM simulation frame-
work provides means to examine interaction of mechanisms
and market entities, both being represented by software
agents. Research via simulation aims to discover phenom-
ena diﬃcult to analyze and predict, like in scenario where
all or part of market participants are human.
Within the project, PRAM is applied to bandwidth al-
location in data networks, but it can easily be used
in other, quite distant, application domains, like paral-
lel problem solving (cf. [14]). The platform is a frame-
work for market simulation; it implements its ﬁxed compo-
nents (the database, simulation manager and user interface)
and exemplary replaceable components (user and auction
mechanisms agents). Two auction mechanisms have been
implemented: balancing communication bandwidth trade
(BCBT – see [12]) and eﬀective bandwidth auction mech-
anism (EBAM – see [13]). They constitute a good starting
point for eventual further development and research.
3.4. The Architecture
PRAM design follows an open system concept, i.e. it facil-
itates rapid new agent prototyping. System architecture is
multigrained, composed of federations of simulation com-
ponents, like user agents that act synchronously, and the
market mechanism, coupled via the simulation manager.
Data persistence is provided by the underlying relational
database module, and PRAM web interface is managed by
the interface module. A single, universal application pro-
gramming interface and communication protocol between
the management module and agents have been designed.
It makes possible to treat all agents uniformly, wherever
possible, as black boxes. On the other hand, simulation
manager operation is, to much extent, transparent for the
agents. Functionalities of the ﬁve types of PRAM modules
are described below.
Auction mechanism agent. It is a functional module
responsible for market clearing, resource allocation and
quoting. It runs, in principle, by performing optimization
tasks, which can be done by external solvers (e.g. CPLEX,
LPSolve) or built-in custom optimization routines. This
module must implement the following operations:
1. Auction initiation. This operation is executed once
at each auction start. It is invoked by the simula-
tion manager, thus informing the auction mechanism
that the auction has just started. The simulation
manager passes information about the system (i.e.
network topology, list of market entities, list of re-
sources being traded, auction-speciﬁc parameters) to
the auction mechanism. Most of the data are stored
in M3 format.
2. Resource allocation. This operation may be executed
more than once, depending on the type of auction.
The simulation manager invokes this operation with
buy/sell oﬀers as arguments. Operation results are
resource allocations and prices set by the auction
mechanism. The operation arguments and results are
expressed in M3 format.
3. Simulation termination. This operation is executed
once for each auction. It is invoked by the simula-
tion manager to communicate the auction mechanism
that it is going to be destroyed because the simula-
tion has just ended. The auction mechanism agent
is given a chance to perform cleanup activities, like
disconnecting from a remote solver.
User agents. It is a functional module implementing mar-
ket entity behavior. Many types of user agents can take
in a single simulation experiment, their emergent collec-
tive behavior being often impossible to be expressed an-
alytically. The main results of user modules operation are
trading buy and/or sell oﬀers that, after being merged by
the simulation manager, get presented to the auction mech-
anism. These modules must implement the following oper-
ations:
1. Auction initiation. Like for the auction mechanism
agent, this operation is executed once at each auction
start. This operation gives also an opportunity to pass
any extra parameters to agents that parametrize their
working, including, e.g. parameters of probability
distribution, IDs of other agents that are going to
form a cartel etc.
2. Offer preparation. On operation invocation actual re-
source allocation and prices are passed to agents. In
response, agents return their new oﬀers to the auction
mechanism. For iterative mechanisms this operation
is executed many times; for one-step mechanisms this
operation is called twice (on the ﬁrst call, there are
no allocations yet; on the second call the auction is
over and no user response is expected).
3. Simulation termination. Like for the auction mecha-
nism, this operation is called only once, on simula-
tion end.
Simulation manager. It is the PRAM central module, re-
sponsible for running experiments, i.e. resource allocation
sessions. Its functionality covers both pure managerial ac-
tivities and in-depth analysis of the data being exchanged.
The simulation manager:
• manages spawning, cleanup and synchronization be-
tween agents;
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• forwards data between user agents and the mecha-
nism;
• merges separate oﬀers into one M3model, presented
to the mechanism;
• calculates predeﬁned simulation outcome statistics.
The fundamental requirement is that multiple heteroge-
neous agents must be managed timely and reliably results
in multithreaded design of the simulation manager. Com-
munication state with each agent is handled in a separate
thread, and the communication technology is Java Mes-
saging Service (JMS). Commands spawning the agents are
delegated from Java to the underlying operating system.
Database module. The database module manages persis-
tence of M3 structures and PRAM-speciﬁc data structures
into a relational database. The data module is the only
interface between other PRAM modules and the database,
providing eﬃcient mapping of Java objects into data ta-
bles, and the database is the only repository of any PRAM
data, which does not preclude database direct access from
other applications. Any M3 data, before being stored into
the database, need to be converted into plain old Java ob-
jects (POJO), using the converters generated automatically
from M3XML schemas (XSD). PRAM database contains
therefore:
• agents conﬁguration (startup parameters, mapping
between software agents and market entities),
• scenario deﬁnitions (selection of M3models, agent
types, general scenario attributes and descriptions),
• M3 intermediate and ﬁnal scenario results (oﬀers,
prices, allocations),
• solution statistics calculated by PRAM.
Graphical user interface. PRAM user web interface
makes it possible for a user to deﬁne and run test sce-
narios, and to ﬁlter, analyze and visualize individual and
aggregated results. Using a diagram, graph or table form,
a user can observe data that are:
• simulation-oriented – all output data (ﬁnal and inter-
mediate allocations, bids and prices) are shown for
a selected scenario;
• resource-oriented – selected resource allocations and
prices are shown for various testing scenarios;
• user-oriented – selected user bids and allocations are
shown for various testing scenarios.
3.5. Data Flows between PRAM Modules
Figure 3 illustrates the data exchanged between PRAM
modules. It must be emphasized that the central role of the
simulation manager is evident as soon as the user requests
to carry out the simulation, while the simulation environ-
Fig. 3. Data ﬂows between PRAM modules.
ment is being initialized. This process, and the simulation
itself, is executed in the following steps:
1. Conﬁguration for simulation is read by the simulation
manager from the database: network topology, mar-
ket entities and, product and oﬀer deﬁnitions, agents
and simulation parameters are loaded.
2. Simulation manager spawns the agents (or waits for
those spawned externally) and waits until they report
they may start simulation.
3. The agents get initialized by the manager.
4. The simulation runs by alternately collecting user
agents oﬀers, merging them and forwarding to the
auction mechanism agent. Mechanism reply, contain-
ing prices and allocations, is passed back to agents,
and the procedure is repeated. Intermediate results
are stored in the database.
5. The simulation is broken on mechanism request, or
when the maximum number of iterations is reached.
Finally, all agents are requested to decommit re-
sources and quit.
PRAM has been implemented in Java language, using se-
lected Java Enterprise Edition components as JMS and Java
Persistence API (JPA – Hibernate implementation). Com-
munication between platform components during simula-
tion is presented in Fig. 4. All experiments data that can
be stored using M3 , are stored in both plain XML text
ﬁles, and as persistent POJO structures. For communica-
tion with agents, only plain XML is used, and any extra
non-M3parameters are passed using Java native serializa-
tion.
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Fig. 4. Communication between modules during simulation.
Graphical user interface acts as a control station for the
whole process of simulation and data analysis. GUI com-
ponent, running on the server side as a web application, is
loosely coupled with other PRAM components via Spring
framework [15]. While operating PRAM, a user can uti-
lize existent external software supporting network topol-
ogy and calendar edition. The software is dedicated to use
M3model, and to operate on M3ﬁles. It operates locally,
and the resulting M3ﬁles can be uploaded to PRAM after-
wards.
4. Comparison Criteria for Bandwidth
Trading Mechanisms
The theory of mechanisms deﬁnes a number of mechanism
properties. Many of those properties are desirable for any
market mechanism being under construction. The proper-
ties can be perceived as criteria for mechanism ranking.
Mechanism engineer, knowing about market peculiarities
(e.g., legal layout, kinds and number of entities, kinds and
structure of resources) may indicate mechanism proper-
ties that are considered important in a given situation. In
a liberal market system the criteria important for individ-
ual entity are usually disjoint from the global criteria, i.e.
important for the society as a whole. Apart from mech-
anism evaluation according to the two above viewpoints,
one may consider the third approach: mechanism technical
eﬃciency.
4.1. Global criteria
Economic eﬃciency. Social welfare is considered the prin-
cipal measure of a mechanism eﬃciency. Social welfare is
the total of real economic beneﬁts from the trade of com-
modities. If the user best strategy in a market mechanism
is to bid according to his valuation, then the social welfare
can be calculated using the prices oﬀered by market par-
ticipants. Otherwise, social welfare can be approximated
by so called economic beneﬁt, i.e. the diﬀerence of the
total value of goods being bought and the total value of
goods being sold, using transaction prices instead of the
valuations.
Incentive compatibility. A mechanism is incentive com-
patible if a user best strategy is to announce all his private
valuation information, i.e. if a user has no incentive to
bid untruthfully. A mechanism is incentive compatible if
users’ truthful strategies are their best strategies, and there-
fore are the market game equilibria. Incentive compatibility
prevents any individual or collective actions diverging from
the optimal strategy. A good measure of such prevention
is a so-called allocation ineﬃciency.
Budgetary balance. A market is in budgetary balance if
the money ﬂow from goods acquisition is equal to the ﬂow
from goods sales. This means that a market driven by
a mechanism enforcing budgetary balance does not require
any subsidy, neither it generates any surplus.
Market concentration. Entities that have considerable
market share may inﬂuence the clearing process and
jeopardize assumed mechanism properties. Herﬁndahl-
Hirschman index (HHI) is used to measure market con-
centration; it is calculated by summing squared percentage
market shares for all market entities.
Pareto eﬃciency. The game outcome is Pareto-eﬃcient
when it is possible to increase proﬁts of one market entity
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only at the cost of the proﬁt loss by some other entity or
entities. In other words, the outcome of the game is not
dominated in Pareto sense by any other outcome. It is par-
ticularly instructive to apply the term of Pareto eﬃciency to
resource allocation problem. The resource allocation prob-
lem solution in market economy is a detailed register or
description of what resource has been assigned to whom.
Solution space is deﬁned by the current state of technol-
ogy and the amount of available resources in the economy.
The ﬁnal allocation solution depends always on customers’
preferences. Therefore, for given preferences, technology
and resources if an allocation is Pareto-eﬃcient, it is im-
possible to ﬁnd another allocation improving somebody’s
proﬁts without spoiling someone else’s proﬁts.
4.2. Individual Criteria
Individual proﬁt maximization. Every single market par-
ticipant is interested that the market mechanism makes it
possible to maximize participant’s proﬁt. On incentive
compatible markets individual proﬁt maximization do really
takes place. However, society expectations are often that
market prices should stay as low as possible, for the bene-
ﬁt of customers. Under such demand one can still design
a mechanism for individual manufacturer proﬁt maximiza-
tion. It requires the original problem to be reformulated so
that society expectations are considered superior to proﬁt
maximization – they can be, for example, treated as con-
straints to mechanism outcome.
Absolute fairness – individual rationality. A mechanism
is considered to be absolutely fair when none of the players
will incur individual loss, i.e. the player proﬁt will be
positive. In fact, this simple criterion preconditions the
player participation in the market.
Individual relative fairness. A mechanism is considered
to be relatively fair from one’s point of view if the other
competitive oﬀers are not favored at his/her costs. This
broad term encompasses more speciﬁc criteria:
• Anonymity. Market players are treated anonymously
if the order of their numbering does not inﬂuence the
outcome.
• Symmetry. Any two players characterised by equal
parameter values, i.e. players having the same pref-
erences (in the sense of their utility functions) and
capabilities (in the sense of quality, amount and ge-
ographical availability of services oﬀered) should be
given equal allocations outcome.
• Price uniformity. A mechanism is fair if the price of
a service is equal for all customers.
4.3. Mechanism Technical Efficiency
The most important criterion of mechanism technical ef-
ﬁciency is the possibility of the mechanism to be de-
ployed and successfully used. Successful implementation
of a mechanism depends on complexity of the under-
lying algorithms and on algorithms robustness. Typical
measures characterizing mechanism technical eﬃciency
are:
– market clearing time,
– total market clearing time (for iterative mechanisms),
– number of exchanged messages (average per user),
– number of lost messages (i.e. messages that did not
count in the process of market clearing).
5. Conclusion
The platform for research on auction mechanisms in its cur-
rent state of development should be perceived as a group-
work environment used for design and simulation veriﬁ-
cation of resource allocation mechanisms. Genericity of
PRAM algorithms for experiments data selection and eval-
uation have implied use of somewhat prolix M3 data format
and clumsiness of graphical user interface. The next step
in PRAM development is to implement user agents being
operated by a human. This will make possible to run sim-
ulation scenarios where some market users will be played
by e.g. students, being confronted with each other as well
as with automated software agents.
In the long run, PRAM commercialization can be consid-
ered. Although the platform has already adopted a number
of concepts and technologies used in enterprise applications
(tiered architecture, JMS, Hibernate [16], GWT [17]), mak-
ing it a fully-ﬂedged business application requires adding
many new functionalities. They include: authentication and
authorization, scalability, repository protection, SLA guar-
antees etc. The architectural solutions implemented so far
in PRAM have been selected deliberately to facilitate such
transition.
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Abstract—For the last decades huge efforts of telecommuni-
cation, Internet and media organizations have been focusing
on creating standards and implementing one common net-
work delivering multimedia services – Next Generation Net-
work. One of the technologies which are very likely to be
used in NGN transport layer is ASON/GMPLS optical net-
work. The implementation of ASON/GMPLS technology us-
ing open source software and its results are the subject of
this paper. The ASON/GMPLS architecture and its relation
to the proposed ITU-T NGN architecture are described. The
concept, functional structure and communication among ar-
chitecture elements as well as the implementation of labora-
tory testbed are presented. The results of functional tests
confirming proper software and testbed operation are stated.
Keywords—ASON, Connection Control Server, Diameter,
GMPLS, IP QoS, NGN, RSVP.
1. Introduction
The changes that take place in the area of modern commu-
nity indicate the great value of information. The informa-
tion has various areas of applications and forms of presen-
tation. Constant information growth and the need for fast
availability to the whole public in direct or processed form
generate necessity of new telecommunication network ar-
chitecture proposition. For this reason networks have to be
developed to meet the needs of new requirements. The next
generation network (NGN) is a proposition of architecture
which has a chance to fulﬁll society requirements.
Standardization of the NGN dates back to the NGN work-
shop held in 2003 by ITU-T (International Telecommunica-
tion Union – Telecommunications) standardization group.
The Y.2000 series of recommendations has been given for
the NGN speciﬁcation and requirements. Functional re-
quirements and architecture of next generation networks
are described in Recommendation Y.2012 [1]. Conceptu-
ally, the NGN architecture consists of service stratum and
transport stratum. The transport stratum provides the IP
connectivity services to NGN users. The service stratum
provides the service control and content delivery functions.
From economic aspect, the conversion of current networks
to NGN architecture has to proceed evolutionally because
of the high costs associated with realization of this archi-
tecture.
The ITU-T automatically switched optical network
(ASON) [2] concept and generalized multi-protocol label
switching (GMPLS) [3] Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) solution were combined by Optical Internetwork-
ing Forum (OIF) into ASON/GMPLS optical network [4],
which is one of the most promising solutions for NGN
transport layer. Key issue for the ASON/GMPLS proposi-
tion is the provision of eﬀective network control servers.
An implementation of ASON/GMPLS connection control
layer is presented in this paper.
The aim of our work was a realization of selected function-
ality of ASON/GMPLS network [5]. We decided to carry
out the tasks in two stages. The ﬁrst step was to write soft-
ware for network elements with respect to ASON/GMPLS
standardization and the latest trends in ITU-T NGN archi-
tecture. Secondly, implemented software had to be tested
in laboratory testbed.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
ASON/GMPLS control plane in context of the NGN archi-
tecture is presented. An ASON/GMPLS control plane im-
plementation concept is introduced in Section 3. The real-
ization of ASON/GMPLS architecture, functional architec-
ture of connection control server (CCS) and service control
server (SCS) as well as resource terminal (RT) represent-
ing transport resources are described in Section 4. The
results of functionality and operation tests are reported in
Section 5. Conclusions and outlook to future are presented
in Section 6.
2. ASON/GMPLS Architecture
The automatically switched optical network (ASON) was
proposed by ITU-T and described in Recommendation
G.8080 [2]. In fact ASON is only a concept of archi-
tecture. It does not specify all protocol details necessary
to implement the control plane solution. Optical Internet-
working Forum (OIF), a group of international network
service providers, made an eﬀort to apply GMPLS proto-
cols to ASON architecture [4]. This solution, an ASON
control plane built on GMPLS protocols is known as
ASON/GMPLS.
Due to the fact that ASON/GMPLS is a highly compli-
cated architecture, in this section the main aspects regard-
ing the ASON/GMPLS control plane functionality are pre-
sented. The main task of the ASON/GMPLS control plane
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is to facilitate fast and eﬃcient conﬁguration of connections
within the transport layer network to support both switched
and soft permanent connections. It consists of diﬀerent
components providing speciﬁc functions (including routing
and signalling). The interactions between and within do-
mains are deﬁned in terms of reference points: UNI, E-NNI,
I-NNI [2].
ITU-T standardization group recommended control plane
components like: routing controller (RC), protocol con-
troller (PC), connection controller (CC), link resource man-
ager (LRM), termination and adaptation performer (TAP),
calling/called party call controller (CCC), network call con-
troller (NCC). These components can be combined in dif-
ferent ways depending on the required functionality.
The architecture of ASON/GMPLS network is presented in
Fig. 1. The connection controller is responsible for coordi-
nation among the link resource manager, routing controller
and other connection controllers for the purpose of setup,
release and modiﬁcation of connection parameters [2]. For
this reason the CC components utilize a connection con-
troller interface (CCI) to the transport plane. As stated
in [2] the routing controller is an abstract entity that pro-
vides routing functions. The link resource manager main-
tains the network topology. The role of protocol controller
is to map the operation of the components in the control
plane into messages that are carried by communication pro-
tocols between interfaces in the control plane. The ter-
mination and adaptation performer holds the identiﬁers of
resources that can be managed using the control plane inter-
faces. Call components are concerned with call service and
implemented in service control server. The main role of the
calling/called party call controller is generation of outgo-
ing call request and acceptance or rejection of incoming
call request.
Fig. 1. ASON/GMPLS network architecture. SCS – service con-
trol server, CCS – connection control server, OXC – optical cross-
connect.
As it has been already mentioned, the ASON/GMPLS
architecture is one of the solutions considered as NGN
transport layer. ITU-T NGN resource and admission con-
trol function (RACF) [1] performs operations similar to
ASON/GMPLS connection control server consisting of
connection controller, routing controller, LRM and protocol
controller elements. Selected functionality of ITU NGN
service control functions is performed by service control
server in the ASON/GMPLS architecture. NGN transport
functions correspond to resource elements depicted as OXC
in Fig. 1. The concept of ASON/GMPLS architecture im-
plementation is presented in the next section.
3. Concept of Implementation
The concept of the proposed ASON/GMPLS implementa-
tion is presented in Fig. 2. According to the three-layer ar-
chitecture depicted in Fig. 1, the implementation includes
functionality of service control layer, connection control
layer as well as optical resource layer represented by re-
source terminals (RTs) emulating optical cross-connect op-
eration. Corresponding layers communicate over dedicated
interfaces using communication protocols.
Fig. 2. Concept of ASON/GMPLS implementation. RT – re-
source terminal, T – terminal.
Service control server (SCS) is responsible for handling
of user call and call termination request. Call requests are
furtherly transformed into connection requests in the con-
nection control layer. SCS provides www interface and
stores all necessary information in local database. The
database in service control server consists of the following
tables: CTRL−TABLE, CALL−STATE and CALL−STAT.
CTRL−TABLE table maps addresses from resource layer
into addresses of corresponding connection control servers
(CCSs). The CALL−STATE table stores the state of pro-
cessed requests. The CALL−STAT table gather statisti-
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cal data regarding performance of handling requests in the
system. Particularly, duration of operations regarding call
setup and termination requests in the system is registered.
Connection in optical layer is established only if there exist
enough free resources to allocate. Each resource terminal
informs corresponding connection control server about the
result of optical resource allocation.
Each connection control server is in charge of dynamic
management of optical resources in transport layer by
processing requests for establishing (setting) and releas-
ing (deleting) paths. Connection control servers utilize
RSVP [6] protocol extended to transport objects regarding
resource reservation in optical layer. The design of CCS
functionality was based on the following assumptions:
– mapping of elements from control layer to transport
layer is one-to-one,
– single reservation session results in reservation of one
or more transport units, depending on the bandwidth
demand request,
– identiﬁers of resource layer are transported using
mechanisms of LMP protocol [7],
– ﬁxed ﬁlter (FF) reservations style is applied [6].
Resource terminals emulate optical resources. For this rea-
son they maintain information regarding state of the em-
ulated device in a local database. Terminal T is used for
conﬁguration and veriﬁcation of reservation state in emu-
lated OXCs. In order to perform these operations dedicated
www interface which presents database content of resource
terminals is provided.
Communication between cooperating layers is performed
over well deﬁned interfaces. Service control layer and con-
nection control layer communicate over IC interface. In-
formation between connection control server and resource
terminal is exchanged over IR interface. In both cases Di-
ameter protocol [8] is used. In the next section realization
of the testbed architecture based on the presented concept
is described.
4. Architecture Realization
In this section realization of the proposed ASON/GMPLS
architecture concept (Fig. 2) is described. The implemen-
tation of ASON/GMPLS network elements limited to se-
lected functionality was based on Linux platform. The
realization of the software was performed in two phases
(variants). The ﬁrst step was variant I regarding implemen-
tation of connection control layer with basic functionality
and the ﬁnal step was variant II regarding implementation
of connection control layer with ability to communicate
with surrounding layers.
Functional structure of the implemented ASON/GMPLS
software (variant II) is presented in Fig. 3. Service con-
trol server (SCS) handling user requests can be managed
through www browser, which communicates with Apache
HTTP embedded server. The www server uses PHP
hypertext preprocessor compiled to shared object library
libphp5.so loaded as a module at the beginning of its initial-
ization. SCS server conﬁguration and description of con-
nection control layer are stored in local Oracle database.
Communication between database and www server uses
SQL queries. PHP OCI8 packet provides functions to com-
municate with the database. That allows to update the
database content by WWW/PHP scripts of user interface.
Fig. 3. ASON/GMPLS network realization.
The most important part of service control server (SCS) is
the communication module responsible for exchanging in-
formation between SCS and CCS. In the communication
module OCILIB library is used to provide communica-
tion with database including database change notiﬁcation
(DCN) mechanism. DCN allows to asynchronously notify
the communication module of the SCS about changes in
the database generated by the user through the WWW/PHP
interface. Moreover, OCLIB allows to modify the con-
tent of the database according to the results of user request
processing in connection control servers and resource ter-
minals. Requests results, particularly regarding processing
performance in the architecture can be statistically analyzed
in SCS and presented by the WWW/PHP interface. Fur-
thermore, service control server communicates with con-
nection control layer using Diameter protocol. In the re-
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alization of SCS an open source implementation CDiam-
eter Peer was used. Thus, communication module of the
SCS has the functionality of Diameter Peer, which al-
lows to provide connection control layer with the follow-
ing parameters of user request: Call-ID call identiﬁer [9],
source and destination address in connection control and re-
source layers, bandwidth demand, reservation priority. The
above mentioned request parameters are carried in Diam-
eter messages as appropriate attribute value pairs (AVP)
elements. Detailed description of Diameter application
used in the architecture is described in the last part of the
section.
The core component of the proposed and implemented
ASON/GMPLS architecture is connection control layer.
The following ASON/GMPLS functionalities: connection
controller, protocol controller, routing controller and link
resource manager were implemented in each connection
control server. The functionality of protocol controller
and connection controller is performed by the RSVP dae-
mon element, which is the part of KOM RSVP imple-
mentation [10] of RSVP protocol. Functionality of KOM
RSVP project was appropriately extended to transport in-
formation for control of optical network and to communi-
cate with service control layer as well as resource termi-
nal layer [11], [12]. Thus, some limited functionality of
RSVP-TE [13] signalling protocol was achieved. Exten-
sion of KOM RSVP preserved original structure of KOM
RSVP implementation, with division into RSVP daemon
and RSVP API client. The role of API client is to in-
voke API functions provided by RSVP daemon with respect
to Diameter messages received from service control server
in order to control the process of setting-up and releas-
ing connections in the transport layer. Apart from RSVP
API functions, due to distributed nature of CCS processing,
POSIX signals were also used as another way of inter-
process communication (IPC). The main functions of RSVP
daemon are to send, receive and process RSVP messages as
well as to allocate and release optical resources emulated by
resource terminals. Information necessary to aﬀect RTs are
carried by Diameter protocol. CDiameter Peer implemen-
tation was used in RSVP daemon as well as in RSVP API
client. Each resource terminal has its single representation
in the server from the connection control layer. The state
of OXC resources under the control of connection control
server is maintained in resource database which plays the
role of LRM ASON component. To identify physical re-
sources for each RSVP session some additional information
was introduced to KOM RSVP code including resource ID
in PSB and RSB blocks interchangeably deﬁning physical
resource in the transport plane. A functionality of Call-
ID object representing call identiﬁer according to [9] was
also added. RC ASON element is based on the routing ta-
ble in the operating system kernel and managed by iproute
package. For resources discovery purpose link management
protocol (LMP) procedures are implemented. All informa-
tion necessary for proper operation of CCS server are stored
in local PostgreSQL database which is accessible thanks to
the mechanisms provided by libpq library.
Resource terminal is responsible for emulation of optical
cross-connect (OXC) device. Resources of the emulated
OXC are mapped to the content of the Oracle Database 10g
Express Edition database. The state of the resources can
be checked and each OXC can be conﬁgured through www
interface at any time. That operation is possible through
terminal T with Apache www server and PHP hypertext
preprocessor which generates SQL queries to databases in
resource terminals. Similarly to service control server PHP
OCI8 packet is used. The main part of resource termi-
nal is the communication module exchanging information
with connection control server. Like in SCS, in resource
terminal OCILIB library provides database communication
mechanisms allowing to retrieve and modify the content of
the Oracle database. In resource terminal CDiameter Peer
is also utilized to provide communication with connection
control server using Diameter protocol. Diameter messages
at IR interface transport parameters necessary to establish
and release connection in the transport layer.
Service control server as well as resource terminal com-
municate with connection control server using Diame-
ter protocol [8]. For this reason a new Diameter appli-
cation PBZ−App and a new Diameter vendor identiﬁer
PBZ−vendor−id have been deﬁned. Moreover, new types
of Diameter messages and AVPs have been proposed. Di-
ameter messages sent between service control server and
connection control server (IC interface) are listed in Ta-
ble 1. Messages exchanged between resource terminal and
connection control server (IR interface) are presented in Ta-
ble 2. Both tables contain full description of used messages
and their contents. According to Diameter speciﬁcation [8],
all requests and corresponding answers have the same com-
mand codes. The type of the message (request or answer)
is determined by “R” ﬂag in header ﬁeld, which is set to 1
for requests.
Message ﬂow for connection creation scenario in the re-
alized ASON/GMPLS architecture is presented in Fig. 4.
Arrows with numbers correspond to consecutive stages of
exchanging information. Particular messages have the fol-
lowing meaning:
1. Asynchronous DCN notiﬁcation of changes in the
CALL−STATE table of Oracle database. Changes
were caused by generating request for connection cre-
ation through www/php interface.
2. Diameter CCR (Connection-Create-Request) mes-
sage.
3. Execution of RSVP API createSender() function.
4. RSVP PATH message to RSVP daemon of the next
connection control server (according to the routing
table).
5. RSVP RESV message in case of successful re-
source reservation in the remaining connection con-
trol servers on the path or RSVP PATH ERROR mes-
sage otherwise. Steps 6 and 7 are skipped when re-
ceiving PATH ERROR message.
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Table 1
Diameter messages exchanged over IC interface
Abbr. Full command name
Code Direction Carried parameters
name and meaning
CCR Connection-Create-Request 10000 SCS→CCS – call identiﬁer (Call-ID)
(Request for creating connection) – IP address of source connection control server
– IP address of destination connection control server
– IP address of source resource terminal
– IP address of destination resource terminal
– bandwidth
– priority
CCA Connection-Create-Answer 10000 CCS→SCS – call identiﬁer
(Answer to CCR message) – result of connection creation
CDR Connection-Delete-Request 10001 SCS→CCS – call identiﬁer
(Request for terminating
connection)
CDA Connection-Delete-Answer 10001 CCS→SCS – call identiﬁer
(Answer to CDR message) – result of connection termination
Table 2
Diameter messages exchanged over IR interface
Abbr. Full command name
Code Direction Carried parameters
name and meaning
RCR Resource-Create-Request 20000 CCS→RT – call identiﬁer
(Request for resource – identiﬁers of incoming transport units
allocation – allocation of optical – identiﬁers of outgoing transport units
transport units)
RCA Resource-Create-Answer 20000 RT→CCS – call identiﬁer
(Answer to RCR message) – result of resource allocation
RDR Resource-Delete-Request 20001 CCS→RT – call identiﬁer
(Request for resource release – – identiﬁers of incoming transport units
release of optical transport units) – identiﬁers of outgoing transport units
RDA Resource-Delete-Answer 20001 RT→CCS – call identiﬁer
(Answer to RDR message) – result of resource release
6. Diameter RCR (Resource-Create-Request) message.
7. Diameter RCA (Resource-Create-Answer) message.
8. POSIX signal of number 50 in case of success-
ful resource reservation in all connection control
servers (including source connection control server)
or POSIX signal of number 51 otherwise.
9. Diameter CCA (Connection-Create-Answer) mes-
sage.
10. Update of connection state in Oracle database.
Message ﬂow for connection termination scenario in the
realized ASON/GMPLS architecture is presented in Fig. 5.
Arrows with numbers correspond to consecutive stages
of exchanging information. Particular messages have the
following meaning:
1. Asynchronous DCN notiﬁcation of changes in the
CALL−STATE table of Oracle database. Changes
were caused by generating request for connection ter-
mination through www/php interface.
2. Diameter CDR (Connection-Delete-Request) mes-
sage.
3. Execution of RSVP API releaseSession() function.
4. RSVP PATH TEAR message to RSVP daemon of
the next connection control server (according to
the routing table). Simultaneously Diameter RDR
(Resource-Delete-Request) message to the corre-
sponding resource terminal is sent.
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Fig. 4. Connection creation scenario in the realized
ASON/GMPLS network.
Fig. 5. Connection termination scenario in the realized
ASON/GMPLS network.
5. Diameter RDA (Resource-Delete-Answer) message.
6. POSIX signal of number 52.
7. Diameter CDA (Connection-Delete-Answer) mes-
sage.
8. Update of connection state in Oracle database.
5. Results and Tests
The implemented software for the ASON/GMPLS network
elements has been installed and validated in laboratory
testbed. Testing system was created to study not only the
basic functionality, but also to investigate communication
of connection control layer with the whole architecture.
The structure and conﬁguration of the testbed is described
in Subsection 5.1. The results of performed functional tests
are presented in Subsection 5.2.
5.1. Testbed Architecture and Configuration
Network architecture from Fig. 2 has been implemented for
the purpose of ASON/GMPLS software testing. Connec-
tion control server software has been installed on the NTT
TYTAN computers with the following hardware parame-
ters:
– Supermicro X8DTL-3F motherboard,
– Intel XEON E5506 (2,13 GHz) quad core processor,
– 4GB DDR3 ECC R RAM memory,
– 2x500GB SATA HDD.
Resource terminal software has been installed on NTT com-
puters with the following hardware parameters:
– Gigabyte GA G31M-ES2L motherboard,
– Celeron E3300 (2,5GHz) dual core processor,
– 2GB DDR2 DIMM memory,
– 250GB SATA HDD.
The architecture and the conﬁguration of the realized
ASON/GMPLS testbed (along with IP addresses of all net-
work equipments) are described in Fig. 6. Execution of
Fig. 6. Architecture and conﬁguration of the implemented
ASON/GMPLS testbed.
Fig. 7. Architecture of the implemented ASON/GMPLS connec-
tion control layer. ETH x.y stands for virtual network interface y
based on physical network interface ethx.
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all functional tests has been preceded by proper conﬁgu-
ration of Debian Linux operating system and implemented
software on all computers in the testbed.
Due to limited number of physical network interfaces in
hardware platform, implementation of the connection con-
trol layer from Fig. 2 required conﬁguration of virtual inter-
faces. The structure of the used virtual local area networks
(VLANs) and the sets of optical resources identiﬁers as-
signed to particular interfaces are presented in Fig. 7.
5.2. Functional Tests
In order to verify the implemented and installed
ASON/GMPLS software a set of functional test has been
executed. Performed test scenarios included validation of:
– handling of single connection creation request, in-
cluding the situation when there is not suﬃcient
amount of resources to fulﬁll the request,
– handling of single connection termination request,
– handling of multiple connection creation requests,
– handling of connection termination request in case
there are other established connections.
During execution of the scenarios the following aspects of
the implemented ASON/GMPLS network operation have
been checked:
– communication between service control server and
connection control server using Diameter protocol,
– communication between API client and RSVP dae-
mon,
– RSVP daemon operation:
– PATH message handling and processing of
RSVP objects (particularly RSVP−HOP object
carrying optical transport unit identiﬁers as well
as Call-ID object carrying call identiﬁer),
– creating PSB block carrying outgoing optical
resource identiﬁers,
– creating PHopSB block carrying incoming op-
tical resource identiﬁers,
– handling of RESV message with Call-ID object
extension,
– creating RSB block,
– Diameter protocol communication between
RSVP daemon and resource terminal (RT) em-
ulating optical resources,
– handling of PATH TEAR message with Call-ID
object extension,
– updating local resource database,
– communication with API client in order to con-
ﬁrm resource allocation/release.
All performed test scenarios conﬁrmed correctness of
ASON/GMPLS architecture implementation. Results of the
selected basic scenarios are described in the next part of
the paper.
Handling of single connection creation request. Sin-
gle connection creation request was generated using
WWW/PHP graphical interface of service control server
(SCS) (Fig. 8). Bandwidth of optical transport unit (TRU)
Fig. 8. Generation of connection creation request with 500 Mbit/s
bandwidth.
was set to 1000 Mbit/s. The request generated in the test
scenario concerned creating connection in the transport
layer between resource terminals RT1 (emulating OXC of
IP address 192.168.200.201) and RT3 (emulating OXC of
IP address 192.168.200.203). According to Fig. 7, this
connection involved one relay connection control server
(CCS2) as well as one relay resource terminal (RT2). Re-
quested bandwidth was 500 Mbit/s.
After generating the request and receiving the response
from connection control server, state of the request stored
in the service control server database was updated (Fig. 9).
In implemented system allocation of optical TRUs is emu-
Fig. 9. Content of the CALL−STATE table in the service control
server database after successful connection creation.
Fig. 10. Content of the TRU−OXC table for resource termi-
nal RT2 after successful connection creation between CCS1 and
CCS3. TRUs with STATE = 1 are allocated.
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lated in resource terminals as changes in TRU−OXC tables
of local databases. Contents of TRU−OXC table for re-
source terminal RT2 after successful test scenario execution
is presented in Fig. 10. As RT2 is a relay resource termi-
nal, two optical TRUs are allocated (one incoming and one
outgoing).
Handling of single connection termination request. Sim-
ilarly to connection creation, single connection termination
request was generated using WWW/PHP graphical inter-
face of service control server (SCS). Connection termina-
tion request generated in the test scenario concerned releas-
ing previously allocated (in subsection: Handling of single
connection creation request) optical resources for the con-
nection of unique Call-ID value (Fig. 11).
Fig. 11. Generation of connection termination request for the
connection with Call-ID = 42.
The service control server software identiﬁed parameters
required to release resources using the Call-ID value car-
ried by the request generated using user interface. Once the
request was processed by service control server it was sent
using Diameter protocol to the connection control server
which had initiated connection creation. After generat-
Fig. 12. Content of the CALL−STATE table in the service
control server database after successful connection termination.
Fig. 13. Content of the TRU−OXC table for resource termi-
nal RT2 after successful connection termination. TRUs with
STATE = 0 are free.
ing the request and receiving the response from connec-
tion control server, state of the request stored in the service
control server database is updated (Fig. 12). In imple-
mented system release of optical TRU is emulated in re-
source terminals as changes in TRU−OXC tables of local
database. Contents of TRU−OXC table for resource termi-
nal RT2 after successful test scenario execution is presented
in Fig. 13.
6. Conclusions
The aim of the work described in the paper was to im-
plement software and testbed of ASON/GMPLS network,
which elements can be mapped into ITU-T NGN functional
architecture. Development of initially implemented connec-
tion control layer for ASON/GMPLS resulted in creation of
the fully operational architecture with basic functionality
consisting of service control layer, connection control layer
and resource layer – the latter emulates control functions
of real devices, optical cross-connects.
In the realization of this goal we used open-source imple-
mentations of communication protocols (RSVP and Diam-
eter) and achieved full success. Selecting the most appro-
priate implementation for both protocols involved compre-
hensive review and tests of the available code. Finally,
we chose KOM RSVP Engine and CDiameter Peer solu-
tions as the most proper and introduced indispensable ex-
tensions. In order to use RSVP to control optical trans-
port network consisting of optical cross-connects we had
to extend chosen protocol implementation by adding new
objects. Moreover, we added new Diameter application as
well as messages for the purpose of communication be-
tween the particular layers of the architecture.
The implemented functionality of ASON/GMPLS was thor-
oughly tested in laboratory conditions. The set of tested
scenarios included setting-up and releasing connections in
various conditions. Performed tests validated correctness of
all network elements operation including communication
procedures and request processing. Furthermore, for im-
plemented ASON/GMPLS architecture basic performance
tests regarding call setup and termination operations dura-
tions were conducted. Performance results of request han-
dling in the implemented architecture highly depend on
database system used in connection control server. We ap-
plied and performed tests with PostgreSQL, Oracle 10g Ex-
press Edition databases and our own implementation based
on data structures written in C language. Due to space limi-
tation, the results of system performance tests with diﬀerent
types of database system are not included.
Summing up, we managed to implement ASON/GMPLS
architecture, which is suitable for transport layer of
ITU-T NGN proposition. As developed software is ﬂexi-
ble, it could be readily adopted to any network architecture
of optical network. Application of our solution in exist-
ing and future telecommunication networks requires further
work and research concerning performance and reliability
issues.
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Abstract—Multiple core processors have already became the
dominant design for general purpose CPUs. Incarnations of
this technology are present in solutions dedicated to such areas
like computer graphics, signal processing and also computer
networking. Since the key functionality of network core com-
ponents is fast package servicing, multicore technology, due
to multi tasking ability, seems useful to support packet pro-
cessing. Dedicated network processors characterize very good
performance but at the same time high cost. General purpose
CPUs achieve incredible performance, thanks to task distribu-
tion along several available cores and relatively low cost. The
idea, analyzed in this paper, is to use general purpose CPU
to provide network core functionality. For this purpose pa-
rameterized system model has been created, which represents
general core networking needs. This model analyze system
parameters inﬂuence on system performance.
Keywords—generic purpose CPU, multi core, network, queue,
network services.
1. Introduction
In the recent years, CPU technology has turned into multi
core to brake the clock barrier and improve applications
performance. Higher solutions performance require much
faster medium to transfer data. Computer networking re-
mains not only a medium, but also network software stack,
which is a signiﬁcant part of the network performance.
Once application eﬃciency is improved by using CPU tech-
nology, networking stack software could also be consid-
ered as area, were multi core can increase productivity.
There are many hardware CPU architectures used for high
speed network packet processing. Network processors In-
tel IXP28XX series [1] introduce hardware micro engines
able to process pipeline oriented traﬃc with signiﬁcant
performance improvement. More recent design from Cav-
ium Networks called OCTEON Multi-Core Processor Fam-
ily [2] or Freescale [3] are providing hardware driven op-
portunities to divide multi ﬂow traﬃc into separated cores.
These sophisticated hardware designs characterize high cost
of implementation and deployment. Cost of these high per-
formance solutions are signiﬁcant but still worth their price
to satisfy network needs.
From the software point of view there are multiple im-
plementations of network stacks, protocols and solutions
provided by the market today. These solutions characterize
high performance, modular architecture and relatively easy
integration. Due to this they already have strong market po-
sition for dedicated network solutions. There are also lots
of research going on to optimize hardware support for mul-
tiple software threads [4] and to provide possible highest
performance for computer network nodes. In personal com-
puters segment multi core CPUs have also strong presence.
More and more end user applications taking advantage of
this solution and increasing their performance by adding
software support for multi core hardware architecture.
In this paper, multi queue approach to network services
implemented in multi core general usage CPUs [5] is pre-
sented. This approach has been proposed to verify, if this is
reasonable to optimize network performance for solutions
with standard CPUs. Most of new software architectures,
which support multi core environments, are dedicated to
data processing but not to the packet processing. It impor-
tant to identify how much software architecture design can
inﬂuence on network application performance.
2. Multi Core Architecture Approach
Nehalem is the codename for an Intel processor microar-
chitecture [6], [7]. The most popular available in end user
market is Intel’s Core i7 [8] processor. Higher performance
is achieved on this CPU by processing multiple data in the
same time using parallel cores. Most of operating systems
are providing multi core support and assigning tasks to be
processed by hardware with possible highest performance.
An operating system is not focusing on the type of applica-
tion beside I/O bound or CPU bound types distinguished by
the task scheduler [9]. This approach might not be enough
to support high performance networking and low perfor-
mance management and monitoring activities, running at
the same time. In the server area this problem has been
solved by introducing visualization on both application and
platform levels [10], [11]. Many visualization solutions in-
cluding hypervisor [12], became standard parts of the op-
erating systems [13] providing opportunities to work with
several contests at the same time. The software architecture
described in this paper also account visualization approach
in order to work with diﬀerent contests on multiple CPU
cores. Such solutions like that are available now - for in-
stance Sun xVM Virtual Box [14], which allows multiple
operating systems run the same time on a single PC.
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Network applications are responsible for servicing data
streams. Network streams are transporting signiﬁcant
amount of data, which needs to be processed and depend-
ing on application functionality either consumed (provided
to the end user) or transmitted (back to the network). Ef-
fective stream processing could have signiﬁcant impact on
networking application performance.
For this research purposes, there has been deﬁned a net-
work stream consisted of a limited sequence of data pack-
ets D1, D2, . . . . To simplify the mathematical model we as-
sume, that each packet represents diﬀerent amount of data
but has the same, permanent deﬁned size. Such approach
is often used to specify application throughput for deﬁned
packet size
Dk = {D1k,D
2
k , ...,D
n
k},n ∈ N . (1)
The network application can get streams from several dif-
ferent sources
S =
K
∑
k=1
Dk,k ∈ N . (2)
Each stream, responsible for delivery of potentially diﬀerent
sets of information, is directed to diﬀerent applications for
diﬀerent sorts of processing. This diversity can be a good
approach for the system design. In our model we addi-
tionally accept, that some streams require more privilege
(priority) service and task delivery to the end user.
Multi core CPUs, ensure better performance by redirecting
tasks to be executed in the same time on multiple cores.
Each core oﬀers the same execution condition including ac-
cess to peripherals, memory etc. [15]. Properly conﬁgured
operating system is able to manage tasks to assure pos-
sible best performance. In this paper authors propose to
change the task approach for multi core CPUs provided by
most modern operating system to the network stream ap-
proach. The intention on this research is to verify, whether
it is reasonable enough to consider general purpose CPU
as hardware platform to systems dedicated for networking.
Standard operating system (like, e.g., Linux kernel 2.6.X)
in general treats I/O coming from networking card as in-
terrupts coming from any other computer peripherals. An-
alyzing diﬀerent communication devices from the data rate
per second point of view one can diﬀer between devices
(PCI bus 528 MB and gigabit Ethernet 128 MB), however
communication expectation is to service signiﬁcant amount
of data in shorter possible time. The network card driver in
the Linux kernel associated with networking stack, is able
Fig. 1. Single package queue for single physical interface.
to provide packet delivery services to dedicated applica-
tion. In cases of many diﬀerent streams, which need to be
serviced by diﬀerent applications existing in OS together
with another, not strict network related tasks, can meet
computer performance critical point. When critical point is
crossed, it could manifest long tasks queues and delays in
service (see Fig. 1).
Considered system approximation assumes single package
queue associated with physical interface. Packages in the
queue are arriving from a multiple resources. Each data
stream Dk in queue income, speciﬁed by amount of data S,
should be serviced by diﬀerent application. Performance of
networking system from this approximation can be deter-
mine by specifying time t in which dedicated networking
application completed service of S
Ps = S(t) . (3)
In the recent days networking technology is based either
on networking pipeline [1] or dedicated multi core solu-
tions [2]. These solution oﬀers diﬀerent approaches for
networking applications than standard applications service
on generic purpose CPU. In the networking area application
can be divided into the following areas:
• Management/Controlling – responsible for control-
ling network settings, managing network events; type
of traﬃc – control plane able to work with full Linux
stack;
• Preprocessing – responsible for redirecting packets
to exceptions or forwarding; type of traﬃc – slow
path/fast path able to work with limited L3 stack to
classify packages;
• Exceptions – responsible for servicing packages, ded-
icated to particular node – type of traﬃc – slow path
able to work with full Linux stack;
• Forwarding – responsible for fast forwarding pack-
ages to additional network segments; type of traﬃc –
fast path able to work with basic/limited Linux stack.
Each of these areas has diﬀerent requirements for through-
put and diﬀerent user expectations related to accessibil-
ity, stability and manage ability. A general purpose op-
erating system is not providing a diﬀerent set of system
resources for networking application areas, beside the abil-
ity to conﬁgure diﬀerent application with diﬀerent prior-
ities [9]. For example performance of Linux application
depends on number tasks executed on CPU in speciﬁed
amount of time, and scheduler latency can cause unex-
pected delays for application, which require quick system
reaction time.
Multicore CPUs, when hypervisor is used, provides ability
to distinguish diﬀerent system expectation and execute each
networking application area on separated core [16]. In this
model physical network interface can be assigned directly to
OS running with fast and limited Linux stack responsible
for preprocessing. This networking application role is to
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classify packet and as soon as possible send it to exception
or forwarding applications running on additional cores and
with dedicated networking stacks. Last core in the system is
responsible for dealing with preprocessing, exceptions and
forwarding rules. Its management and control interface
should be easy available for system administrator though
slow port management interface (Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Network system architecture for general purpose CPU.
Hypervisor role is to physically assign networking inter-
faces to dedicated cores. Communication between cores
is delivered trough shared memory available from each
core. This approach allows to install on each core [17]
dedicated version of OS (with dedicated networking stack)
where physical access to I/Os is pre conﬁgured by hyper-
visor. Interface access latency should be much lower than
for solutions with master OS [13], [14].
3. Common Network Traﬃc Models
Generic approach for traﬃc modeling is to mathematically
describe the physical arrival of packets as a point func-
tion of countable values. Points describe packets arrival
instances starting from T0 = 0 and is limited only to model
assumed time frame: T0,T1, . . . ,Tn, . . . . Countable values
are usually dependent on two point stochastic processes –
one, describing time distance between arrival instances and
second, describing actual value/number of delivered pack-
ets. Packet arrival time (PAT) {PATn}∞n=1 process is non
negative random sequence:
PATn = Tn−Tn−1 . (4)
The point process is describing each instance of packet
arrival:
Tn =
n
∑
k=1
PATk . (5)
Number of delivered packages (NDP) {NDPn}∞n=1 is asso-
ciated with amount of work – workload (WLD), which has
to be done to service traﬃc in a speciﬁed time. It can be
limited by bandwidth bottleneck and can be described via
stochastic function Dn
NDPn =
{
Dn(Tn,τ) if τ <= τmax
Dn(Tn,τmax) otherwise
. (6)
It can be useful in traﬃc modeling to incorporate also func-
tion describing workload WLDn associated with n-th deliv-
ered NDP. This workload can be dependent on queue delays
in case traﬃc is redirected between multiple queues.
Both stochastic functions PATn and NDPn are characterized
by independent distributions. In some systems also the
workload factor can be described by a stochastic distribu-
tion.
In related works authors describe diﬀerent stochastic func-
tions in each component of the traﬃc model. One of the
oldest traﬃc model, which has been used in many analyzes
uses Poisson process [18]. This process assumption ran-
dom sequence arrive independently from one another and
depends on constant value. This model can be successfully
used to model diﬀerent types of traﬃcs like ex. VoIP [19].
There are also studies, which proves that Poisson model-
ing can fail [20] and using fractal (self similar) model [21]
based on results analyze of hundreds of million packets ob-
servations in LAN and WAN area, can be more eﬀective.
Self-similar model cumulates traﬃc volume as self-similar
process with increments that are strictly stationary to spec-
iﬁed shifts in time. Alternative model for Poisson indepen-
dence in arrival can be Markov process, which introduces
dependence into random sequence. Markov chains can be
used for example for TCP traﬃc classiﬁcation [22], how-
ever the most commonly used Markov model is Markov-
modulated Poisson process (MMPP) model, which can be
used for modeling self-similar traﬃc [23], [24].
4. Networking System Model
The easiest way to determine possible system performance
is to crate parameterized mathematical model and calcu-
late system throughput indicators. There are many factors,
which can aﬀect system performance, in the multicore sys-
tem architecture. Some parameters remain constant as
shared memory access latency and some depend on other
aspects like number of additional tasks executed on OS-es
dedicated to separated cores.
QIRx is an inbound queue associated with I/O net1 in
Fig. 2. This interface delivers set of K data streams Dk to
the Core 1 OS networking stuck for preprocessing. Accept-
ing burstiness limitation of Poisson process model, traﬃc
can be described through a counting process:
Dk{N(t + λ )−N(t) = n}=
(τλ )ne−τλ
n!
, (7)
where N(t) is the number of packet arrivals at time t from
single source.
S(t) =
K
∑
k=1
Dk(nk),k ∈ N (8)
For each stream k number of arrival nk is called stream
activity level (SAL) and should be represented by diﬀerent
constant value. This model parameter correspond to NPDn
and could be parametrized by stochastic function.
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Preprocessing core is responsible for saving packages from
QIRx queue in dedicated shared memory queues: SSME –
exception and QSMF – forwarding. This model assumes
that in QIRx for every 10 packages η is classiﬁed as for-
warding and 10−η as exception. Shared memory queue
can service p packages in time t, but core ability to read
and write to the queue also depends on several other fac-
tors. Our model limits these factors to number of tasks in
CPU queue. Higher number of tasks in queue can increase
CPU average waiting time [25] and writing/reading opera-
tion can be delayed. Little’s formula describes relationship
between L – average number of processes in the queue and
W – CPU average waiting time. Parameter α can be asso-
ciated with average arrival time, which is proportional to
traﬃc rate.
W =
L
α
. (9)
System performance is often determined by traﬃc process-
ing latencies. Sum of whole latencies speciﬁed by system
model is able to show how long traﬃc will be processed by
the system. In this system model δL1 is latency speciﬁed
between QIRx and QSMF /QSME
δL1(t,τ,L) =
Lp
S(t)
. (10)
Latency δL2 is speciﬁed between SSME , QSMF and its
target interface. For exception core target interface would
be QITx and for forwarding it would be QFT x.
δL2(t,τ,L,η) =
η
10 L f
S(t)
+
(1− η10 )L f
S(t)
(11)
Assuming, that traﬃc exception service suppose to notify
packet sender about exception condition, there need to be
considered additional process in the CPU preprocessing,
responsible for dealing with back to sender traﬃc.
δL2(t,τ,L,η) =
η
10 L f
S(t)
+
(1− η10)(L f + Lp + 1)
S(t)
(12)
Total system latency should also consider hypervisor la-
tency. For this model this is constant value δLh.
δL(t,τ,L,η) = δL1(t,τ,L)+ δL2(t,τ,L,η)+ δLh (13)
For the sake of simplicity the model has been limited to
consider only signiﬁcant factors, which can inﬂuence the
system performance. It can be extended to provide more
detailed data, if this accuracy level is not satisﬁed enough to
determine its value against standard general purpose CPU
system. The authors’ intention was to show how ﬂuctua-
tions of commonly accepted factors can aﬀect the modeled
system performance, e.g., inﬂuence the packet service la-
tency.
5. Model Parameterization Results
Networking system model performance and scalability de-
pends on several conﬁgurable system parameters, starts
from incoming traﬃc, through diﬀerent latencies and ﬁn-
ish at operating system process utilization ability. Value
of model presented in this paper is ability to verify, how
system model parameters can inﬂuence whole system per-
formance.
Fig. 3. Data stream distribution associated with QIRx.
Fig. 4. Latency between QIRx and QSMF/QSM.
Fig. 5. Latency between SSME, QSMF and its target interface,
Lp = 5, L f = 5 – approach 1.
Sample charts presented on Figs. 3–8 provides overview of
system model parameters inﬂuence on measured latency.
Multi queue approach assumes several parameters aﬀecting
performance value in more or less signiﬁcant way. For ex-
ample, number of task, which need to be serviced by OS in
presented system model plays marginal role. Another pa-
rameters can aﬀect time, in which packages are serviced, in
more signiﬁcant way. Data stream distribution represented
by stochastic model and parametrized by system activity
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Fig. 6. Latency between SSME, QSMF and its target interface,
n = 2, Lp = 5 – approach 2.
Fig. 7. Latency between SSME, QSMF and its target interface,
n = 2 – approach 3.
Fig. 8. Latency between SSME, QSMF and its target interface,
n = 2 – approach 4.
level can directly inﬂuence exception and forwarding queue
latencies. Naturally higher number of transmitted packets
(average arrival time) aﬀect latencies and can cause sys-
tem delays. Size of calculated lag seems to be reasonable
small and its eﬀect to whole system for most of the cases
should be negligible, however system designers/architects
should be aware, that in case of adverse stream distribution
unexpected delays can happen.
6. Summary and Conclusions
The need for ﬂexibility and performance and cost reduc-
tion in the networking systems make general purpose CPUs
worth to be considered as valuable alternative for expensive
solutions designed for packet processing. If system archi-
tecture agrees for general purpose computing limitations
(like ex. us speed), there can be considered many system
designs, which would make general purpose personal com-
puter dedicated networking solutions. Fast development of
CPU technologies allows to assumes, that CPUs dedicated
to common marked are more capable to play valuable roles
in dedicated (not generic) solutions. Good example can be
presented in this paper usage of hypervisor technology in
designing dedicated system model. The only limitation in
the possible system architecture designs can be imagina-
tion of system architects. System model can help verify
usability of dedicated solution assuming hardware/software
limitation of model parameters. Networking system pre-
sented in this paper can be a good reference for further
work, which could bring more detailed model providing
more complex analyze of system performance indicator like
queues delays, latencies as well as more self similar deliv-
ery distribution to better present ex. Ethernet characteristic.
It has been proved that idea with specialized core functions
(forwarding, exception), due to relatively small latencies
caused by between core communication, could open easy
way for generic purpose CPU usability in niches like eg.
computer networking. Solutions based on generic purpose,
multicore CPUs could be truly considered in complex, func-
tionality oriented system designs.
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Abstract—In telecommunications and software engineering,
testing is normally understood to be essentially active: a tester
is said to stimulate, control, and enforce. Passive testing does
not ﬁt this paradigm and thus remains the niche research
subject, which bears on the scope and depth of the obtained
results. It is argued that such limited understanding of testing
is one of its many community-bound preconceptions. It may
be acceptable in the current engineering approach to testing,
but can and should be challenged in order to converge on the
core concepts of the proposed science of testing (“testology”).
This methodological work aims at establishing that there are
no fundamental reasons for admitting the dominant role of the
active element in testing. To show this, external (also extra-
technical) areas are consulted for insight, direct observations,
and metaphors. The troublesome distinction between (passive)
testing and monitoring, as well as unclear relations between
testing and measurements, are also addressed.
Keywords—behavior, development, metrology, monitoring, pas-
sive testing, reactive systems, Scientific Method.
1. Introduction
Testing is intertwined with the development (creation, con-
struction, and further use) of artifacts – intentionally de-
signed objects. Artifacts of a certain complexity are “me-
chanically” referred to as artiﬁcial systems. We understand
testing as the umbrella term for a particular set of con-
cepts, methods, and techniques of veriﬁcation and valida-
tion (V&V), i.e., assessing whether a system is correct w.r.t.
a given notion of correctness. This assessment leads, prag-
matically, to deciding whether a system is acceptable.
Testing cannot be replaced by other, “non-testing” V&V
techniques. Placed in a loop of development activities, test-
ing is a vital element in achieving and maintaining correct-
ness (and thus quality) of systems. The complexity of test-
ing, however, is known to grow exponentially in the com-
plexity of tested systems. Accordingly, despite the undis-
putable improvements in testing concepts and techniques,
spectacular system failures (including those that entail loss
of life), attributed to inadequate testing, still happen. In or-
der to sustain the pace of development of complex systems
(including telecommunications systems), it is necessary to
seek improvements in testing beyond its current, relatively
steady development. The aim of this work is to contribute
towards this end. Its underlying assumptions and theses are
brieﬂy presented below (see [1]–[5] for discussion).
Testing is currently researched and practiced mostly by
specialized groups, or schools, within separate commu-
nities concerned with particular classes of systems to be
tested. The immediate context of this work are systems
characteristic of information and communications technol-
ogy (ICT) – a ﬁeld deﬁned by convergence of traditional
telecommunications and informatics (software engineering
and computer science). The convergence of concepts and
approaches to the development (and thus – also to test-
ing) of ICT systems is far from complete. It thus makes
sense to refer, within ICT, to separate communities of soft-
ware testing, protocol testing, circuit testing, etc. There are
also groups concerned with testing outside ICT (chemical
testing, material testing, etc.), with their own, important
insight.
Testing communities speak particular languages (or, to
quote Wittgenstein, they play diﬀerent language-games).
They are reluctant to borrow the concepts and terms from
peer groups. Consequently, any preconceptions they may
have on testing cannot be easily confronted with other
patterns of understanding, and are very hard to uproot
(even if they clearly form a crippling self-restriction). This
phenomenon of conceptual and linguistic (terminological)
“lock-in” has been noticed, e.g., by Lamport [private com-
munication, 2010], who called it a “Whorﬁan syndrome”.
Testing schools tend to follow the engineering approach,
with its apprentice tradition of vocational study. The test-
ing concepts and terms are deﬁned stipulatively, to mean
what a given community wants them to mean. This par-
ticular understanding, as well as skills for its practical use,
are taught, and then checked during exams that lead to ob-
taining professional titles of a “certiﬁed tester” or the like.
Accordingly, there are sources of community-bound “stan-
dardized knowledge” of testing [6]–[11]. There is, however,
no common deﬁnition of testing that would be accepted
across the testing communities. Lack of such deﬁnition
indicates a serious problem with testing, as “a deﬁnition
inﬂuences future perceptions – a too narrow or misleading
one may block future investigations for a long time” [12].
In order to gain new perspectives, impetus, and funding,
testing needs to properly address the issues identiﬁed above.
To do so, it should transcend the limitations imposed by
the apprentice model, and establish itself as a science, with
academic recognition. This seems necessary not only for
immediate professional application of testing, but also for
its proper teaching, in a way that avoids seeding and per-
petuating the existing preconceptions in the new generation
of researchers – a concern that is not unique to testing [4].
This path has already been taken by metrology – the “sci-
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ence of measurement and its application” [13, 2.2]. For
the postulated new testing science, of the design science
kind, we propose the name: “Testology”. It would be the
producer and bearer of ﬁrst principles and core concepts
of testing, regardless of its area and context of application,
and would also allow forming the “applied testing” sub-
sets and specializations, with meaningful relations to each
other. Just as any other (design) science, testology is free
to seek linguistic and conceptual metaphors [14] without
any a priori restriction of the range of possible “donors”,
and to look into languages currently spoken by particular
testing schools, in the hope that “a core theory. . . can
be synthesized from writings across a number of disparate
ﬁelds” [15]. Also the general understanding of “testing”,
encoded in everyday language and reﬂected in dictionary
entries, should not be neglected. In this context, the exist-
ing sources of vocational knowledge on testing, including
the deﬁnition(s) of testing contained there, are only one of
the inputs available for consideration, and not the authori-
tative body of the concepts of testology.
To illustrate the postulated approach to testing, in the sequel
we focus on a single idea that currently prevails in virtually
all ICT-related testing schools, namely, that testing is active.
We argue that it is a community-bound preconception –
a conventional disciplinary modiﬁcation of the concept of
testing, which is not substantiated by any “deeper roots”
of emerging testology. We further argue that sticking to
this preconception is an unnecessary handicap for applied
testology – valuable research on passive testing is currently
conducted away from the mainstream, in a niche research
area, which bears on the breath, depth, and consistency
of obtained results. We claim that abandoning the “ac-
tive” preconception should bring more consistency to the
mainstream of testing research, by allowing the uniform
treatment of both active and passive testing, which in turn
may contribute to the postulated “nonlinear” improvement
in testing.
2. Status of Active and Passive Testing
In telecommunications, software engineering, and most
other technical disciplines, the prevailing intuition of testing
is reﬂected in its operational characterization as an activity
(stating what is being done while testing), in which a tester:
– generates and applies (sends) stimuli, or “test in-
put data”, in order to control a system under test
(Sut) – to provoke and guide phenomena (in our case
– mainly behavior) to be investigated by testing;
– observes phenomena as they appear under the inﬂu-
ence of applied stimuli;
– analyzes the relation between observed phenomena
and some reference (such as a pre-computed, in-
tended behavior);
– decides on a suitable verdict, which expresses the
assessment made.
This operational characterization is often taken as the oper-
ational deﬁnition of testing: all the enumerated operations
are quite tangible, and their joint presence is said to con-
stitute what shall (and, by complement, what should not)
be regarded as testing. This characterization is then im-
plicitly employed in the role of the deﬁnition of testing
(as in [16, pp. 14–16], where, on 600+ pages, no other ex-
plicit deﬁnition of testing is given), or is suitably rephrased,
as in [17]: “The principle of testing is to apply inputs. . .
and to compare the observed outputs to expected outputs”.
Similar deﬁnitions1, in various wording, prevail in “of-
ﬁcial”, vocational compendia, dictionaries of terms, and
meta-standards, and are also cited in research papers. Their
common element is that they stipulate the active character
of testing – a tester controls, solicits, and enforces. Active
testing constitutes the mainstream of testing.
On the other hand, since the early 1980s there has been
ongoing interest in passive testing, technically deﬁned as
a testing activity in which a tester does not inﬂuence (stim-
ulate) a Sut in any way – it does not apply any test stimuli.
Two typical approaches to such testing may be identiﬁed.
One party claims that the active character of testing reﬂects
its essence, and thus cannot be surrendered. It is natural for
this party to maintain that “passive testing” simply does not
respond to the concept of testing – that it is a spurious inter-
pretation, a mere fac¸on de parler, or the case of confusion
of tongues. Indeed, passive testing has not been identiﬁed
as a dimension of the discourse space of testing, nor even
alluded to, in the annotated bibliography of formal test-
ing [22], the proceedings of the prestigious Dagstuhl Sem-
inar on testing [23], taxonomies developed to get insight
into the notion of testing [24], [25], standardized glossaries
of terms pertaining to testing [6], [7] or broader software
engineering activities [19]. It is also, apparently, not cov-
ered by the new, forthcoming international software test-
ing standard ISO 29119. The telecommunications-oriented
methodology of conformance testing [26] openly excludes
passive testing from its scope. The standardized test lan-
guage TTCN-3 [27] was meant to express active tests, and
there have been very few proposals to re-use it also for
passive testing [28].
The other party investigates passive testing basing on its
arbitrarily adopted technical deﬁnition, without any deeper
concern for methodological harmonization with active test-
ing. This is how the majority of valuable results on passive
testing have been achieved so far. In order to avoid the “po-
litically incorrect” term, various euphemisms [3] are used:
observer, trace checker, the oracle, passive monitor, ar-
biter, supervisor. Another indication of the present niche
character of research on passive testing is its apparent dis-
continuity: frequent “restarts” and “re-inventions” of its key
elements – a phenomenon not unknown in science, but in
1 “Implementation. . . is exercised with selected sequences of in-
puts” [18]. “. . . the process of operating a system or component under
speciﬁed conditions [as explained elsewhere – understood to be imposed
by a tester]. . . ” [19]. “. . . testing always implies executing the program on
(valued) inputs” [20, ch. 5]. “Software testing involves. . . systematically
executing the software, while stimulating it with test inputs. . . ” [21].
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this case it is particularly easy to be ignorant of previous
work on passive testing (see [3] for examples).
Between these two approaches, there is an apparent gap:
very little has been written on the fundamental method-
ological issue of whether passive testing “should” be ad-
mitted as bona ﬁde testing. Serious attempts at starting
a discussion at the meta-level, about passive testing, are
known to have been vigorously rebuﬀed, as unnecessary,
idle, and – allegedly – showing disrespect for “established
and accepted truths”. This stance is understandable in the
vocational, engineering tradition, with its apprentice model,
but questioning the present state of a conceptual frame-
work is natural, healthy, and indispensable for any science,
and should not be confused with the “know-better” attitude.
This is yet another justiﬁcation for testology.
Apart from the intellectual challenge of establishing a place
for passive testing within testology, it can be shown that
there is the growing need for it. Recently, a stream of
reservations has been raised, by diﬀerent authors, concern-
ing the ability of testing, as it is traditionally understood,
to respond to evolving needs, as brieﬂy surveyed below.
Among the new tendencies and postulated further develop-
ments of formal model-based testing, [23] identiﬁes:
– integration of test techniques, in order to be able to
choose for every task their best combination,
– accepting that a product, however thoroughly tested,
evolves and changes.
Both postulates may be re-cast in terms of passive testing,
in the following way. Passive testing may be considered
as a particular set of combinations of constituent elements,
or “modules”, of the general testing methodology; active
testing would then be another, diﬀerent set of such com-
binations. This conceptual and technological modularity
was proposed by this author already in 1996 [29], and it
has been researched since then under the name of proto-
col multimeter (PMM) [30]. One of the hypotheses tacitly
adopted for active testing is that a system under test does
not change during the tests, and that it is still meaningful
to refer to test verdicts after the testing is over [31]. In
fact, however, all real-world implementations do change,
in unexpected ways and moments in time. This makes
active testing, performed in ﬁnite sessions, inherently in-
consistent with its hypotheses2, while the “campaign-less”
passive testing is not aﬀected.
In his unpublished keynote speech at the recent software
testing conference (ICST, Berlin, 2011), Ian Sommerville,
the authority on the design and testing of ICT systems, put
to doubt the universal validity of very foundations of test-
ing, as it is currently researched and practiced within ICT.
He identiﬁed these foundations as deriving from Hume’s
reductionism – reducing complex systems into manageable
parts, simple enough to be understood, and interpreting the
whole system in terms of interactions of these parts. This
approach is conspicuous in the succession of activities in
2Completeness of testing is usually deﬁned as a relative notion, based
on the assumption that hypotheses [32] are true.
software testing: unit, integration, system, and acceptance
testing. It is based on strong assumptions: that system
boundaries, boundaries of its parts, and the detailed speci-
ﬁcations and correctness notions for these parts can always
be established, and that there is control over both the pro-
cess of decomposition and putting together, and the oper-
ation of the parts (the latter being directly tied to active
testing). In systems of systems (including global telecom-
munications and information technology systems), these as-
sumptions simply do not hold: a system is multi-purpose
(and these purposes are not established a priori), it exhibits
emergent behavior (“we put it together and strange things
happen”; ibid.), it is not built at once, it is unlimited in size
and time scope, it is dynamically changing, it is not clear
what constitutes its parts, the boundaries of its stipulated
parts are constantly re-negotiated, and there is no single
notion of its failure. The consequences and recommenda-
tions for testing include: basing the testing of such systems
on “actual system operation, not mythical speciﬁcations”
(ibid.), and accepting that there is no single, pragmatically
meaningful result of testing (obtained by executing a par-
ticular test suite). Although this was not explicitly stated,
passive testing clearly addresses both concerns.
In the sequel, in order to question the distinguished role
of the “active” part of the concept of testing, we turn to
external, arguably – more generic ideas, including those
that had been established much earlier, before any current,
disciplinary connotations had any chance to set in.
3. Towards the Generic Concept
of Testing
It is possible to characterize testing very generally [3], in
a way that avoids preconceptions, as:
– an activity with at least some empirical, experimental
elements, the results of which can only be established
a posteriori;
– where experiments are conducted on a particular ob-
ject – thing under test (Tut);
– in order to evaluate a certain entity that partakes in
testing – the object of assessment (Ooa);
– conducted with a certain aim. The quasi-equivalent
formulations of this aim, adopted by diﬀerent schools
of thought, are:
– to establish whether a given relation, normally –
an equivalence or preorder holds between a Tut
and a given reference (Ref) as often adopted
within the formal testing community;
– to establish whether a given hypothesis, which
also means – all its necessary consequences,
or “requirements” concerning a Tut, can be re-
garded as true (this is the essence of the log-
ical approach to testing, as exempliﬁed by the
“industry-oriented” testing framework [26], and
also that of the Scientiﬁc Method);
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– to obtain knowledge as to whether Tut corre-
sponds to a Ref in a speciﬁc way (where the
need for testing may be restated as the need to
know if a system is correct – this is the language
of epistemology).
A test result, or test outcome, always pertains to a Tut3 –
it records how a Tut behaved during a test. A test verdict,
normally in {Pass,Fail,Inconclusive}, pertains to the
object of assessment, which may, or may not be a Tut. The
(non)identity of Tut and Ooa is subject to some debate. In
engineering (and thus also in traditional ICT testing), a Tut
is indeed taken to be the object of assessment (and thus,
also the object of the ensuing corrective actions, if nec-
essary), which is often reﬂected in various deﬁnitions of
testing. In natural sciences, however, the object of assess-
ment is normally a Ref – a hypothesis that explains and
predicts facts about Tut – it is this hypothesis, not “the
world”, which may be found by testing to be defective. Re-
directing the assessment is also possible, e.g., for reverse
engineering [33].
The relations between Tut, Ref, and Ooa are just one di-
mension in a matrix of choices for sensible combinations of
elements in the conceptual space of testing. Some of these
combinations are actually claimed and occupied by diﬀer-
ent research schools, and other – are still to be “discovered”
and tried out. In [1] it has been shown how much ﬂexibil-
ity is to be gained by surrendering some habitual choices.
Herein it is claimed that insisting on testing being active is
one of such choices, the origin of which is no longer clear.
Nowhere in the proposed “generic” exposition of testing
“being active” appears as a necessary property of testing.
In Aristotelian theory of predication, such property might
be essential – included in a deﬁnition (as it is currently pre-
sented), or might be a proprium (idion) – still necessary,
and derivable from a deﬁnition, but not explicitly present
in this deﬁnition. In this author’s opinion, “being active”
appears rather to be of the third kind of predication – an
accident of testing.
4. Testing and the Scientiﬁc Method
Testing, as a concept, did not emerge with technical sys-
tems. The important pre-technical, philosophical (epis-
temological) aspects of testing are present in the Sci-
entiﬁc Method (SM) – a group of paradigms of sound
scientiﬁc enquiry; in particular, we refer to one mem-
ber of this group, attributed to W. Whewell, J. S. Mill,
and K. Popper. It is primarily applicable to natural sci-
ences, which does not preclude it from being a viable
source of insight in a more technical context. As illustrated
3Admittedly, “Tut” is not an established term, but other, more conven-
tional terms such as Sut (System under Test), Iut (Implementation under
Test), Eut (Equipment Under Test) are too speciﬁc, being related to a par-
ticular test architecture or kind of tests.
in Fig. 1, the application of SM consists in taking a series
of steps:
– identifying a problem (i.e., a set of phenomena);
– stating a hypothesis that explains this problem –
a statement p about “the world”, preferably presented
as a logical formula;
– deducing a set of the necessary logical consequences
of the hypothesis: {p → q1, p → q2, . . .}, where qk
must hold if p is indeed true;
– expressing the selected consequences in terms of
their individual “empirical content” – predicted phe-
nomena f , in principle amenable to empirical ob-
servation, such that q is true iﬀ f “exists” (i.e., de-
pending on its nature, occurs, holds, is present or
absent);
– testing the hypothesis – performing experiments
aimed speciﬁcally at conﬁrming or denying the exis-
tence of predicted phenomena.
Fig. 1. Tests in the Scientiﬁc Method ([3]).
It is possible to check by purely formal means if the de-
rived consequences of a hypothesis are non-contradictory.
This non-empirical element appears in testing theories and
practices as a “static phase” of testing; e.g., as static con-
formance review [26]. Being a priori, it does not count as
testing proper, and is not presented as such in SM. In gen-
eral, however, even the fundamental a posteriori character
of testing is not universally admitted. Two quite opposite
views on this matter, both voiced in “oﬃcial” publications
of the testing community, are: ”unlike dynamic testing. . .
static testing techniques rely on. . . ” [8], and “Diﬀerent
from testing, and complementary to it, are static tech-
niques. . . ” [20]. This shows, again, how arbitrary the con-
ceptual foundations of testing are, and further legitimatizes
raising and investigating doubts about these foundations.
Experiments entail empirical observation. The same
method and means of such observation could be used in
diﬀerent ways, with diﬀerent aims, e.g., in the initial phase
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of the application of the method – to “charge” one’s intu-
ition as to the phenomena about which one is to propose
an explanation. This activity, although empirical, does not
qualify as testing – it should rather be called monitoring.
Two extreme views on how to approach the testing of
a hypothesis, or directions of testing, are (disregarding nu-
ances): veriﬁcationism, according to which a hypothesis,
to be accepted as true, must be convincingly conﬁrmed or
corroborated, (also – veriﬁed, in the sense: shown to be
true), and falsiﬁcationism (attributed to Karl Popper), which
holds that it is essentially not possible to empirically verify
a hypothesis, and the only sensible (meaningful) direction
is to try to falsify (refute) it. This very inﬂuential Popperian
stance [34], taken to the ground of ICT, re-emerged in the
well known observation by Edsgar Dijkstra that “testing can
only show the presence of bugs [i.e., can falsify the claim
of correctness] but never their absence [i.e., cannot verify
that all the system’s properties are as predicted]”. Pure
approaches, however, are extremely rare – practical appli-
cations of the scientiﬁc method almost always combine the
elements of veriﬁcation and falsiﬁcation, in varying propor-
tions (as was also explicitly postulated for technical valida-
tion activities in [35]). Popper admitted that corroboration
does count scientiﬁcally, if obtained for genuinely risky
predictions. In this sense, the Dijkstra’s observation seems
surprisingly shallow and misleading. It overlooks the very
principles of model-based testing [24] with its accompany-
ing assumptions (or test hypotheses [32]), under which it is
perfectly possible to (conditionally) prove correctness.
The role of experiments is to conﬁrm or deny the existence
of phenomena, regardless of how “existence” and “exper-
iment” are technically deﬁned. The outcome of executed
experiments is thus associated with verdicts: P (pass) if an
experiment conﬁrms the existence a predicted phenomenon,
F (fail) if it denies this existence, and I (inconclusive) if nei-
ther holds. In general, P is not the converse of F, although
in particular testing theories this may be the case. Accord-
ing to the idea of the “non-orthodox” Scientiﬁc Method, as
shown in Fig. 1, tests-experiments for each phenomenon are
divided into two groups: {T} – tests aiming at falsiﬁcation
(so only able to issue a F or an I), and {T ′} – tests aiming
at corroboration (so only able to issue P or I). For some
predicted phenomena (like fk and fm), only one of these
groups of tests may be present. It is also conceivable that
a falsiﬁcation and corroboration test be combined in a sin-
gle experimentation unit, so that its verdict is in {P,F,I}.
This is the basic form of tests considered in [26]. It has di-
rect representation in the linguistic devices of the TTCN-3
test language [27]. It is, however, by no means generic.
Conﬁrmation and refutation, not being the converse of each
other, may need entirely diﬀerent experimental approaches,
and these are likely to translate into unrelated, orthogonal
test programs, the composition of which may be unneces-
sarily complex and purely artiﬁcial.
Let us now combine the Scientiﬁc Method with the general
view on tests presented in the preceding section. It can be
seen that a hypothesis p is, at the same time, a Ref and an
Ooa, while a Tut is a fragment of “the world”, in which
predicted phenomena occur. This setting can be brought
closer to what is customary in ICT-related testing, by stat-
ing “Tut is correct” as p, and accepting, as the necessary
logical consequences {q1,q2, . . .} of this hypothesis, the
requirements (if a testing theory is cast in logic [36]) or
particular features of a behavioral model (for a process-
oriented approach). In this case, the consequences are
obtained in a diﬀerent way – they are not really derived
from p, as very little can be derived, by pure logic, from
“Tut is correct”4. Instead, some subset of consequences
would contain the explicitly stated, essential requirements
that deﬁne a correct Tut, and another, possibly very large
set would contain its propria, derivable from the deﬁning
requirements, but not explicitly stated in a deﬁnition of Tut
(and so, formally, not counted as essential). The place of
accidental consequences in this picture is most dubious,
as it is in philosophy in general. Accidents are not really
instrumental in distinguishing things (correct implementa-
tions of A from correct implementations of A′, or correct
and incorrect implementations of A). Stating the “proper”
set of q that would be subject to testing is one of the pri-
mary problems in testing theories. In natural sciences, new
q are produced and subjected to testing continually. In
technical testing, this problem is recast as test generation
and selection. Associating particular q with diﬀerent gen-
eral kinds of properties (e.g., according to the Aristotelian
concepts) is also tacitly practised, which transpires from,
e.g., the telecommunications-oriented concept of “essential
requirements” (as opposed to non-essential requirements,
the testing of which might be skipped).
Within SM, “experiment” and “test” have, for all practical
purposes, the same sense. What is this sense, has been
investigated by philosophy of science [37], but nowhere
within the context of the Scientiﬁc Method an experiment
is described as necessarily active, i.e., that in which inﬂu-
ence is purposefully exerted upon investigated phenomena.
The distinction between passive (or “natural”, or quasi-
experiments) and active (or “controlled”) tests/experiments
has been, however, noticed and discussed. J. S. Mill calls
them, respectively, pure observation and artiﬁcial experi-
ments [38], and ﬁnds a place for both in scientiﬁc enquiry
(and thus – in the Scientiﬁc Method). According to Mill,
their essence is, respectively, to “ﬁnd an instance in nature
suited to our purposes, or, by an artiﬁcial arrangement of
circumstances, make one”. At a suﬃciently high level of
abstraction there seems to be “no diﬀerence in kind, no real
logical distinction, between the two processes of investiga-
tion. . . as the uses of money are the same whether it is
inherited or acquired”. Mill does acknowledge the “great
disadvantage” of pure observation, such as the apparent in-
ability to ascertain causal relations and “to produce a much
greater number of variations in the circumstances than na-
ture spontaneously oﬀers”. He also identiﬁes circumstances
in which pure observation is advantageous, and his argu-
4If we ignore some quite fundamental, but still disputed philosophical
consequences, such as “Tut exists” or “something is correct”.
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ments resemble the current expositions of the distinguishing
features and applications of passive testing.
One Mill’s remark, if taken literally, may provide the un-
derstanding of passive testing that directly maps onto active
testing: “Instead of being able to choose what the concomi-
tant circumstances shall be, we now have to discover what
they are“ (ibid.). The “concomitant circumstances” map to
a particular test purpose as pursued by means of a partic-
ular test preamble (both being the elements of active tests,
as stipulated in [26]). Instead of actively executing a test
preamble, a passive tester recognizes it if and when it hap-
pens to occur. According to this interpretation, it is, in
principle, possible to use the same test suite, however gen-
erated, for active and passive testing. The idea of recogniz-
ing a sequence of events embedded in a trace of behavior
has been explored within the pattern-matching approach to
passive testing [39], but, to this author’s knowledge, it has
not been developed so far as to suggest that these patterns
may directly correspond to preambles taken from an active
test suite.
5. Connotations of Passive Testing
As already stated, the prevailing operational characteriza-
tion of testing derives from Mill’s controlled experiments.
Similarly, passive testing may be said to be based on quasi-
experiments – the observation and assessment of phenom-
ena that are not invoked (provoked, stimulated, inﬂuenced)
by a tester. Pragmatically, this lack of inﬂuence may be
intended or required for the following reasons.
The nature of a phenomenon may not allow for such inﬂu-
ence (e.g., as in the investigation of the radiation spectrum
of a distant star). In testing applied to technical systems,
this translates to the absence of input port(s) – their gen-
uine, physical absence, their administratively imposed inac-
cessibility for testing, or (as may be common for systems of
systems) lack of information on whereabouts of these ports.
Proposing that a Tut should provide the “testing ports” is
a part of the design for testability framework [40]; one of
its ideas postulates equipping a system with additional de-
vices (interfaces and special functional properties), specif-
ically for the purposes of its prospective, eventual testing.
This approach has currency, e.g., in electronic circuit de-
sign, but is not advocated (or is even “prohibited”) in most
testing contexts in telecommunications.
A phenomenon may be “intensive enough”. As an analogy,
consider the dictionary meaning of “test” in chemistry: it is
deﬁned as a process of identifying the presence or the na-
ture of a substance, commonly by the addition of a reagent.
A reagent (and also a catalyst, which may be used for sim-
ilar purposes) is analogous to a focused stimulus, which
makes a phenomenon or substance reveal itself.
External stimulation (although feasible) might change or
distort a phenomenon. There remains, however, a philo-
sophical question as to whether passive observation really
solves this problem. The observer eﬀect (not to be conﬂated
with the Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle) is a posited
principle, according to which a mere act of observation
necessarily changes the phenomenon being observed. On
the macro scale, in the setting of complex ICT systems,
this concern may be safely dismissed5.
A Sut may be a larger system whose integrity, safety, and
performance critically depends on non-interference with its
internal parts and processes. Normally, active tests would
include incorrect, invalid, unexpected (inopportune [26])
stimuli that would have an a priori unknown eﬀect upon
a system6, which may well be catastrophic to the system’s
mission – as in the U.S. network-wide failure of 1990 [42],
and also in the Chernobyl’s disaster, both caused by a stim-
ulus that was not even incorrect or unexpected per se.
Finally, it may be too cumbersome or costly to build and
operate the “sending” channel of a tester, through which
stimuli would be administered.
One may claim that, regardless of any technical, local deﬁ-
nitions, it is “common knowledge” that testing is active, as
(supposedly) codiﬁed in the language and reﬂected in the
common use patterns of the term, recorded in dictionary
entries7. The passive nature of testing is stipulated, or at
least not rejected, in the following dictionary entries for
“test”:
– the means by which the presence. . . of anything is
determined (this closely resembles tests for the pres-
ence of a phenomenon in SM, which, as already in-
dicated, do not have to be active);
– trial – the examination before a judicial tribunal of
the facts. . . in a case (where the tribunal has no
power to inﬂuence the course of the past events to
re-enact alternative scenarios).
The active elements are emphasized in the following en-
tries:
– trial; to try out (in order to be tested, something must
be actually used, which connotes both-way interac-
tions with this entity);
– a set of standardized questions, problems, or tasks
designed to elicit responses for use in measuring the
traits, capacities, or achievements of an individual
(to elicit responses is the explicit role of stimuli in
active tests).
Altogether, basing on [44] it may be concluded that the
active and passive connotations of “test” are well bal-
anced.
Distinctions made in the purely technical context are
also much less clear-cut than it is usually admitted. One
5Although there have been insightful discussions on the behaviour of
automata, in which both principles have been used (at least metaphorically)
under the name of “complementarity” [41].
6If this eﬀect were known a priori, testing would not be needed at all.
7This is a genuine and acknowledged problem. For example, in [43] it is
noted that “the ﬁeld of IS [Information Systems] development is severely
hampered by the limitation of meaning derived from the everyday use of
some representative words. . . ”.
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of the early attempts at harmonizing active and passive
testing [45] has been to employ two testers operating in
parallel: an active tester for conﬁrmation tests leading to
the P verdicts, and a passive tester, originally called a trace
analyser, for refutation tests leading to the F verdicts. This
solution was based on the earlier idea of separating the
problem of choosing and applying test inputs (stimuli –
the “pure” active part of testing) from the problem of
assessing the behavior of a Tut for these or any other
stimuli that may have been provided, by any means [46].
In both approaches, the passive testing functionality may
form a part of a compound (eﬀectively – active) tester,
or may, in the limit, form the whole of a tester – a self-
contained passive tester. The conditions for such trans-
formations were discussed in [3]. In these early stages,
a passive tester was apparently treated as a bona ﬁde en-
tity, and not as a metaphor. Interestingly, one of the ﬁrst
direct uses of the term “passive testing” (instead of various
euphemisms) was made in [47], when the initial accep-
tance for passive testing as (a kind of) testing seemed to
evaporate.
6. Testing versus Monitoring
It is surprisingly diﬃcult to precisely state the diﬀerence
between monitoring and testing a system. The common
tendency so far has been to conﬂate monitoring with passive
testing8. The prevailing intuition is that monitoring is not
testing, so “passive testing is not testing” as well. We argue
that it is both necessary and possible to keep the two notions
apart – they have diﬀerent sense, even if, in the limit, they
may refer to technically “the same” activity.
Let us assume that at least some level of technical instru-
mentation is necessary, and that the suitable technical in-
struments: a monitor and a passive tester, respectively, are
present. In the following, we treat monitoring as using
a monitor, resp. testing as using a tester, and we look at
each of the constituent parts of the decomposed concepts
separately. Using a thing (an apparatus) presupposes the ex-
istence of a user – some external entity that is not a monitor
(resp. a passive tester). Clearly, not every use of technical
instruments lies within the scope of the respective notions –
using a monitor to hammer down nails would certainly not
count as monitoring. The pertinent question is what use
of a monitor (tester) makes for monitoring (testing), and
how this “proper” use is related to the functionality of the
instrument.
We ﬁrst consult the basic dictionary meanings of “mon-
itoring” [44], noting the recurring use of two key terms:
looking (or watching) and seeing:
1. Listening to transmitted signals in order to check
the quality of the transmission. Monitoring is thus
performed in order to check (some properties), but
checks themselves are left to the user. Consider
8 “Monitoring is . . . called passive testing. . . ” [48].
a medical monitor (e.g., an electrocardiograph). The
output of a monitoring system is a stream of data,
suitably (e.g., graphically) presented so that it can
be conveniently interpreted. The interpretation itself
rests with the doctor, who on diﬀerent occasions can
look at (the same) data from diﬀerent perspectives,
in order to see if there is any activity of the heart, or
if the heart-beat is regular, etc.
2. Observing, recording, or detecting (an operation or
condition) with instruments that have no eﬀect upon
the operation or condition. This deﬁnition stresses
the passive and technical character of the operation.
”Detecting” suggests the higher-level functionality
that will be later assigned to an extended monitor.
3. Keeping track of, checking continually. This stipu-
lates a ”campaign-less”, possibly inﬁnite process.
Points (2) and (3) correspond to the joint characteristics
of monitoring and passive testing, while point (1) seems
useful for diﬀerentiating the two. It relies on diﬀerences
between looking (watching, listening) and seeing (hearing).
According to [44], to look means: to direct one’s glance,
attention, consideration (to watch – to keep under attentive
view or observation, as in order to see something); to see
means: to perceive (things) mentally, to discern, to under-
stand, to recognize.
The ﬁrst approach to diﬀerentiating between monitor-
ing and passively testing a thing under investigation – Tui
(it is not known yet whether it is thing under monitoring –
Tum, or Tut) is based of diﬀerent levels of interpretations
(see Fig. 2). Monitoring is a technical counterpart of watch-
Fig. 2. Monitoring and passive testing.
ing a particular aspect of a system. Monitoring provides,
in a passive way, a continued stream of processed data on
the behavior of a Tum. These data are intended to be
interpreted by an external process (in particular, but not
exclusively, by a human operator), where the underlying
phenomena or properties of a Tum can be seen. Unlike
monitoring, passive testing involves both, the (syntactic)
process of watching, and the (semantic) interpretative pro-
cess of seeing. The latter may still be performed by a hu-
man test operator (as is often stipulated in approaches to
testing characteristic of software engineering). The output
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of the passive testing process is a stream of interpretations,
or valuations (ν) of monitored data.
A basic technical apparatus for monitoring, a simple (or
plain) monitor (M in Fig. 2) is thus assigned functions for:
syntactically transforming (ﬁltering, projecting) a stream of
“raw data” about the behavior of Tum into a stream of pro-
cessed data: σ 7→ σ ′ = Φ(σ); and suitably presenting (for-
matting) the processed data: σ ′ 7→Π(σ ′), so that the stream
of formatted data can be conveniently interpreted. The pre-
sentation function is not mere aesthetic decoration; it is an
important part of the notion of monitoring. Both syntactic
processing and pragmatic presentation mode depend on the
intended external interpretation process – the understand-
ing is that of “monitoring for. . . ” or “monitoring in order
to. . . ”. Monitoring is thus not purpose-agnostic.
Experience shows that it is quite common to shift some
semantic interpretation functions (e.g., raising an alarm if
a threshold is exceeded) from an external process to the
monitoring process itself, which will now be referred to as
extended monitoring. A monitor enhanced with the inter-
pretation function I is an extended monitor (Me in Fig. 3a).
Such a device would be able to, e.g., raise an alarm when
certain threshold values are exceeded (as in a class of med-
ical monitors), while still being referred to as a monitor,
and not a tester. A single layer of inbuilt interpretations
yields what might be called tier 1 of extended monitoring
of S. There may be many consecutive tiers of extended
monitoring.
Fig. 3. Plain and extended monitoring: (a) tiers of extended
monitoring; (b) shifting the boundary of the monitored system.
One way to conceptually dispose of the notion of ex-
tended monitoring (and to stay with “just” monitoring),
is to re-position the boundary of a system under monitor-
ing – the stream of interpretations is now regarded as raw
data γ on the behavior of another system S’ (Fig. 3b). The
original system S is now embedded in a context, which
makes it clear that its behavior can only be investigated
indirectly9.
When interpretations become a part of the monitoring pro-
cess itself, the distinction between monitoring and passive
testing, as proposed in Fig. 2, seems to collapse – the out-
put of both processes is now a stream of interpretations.
Additionally, with the growing number of tiers of extended
monitoring (Fig. 3a), there is no clear point at which mon-
itoring would “magically” change into (passive) testing. It
thus becomes apparent that another, additional criterion for
distinguishing monitoring and passive testing is necessary.
We take this additional criterion to be the kind of interpre-
tations that are carried out within the respective processes,
as already hinted in [49]. Let us consider a pair: < B,C >
consisting of a particular behavior, and circumstances (con-
ditions) in which this behavior is exhibited. We claim that
monitoring and (passive) testing diﬀer in the pragmatically
meaningful, logical ordering of the elements of this pair. In
(extended) monitoring, interpretation (valuation) serves to
infer, from the observed behavior, the conditions (circum-
stances), or the general mode of operation of a Tum, such
as “being overloaded (congested)”, “being down”, “being
stable”, “being under attack” (in the context of intrusion
detection [1]), or “being dead” (in the medical context).
This is consistent with the view that “monitoring consists
of measuring properties of the network, and of inferring
an aggregate predicate from these measurements” [50]. In
testing, interpretation is related to the deﬁned circumstances
(conditions), called in this context test purposes. In active
testing, a test system, steered by a test program, establishes
(forces) these conditions, while in passive testing a test
system recognizes them. Note that the same understanding
was also arrived at earlier, although in a diﬀerent way.
It follows from the foregoing discussion that monitoring can
be located as a lower-layer functionality with its results in-
terpreted by testing, or as a higher-layer functionality acting
on a stream of lower-layer test verdicts. According to this
view, both monitoring and passive testing are “full”, but
diﬀerent functionalities, with no ﬁxed subordination rela-
tion between them. We conclude that passive testing can
be distinguished from monitoring, and thus can be freed
from one of its strongest “non-testing” connotations.
7. Testing versus Measurements
Intuitively, testing and measuring are closely related (as
in: test and measurement), but distinct concepts. This in-
tuition makes metrology an interesting source of concepts
and mechanisms to be directly imported, and also general
insight and analogies. Some links between the two domains
have already been brieﬂy identiﬁed in [3]. To be a mea-
surement, determining/assigning a value must be based on
empirical observation of a real, existing object – similarly
9This setting can be re-cast as veriﬁcation-in-context [35]. This is also
the classical telecommunications setting, where S, called Iut (Implemen-
tation under test), is embedded in, and only indirectly accessible through,
other parts of a Sut.
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for testing. According to [51], the necessary conditions for
calling an evaluation a measurement are: a well-deﬁned,
external reference, and a well-deﬁned measurement oper-
ation which can be carried out independently of any spe-
ciﬁc measurer. These two postulates have always been the
cornerstones of formal testing: the former is at the very
core of model-based testing, and the latter was given due
consideration, e.g., in [26] as “Conformance Assessment
Process”.
Surprisingly, the in-depth, direct, non-metaphorical discus-
sion of the relations between measurements and testing is
lacking. The measurement community at least declares in-
terest in suitably extending and adjusting their methodol-
ogy so as to accommodate testing, but any reciprocal ef-
fort from the testing community has not manifested itself.
The metrological interest in testing is mainly due to the
conceptual troubles with applying traditional concepts of
measurement (implicitly focused on physical quantities10)
to information technology artifacts, with their logical prop-
erties [53]. Despite this declared interest, the current ef-
fects of harmonization are modest. Conspicuously, “mea-
surement” and “testing” are deﬁned not side-by-side, but in
diﬀerent metrological documents: “Measurement – process
of experimentally obtaining one or more quantity values
that can reasonably be attributed to a quantity” [13, 2.1]
vs. “Testing: determination of one or more characteris-
tics of a given object of assessment according to a proce-
dure” [54]. One of the rare explicit explanations of the
distinction is “sometimes made by considering testing to
be a measurement or measurements together with a com-
parison to a speciﬁcation” (ibid.). This explanation is,
however, ﬂawed in that “comparison to a speciﬁcation”,
in a broad sense, is also the internal element of most
methods of measurement.
The main obstacle to directly applying metrological con-
cepts to testing seems to be the core concept of metrol-
ogy – the measurand, which is controversial in itself, and
subject to internal, metrological debate [55]. A measurand
is a quantity, i.e., a property that has a magnitude that can
be expressed using numbers [13, 1.1] (more generally –
expressed symbolically). The minimum requirement seems
to be that the objects of measurement can be ordered w.r.t.
the magnitude of a quantity in question. The mainstream
concepts of metrology pertain to such quantities that mean-
ingful algebraic operations on their values (expressions of
magnitude) can be deﬁned, so that the results of these op-
erations reﬂect the empirical relations between quantities
of respective objects. Metrology also explicitly admits or-
dinal quantities, which can be (numerically) expressed and
which enter into (empirical) ordering relations, but with
no corresponding algebraic operations on the expressions
of their values (e.g., garment sizes: {XS,S,M,L,XL}). The
values of these quantities can be obtained by a conven-
tional measurement procedure. There are also properties
that have been speciﬁcally excluded from the scope of the
10“. . . the measurement of a well-deﬁned physical quantity — the mea-
surand” [52, 1.2]
concept of “quantity”, and thus also from the scope of
“measurement” – nominal properties that have no mag-
nitude [13, 1.30], although can be assigned a (symbolic)
value. Sex and colour have been given as an example
(ibid.), although this is debatable – ordering (the “value” of)
humans by sex or race has often, sadly, been practiced11,
and colour has an obvious “objective” value (wavelength).
Despite this somewhat arbitrary exclusion, there have been
attempts at the metrological treatment of taxonomic, nom-
inal relations (such as postal codes [56]).
For testing, the “measurand” would be correctness, and
the conventional expression of its value is a verdict, in
{Fail,Inconc,Pass}, or, possibly, in
{
0, 12 ,1
}
(if this
should bring more metrological connotations). It may seem
to be the nominal, taxonomic property, oﬃcially – beyond
the scope of metrology. In testing, however, the verdicts
(reﬂecting the “magnitude” of correctness) do introduce
ordering on systems – incorrect systems are “less than”
correct ones, and there may be diﬀerent implementations
of a standard that are “equally correct”. There is also the
explicit ordering on verdicts: P → I → F, built into the
semantics of the test language TTCN [27]. On the other
hand, composing a correct and incorrect system may yield
a system that is correct or incorrect, which a priori can-
not be established by applying any operations to their indi-
vidual correctness values. This is why, after conformance
testing, combined systems are subjected to interoperability
tests.
It may be concluded that the direct application of metro-
logical concepts and language to testing seems no more
controversial than the ongoing debates within metrology
itself (including the notion of a measurand). If, however,
mutual harmonization is for any reason unacceptable, then
metrology may always be used as a source domain for sci-
entiﬁc metaphors [5] aimed at explicating testology. As
in any similar case, the metrological community has no
“right” to stop testology from applying such metaphors (or
to enforce the observance of all the metrological deﬁni-
tions and agreements to the last detail). The only criterion
of the validity of metaphors is their eﬀectiveness. Obvi-
ously, the canonical metaphor to try out is: “Testing is
measurement”.
Having established the applicability, either direct or
metaphorical, of metrological concepts to testing, we now
brieﬂy return to the “active-passive” dimension. Measure-
ment is popularly believed to be essentially passive, as it
is intended to assess the object of measurement “as it is”.
Contrary to this impression, the techniques of measure-
ment, which clearly constitute some part of its essence, are
explicitly divided into passive (as in measuring the radia-
tion spectrum of a body) and active. Measuring resistance
may be performed actively, by applying a certain voltage
(a stimulus) and observing the resulting current. The same
quantity may also be measured passively, by observing the
11Such pragmatic “ordering” should not be a priori rejected, in view of
the general shift from regarding measurement as determination (of some
elusive “true value”) towards treating it as assignment [51].
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relation between the current and the voltage in a circuit,
while refraining from actually applying either. Both would
be readily called “measurement”, with no methodological
and linguistic reservations. It is acknowledged that un-
der certain circumstances one technique is preferred over
the other, or is exclusively applicable, but no paradigmatic
preference is given to either. This symmetry is a feature
of metrology that should, by analogy, at least be given due
consideration in testology. Should metrology be consulted
for insights, testology would not ﬁnd there any justiﬁcation
for its current asymmetric views on the active nature of
testing.
8. Concluding Remarks
Any scientiﬁc community, including the testing community,
is free do deﬁne the scope of its interest, conceptual hori-
zon, and terminological (linguistic) devices. Such choices
are, however, not beyond the scope of external scrutiny.
They are also often the object of internal, intra-disciplinary
debate. For example, Gaudel [32] felt that it was necessary
to examine the general dictionary entries to recharge the
failing intuition of testing. Similarly, within the broad con-
text of information systems there are schools of thought
that, dissatisﬁed with a certain methodological lock-in, try
to re-deﬁne their discipline in terms of semiotics. Also in-
vestigations into how people use words have a long tradition
in social sciences and philosophy of science.
The presented high-level methodological discussion of test-
ing is not the ﬁrst of its kind. It is similar in vein, and
complementary (but more focused in scope) to [57]. It also
builds on [1] and [3], where an attempt is made at iden-
tifying and dismissing spurious incompatibilities between
the “testing-like” concepts developed by diﬀerent research
communities, and on [5], which surveys the methodological
aspects of looking for insight and borrowing concepts.
The aim of this work has been not to arbitrarily ﬁx a termi-
nological “misunderstanding”, but to show how testology
could be freed from a particular family of preconceptions
that seem to impede one direction of its development.
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Abstract—This paper addresses the traﬃc’s grade of service
indicators: call blocking and dropping rates as well as the op-
timization of their mutual relation, corresponding to the call
admission control procedure conﬁguration. In the presented
results of simulations authors showed opportunities for the
CAC load threshold adaptation according to the traﬃc vol-
ume and user mobility changes observed in the mobile radio
network.
Keywords—blocking and dropping of calls, call admission con-
trol, measurement based optimization, radio resource manage-
ment, traffic analysis.
1. Introduction
Basically, there are two major ways to increase eﬃciency
of mobile networks. The ﬁrst one is to enhance perfor-
mance of systems (in particular, radio technologies). The
main objective of the system development is to better and
better cope with problems related to the transmission in
a mobile radio channel, which is faded and interfered. The
second way is to ensure that the systems are eﬀectively de-
ployed and used. This regards to the issues of network plan-
ning, conﬁguration and optimization. Putting into practice
new technologies requires gaining knowledge about their
eﬃcient usage. Hence, looking for new solutions of adap-
tation the network to speciﬁc conditions of its operation
in a given geographic area, taking into account the cur-
rent state of environment, generated traﬃc and the radio
resources occupation in that particular area, becomes the
essential part of mobile communications development.
In this paper we focus on two important indicators of the
traﬃc’s grade of service (GoS), namely the call blocking
and dropping rates (denoted BR and DR). They correspond
to the operation of the call admission control (CAC) and
congestion control (CC) procedures, respectively. We show
the impact of the traﬃc volume and user mobility proﬁle
on the abovementioned indicator values as well as their
mutual relation. According to the purpose of CAC proce-
dure optimization we show new opportunities and consider
limitations of their taking.
2. Dropping and Blocking of Calls
Users’ perception of the mobile network performance is
based on their experience on its operation. Their feelings
result from several factors, like e.g., the availability of ser-
vices, their quality as well as the frequency of unwelcome
events. Providing availability and quality of services is the
issue of both network planning and system characteristics.
It is up to the operator to design the network layout in
the best way to enable the radio transmission with required
signal to interference ratio (SIR) and serve users with ex-
pected quality, i.e., popularly speaking to provide a “good
range” over the network operation area. The service qual-
ity and related SIR requirements are characteristics of used
technology and provided services.
The WCDMA radio interface load may vary while serving
a constant number of transmissions in particular cells due
to changes in radio channels [1], [2]. If we assume the
system is able to provide users with a guaranteed quality
of service (QoS), which for CS domain should be ensured,
then the quality of serving traﬃc can be expressed with the
GoS indicators. In UMTS, the CAC and CC procedures
take care of keeping the load below a certain threshold to
ensure the stability of network operation. These two proce-
dures are responsible for preventive blocking of new calls
and dropping of the serving ones in case of congestions,
respectively. The CAC procedure estimates the additional
load of each new call before it is accepted and based on
the total estimated load level decides whether to block it or
not. Unfortunately, due to some traﬃc variations (caused
mainly by users mobility) as well as signal fading (e.g., due
to shadowing) the threshold of maximum allowed load may
be occasionally exceeded. In such a case the CC procedure
performs actions to keep the load below this threshold and
protect the system against congestions. The order of per-
formed actions starts from higher layers, where at ﬁrst bit
rates for particular transmissions are tried to be reduced.
If the quality of served calls cannot be decreased anymore
and next no handover to any other cell or radio access tech-
nology is possible, then ﬁnally, one or more calls have to be
dropped. Other common reasons for dropping of calls in-
clude not deﬁned cell neighborhoods, faults that may occur
during the handover signaling procedure, in which whole
the protocol stack is involved as well as not enough trans-
mitter maximum power.
Dropping of calls is perceived very frustrating by users,
much more than blocking of new ones and impacts their
mean opinion on the network quality more than blocking.
Hence, operators pay attention to protect their networks
against dropping more than blocking. For this purpose,
usually a certain reserve of load is assumed in the CAC pro-
cedure, which means that the CAC load threshold for new
calls (denoted as ηmax new) is set below the CC one (ηmax).
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Both blocking and dropping rates are important measures
used for the network quality assessment in terms of the
traﬃc serving eﬃciency. They can also be used as key per-
formance indicators (KPIs) for the network optimization
process. Blocking rate is deﬁned as the ratio of blocked
calls to all call attempts and the dropping rate is the ratio
of dropped calls to the admitted calls number. Their def-
initions are based on counters, which indicate numbers of
events that occurred during the observation (measurement)
time period ∆T .
2.1. The Model for UTRAN Traffic Analysis
For 2G FDMA/TDMA systems, analytical models of serv-
ing policies for fresh and handover calls, including various
network load and user mobility, were deeply investigated
and described, e.g., in [3] and [4]. For UMTS, the state
of WCDMA interface load, distinct from 2G systems, may
change not only according to the traﬃc volume, but also
to its distribution as well as the propagation environment
variations. Thus, the radio resource occupation in partic-
ular cells may change in continuous manner. Moreover, it
depends nonlinearly on the number of calls being served
as well as on the users’ distance to their base stations. The
analytical approach to such a dynamic process for a net-
work with cell coupling, such as UTRAN, is very complex
and problematic. Hence, we used computer simulations to
better recognize blocking and dropping occurrence charac-
teristics and appropriate rate indicators.
For the sake of the considered problem nature we built a dy-
namic model, in which consecutive evaluated system states
were correlated in time. Only fresh voice calls were gener-
ated in the network model and the handover ones resulted
from users’ mobility. New calls appeared with exponen-
tially distributed intervals. The same distribution, with an
average value of 120 s, characterized the connection dura-
tion. Mobile stations could have moved over straight lines
in randomly selected directions and with speeds assigned
according to the normal distribution characterized by four
factors: average, standard deviation, minimum and maxi-
mum value.
Based on deﬁned this way traﬃc volume and density, user
mobility as well as all link budgets analysis, the imple-
mented system procedures generated blocking and dropping
of calls. The load factor and the maximum transmit power
were the only reasons for the performed actions by CAC
and CC procedures. To ensure the results accuracy, it was
necessary to assure the events occurrence precisely in time.
Therefore, all transmissions in the network must have been
treated asynchronously, as in real. Hence, all transmitter
powers were calculated each time the active set update pro-
cedure was performed by any active mobile station. The
frequency of network evaluations depended on the number
of mobile stations served and the event schedule conﬁg-
ured for particular simulation scenarios. Simulations usu-
ally examined several hours of the network operation, dur-
ing which a huge number of events were processed. Note
that each mobile station performed its active set update pro-
cedure every one second. All that led to the simulations
were time consuming and required considerable computing
power. Hence, while planning of simulation experiments
the issues of their feasibility in terms of a reasonable time
to achieve results had to be considered.
The author’s concept of dynamic network model assumed
simpliﬁcations leading to decrease the simulation time.
Most of all the highest system time resolution related to the
fast power control loop was not considered. The toroidal
network structure (presented in Fig. 1) was chosen and
limited just to seven cells in which calculations were per-
formed. Users could have moved in the area served by
seven base stations and never left it. A user served, e.g.,
in cell 2, if moved outside the network, would hit the
cell 4, 6 or 5, depending on the movement direction. It
corresponds to the 4’, 6’ and 5’ cells layout in the model
shown in Fig. 1, however, the user’s position was auto-
matically shifted to the appropriate cell with the indica-
tor 4, 6 or 5. According to [5] and [6] at least two rings
of neighboring cells should be taken into account for the
correct external interference calculation for WCDMA inter-
face. Therefore, appropriate copies of cells, marked with ’
were used for that purpose. They are just the same only
geographically shifted cells, thus they do not need to be
evaluated and introduce no additional computational load.
The nominal cell radius was assumed to 1 km.
Fig. 1. The network layout model used for simulations.
The most of link parameters for mobile and base stations
were set according to the speciﬁcation [7] and [8] re-
quirements and commonly used values for CS voice ser-
vice [1], [2]. For the estimation of propagation loss we
used the Okumura-Hata model. We assumed the area was
ﬂat and the propagation environment homogenous, without
shadowing.
In case of a congestion, the most commonly applied strategy
for selection of connections to be dropped uses the load
or power criterion, which can be met either for uplink or
for downlink. We examined the voice service in CS FDD
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Fig. 2. Positions of blocking and dropping events in the simulated network model for selected CAC conﬁguration cases.
domain, thus at least one congested transmission direction
could have caused the CC procedure action.
Assuming equal users priorities, the connection selected to
be dropped should be the one, which occupies the largest
amount of resources at a given moment in time. In UMTS
this means that such a connection introduces the largest
interference or uses the largest transmission power among
all the existing ones. This approach leads to minimization
of unwelcome dropping events. Due to such a strategy, po-
sitions in the network of users suﬀering call dropping are
usually close to the cell boarder, if no indoor users are as-
sumed. The occurrence of blocking and dropping events in
the regular simulated network model is shown in Fig. 2.
2.2. Call Admission Control
The most important procedure responsible for the BR and
DR values mutual relation is call admission control. It as-
sures a required balance between these indicators, which
is always a trade-oﬀ. To decrease dropping, the network
must accept a smaller number of new calls and thus, de-
creased DR is paid with increased BR. Unfortunately, the
overall number of both unwelcome events may increase in
this case, so, in the eﬀect we can serve less traﬃc, but with
a better (or more desirable) GoS. En example of this trade-
oﬀ achieved thanks to the CAC procedure conﬁguration is
illustrated in Fig. 2.
For all the examined cases the constant value of ηmax = 0.6
was used. It was assumed that the CAC procedure worked
perfectly. This means that there was no possibility of mak-
ing wrong decision about the admission of a new call.
Thus, there was no possibility of dropping any call due
to the new one admission in a cell. If the CAC decided to
admit a new call it meant that all transmissions in the par-
ticular cell would be maintained directly after that. More-
over, it was assumed that CAC worked immediately, so the
decisions were made without any delay.
The cost of achieved dropping improvement for the deﬁned
network operation scenario (with a constant traﬃc volume
and user mobility proﬁle) is shown in Fig. 3. Served traﬃc
rate (SR) is deﬁned as the ratio of well served calls number
to all call attempts, where “well served” means all the ones
which were admitted and successfully served.
Fig. 3. CAC threshold conﬁguration: reward and costs.
We can observe that the dropping protective CAC conﬁgu-
ration (achieved by decreasing the load threshold ηmax new
while maintaining a constant value for ηmax) causes an in-
crease in the overall number of unwelcome events as well as
a decrease in the served traﬃc rate. The diﬀerence between
ηmax and ηmax new implies how much the network is better
protected against dropping than blocking. By examining
consecutive values of the CAC load threshold we can also
estimate a curve showing the BR versus DR relation that
is possible to obtain for the particular network operation
case. This curve shows Pareto front for the CAC optimiza-
tion if only BR and DR are taken into account. The results
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obtained by simulations for consecutive ηmax new values as-
suming a constant value of ηmax are presented in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. Blocking-dropping Pareto front estimation for the simu-
lated case of CAC procedure conﬁguration.
Each averaged point corresponds to a diﬀerent value of
the load threshold ηmax new set the same in all the sim-
ulated base stations. Each conﬁguration case is presented
in the ﬁgure as a cloud of small crosses measured during
the simulation in all the cells as well as their average es-
timator. Results from all the cells in the simulation model
could have been averaged because they were obtained for
the same traﬃc and environment conditions. Moreover, it is
important to note that all the simulations covered the same
network operation period as well as to enable reliable com-
parisons, every time the random generator was initiated
with the same value. The conﬁdence level was assumed
at 95%.
2.3. Traffic Volume and User Mobility Impact on BR
and DR
Blocking and dropping rates are function of the traf-
ﬁc volume and the user mobility proﬁle (especially their
average speed). Based on the described network model
we examined the impact of the oﬀered traﬃc volume
and the mean mobile stations speed of movement on BR
and DR values. The measurement period ∆T was deﬁned
to 900 s and the overall simulation time was set to 50 000 s.
Figure 5a presents results of performed simulations assum-
ing a constant user mobility proﬁle and diﬀerent (uniformly
distributed) traﬃc volumes oﬀered to the network. We can
observe much bigger increase of blocking rate than the
dropping one in case of a heavy network load, which is
a direct result of the CAC operation.
In the second case, shown in Fig. 5b, a constant volume of
the oﬀered traﬃc was assumed, but tests were performed
for mobile stations moving with diﬀerent velocities (VMS).
When mobile stations moved fast, variations of the interface
conditions increased, more handovers were performed and
thereby the risk of dropping a call was also increased. That
Fig. 5. Impact of (a) traﬃc volume oﬀered per one cell and
(b) users velocity on blocking and dropping rate values for a se-
lected CAC conﬁguration case.
caused, on the other hand, more room for admission of new
calls and resulted in decreased BR value.
3. Optimization of CAC
The values of the ηmax new and ηmax thresholds impact the
BR and DR indicators. Besides an obvious care about the
rates minimizing, a proper relation between them should
be assured according to an operator’s policy that can be
deﬁned by the following objective function:
CF = BR +W DR , (1)
where W ≥ 0 is a weight factor that was assumed as W = 4
(similar as in [5]). The optimization of the CAC procedure
can be based on the cost function CF (ηmax new) minimiza-
tion.
The means of estimation of the optimal ηmax new value for
selected and similar in all cells traﬃc conditions is illus-
trated in Fig. 6. Each point on the plot is a result of multi-
ple tests performed for a given simulation scenario and the
ηmax new threshold value. The cost function approximation
CF (ηmax new) enables ﬁnding its minimum.
The above case assumed stable conditions of traﬃc and
user mobility during all the simulation time. In a real net-
work they change periodically, so, obtained this way re-
sult would provide an optimal value of the CAC threshold
(ηmax new opt) for averaged traﬃc conditions.
To examine the dependence of ηmax new opt on traﬃc vol-
ume oﬀered within a cell (Ao f f ered) and the mean speed
of mobile stations (VMS) we simulated the network model
described in subsection 2.1 for many conﬁguration cases.
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Fig. 6. Optimal ηmax new value estimation for the selected traﬃc
volume and mobile stations speed.
Tests related to the traﬃc volume and users velocity were
performed separately, assuming stability of other condi-
tions. To estimate the relation of ηmax new opt to Ao f f ered the
network model was examined for diﬀerent values of mean
time interval between consecutive calls. During simulations
a constant value of mobile station speed equal to 40 km/h
was assumed. Next, the dependence of ηmax new opt on VMS
was analyzed for the constant value of Ao f f ered = 53.6 Erl.
Fig. 7. Optimal ηmax new value dependence on the traﬃc volume
oﬀered to one cell for a constant speed of mobile stations.
As shown in Fig. 7, when the traﬃc volume is bigger the
cost function Eq. (1) reaches its minimum for smaller val-
Fig. 8. Optimal ηmax new value dependence on the mobile station
speed for a constant traﬃc volume oﬀered to one cell.
ues of ηmax new. Thus, the diﬀerence between ηmax and
ηmax new increases.
Considering the second simulation scenario for constant
Ao f f ered and variableVMS, when mobile stations are moving
faster the optimal ηmax new value is smaller (Fig. 8).
Results presented in Figs. 8 and 9 show relations of the op-
timal CAC conﬁguration in a qualitative manner. Although
the estimated curves should be treated as only approxi-
mated, the crucial fact is that the optimal CAC conﬁgura-
tion depends on the values of Ao f f ered and VMS, which in
a real network change periodically. En example of traﬃc
volume measurement result is shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9. Traﬃc volume for a sample cell (8 day period) with
a moving 24 h average; real cell measurements, data received
from a Polish operator.
We can expect that if we are able to adjust the ηmax new
parameter according to the traﬃc variation during a day or
a week, we could reach a better traﬃc GoS in the meaning
of the deﬁned objective function. To ensure the optimal re-
lation between blocking and dropping of calls the ηmax new
threshold value should be decreased when the oﬀered traﬃc
volume increases as well as in the case of increased speed
of mobile stations (as shown in Figs. 8 and 9).
The relations presented in Figs. 8 and 9 can help in deﬁni-
tion of such a dynamic CAC adaptation process, however
there are some important issues that must be considered.
If we are going to take advantage of measurements per-
formed online, we must take into account their reliability
and feasibility.
Basically, if we want the adaptation process to work eﬀec-
tively we need to perform the ηmax new threshold changes
on a relatively short time scale. Hence, direct usage of BR
and DR indicators in this process (as proposed, e.g., in [9])
might be problematic. First of all, short periods of measure-
ments result in a poor reliability of the obtained indicators.
According to BR and DR it is crucial, since these indicators
are based on counters of events which happen rarely and
thus, require long periods of measurement. Moreover, for
frequently performed measurements a lot of resources are
required for sending reports from all the monitored cells as
well as for data processing in RNC [10] which is the entity
responsible for gathering measurement reports.
To solve these problems the concept of decentralized (sin-
gle cell oriented) RRM architecture can be applied. It is
assumed to pass over information about cell coupling and
close the whole measurement and decision process in a sin-
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gle cell. Although it suggests to reorganize the scheme of
measurement gathering and processing in UMTS, which
would require a certain eﬀort, the reward of opening new
possibilities for managing the network seems to be tempt-
ing. Moreover, reconﬁgurations of the ηmax new threshold
can be based on indicators that are related to BR and DR but
measured with much better reliability during short periods
of time.
The oﬀered traﬃc volume can be better estimated in a short
period. It is also based on event counters but such that oc-
cur much more often, i.e., incoming new calls. Hence, the
measurement of Ao f f ered provides much better reliability re-
sults than the measurement of BR and DR during the same
period ∆T . The reliability of these three indicators can
be compared based on scattering of consecutive samples
shown in Fig. 10. The same simulation scenario assum-
ing stationary traﬃc conditions was examined for diﬀerent
measurement schedules. Note that the Ao f f ered standard
deviation related to its average estimator value is one order
of magnitude smaller that for BR and DR.
Fig. 10. BR, DR and Ao f f ered scattering for diﬀerent measure-
ment periods.
Because it is hard to get information about user speeds
and movement directions, therefore, for the purpose of dy-
namic CAC adaptation the mean time of serving calls in
a cell (taverage) can be used. It is directly related to VMS as
presented in Fig. 11.
Fig. 11. Average calls duration in a cell dependence on the
mobile stations velocity.
Based on relations shown in Figs. 8 and 11 the ηmax new
dependence on the easy to measure taverage was esti-
Fig. 12. Optimal CAC load threshold dependence on the average
calls duration in a cell.
mated (Fig. 12). If users move faster, there are more han-
dovers in the network and the mean time of holding calls
in a single cell decreases (assuming the mean overall con-
nection duration remains the same).
4. Conclusions and Future Work
Mobile radio network optimization and management
methods have to follow the evolution of radio networks
and systems. This evolution leads to more dynamic and
ﬂexible systems supporting a wider range of services and
business areas. In this paper we indicated opportunities for
dynamic adaptation of the call admission control procedure.
The performed simulations showed that the optimal CAC
load threshold depends on the traﬃc volume oﬀered within
a cell and the speed of mobile stations, which is related to
the mean time of serving calls in the cell. Based on these
relations as well as the indicated limitations a short term
CAC threshold adaptation process can be applied. We ex-
pect it would enable a better network ﬂexibility according
to the traﬃc’s GoS requirements.
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Abstract—This paper summarizes recent research on
network-on-multi-chip (NoMC) at Poznań University of Tech-
nology. The proposed network architecture supports hierar-
chical addressing and multicast transition mode. Such an ap-
proach provides new debugging functionality hardly attain-
able in classical hardware testing methodology. A multicast
transmission also enables real-time packet monitoring. The in-
troduced features of NoC network allow to elaborate a model
of hardware video codec that utilizes distributed processing
on many FPGAs. Final performance of the designed network
was assessed using a model of AVC coder and multi-FPGA
platforms. In such a system, the introduced multicast trans-
mission mode yields overall gain of bandwidth up to 30%.
Moreover, synthesis results show that the basic network com-
ponents designed in Verilog language are suitable and easily
synthesizable for FPGA devices.
Keywords—debugging, FPGA, multi-chip, NoC, video coding.
1. Introduction
Network-on-chip (NoC) is a relatively new design approach
that provides a methodology of implementing Systems on
chip (SoC) interconnections. NoC-based systems incor-
porate a network infrastructure that oﬀers remarkable im-
provement over conventional communication systems like
bus-based or circuits-switching-based [1]. Because basic
network components are reused, there is no need to imple-
ment network infrastructure from the scratch and thus, the
design costs related to communications are reduced. More-
over, scalability of the system is greatly improved because
new devices can be added in a structured way. Finally,
NoCs provide communication abstraction, which allows in-
dependent design of devices [2]. NoC based architecture
can be used in both ASICs and FPGAs. Commonly, the
ﬁrst step of system design is to implement the system on
FPGAs and the second is to move it to ASIC [3]. In most
of cases, the circuit optimized for FPGA is also eﬃcient
as ASIC (but not in reverse). Due to this fact, it is more
worthy to consider NoC networks for FPGAs. In order
to create a useful and eﬃcient NoC architecture, the pro-
posed solutions should meet certain requirements related
to transmission bandwidth, communication latency, struc-
ture ﬂexibility and many others. The implementation cost
and possibility to reuse NoC component is also important.
In practice, when complex hardware is designed (such as
a video encoder) certain features such as scalability and
uniﬁed communication interfaces are highly expected.
Hardware implementations of recent video coding
standards, as for example advanced video coding
AVC/H.264 [4], consist of many compression tools and
pre-/post-processing blocks. Additionally, in order to im-
plement a decoder or encoder that works in real time par-
allel processing has to be applied. It means that the de-
sign consists of many processing elements that require high
communication bandwidth (especially with memory) and in
some cases the whole design requires more than one device
(FPGA).
The work has been aimed at development of a commu-
nication infrastructure based on the idea of NoC, which
allows to dynamically combine multiple integrated circuits
and will support the testing and monitoring functionalities,
as a result, a new variant of NoC have been proposed. The
new network architecture will have none of the drawbacks
listed in the section below.
2. Main Network-on-Chip Drawbacks
As it was already said, Network-on-Chip (NoC) is an eﬃ-
cient solution for connecting modules of hardware applica-
tion but has two main drawbacks:
• There is no scalability and ﬂexibility for multi-chip
systems. Scalability may be achieved by using a hi-
erarchy in interconnect system. However, not all hi-
erarchical networks are ﬂexibly scalable in terms of
multi-chip scalability. Some works, e.g., [5], [6], in-
troduce a hierarchy to improve ﬂow of network traﬃc
and ease resource management but the proposed NoC
extensions are not suitable for multichip systems be-
cause any change in the structure of the network re-
quires its reconstruction. Another example has been
shown in [7]. Despite it is designed for hierarchical
arrangement of chip-multi-processors (CMP), based
on mesh topology, such structure is ineﬃcient in
the case of non-homogeneous tiles. Moreover, mesh
topology, as a higher level interconnect system, is
hardly scalable. There are more solutions [8], [9] but
none of them is appropriate, nor do they meet the
aforementioned requirements.
• Only a unicast transmission is supported but in
multimedia applications, as for example video encod-
ing, many processing cores use the same source data.
In the case of the unicast transmission these data need
to be sent to their destinations multiple times. Such
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unnecessary data transmissions can be signiﬁcantly
reduced by applying the multicast transmission.
3. Network-on-Multi-Chip
The authors propose a variation of NoC for multi-chip sys-
tems called network-on-multi-chip (NoMC). The NoMC
is a hierarchical NoC network. The proposed way of
intergroup and interchip connection management enables
dynamic linking of multiple chips without a need of re-
designing. In general, the NoC structure has been split
into two areas: local and global. The global part of NoC
has a tree structure with full dynamic of the linking mecha-
nism, but the local one can be implemented as any structure
with one gateway to the global part. This solution simpli-
ﬁes system expansion with new functionalities/processing
cores.
Additionally, to provide eﬃcient data processing and to im-
prove network performance authors introduce a multicast
transmission. The idea is simple: more than one desti-
nation address in packet header is allowed. Although, the
implementation requires proper packet replication in net-
work switches, we get ability to send the same data to
several locations, even to several chips. Moreover, because
it is possible to add an additional address to any packet,
we suddenly get the ability to send all packets not only to
primary destination location but also to debag/monitoring
location. In this way the authors achieve very useful ad-
ditional functionality on the NoC level that is not yet de-
scribed in literature.
4. Scalability and Hierarchical
Addressing
We consider scalability in terms of the ability to easy ex-
tend the system by new hardware components. Our new
scalable architecture of NoMC consists of 3 levels of hier-
archy, starting from the lowest level:
• Local network – also called a group of processing
elements (PEs), that contains PEs, network interfaces
called endpoints (EPs) and routers. One chip consists
of at least one group of PEs.
• Cluster level that provides connectivity for a set of
groups (local networks) (Fig. 1a). One chip can con-
sist of more than one cluster, but for small projects
only a local network may exist without higher level
of hierarchy.
• System level, which is introduced to interconnect
clusters. The higher level of interconnects enables
linking multichip boards together. Active elements
at the system level are characterized by hot plug sup-
port.
We also introduce gateways to the NoC network, which sep-
arate all of the hierarchy levels from each other. The main
goal of gateways is to parse packets and extract or include
information necessary for proper routing. Such an approach
allows designing of each hierarchy level individually. The
local network architecture is deﬁned with only a set of
devices (routers and endpoints, i.e., network interfaces
for PE) that can be connected applying any topology. Since
routers are expensive in terms of hardware consumption,
their number should be as low as possible. In comparison
to commonly known network interfaces [10] the function-
ality of endpoint has been extended to meet the aforemen-
tioned requirements. The endpoints are able to perform
basic switching operations and may be connected to each
other without a need for more sophisticated routers. The
detailed description of the hierarchical addressing was pre-
sented in previous works [11]–[17]. The addressing scheme
is adjusted to hierarchical architecture (Fig. 1b). Each ad-
Fig. 1. (a) Hierarchical structure of cluster and system level of
a network, (b) network address format.
dress consists of three parts, each referring to one level
of network hierarchy. At a particular level only own part
of address is recognized. In order to introduce multicast
transmission mode the authors propose to add more than
one destination address per packet (see Fig. 3), each ad-
dress is then checked in every network element (gateways,
routers, etc.). The packet is copied if routes for any of the
destination addresses are splitting. The proposed solution
for external network architecture (cluster and system level)
is based on a tree topology. Distinction between cluster and
system level has been introduced in order to connect clus-
ters ﬂexibly. Moreover, tree structure allows designing of
a simpliﬁed routing algorithm and packet handling protocol
which yield reduction of hardware consumption.
5. Multicast Transmission
Classical NoC networks support only simulcast transmis-
sion, which is enough for most simple applications, but is
not suﬃcient for complex applications and for debug and
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monitoring features. Our research indicated that implemen-
tation of multicast (similar mode to the Ethernet network)
is possible: instead of a single destination address, mul-
tiple addresses are assigned to every packet (Fig. 2). The
main change includes network routers which must be able
to duplicate packets consisting multiple addresses. This
means that the main cost of multicast feature implementa-
tion is placed in routers. As it has been already said, mul-
ticast functionality allows sending of a copy of the packet
to any location but in a particular case it may be a monitor-
ing/debugging device. In order to design a router that uses
Fig. 2. (a) Unicast and (b) multicast communication with example
of packet replication.
a reasonable amount of memory, the network packets size
has been limited to 32 words. Such short packets/messages
make network traﬃc more ﬂuent and reduces the cost of
packet replication process. Packets always start with the
ﬁeld Destination address and end with EndOfPacket com-
mand, as shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. NoMC packet structure with multiple destination address.
6. Debugging and Monitoring Features
As a result of introducing of the multicast feature we have
obtained additional functionality such as debugging and
monitoring. The well-known standard for in-circuit test
is JTAG [4] protocol, which is intended for system man-
agement tasks. It requires two physical components: test
access port (TAP) which interprets JTAG protocol, and
boundary scan register (BSR). Implementing of those mod-
ules in each PE may require large amount of chips resources
regarding the scale of current designs. There are several
approaches in literature of NoC embeded debugging func-
tionality [5]–[9], but the hardware cost of this functionality
is still signiﬁcant. Moreover, the described proposals are
not scalable and mostly based on JTAG standard. None of
them oﬀers full and scalable monitoring feature [13], [18].
Multicast based mechanism introduced by the authors in-
clude real-time monitoring, management of the devices and
system conﬁguration. The debugging is supervised by the
so-called remote debugging host (RDH) (Fig. 4). RDH is
an oﬀ-chip control device or software application on a per-
sonal computer, connected to the system with any physical
interface. The role of RDH is to provide user interface to
the debugging functionality, such as: applying test vectors,
gathering debugging data, handling exceptions or emulat-
ing hardware devices in software. More about multicast
transmittion and debugging can be found in [12]–[17].
Fig. 4. System with one remote debuging host (RDH) as a root
and examoplary system-on-chip.
Debug-mode in the endpoint forces sending of a copy of
each packets outgoing to RDH. Endpoints use multicast
transmissions and add RDH address to the packets address
list. Debug-mode can be switched on and oﬀ for each
endpoint individually. RDH receives packet duplicates and
with the use of speciﬁc application is able to recognize and
present packets data to the user. Also, correctness of pack-
ets and data format can be veriﬁed. With suﬃcient network
bandwidth, real-time debugging/monitoring is possible.
The authors have assessed the proposed ideas during de-
sign, implementation and testing process of AVC/H.264
video decoder. At that time, many examples of debug-
ging functionality usage were observed, which otherwise
would be very diﬃcult to attain. For example, without de-
bugging functionality, it would be required to resynthesize
the whole project with additional testing benches in order
to test what was wrong: the transmission through the link
was corrupted, there was some kind of hazard situation
somewhere or it was just a synthesis error.
7. Hardware Platform
In order to verify the proposed solutions a hardware plat-
form has been designed and produced. The test plat-
form made at Poznań University of Technology consists
of 2 to 9 FPGA devices. A Xilinx FPGA Virtex-4/5 and
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Spartan-3 devices have been used (Figs. 5 and 7). All the
NoMC network components were implemented in Verilog
hardware description language and synthesized using the
ISE design suite. Using such a system, the authors were
able to conduct many experiments for various NoMC con-
ﬁgurations and for a wide range of parameters.
Fig. 5. The multi-board experimental system with FPGA devices
and an SDI video grabber.
Table 1
Synthesis results for Spartan6 XC6SLX75-3 FPGA device
Elements LUT FlipFlop CLK [MHz]
Router (4 ports) 1106 (2% ) 759 (1% ) 278.8
Router (3 ports) 647 (1%) 573 (1%) 277.3
Endpoint 436 (1%) 345 (1%) 315.4
Gateway 515 (1%) 409 (1%) 315.3
In Table 1 the synthesis results of basic network compo-
nents are shown. As one may see, for 32-bit bus of NoC
and Spartan-6 FPGA, it is possible to achieve 1 GB/s of
throughput.
8. Conclusions
In this paper, the authors summarize research and devel-
opment of new NoMC architecture. In the course of de-
velopment of addressing scheme and packet ﬂow control
in the network strong emphasis was put on certain fea-
tures, such as multichip scalability, debugging and moni-
toring functionality that was expected. Consequently, the
new architecture of interconnect system consists of three
levels of hierarchy, each separated with a dedicated device,
referenced as a gateway. As it was highly expected, the
multicast transmission mode which provided improved net-
work performance and signiﬁcant reduction of the required
bandwidth was successfully introduced.
The main achievements include expansion of network to
support the packet remote monitoring and hierarchical ad-
dressing for scalability support. An assessment of the pro-
posed debug system on an exemplary real debugging sce-
nario has been made using multi-FPGA boards (Figs. 6
and 7). The authors tested many applications targeted to
distributed systems. Among them a H.264/AVC decoder,
motion estimation algorithm and several transmission and
data broadcast schemes (for example, real-time HD video
Fig. 6. The implemented H.264/AVC system on two circuit
boards with remote debuging host and external source of testing
data.
Fig. 7. A video capture and processing system based on two
Virtex-4 boards with a video grabber.
sequence capture and video data broadcast to all FPGA de-
vices in system (Fig. 7)). Finally, the conducted research
and analysis prove that the designed network-on-multi-chip
works correctly and meets all the assumed requirements.
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Abstract—The paper presents different no reference (NR) ob-
jective metrics addressing the most important artefacts for
raw (source) video sequences (noise, blur, exposure) and those
introduced by compression (blocking, flickering) which can be
used for assessing quality of experience. The validity of all
metrics was verified under subjective tests.
Keywords—mean opinion score, no reference metric, objective
metric, quality of experience, video artefacts.
1. Introduction and the General
Prototype Concept
The importance of “live” streaming, which operates on
the basis of wireless networks, has been veriﬁed in re-
cent years by the emergence of numerous applications
such as mobile TV and IP video monitoring systems in
urban areas. Unlike traditional applications such as web
browsing, multimedia applications require real-time con-
tent transmission mechanisms with a low negative impact
on user-perceived quality of video communication [1]. To
meet this requirement, increase user satisfaction and, conse-
quently, increase the proﬁts for service suppliers, a system
of evaluation/veriﬁcation of video artefacts must be devel-
oped and implemented. This solution should be designed
for wireless transmission infrastructures in order to control
the pseudo-subjective quality of “live” transmitted video se-
quences [1]. The term “pseudo-subjective” means control
with the use of objective metrics, veriﬁed on the basis of
subjective assessments.
Limitations of traditional solutions based on the notion of
quality of service (QoS) require arrangements such as de-
scribed in [2], i.e., taking into account the characteristics of
the transmission media, human vision (human visual sys-
tem, HVS), and the level of quality as perceived by the
user (quality of experience, QoE). However, most of the
currently available QoE assessment systems are designed
either for one speciﬁc type of visual content and applica-
tion, or for one speciﬁc scenario of a wireless service. In
recent years, models without a reference (also known as no
reference, NR, models) have gained particular focus. To
evaluate the QoE, they do not require access to the refer-
ence (undistorted) sequence.
It should be noted that the development of new QoE models
working in the NR scenario is still a challenging area of re-
search because of the limitations of current metrics (which
must be applicable in a non-laboratory environment), diver-
siﬁcation of the evaluation based on the content and user
proﬁle, resistance to variety of emerging distortions, and
the need to meet the requirements of low computational
complexity.
This paper highlights the need for assessment of imaging
artefacts for “live” streaming applications in a wireless en-
vironment and describes the models implemented in the
NR scenario assessment. The proposed solution is veri-
ﬁed using the results of psycho–physical experiments. The
results obtained show the usefulness of the proposed mech-
anisms for assessing the quality of streaming applications
in a wireless environment, and conﬁrm the high correlation
with the feelings of users.
The concept presented in this article is to create techniques
and tools that can be implemented by service providers
with a view to continuing the monitoring of overall video
sequence streaming service quality. The results (technology
and tools) are expected to be used (mainly) in the wireless
service.
The most innovative and distinctive functionality of the sys-
tem is the introduction of NR metrics to assess and monitor
the QoE. It should be noted that the proposed credible as-
sessment and control of the perceived quality of video se-
quences, based on the QoE numerical estimations and the
accuracy calculation of video reconstruction in the context
of speciﬁc parameters and playback rate conditions, play
a fundamental role in ensuring QoE for services based on
video sequence streaming.
As already mentioned, the quality estimation solution, al-
lowing to assess video sequences when there is a lack of
available references, remains a challenge. In contrast to all
methods based on reference solutions (full reference, FR,
and reduced reference, RR), which are limited by short-
comings in the quality of the source video sequence, the
NR approach evaluates absolute quality, as seen from the
perspective of the user. NR does not require the additional,
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ideal channel to transmit data to be used as a reference.
In addition, the NR solution allows for “live” transmitted
session tracking, allowing the delivery of estimated results
in real-time.
For real applications the authors are interested in absolute
quality throughout the supply chain of media (known as
end-to-end); in other words, from the beginning (the impact
of focus, noise, exposure), through the transition stages (the
impact of stream bandwidth scaling), to the end (the impact
of the presentation and application). NR-type methods of
assessing quality are therefore a natural response to the
needs of real video sequence streaming scenarios.
It is particularly important to assess the impact of scalable
stream bandwidth. Gaining increasing popularity, video
sequence streaming services are still faced with the prob-
lem of limited access links bandwidth. Although for wired
connections bandwidth is generally available in the order
of megabits, higher bit rates are not as common for wire-
less links. Users of wireless links cannot expect a stable
high-bandwidth connection.
Therefore the solution to run video sequence streaming ser-
vices for such access lines is transcoding video streams “on
the ﬂy”. The transcoding result is bit rate (and quality)
scaling to personalize the stream sent to the current param-
eters of the access link. Scaling the quality of the video
sequences is usually in the (often inseparable) domains of
compression, space and time. Scaling in the compression
domain usually boils down to operating the codec quanti-
zation parameter. Scaling in the spatial domain means re-
ducing the eﬀective image resolution, resulting in increased
granularity when one tries to restore the original content to
screen size. Scaling in the temporal domain amounts to
the rejection of frames, i.e., reducing the number of frames
transmitted per second (FPS).
The abovementioned scaling methods inevitably lead to
a lower perceived quality of end-user experience. There-
fore the scaling process should be monitored for QoE levels.
This gives the opportunity to not only control but also to
maximize QoE levels in real time, depending on the prevail-
ing transmission conditions. In case of failure to achieve
a satisfactory level of QoE, an operator may intentionally
interrupt the service, which may help in preserving and
allocating network resources to other users.
Unfortunately, determining the level of QoE in any case
cannot be reduced to a simple maximization of quantitative
parameters in each of the three domains. Consumer per-
ception based on HVS, is highly non–linear and depends
on many variables (such as visual content). Therefore at-
tempts are made to create models for automatically deter-
mining QoE levels through the analysis of visual content
as seen by the user [3].
Attempts to determine the impact of scaling in the compres-
sion domain on the perceived QoE quality are particularly
diﬃcult. The same compression ratio is not a suﬃcient
indicator of perceived quality. In the NR model it is nec-
essary to identify the impact of this manipulation on the
eﬀects shown in the image. The most important eﬀects
associated with lossy compression are block artefacts and
block ﬂickering. To determine the QoE it is necessary to
accurately and quantitatively assess the severity of these
eﬀects. Numerous models given in literature [3], [4], [5]
usually do not achieve a suﬃcient correlation with actual
user ratings.
It is far easier to model the impact of scaling in the temporal
domain, because here at least the FPS value is openly avail-
able. Attempts to model the impact of scaling in the domain
of perceived quality have been made in several studies, in-
cluding [6]. It is relatively less complicated to evaluate the
eﬀect of a reduction in motion picture eﬀective resolution
(i.e., increase in granularity) on the visual eﬀects. These
eﬀects were studied in [3], [7], although the former work
used other applications.
The methodology of studies presented in the section cov-
ering the evaluation of scalable video sequences of this
paper is based on subjective quality tests on independent
inﬂuences of the three abovementioned scaling methods. In
addition, the study was carried out on developing metrics,
evaluating each quality parameter and presenting the results
of statistical analysis of results.
The ﬁrst value-added feature of this research is the pro-
vision of an identical environment for the psycho-physical
experiment for all test artefacts and for scaling all three do-
mains of quality using an eleven-point quality scale. This
provides an opportunity to compare the results obtained for
all considered scaling methods, and to build an integrated
model (still being reﬁned) that takes into account the si-
multaneous combination of methods. Another innovative
element is the measure of evaluation of lower qualities due
to the large value of QP – a measure with a very high cor-
relation with subjective assessments. Another added value
is a detailed statistical analysis of the results obtained for
correlation with the mean opinion score (MOS) and statis-
tical reliability. It is an often overlooked element in work
on QoE modeling. Furthermore, diﬀerent video sequences
have been used and considered in subjective tests as an ad-
ditional independent variable, in some cases allowing for
the statistical analysis of the impact of a given sequence on
the accuracy of the resulting measurement.
In summary, the authors present a concept that involves cre-
ating and implementing QoE metrics based on user prefer-
ences, assessments of subjective and observer characteris-
tics, and the feedback loop formed by the iterative veriﬁ-
cation of metrics, modifying their parameters on the basis
of these subjective assessments.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 deals with the measurement of quality and arte-
facts (based on video parameters – Subsection 2.1 and net-
work parameters – Subsection 2.2). Section 3 presents the
psycho-physical experiment veriﬁcation environment. Sec-
tion 4 presents a statistical analysis of the results in terms
of measurement and scaling artefacts in the compression,
spatial and temporal domain, and information on how to
implement the prototype, while Section 5 contains conclu-
sions and plans for further research.
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2. Quality Measures
This section includes a description of video quality metrics
dedicated to the assessment of certain video artefacts in
a no reference mode. The metrics are used to build a QoE
monitoring prototype. This section provides a summary
of the work on video quality metrics developed in recent
years. For detailed descriptions of the metrics please refer
to [1], [8], and [9].
2.1. Measures of Quality Based on QoV Parameters
Exposure. An exposure distortion is understood as the over-
all quality degradation caused by incorrect exposure time.
The metric was inspired by the shape of histograms of im-
ages taken for diﬀerent exposure times. A histogram of
a correctly exposed image spreads over the whole lumi-
nance range. Histograms of over- and under-exposed im-
ages are shifted to the bright and the dark side respectively.
The higher the exposure distortion, the more signiﬁcant
the shift. In other words, there are no completely black
and white regions on over- and under-exposed images re-
spectively. Consequently, the exposure metric is based on
histogram range inspection.
The metric is calculated locally for each video frame. In
the ﬁrst step mean luminance is calculated for each macro-
block of a given video frame. The average of the three
macro-blocks with the lowest and highest luminance repre-
sent luminance (histogram) bounds. The exposure metric
for a single frame is calculated as:
ex =
Lb + Ld
2 , (1)
where Lb and Ld are bright and dark luminance bounds.
The video level metric is calculated by averaging frame
metrics over one scene. The proposed methodology as-
sumes that each natural video sequence has at least some
bright and dark regions. It is a signiﬁcantly more accu-
rate approach than a simple histogram average luminance
calculation. For instance, it eliminates the problem when
images showing black objects with very few bright regions
would be classiﬁed as under-exposed.
Blur. The most common approach of image blur estimation
utilizes the fact that blur makes image edges less sharp.
Recent work representing this approach is described in [10]
and [11]. The proposed metric is based on an average width
of sharp edges only. Sharp edge selection is critical in terms
of predicting accuracy since it eliminates strong content
dependency. In the ﬁrst step, strong edges are detected
using the Sobel operator. In the second phase, edge width
is measured as a number of neighbouring pixels (localized
on the left and right in the same horizontal line) that fulﬁls
the following criteria:
– the right-localized pixel intensity values systemati-
cally increase/decrease for rising/falling edges,
– ditto for left-localized pixels,
– the edge slope value does not fall below a certain
level, deﬁned by the standard deviation of surround-
ing pixel intensity.
Noise. The idea behind the proposed noise metric is based
on research presented by Lee in [12]. According to this
work, the most convenient method of estimating noise in
remotely sensed images is to identify homogenous image
areas and use them to calculate noise statistics. More recent
work utilizing this approach is presented by Farias in [10]
and Dosselmann in [11].
The presented approach of identifying homogenous regions
guarantees the selection of a comparable number of blocks
for images ranging from low to high spatial complexity.
It outperforms approaches based on a ﬁxed threshold in
terms of a visual nuisance prediction performance. In or-
der to eliminate moderate content dependence (a drawback
of existing metrics), the spatial masking phenomenon is ad-
dressed by weighting frame-level noise values according to
the spatial activity of a given frame. This compensates the
well-known property that images with low spatial complex-
ity are more exposed to visual distortion caused by noise.
Block artefact. Blockiness artefact measurement is based
on the well-known discrete cosine transform (DCT)-based
coding. Each blockiness artefact has at least one visible cor-
ner. Recent research utilizing this fact is described in [10]
and [11]. In the proposed approach the blockiness artefact
is calculated locally for each coding block. The absolute
diﬀerence of pixel luminance is calculated separately for
intra-pairs, represented by neighbouring pixels from one
coding block, and inter-pairs, represented by pixels from
neighbouring blocks. A ratio between the total value of
intra- and inter-diﬀerence is considered as the blockiness
level.
Block flickering. The ﬂickering metric described here was
inspired by the work presented by Pandel in [13]. The im-
plementation task was threefold. The ﬁrst aim was to deﬁne
the threshold used to decide whether a given macro-block
remains in state of no-update. In [13] the threshold was
deﬁned as the mean squared diﬀerence between the pixels
of the current and corresponding macro-blocks, although
the exact value was not revealed. The authors calculated
the threshold as an average of absolute diﬀerences in pixel
luminance for each 16×16 macro-block. Second, a diﬀer-
ent method for spatial pooling was proposed by calculating
the frame-level ﬂickering measure as a mean value over
a small number of macro-blocks with the highest values
(number of transitions between states). Third, the two pre-
vious parameters were adjusted in order to optimize predic-
tion performance deﬁned as a correlation with subjective
scores. Similarly to the blockiness metric, averaging over
a time window is required; the window size was equal to
the sequence length for the purposes of the experiment.
In order to maximize the correlation of the ﬂickering met-
ric F with MOS, the authors considered several threshold
values (between 0.5% and 2% of luminance change) and
several numbers of macro-blocks with the highest num-
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ber of transitions between states (between 0.5% and 10%
of macro-blocks). The highest correlation with MOS was
achieved for the threshold equal to 1% and frame-level ﬂick-
ering averaging over 3% of the total number of macro-
blocks.
2.2. Measurement of Video Content Characteristics
For the purpose of the subjective experiment the authors
were interested in choosing a good representation of videos
to be included in the sequence pool; this means video se-
quences which would obtain diﬀerent MOSs for the same
compression parameters. On the other hand, sequences
which are similar in terms of scene complexity should be
avoided because they would not provide any additional in-
formation to the experiment.
The key parameters describing any video sequence char-
acteristics are spatial and temporal information, i.e., the
number of details and the movement dynamics respec-
tively. In order to make the selection task easier, the authors
use a scene complexity measure [14]. Scene complexity is
a function of both spatial and temporal information which
provides information on how diﬃcult a given video se-
quence is to encode. It should be noted that it is repre-
sented by a single value, therefore the task of sequence
selection becomes signiﬁcantly simpler than for selection
based on spatial and temporal information. It is easier to
decide which scenes are close to each other and which are
not.
The question how to measure all these content characteris-
tics remains open. This paper utilizes a method presented
in [14] where scene complexity o is deﬁned as
o = log10
(
mean
n
[SA(n) ·TA(n)]
)
, (2)
where SA(n) is spatial activity computed for the nth frame
and given by
SA(n) = rms
space
[Sobel(F(n))] (3)
and TA(n) is temporal activity computed on the base of nth
and n−1th frames given by
TA(n) = rms
space
[F(n)−F(n−1)] . (4)
In both Eqs. (3) and (4) F(n) denotes the nth video frame
luminance channel. Sobel is the Sobel ﬁlter [14] and
rmsspace is the root mean square function over an entire
video frame.
3. Veriﬁcation of Measurement by
Subjective Psycho–Physical
Experiments
In order to properly model the image quality parameters to
the assessment of subjects, an appropriate environment for
the psycho-physical experiment was created. The experi-
ments were performed at the AGH University of Science
and Technology in Kraków. They were attended by over
100 students. Very similar conditions (LCD monitors and
lighting) were provided for all test positions (see Fig. 1),
and the experiments themselves followed the Video Qual-
ity Experts Group (VQEG) methodologies [15] wherever
possible.
Fig. 1. Psycho–physical experiment environment.
Fig. 2. Thirteen VQEG test sequences.
The experiment used thirteen VQEG test sequences (see
Fig. 2) [15], [16], [17]: “Barcelona” (#2), “Harp” (#3),
“Canoa Valsesia” (#5), “Fries” (#7), “Rugby” (#9), “Mobile
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& Calendar” (#10), “Baloon–pops” (#13), “New York 2”
(#14), “Betes pas betes” (#16), “Autumn leaves” (#18),
“Football” (#19), “Saitboat” (#20) and “Susie” (#21).
These sequences reﬂect the broad spectrum of two diﬀerent
characteristics of the content (temporal video activity and
spatial video activity). Video sequences were encoded us-
ing the H.264 codec (X264 implementation), main-proﬁle
(Level 40). In accordance with the VQEG recommenda-
tions, QP was selected to obtain the order of the aver-
age bit rate streams of 5000 kbit/s (Compression Ratio,
CR = 50.38848), 1000 kbit/s (CR = 251.9424), 500 kbit/s
(CR = 503.8848), 300 kbit/s (CR = 839.808), 200 kbit/s
(CR = 1259.712) and 100 kbit/s (CR = 2519.424).
The initial FPS rate was 30 with FPS rates values of 15,
10, 7.5, 6 and 5 also examined.
The eﬀective initial resolution was the SD/D-1 NTSC reso-
lution (720×486). Additionally the HHR 525 (352×480),
SIF (352×240), QCIF (176×144) and SQCIF (128×96)
resolutions were examined.
The authors used the ACR methodology, as described
in ITU-T Recommendation P.910 [18]. This methodol-
ogy represents the single-stimulus (SS) approach, which
means that all video sequences in the test set are pre-
sented one after another without the option of compari-
son with the reference. Reference sequences are included
in the test set and evaluated on the same basis as the oth-
ers. This approach is known as ACR with hidden reference
(ACR-HR). An eleven-step, numerical quality scale was
used [18].
4. Statistical Analysis of Results
of the Evaluation – Implementation
of Prototype
This section contains a description of the methodology
used to build models which are the components of the
prototype used to evaluate the perceived QoE of stream-
ing video sequences. The prototype includes the following
components:
– single metrics to evaluate the quality of the source
material,
– metric scaling in the time domain,
– metric scaling in the space domain,
– integrated metrics for the evaluation of H.264 com-
pression (scaling in the domain of compression).
Descriptions of individual quality metrics and sequence
characteristics of the video sequences are presented in Sec-
tion 2. For scaling in the time and space domains, the values
are taken directly from the sequence parameters, and the
FPS number and resolution do not require speciﬁc metric
algorithms.
The prototype was implemented in MATLAB, using stan-
dard libraries for processing images and video sequences.
The system is able to analyze video sequences stored in
ﬁles on a local disk. The parameters passed when the start-
ing script is called allow any individual metrics, integrated
metrics, and metrics that will be counted for the analyzed
video sequence selection. In addition, there is the option of
script setting, which is able to analyze multiple sequences
and record the obtained results into the database.
4.1. Methodology of Model Building
Ratings obtained for en eleven-point scale are a signiﬁ-
cantly better approximation of normal distribution than re-
sults obtained for a ﬁve-point scale. This is because the
eleven-point scale has two extreme answers, which should
not be popular choices (responses 10 and 0). This allows
to obtain less skewed distribution than for a ﬁve-point scale
answer distribution. It should be noted that a skewed distri-
bution is distinctly diﬀerent from the Gaussian distribution.
Therefore in order to model the obtained results the authors
assumed a Gaussian distribution of results, making it pos-
sible to use the classical regression model.
In addition, all sequences were divided into test and learn-
ing sets. All models alongside the presented coeﬃcients
were obtained for the learning sets. Only after the ﬁnal
acceptance of the model was it confronted with the test set.
Such methodology guarantees correct checking of whether
the resulting model has the ability to predict subjective
quality, and generalizes the results obtained for the learn-
ing sequences.
4.2. Scaling in the Time Domain
Metric scaling in the time domain appears to be very sim-
ple, because the information on the number of frames dis-
played each second is known. However, the constructed
metric is not able to correctly model the quality perceived
by the user. The reason is the lack of information about
the sequence content. The model presented here also takes
into account another factor, which is the amount of image
detail. In addition, statistical analysis showed that the nat-
ural logarithm of the FPS number is a better predictor than
the FPS number itself.
For the entire collection of analyzed ﬁlms the obtained R2
coeﬃcient is lower than that obtained for the test sequences.
However, the coeﬃcient R2 = 0.88 is a very good result and
testiﬁes the accuracy of the resulting model.
4.3. Scaling in the Spatial Domain
As is the case for the time domain, scaling in the space do-
main is easy to spot because the resolution of the present
sequence is precisely known. Similarly to the time domain
scaling the information about the image resolution is found
to be inadequate because the content of the presented se-
quence aﬀects the quality change.
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The resolution change model takes into account both
the amount of detail (SA) and the dynamics of the se-
quence (TA). In addition, using the logarithm of the reso-
lution provided better results than the resolution value itself.
In this case, both the coeﬃcients of R2 obtained for the test
sequences and all sequences are equal.
4.4. Scaling in the Compression Domain
Creating a quality model for scaling in the domain of
compression was a signiﬁcantly more diﬃcult task. The
ﬁrst and most important reason is compression complexity.
Each compression scheme has numerous diﬀerent parame-
ters that deﬁne the encoding method. Therefore there is no
obvious parameter which aﬀects the QoE. Nevertheless, the
test sequences obtained by the authors had relatively high
single R2 values, ranging from 0.74 to 0.89.
4.5. Packet Loss
Packet losses have a signiﬁcant impact on the quality per-
ceived by users. It is obvious that for larger losses the
obtained quality is worse, but it is not true that a partic-
ular packet loss level indicates a particular quality of the
sequence.
Detailed analysis shows that it is important to identify the
location of the losses, both in the GOP structure and within
the frame. In order to take into account these relationships
it will be necessary to build a model based on additional
information. In further studies the authors aim to rely on
two possible scenarios. The ﬁrst is image analysis similar
to that used in the construction of a metric scale model
in the ﬁelds of time, space and compression. The second
solution is far more accurate inspection and detection of
packets which form part of the picture, and/or the lost GOP.
Research is being carried out on this analyzer as part of
AGH’s activities in the Joint Eﬀort Group (JEG) forum.
5. Conclusions and Further Research
The paper presents a system for assessing the QoE based
on measurements of artefacts present in video sequences.
The validity of objective metrics has been veriﬁed under
subjective tests. Statistical analysis of results demonstrates
relatively high correlation coeﬃcients as far as a no refer-
ence scenario is concerned.
Experiments reveal that the validity of quality measures is
inﬂuenced by video content. Future subjective experiments
will focus on a diversity of video sequences in terms of
their spatial (number of details) and temporal (motion level)
activity.
Co-operation with the VQEG JEG project will provide an
opportunity to enhance the derived metrics by packet loss
in the near future.
The proposed metrics, which have been coded in the MAT-
LAB environment, will be moved to optimized, fast C/C++
libraries. Preliminary tests of blocking and ﬂickering arte-
facts conﬁrm the acceleration of metric computation which
is important for a real time deployment.
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Abstract—A voice communication system designed and imple-
mented is described. The purpose of the presented platform
was to enable a series of experiments related to the quality
assessment of algorithms used in the coding and transmitting
of speech. The system is equipped with tools for recording
signals at each stage of processing, making it possible to sub-
ject them to subjective assessments by listening tests or, ob-
jective evaluation employing PESQ or PSQM algorithms. The
functionality for the simulation of distortions typical for voice
communication over the Internet was implemented, making it
possible to obtain reproducible, quantiﬁable results. An ap-
plication of the presented platform for evaluation of acoustic
echo canceler algorithm based on watermarking techniques,
which was developed earlier is presented as an example of an
eﬀective deployment of the described technology.
Keywords—acoustic echo cancelation, doubletalk detection,
echo-hiding.
1. Introduction
Development process of new algorithms for coding and im-
proving the quality of transmitted speech entails the need to
submit the results to assessments, making possible for the
author of the algorithm to observe the introduced changes
eﬀect on the speech signal quality. An essential element
of the assessment procedure is reproducibility of the re-
sults, which is often not feasible when working with ac-
tive, “live” communication system. An obstacle in obtain-
ing reproducible results is typically the element of ran-
domness associated with a variable system load, choice of
routes of communication and many other factors whose
impact can be minimized or neglected by creating a sepa-
rate, isolated platform for research and evaluation purposes
only. Another need is the ability to simulate certain phe-
nomena that typically occur randomly in communication
systems, also assuming certain quantitative or qualitative
parameters. This paper summarizes the design and imple-
mentation of such a system, which was conducted by the
authors.
The implemented platform was practically utilized during
the evaluation of the novel acoustic echo canceler (AEC)
algorithm based on semi-fragile watermarking techniques,
which was introduced by the authors [1], [2]. Obtained
results are presented in the ﬁnal part of this paper as a proof
of usability of the developed system.
2. Platform Description
The developed communication platform is based on the use
of typical elements, common in Internet telephony (VoIP)
implementations, but extends them with some additional
tools for collecting measurement data, including recording
signals at the various intermediate stages of processing. An
important aspect of the developed system is the automation
of the results collecting, which is possible by using non-
interactive execution mode. This allows to create scripts
easily which enable obtaining a series of results depending
on the speciﬁc parameter values. On the other hand, the
interactive mode, allowing the user to manipulate UI ele-
ments facilitates the single passage, quick measurements as
well as checking the behavior of algorithms while certain
parameter changes over time. For this reason, the described
system consists of two applications based on common soft-
ware libraries, but diﬀering with regard to the method of
interaction.
Both applications are in fact the VoIP clients (terminals)
communicating via standard RTP protocol and incorporat-
ing a complete communication stack thereof. The used
implementation was conceived entirely at the Gdańsk Uni-
versity of Technology (GUT) and constitutes a fully func-
tional realization of the RTP speciﬁcation [3], together
with a number of additional extensions and proﬁles. The
entire source code associated with the implementation of
the system was prepared in C++ programming language,
with the support of numerous open source libraries for en-
hanced portability. Thus, although the primary work en-
vironment of the authors is Microsoft Windows OS, the
developed libraries and non-interactive applications can be
easily run on other operating systems, including Linux and
MacOS X.
Figure 1 shows the architectural elements of the system.
Four main groups of blocks can be identiﬁed, correspond-
ing to consecutive stages of speech signal processing in
the path from I/O interface to the transport layer. The in-
put/output stage lists the three possible types of signal path
“endpoints”. In the case of the online analysis it is possi-
ble to use a real audio interface (sound card); the user of
the system provides a test signal through the microphone
and it gets possible to rehearse the result immediately. The
signal can also be read from an audio ﬁle, what allows for
a series of experiments using the same signal and diﬀer-
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Fig. 1. Elements of communication platform for monitoring and evaluating voice transmission quality.
ent parameters of algorithms. Finally, it is also possible
to use the local loop, optionally equipped with a ﬁlter that
implements a speciﬁed transient response, which is partic-
ularly applicable in the case of testing algorithms for echo
cancelation, because it allows simulating echoes with some
speciﬁc properties using the remote terminal. It should
be noted that the choice of sound ﬁle or local loop en-
ables the analysis to be performed in the oﬄine mode (for
non-interactive applications), because it is not necessary in
this situation to synchronize to periodically arriving data
packets. This feature allows shortening the analysis time
considerably, providing a valuable feature in case of large
data series processing.
The next group of blocks makes the most important part
of the system, namely the digital signal processing path.
It is important to emphasize that the various elements of
this group are in fact the algorithms which are subject to
evaluation within the system, so that a special attention was
paid to designing interfaces in such a way that blocks per-
forming the same function using diﬀerent algorithms are
easily replaceable. The signal processing path is asym-
metrical, with the ﬂow oriented “towards the network” and
“from the network” being diﬀerent. The ﬂow “towards the
network” begins with the acoustic echo cancelation (AEC)
algorithm block, which in this section shall record the sig-
nal coming from the near-end-speaker and is supposed to
remove the estimated echo signal. At this stage, the sys-
tem allows detailed analysis of the results of operations and
performance of the following AEC algorithms:
• algorithm based on Geigel double-talk detector
(DTD) and NLMS adaptive ﬁlter [4], [5];
• algorithm available in the open source speex voice
codec library [6];
• algorithm based on semi-fragile watermarking DTD
and NLMS adaptive ﬁlter, developed by the au-
thors [1], [2];
• algorithm based on normalized cross-correlation
DTD (NCC) and NLMS adaptive ﬁlter [7].
Another element in the processing path is the voice activity
detector (VAD), which is used in case the employed speech
codec lacks this feature. Its task is to determine whether
the currently processed block of data has the characteristics
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of voice activity, therefore, whether it is desirable to switch
the system to the comfort noise encoding mode (CN). This
technique is commonly employed in VoIP systems for band-
width savings, especially in connection with so-called dis-
continuous transmission (DTX) mode, involving suppres-
sion of the transmission of packets representing the noise
with characteristics similar to the memorized state.
The packet classiﬁed as active voice is passed to the speech
encoder. The choice of audio coding algorithm is deter-
mined by the parameters of the application; in the case of
interactive applications the codec can be changed during the
session. At the present the system supports the following
voice coding algorithms:
– PCM with a resolution of 8 and 16 bits/sample,
– ITU-T G.711 A-law and µ-Law [8],
– ITU-T G.722 [9],
– ITU-T G.723.1 [10],
– ITU-T G.726 (in versions 16, 32, 40 and 24 kbit/s)
[11],
– ITU-T G.729 (with annexes B, D and E) [12];
– IMA ADPCM (DVI4) [13],
– ETSI GSM 06.10 [14],
– Speex [6],
– Internet low bitrate codec (iLBC, RFC3951) [15].
Figure 2 shows an example screen from the interactive ap-
plication containing a list of codecs available in the current
audio path conﬁguration.
The last block of “towards the network” ﬂow is aforemen-
tioned discontinuous transmission controller; whose func-
tion is to suppress transmission of the encoded packet
in response to a signal from the VAD algorithm, or the
sole codec, provided it supports that feature (e.g., G.729B,
Speex).
The signal processing path in the direction “from the net-
work” begins with the anti-jitter buﬀer algorithm. At this
stage adaptive-length jitter-buﬀer implemented in the Spe-
exDsp library may be used interchangeably with the generic
algorithm developed at the GUT. It cooperates with the
packet loss concealment (PLC) algorithm, whose purpose
is to recover (or to interpolate) packets which were lost
during the transmission. The system provides a function-
ality for simulation of packet loss at a preconﬁgured ratio,
which allows for the evaluation of the quality of speech
transmission in a lossy environment. The simulator ac-
cepts the probability of packet loss as an input parame-
ter, and the reproducibility of the loss pattern is achieved
through the use of a dedicated MLS pseudo-random num-
ber generator with user-supplied seed. At this stage, the
PLC algorithm described by the ITU-T G.711 Appendix I
recommendation has been implemented, as well as several
algorithms built-into some speech codecs [16].
Fig. 2. Application interface allowing interactive selection of
audio coding algorithm during the session.
Packets leaving the jitter-buﬀer are subjected to decoding
and the decoded speech signal is delivered to the AEC al-
gorithm, which interprets it as a model of the signal coming
from the far-end speaker. Before returning to the output de-
vice, the postprocessing is performed, which includes the
correction of the dynamics provided by a programmable
noise gate, expander, compressor, and limiter blocks.
In the subsequent step the frames of speech signal are fed
into the encoder, which produces payload according to the
proﬁle corresponding to the applied RTP audio codec. The
encoded payload is passed to the RTP stack in order to
append the RTP header. This process is called packetiza-
tion, and the analogous operation “isolating” the payload of
the RTP packet received from the transport layer is called
depacketization. During depacketization the data obtained
from the transport layer is reviewed for accuracy and conti-
nuity of the timestamp and sequence number, which allows
the detection of loss of the packet, its repetition or change
the order. The additional role of RTP stack package is
to identify the sender, discarding packets received outside
the current session, whose presence may indicate an attack
attempt. Also certain statistical measurements are carried
out, such as estimation of round-trip delays, delay ﬂuctu-
ation (jitter), packet loss ratio. These data are collected
for the control of communication within the RTP session,
which is carried out using the RTCP protocol.
RTP transport layer is typically based on sending UDP data-
grams over an IP network. In many cases, however, the
desired behavior is to work in a “loop”, then sent data-
grams are transmitted immediately back to the RTP stack.
The developed system supports both of these modes. In
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UDP/IP mode the system terminal may communicate not
only with identical terminal, but also with any RTP client
equipped with compatible codecs. This allows the system
to use the endpoint for the analysis of data obtained from
external applications, such as the popular streaming server
VLC. The use of the loop mode allows for a convenient
evaluation of algorithms, whose behavior is not dependent
on using a distributed conﬁguration. An important com-
plement to the system are the aforementioned packet loss
simulator and a “delay line” generating a programmed de-
lay of the packet arrival, useful in a research of acoustic
echo cancelation and buﬀering. The purpose of this delay
block is the simulation of round-trip delays introduced by
the network, which do not occur in the “loopback”. These
delays, which can range from single milliseconds up to sec-
onds, are typically responsible for the perceived annoyance
of the acoustic echo aﬀecting quality of VoIP calls.
3. Application to Acoustic Echo
Cancellation Evaluation
3.1. Robustness Analysis of AEC Algorithms under
Time-Variable Echo Conditions
A standard, widely-accepted in the literature method of ob-
jective testing, based on the detection theory, was used
during the study. This method is based on plotting the re-
ceiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves representing
the probability of false alarm and miss as a function of rel-
ative signal levels of the near- and far-end speakers (NFR,
near-to-far ratio). Its detailed description can be found in
the literature [17]. During the research a modiﬁcation of
the method was proposed, whose purpose was the simu-
lation of time-varying echo conditions (time-variable echo
delay, changing room impulse response).
The evaluation was based on 5 speech excerpts in Polish.
4 recordings of length 1s (2 women, 2 men) represented
the near-end speakers, and the recording of the length of
5 seconds (male voice) served as a far-end speaker signal.
Fragments were sampled at the frequency of 8 kHz, con-
sistent with common telephony applications. During the
evaluation a constant echo delay of 40 ms was applied,
with variable component added according to the character-
istic plotted in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Characteristics of variation of echo delay time.
The simulation of variable room impulse response involved
a weighted sum of 2 impulse responses which were ac-
quired in diﬀerent locations at the same room. The vari-
ation was a simple linear transition from h1 (n) to h2 (n)
over the time span of 4 s. The impulse responses are pre-
sented in Fig. 4.
Fig. 4. Acoustic path impulse responses h1 (n) and h2 (n) for the
research.
For maintaining consistency with the results presented in
the literature the evaluation was conducted for the proba-
bility of false alarm Pf ∈ {0.1,0.3}. Robustness of AEC
methods based on diﬀerent DTD algorithms was evaluated
through the execution of the same test, ﬁrst with the con-
Fig. 5. Probability of DTD algorithm miss for the probability
of false alarm Pf = 0.1 while running in the variable and “sta-
ble”conditions.
stant echo time and the impulse response, and then, with
variable ones. Increased probability of DTD algorithmmiss
(i.e., not detecting the doubletalk when it is present) in these
conditions determines the susceptibility of the DTD algo-
rithm to the variability the echo path characteristics. The
results obtained are presented in Fig. 5 and in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Probability of DTD algorithm miss for the probability
of false alarm Pf = 0.3 while running in the variable and “sta-
ble”conditions.
Both evaluated algorithms demonstrated a performance de-
terioration in the “variable” conditions, however, the scale
of this phenomenon is diﬀerent. For comparison, a rela-
tive deterioration measure (RDM) was derived which deter-
mines how the algorithm performs in “variable”conditions
relating to the “stable” ones.
RDM =
Pm,variable
Pm,stable
(1)
This coeﬃcient values were plotted in Fig. 7.
Fig. 7. The relative increase in the DTD algorithm probability of
miss while working under time-variable echo delay and changing
room impulse response.
3.2. Objective and Subjective Evaluation
of Watermarking-Based DTD Algorithm in Relation
to NCC Algorithm
The implementation of the normalized cross-correlation
DTD algorithm made it possible to conduct a comprehen-
sive evaluation of DTD algorithm developed by the authors
against the algorithm representing current state of the art.
In the ﬁrst phase of evaluation, the objective tests were car-
ried out in accordance to the methodology proposed in the
literature [17]. The test set used was the same as for the
previously presented robustness analysis. Consequently, the
listening tests were conducted to investigate as to how DTD
misses made by the various algorithms aﬀect the subjective
opinion on speech quality.
Fig. 8. Acoustic echo cancelation system employing water-
marking-based DTD algorithm and adaptive ﬁlter.
Fig. 9. Probability of DTD algorithm miss in the presence of
background noise of –30 dB.
Both DTD algorithms were combined with the NLMS
adaptive ﬁlter of length L = 512 to create a working AEC
system during the tests. The example setup of such sys-
tem with watermarking-based DTD algorithm is depicted
in Fig. 8 and for the NCC algorithm only the grayed
box labeled DTD is diﬀerent. The length of the win-
dow used by the NCC algorithm to estimate the corre-
lation coeﬃcients between x(n) and u(n) was W = 500.
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Both of these values were chosen in consistency with the
research published in the literature by the authors of the
NCC algorithm [7], [18], [19]. The results of objective
tests carried out in the ﬁrst phase are presented in Fig. 9
and Fig. 10.
Fig. 10. Probability of DTD algorithm miss in the presence of
background noise of –60 dB.
The presented plots were obtained at diﬀerent levels of
background noise in the microphone signal. This allowed
assessing the vulnerability of speciﬁc algorithms for this
type of disturbance. The resulting graphs for the NCC
algorithm signiﬁcantly diﬀer from those published by its
authors. This discrepancy may stem from the fact that in
the literature description [17] the algorithm has been com-
bined with a real adaptive ﬁlter, but the studies were based
on the use of the actual impulse response, which was pre-
Table 1
MOS values for DTD algorithms; background noise level
−30 dB, NFR = 0, Pf = 0.1
Test signal MOS
Reference signal (near speaker) 4.83
Reference signal (microphone signal) 1.25
AEC algorithm w/ DTD NCC 3.92
AEC algorithm w/ Geigel DTD 2.58
AEC algorithm w/ watermarking DTD 3.75
Table 2
MOS values for DTD algorithms; background noise level
−60 dB, NFR = 0, Pf = 0.1
Test signal MOS
Reference signal (near speaker) 4.92
Reference signal (microphone signal) 1.25
AEC algorithm w/ DTD NCC 3.75
AEC algorithm w/ Geigel DTD 3.08
AEC algorithm w/ watermarking DTD 4.33
viously used to simulate the echo signal. Therefore, exper-
iments carried out using the developed system are able to
model the actual phone call conditions in a more realistic
way.
Table 3
MOS values for DTD algorithms; background noise level
−30 dB, NFR =−15dB, Pf = 0.1
Test signal MOS
Reference signal (near speaker) 4.75
Reference signal (microphone signal) 1.16
AEC algorithm w/ DTD NCC 2.0
AEC algorithm w/ Geigel DTD 1.25
AEC algorithm w/ watermarking DTD 1.84
Table 4
MOS values for DTD algorithms; background noise level
−60 dB, NFR =−15dB, Pf = 0.1
Test signal MOS
Reference signal (near speaker) 4.83
Reference signal (microphone signal) 1.16
AEC algorithm w/ DTD NCC 1.84
AEC algorithm w/ Geigel DTD 1.84
AEC algorithm w/ watermarking DTD 3.75
Mean opinion score (MOS) values were obtained in eﬀect
of listening tests based on the sound ﬁles stored during the
objective tests phase, therefore both tests were performed
using identical test signals. MOS values presented in Ta-
bles 1–4 are the mean of the ratings issued by 12 experts
(Ph.D. students and employees of the GUT, Multimedia
Systems Department).
4. Summary
The developed system provides a useful tool for compre-
hensive analysis of various aspects of the voice coding,
transmission and quality enhancement algorithms. It has
been designed and implemented during the research work,
which sought to develop new algorithms for coding and
improving the quality of speech transmitted over the Inter-
net. Currently available functionality of the system pro-
vides a signiﬁcant facilitation of the research process, what
was practically demonstrated by the results of the evalua-
tion of watermarking-based DTD algorithm proposed and
developed by the authors.
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Abstract—The framework for testing video streaming tech-
niques is presented in this paper. Short review of error re-
silience and concealments tools available for the H.264/AVC
standard is given. The video streaming protocols and the
H.264 payload format are also described. The experimen-
tal results obtained with the framework are presented in this
paper too.
Keywords—error resilience and concealment, H.264/AVC, media
delivery over IP networks, video coding.
1. Introduction
The video coding technology has been rapidly developing
during the last years. Broadband networks have been grow-
ing even faster. Media delivery over the IP networks has
been widely accepted and it seems it may replace the tradi-
tional media distribution methods in near future. However,
the network performance depends on many factors and may
not always guarantee the required quality of the transmit-
ted media. It is extremely important in many application
to increase the error resilience of the audio or video stream
and to eﬀectively conceal any errors that may occur during
transmission.
The framework for testing video streaming techniques will
be presented in this paper. It has been used as a tool for
analysis and development of media adaptation, error re-
silience and error concealment algorithms. The framework
has been limited to the streaming of the H.264/AVC en-
coded video with the use of RTP/RTCP protocol. How-
ever, it can be easily extended for other video codecs and
transmission protocols. The experimental results obtained
with this framework will also be presented.
1.1. H.264/AVC Bitstream
The international standard MPEG-4 H.264/AVC [1] is cur-
rently the most commonly used for video coding. Its
ﬁrst editions was released in 2003. The important en-
hancements: scalable video coding (SVC) and multiview
video coding (MVC) were added in 2008 and 2009 re-
spectively. The H.264/AVC standard is based on the hy-
brid motion compensation and transform algorithm [2]–[4]
implemented in almost all preceding video coding stan-
dards, including MPEG-2 Video [5]. Many improve-
ments of the classical algorithm signiﬁcantly increased the
H.264/AVC coding eﬃciency with respect to its prede-
cessors. However, the coding eﬃciency was not the only
objective for H.264/AVC standard developers. The video
stream ﬂexibility and its adaptability for diﬀerent transmis-
sion channels was also an important factor. It has been
achieved by separation of the signal processing from the
transport-oriented processing – the H.264/AVC codec has
been divided into two layers:
– video coding layer (VCL) – contains all compres-
sion tools, generates bitstream of the encoded mac-
roblocks organized into slices;
– network abstraction layer (NAL) – encapsulates the
bitstream generated by the VCL in units suitable for
the transmission.
The H.264/AVC bitstream is a sequence of the NAL units
(Fig. 1). Each NAL unit starts with one-byte header con-
taining three ﬁelds:
– F – error indicator (1 bit), NAL unit with this ﬁeld
set to 1 should not be processed;
– NRI – NAL unit priority (2 bits), the value of this
ﬁelds indicates the importance of the NAL unit
for a video sequence reconstruction;
– TYPE – type of the NAL units (5 bits), values 0÷23
are restricted to be used only within the H.264/AVC
standard, values 24÷31 may be used for other pur-
poses, e.g., in transmission.
Fig. 1. H.264/AVC bitstream.
NAL units contain only data representing the encoded video
sequence. Additional headers must be appended to each
NAL unit to separate them. Annex B of the H.264/AVC
standard deﬁnes such headers (start code – ﬁxed byte
sequence) for the transmission in byte-oriented networks
(e.g., broadcasting). The headers used in packet-oriented
networks will be discussed further in this section.
The H.264/AVC syntax is not as restricted as in its prede-
cessors. There are no layers above the slice layer generated
by the VCL. The higher level information are stored in the
speciﬁc syntax elements: sequence parameter set (SPS) and
picture parameter set (PPS). Special NAL unit type are as-
signed to carry the parameter sets. Several SPSs and PPSs
can be deﬁned and used by the encoder. Each macroblock
in the H.264/AVC bitstream refers to the SPS and the PPS
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which are used to encode it. Usually NAL units with pa-
rameter sets precede all other NAL units in the H.264/AVC
bitstream, however, it is not required by the standard. They
can be transmitted in an additional, more reliable channel,
for example. The only requirement is that the parameter
sets must be known to the decoder to allow the bitstream
processing.
The scalable and multiview extensions of the H.264/AVC
standard generally conform to the above concept. The SVC
and MVC bitstreams are sequences of the NAL units simi-
larly as the H.264/AVC bitstream. Special NAL unit types
(illegal in the AVC bitstream) have been deﬁned to carry
additional data (video layers in SVC, views in MVC) intro-
duced by these extensions.
1.2. Error Resilience Tools in H.264/AVC
Error resilience tools are available in many video coding
standards. However they are limited to the frame segmen-
tation into slices or group of blocks (GOB) in most cases.
The H.264/AVC standard introduces new error resilience
tools [3], [6]:
– redundant slices – additional (redundant) data are
added to the normal (non-redundant) data represent-
ing the entire frame or a part of the frame;
– arbitrary slice order – the frame is divided into slices
which are transmitted in non-raster (arbitrary) order;
– slice groups – macroblocks in a frame are allocated to
a slice group. Six predeﬁned allocation maps (Fig. 2)
can be used, additionally explicit macroblock alloca-
tion mode is also available. This technique is also
known as ﬂexible macroblock ordering (FMO);
– bit stream partitioning – encoded slice is divided
into three partitions containing respectively: slice
and macroblock headers, residual data for intra coded
macroblocks, and residual data for inter coded mac-
roblocks.
These tools are available only in the Baseline or Extended
proﬁle of H.264/AVC standard. It limits their applications
since most available codecs conform to the Main or High
proﬁle.
The implementations of the H.264/AVC error resilience
tools are widely reported in the literature. Dynamic slice
group mapping based on a macroblock classiﬁcation algo-
rithm for prioritized video transmission is presented in [7].
Combined ﬂexible macroblock ordering (FMO) and redun-
dant slices algorithm is presented in [8]. Multiple descrip-
tion coding based on redundant slices is discussed in [9].
The redundant picture coding combined with reference pic-
ture selection and reference picture list reordering method
is presented in [10]. An interesting approach based on an
optimal slicing and unequal error protection is proposed
in [11]. Technique based on redundant pictures inserted
periodically into encoded sequence is presented in [12].
Fig. 2. Standard slice group allocation maps: (a) interleaved, (b)
dispersed, (c) foreground and background, (d) box-out, e) raster
scan, (f) wipe.
Error resilience tools are usually used jointly with the error
concealment techniques which try to reconstruct the parts
of the bitstream lost due to transmission errors. Usually
perfect reconstruction is not possible. However, even if
only approximation of the lost fragments can be found, the
overall quality of the reconstructed sequence is improved.
Two error concealment algorithms are implemented in the
H.264/AVC reference software [13]: frame copy and mo-
tion vector copy [14], [15]. The ﬁrst algorithm simply
copies the pixel in the concealed frame from the previ-
ous decoded reference frame. The motion compensation
with the motion vectors copied from the previous reference
frame is used in the second algorithm. The algorithm re-
covering lost slices in video encoded with the FMO tool,
based on the edge-directed error concealment, is presented
in [16]. The FMO tool is also used in the algorithm pre-
sented in [17] to recover missing motion vectors. Many
error concealment techniques utilize spatial and temporal
correlation in the video sequences [18]–[20].
1.3. Video Streaming
There are generally two approaches to the media deliv-
ery over the IP networks. The ﬁrst one is based on the
transmission protocols utilizing TCP as a transport proto-
col. The ﬁle download with the use of HTTP protocol is
the most obvious example. The other option is so called
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HTTP progressive download. The ﬁle transmitted with the
use of HTTP is split into many small fragments in this case.
Each fragment is transmitted in a separate HTTP request,
allowing media playback after receiving only the small part
of the entire ﬁle. The most sophisticated HTTP-based so-
lution is the adaptive progressive download [21]–[24]. The
several variants of each fragment of the media ﬁle are used,
each is encoded with diﬀerent parameter sets, e.g., bit rate.
All fragments are transmitted sequentially as in classical
progressive download, however, it is possible to switch be-
tween variants at fragment boundaries. The variants are
selected depending on the actual network throughput. This
adaptation scheme provides uninterrupted media delivery
with varying quality following the change of the network
conditions. The advantage of the HTTP-based solutions is
an ability to traverse ﬁrewalls so it is widely used in the
Internet (e.g., YouTube). However application in real-time
systems is limited due to delays introduced by the TCP
transmission.
The other approach to the media delivery is based on the
user datagram protocol (UDP) as a transport protocol. It
is preferred in real-time applications, e.g., videoconferenc-
ing or video surveillance. There are usually very strict
requirements on the transmission delay in such applica-
tions. These requirements can be fulﬁlled only if the UDP
is used. However, since the UDP is an unreliable proto-
col, some datagrams may be lost, duplicated or may ar-
rive to the destination in the wrong order. The real time
protocol (RTP), accompanied by the RTP control proto-
col (RTCP) [25], [26], were developed to eliminate these
drawbacks. The RTP provides data transport mechanism,
while the RTCP is a tool for data transmission monitoring.
Both protocols are most often used on the top of the UDP,
however, it is possible to use them with other transport pro-
tocols too. It is worthwhile to mention that the secure en-
hancement of the RTP has been developed [27]. It deﬁnes
the media encryption algorithm as well as media integrity
and authenticity veriﬁcation method.
The RTP is very universal and can be used for deliv-
ering media of diﬀerent types. The RTP payload for-
mat for the delivery of H.264/AVC bitstream is presented
in [6], [28]. It is based on the NAL units concept pre-
sented in the Subsection 1.1. Three encapsulation modes
are speciﬁed:
– single NAL unit in the RTP packet,
– multiple NAL units in the RTP packet (aggregation
mode),
– NAL unit split into multiple RTP packets (fragmen-
tation mode).
The ﬁrst mode is very simple: an entire NAL unit is in-
serted into the RTP packet as its payload (Fig. 3). The
one-byte NAL unit header serves as the RTP payload
header. The NRI and TYPE ﬁelds can be used to classify
how important the payload is for the sequence reconstruc-
tion. The RTP header contains additional data describing
the payload:
– PT – payload type identiﬁer; certain media types have
been assigned ﬁxed identiﬁers [29]. The identiﬁers
for other media types, including H.264/AVC, must
be assigned dynamically, e.g., within the SDP [30]
messages;
– M – marker bit set to 1 if the payload contains the
last NAL unit in the current frame;
– TS – timestamp of the NAL unit carried as a payload;
the clock frequency for the H.264/AVC video is equal
to 90 kHz;
– SN – sequence number of the RTP packet; allows
detection of the packet loss, duplication or incorrect
order;
– SSRC – synchronization source identiﬁer; each par-
ticipant of the RTP session is identiﬁed by its unique
identiﬁer;
– CSRC – contributing source identiﬁer; used only if
mixers or translators [25] are used in the RTP session;
– CC – CSRC count; number of the CSRC ﬁelds in the
RTP header; set to zero in most cases;
– P – padding ﬂag; if set the last byte of the payload
contains number of the padding bytes following the
packet payload; used to increase the length of the
RTP packet to the ﬁxed value required, e.g., by the
encryption algorithm.
Fig. 3. Single NAL unit in the RTP packet.
Single NAL unit mode is eﬀective if the NAL unit length
ﬁts to the network characteristic. The length of the RTP
packet must not exceed the maximum length of the UDP
datagram equal to 64 kB. It should also not exceed the
length of the maximum transfer unit (MTU) for the given
network (e.g., 1500 B for Ethernet). If the RTP packet is
longer than MTU it will be fragmented by the lower layers
in the IP stack. The packet fragmentation increases the
probability of the packet loss.
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The length of the encoded slice depends on many factors.
It may easily exceed the limit of 64 kB, e.g., if the high
resolution sequence is encoded with good quality (high bit-
rate) and no frame segmentation is used (i.e., the entire
frame is encoded in one slice). In many cases it exceeds
the MTU value too. The fragmentation mode provides the
way to handle NAL units containing such long slices. The
NAL unit is split into fragments transmitted in consecutive
RTP packets. There is also an option to change the order
of the NAL unit fragments. Each NAL unit fragment is
appended by an additional ﬁeld containing its order in this
option.
The NAL units containing, e.g., parameter sets, SEI mes-
sages or encoded slices of ﬁne fragmented frame can be
very short. Their transmission in single RTP packet is
ineﬀective due to the header overhead. The aggregation
mode allows to join such short NAL units in one longer
RTP packet. The aggregated RTP packet can contain ei-
ther NAL units with identical timestamps or with diﬀerent
timestamps. Similarly, as in the fragmentation mode, NAL
units do not have to be inserted into aggregated packet in
its decoding order.
The payload format for the scalable extension (SVC) of the
H.264/AVC is proposed in the draft speciﬁcation [31]. Two
modes of the SVC bitstream transmission are deﬁned:
– single-session: all layers of the SVC stream are trans-
mitted in a one RTP session. All packetization modes
available for the H.264/AVC bitstream may be used
in this mode;
– multi-session: layers of the SVC stream are trans-
mitted in diﬀerent RTP sessions. All sessions are
synchronized to the same system clock. Four special
packetization modes are deﬁned for this transmission
mode.
Multi-session mode is especially suitable for the multi-
cast transmission. Separation of the SVC bitstream lay-
ers simpliﬁes the stream adaptation to the network condi-
tions. Specialized network devices, so called media aware
network elements (MANE), can simply discard the layers
which require higher throughput than is currently available.
The proposed payload format [32] for multiview extension
(MVC) of the H.264/AVC is very similar to the speciﬁcation
for the SVC. The views contained in the MVC bitstream can
be transmitted in either one RTP session (single-session
mode) or in multiple synchronized RTP sessions (multi-
session mode).
2. Video Streaming Framework
Overview
The following requirements for the framework were speci-
ﬁed:
– streaming of the H.264/AVC encoded video with the
use of RTP/RTCP;
– monitoring and visualisation of the network parame-
ters during transmission;
– acquisition and real-time encoding of the analogue
video signal;
– decoding of the H.264/AVC stream and displaying of
the reconstructed video in real time.
The open source software has been extensively used in the
framework development. The framework is running under
the Linux operating system. It has been written mostly in
the C++ programming language, some code fragments di-
rectly interfacing with underlying libraries have been writ-
ten in C. Video4Linux2 (V4L2) [33] application program-
ming interface has been used for video capture. The graph-
ical user interface has been created with the use of Qt li-
brary [34]. The classes from the Qwt library [35] have been
used to create diagrams for network parameters visualisa-
tion. The open source library JRtpLib [36] has been used
to sent and receive RTP packets and handling of the RTCP
messages. The FFmpeg library [37] has been used for the
H.264/AVC stream decoding. The H.264/AVC parsers have
been based on the H.264 reference software [13]. The
x264 [38] library has been used to encode video.
The most important classes of the framework are:
– NalUnit – represents the NAL unit and its timing
information;
– AnnexBReader – parser for the H.264/AVC bitstream
stored in the Annex B [1] format;
– JmRtpReader – parser for the H.264/AVC bitstream
stored in the RTP format deﬁned in the H.264 refer-
ence software;
– AnnexBWriter – stores H.264/AVC bitstream in the
Annex B format;
– JmRtpWriter – stores H.264/AVC bitstream in the
JM/RTP format;
– Rfc3984Packetizer – encapsulates NAL units
in the RTP packets in compliance with the
RFC 3984 [28];
– Rfc3984Depacketizer – restores NAL units encap-
sulated in the RTP packets;
– RtpStreamer – creates RTP/RTCP session for send-
ing NAL units;
– RtpReceiver – creates RTP/RTCP session for re-
ceiving NAL units;
– V4LConfigWidget – conﬁgures the V4L2 video cap-
turing device;
– V4LStreamerThread – streams video from the cap-
turing device to the memory buﬀers;
– X264ConfigWidget – conﬁgures the x264 encoder;
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– X264EncoderThread – encodes video stored in the
memory buﬀers;
– Decoder – decodes H.264/AVC bitstream and con-
verts decoded YUV frames into RGB images.
Fig. 4. Screenshot showing two framework applications. The
H.264/AVC streamer is shown on the left, diagrams displays bit
rate, packet loss ratio and a quality measure for the reconstructed
video. The decoded H.264/AVC stream is displayed on the right.
The framework (Fig. 4) has been compiled and tested on
the Fedora 10/12/14 and Ubuntu 10.10 distributions. The
framework has been developed with the use of standard
libraries and development tools so it should be possible to
use it on other Linux distributions too. Adaptation for the
other operating systems will require the complete rewrite
of the classes responsible for video capture.
3. Experimental Results
The framework presented in the previous section has been
used for analysis, development and testing of video stream-
ing techniques. The comparison of the H.264/AVC error
resilience techniques will be presented as an example of
the experimental results obtained with the framework.
The CIF resolution Carphone test sequence has been en-
coded by the H.264/AVC reference software encoder [13]
conﬁgured for the Baseline proﬁle [1]. Group of pictures
composed of 12 I/P frames and a constant value of the
quantization parameter QP have been used. Three frame
segmentation modes have been used: an entire frame in
one slice (denoted as frame), slices containing one row of
macroblocks (row) and slices with the length not exceeding
the 1400B which is less then the MTU value. Additionally
two slice group modes have been used: interleaved (in-
ter) and dispersed (disp). The rate-distortion (R-D) curves
for the selected coding parameters are presented in Fig. 5.
The error resilience tools reduce the coding eﬃciency, es-
pecially if the row slices segmentation or the dispersed slice
group is used.
Fig. 5. The R-D curves for coding parameters.
The test sequences encoded with the QP = 30 (bit rate
250÷ 300 kbit/s depending on coding parameters) have
been streamed over IP network with controlled throughput.
Single NAL unit in the RTP packet has been used in all
experiments. Each sequence have been transmitted 5 times
for selected network throughputs. The averaged packet loss
ratio (PLR) is shown in Fig. 6. The PLR is higher for the
row slices segmentation mode than for any other mode.
Fig. 6. The PLR for coding parameters.
The received bitstreams have been decoded by the
H.264/AVC reference software decoder [13]. The peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) values for each decoded bit-
stream have been calculated. If the bitstream has not been
decoded due to transmission errors it has been assumed
that PSNR = 0 dB. The averaged PSNR values without any
error concealment in the decoder are shown in Fig. 7. The
most eﬀective is frame segmentation into slices shorter than
MTU, slice group modes are slightly better than coding the
entire frame in one slice.
The eﬀectiveness of the slice group increases if the
error concealment techniques are used in the decoder.
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Fig. 7. Averaged PSNR with no error concealment in the decoder.
Figures 8 and 9 present the averaged PSNR for the frame
copy and the motion copy error concealment mode respec-
tively.
Fig. 8. Averaged PSNR for the frame copy error concealment
mode.
Fig. 9. Averaged PSNR for the motion copy error concealment
mode.
The experimental results show that slice groups – new error
resilience tool available in the H.264/AVC standard can im-
prove the eﬀectiveness of the transmission if the error con-
cealment techniques are used in the decoder. However, the
proper NAL unit encapuluation mode must also be selected.
The lengths of NAL units in the test sequences selected for
the experiment do not exceed the MTU value in most cases.
Therefore, the single NAL unit in the RTP packet has been
used. The results for other test sequences, with longer NAL
units, would be diﬀerent. The fragmentation mode would
have to be used to achieve comparable eﬀectiveness. It is
worthwhile to mention, that frame segmentation into slices
of length not exceeding the MTU value provides high eﬀec-
tiveness even if no error concealment algorithms are used
in the decoder. This frame segmentation mode is available
in all proﬁles of the H.264/AVC standard and it can always
be used with the single NAL unit packetization mode.
4. Conclusions
The framework presented in this paper is a tool for testing
video streaming techniques. It is based on the open source
software, the H.264 reference software is also used. The
framework allows streaming of the H.264/AVC video with
the use of RTP/RTCP. The preencoded video stored in the
ﬁle or real-time encoded video from capturing device can
be transmitted. The received video can be decoded and
displayed in real-time or stored in the ﬁle for further pro-
cessing. The transmission parameters: bit rate, packet loss
ration can be continuously displayed. The framework can
be easily extended for other codecs and transmission proto-
cols. It has been developed for the Linux operating system,
but most of the libraries are portable, so the adaptation for
other operating systems is possible.
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Abstract—In the paper it has been presented the possibility
of using the least squares support vector machine to the initial
diagnosis of patients. In order to find some optimal param-
eters making the work of the algorithm more detailed, the
following techniques have been used: K-fold Cross Validation,
Grid-Search, Particle Swarm Optimization. The result of the
classification has been checked by some labels assigned by an
expert. The created system has been tested on the artificially
made data and the data taken from the real database. The
results of the computer simulations have been presented in
two forms: numerical and graphic. All the algorithms have
been implemented in the C# language
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1. Introduction
Recently has been observed eﬀorts to remote patients diag-
nosis by use of teleinformatic services. It obeys automatic
self diagnosis by proper software which is placed on Web
servers accessable for patients [1], [2]. Also proper soft-
ware could be used by the dedicated physicians for auto-
matic preselection of the remote patients who need special
attention of the physicians [3]. Such software need be con-
tinuously improved to obtain valuable help; software must
be based on rules veriﬁed by the dedicated physicians.
The aim of the work was to create a system in the form of
software that works with a database, enabling eﬃcient clas-
siﬁcation of data and the initial diagnosis of patients with
Least Squares Support Vector Machine (LS-SVM) classi-
ﬁer [4]. In order to ﬁnd the optimal parameters which
deﬁne work of the software several techniques have been
used. The purpose of the preliminary data processing is
the transformation of the input data set, as a result the new
set will be obtained, for which the classiﬁcation algorithm
solves the problem with less error or in shorter time [5].
The ﬁrst step in medical data preprocessing were:
– normalization – the transformation the data after
which values of the attributes are in the range [min,
max]; in this paper values min = 0, max = 1 have
been adopted;
– standardization – the transformation of data, after
which values of the attributes have an expected av-
erage value of zero and standard deviation equal to
unity.
The use of standardization is safer and usually doesn’t lead
to bad consequences, as it may happen the case of normal-
ization.
The result of the classiﬁcation has been checked by some
labels assigned by an expert. The created system has been
tested on the artiﬁcially made data and the data taken from
the real database. The results of the computer simulations
have been presented in two forms: numerical and graphic.
2. Measures of Quality Assessment
Classiﬁcation
The basic problem that appears when we try to assess the
ability of generalization of researched models, is the choice
of a measure which will be used to estimate this ability [6].
In this research were used two: classiﬁcation accuracy and
confusion matrix.
Classiﬁcation accuracy determines what part of all cases
were correctly classiﬁed. It is expressed in percentage.
When the accuracy is larger, then the classiﬁer is more
eﬀective. In some applications, the distinct between in-
correct classiﬁcations may have meaning. For example, in
medicine pass a sick patient into the health group is much
more dangerous than reverse situation. In these situations
we may use the confusion matrix. It is the square matrix,
where rows correspond to correct decision classes, and the
columns refer to the decisions predicted by the classiﬁer. In
the case of LS-SVM algorithm, which is binary classiﬁer,
the confusion matrix can be written as shown in Table 1.
Table 1
Confusion matrix
Original classes
Predicted classes by the classiﬁer
Positive Negative
Positive TP FN
Negative FP TN
The names used in Table 1 are inspired by the medical
terminology, as follows:
– TP (true positive) – number of correctly classiﬁed
examples from selected class,
– FN (false negative) – number of incorrectly classiﬁed
examples from this class, negative decision when the
example is in fact positive,
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– TN (true negative) – number of examples which are
not properly allocated to the selected class (correctly
rejected),
– FP (false positive) – number of examples which are
wrongly assigned to the selected class, when in fact
they does not belong to (false alarm).
Using this kind of cases classiﬁcation, particular attention
should be paid to those examples, which are marked as FN.
These examples are very important, because they mean not
detection the disease, which can have bad consequences.
3. Least Squares Support Vector
Machine Simulations
The advantages of the nonlinear SVM classiﬁer are its great
ability to solve the classiﬁcation problems. J. Suykens
in [4] proposed the method, which is the modiﬁcation of
the algorithm SVM V. Vapnik’s [7], by modifying the cost
function. This idea transformed the problem from solving
the quadratic programming problem to solving a set of lin-
ear equations. This approach will simplify and shorten
computation time.
3.1. Optimization of Model Parameters
In the case of the algorithm LS-SVM with radial kernel
function [4], [7], optimized parameters are: γ , which is the
weight at which the testing errors will be treated in relation
to the separation margin and parameter σ , which corre-
sponds to the width of the kernel function. It is not known
in advance what combination of these two parameters will
achieve the best result of classiﬁcation. It is impossible to
complete the search space of models, therefore the choice
of optimal set of parameters is a very complex problem,
and the way its solution is a key element of the classiﬁ-
cation system. In order to ﬁnd the best values the follow-
ing techniques were used: Grid-Search [8], K-fold Cross-
Validation [5], Particle Swarm Optimization [9]–[15].
3.2. Used Technologies
To create an application development environment Mi-
crosoft Visual Studio 2010 has been used. As a program-
ming language was chosen C# 3.0. The following libraries
have been used:
– Windows Forms – implementation of the graphical
user interface,
– ZedGraph – implementation of graph,
– ILNumerics – mathematical operations.
3.3. Characteristics of the Calculation Results
In order to test the proposed system, several data sets have
been selected from UC Irvine Machine Learning Reposi-
tory [16].
3.3.1. SPECT
A problem of diagnosis perfusion, based on data collected
in Medical College of Ohio relies on diagnose of this
disease based on 22 attributes [17], [18]. The database
consists of 267 cases. All attributes take binary values.
A speciﬁc case of cardiac perfusion may be classiﬁed to
two classes: normal and abnormal. The division set to the
classes was presented in the Table 2.
Table 2
Partition of the training and the test set – SPECT
Data Train data Test data
Number
80 187of instances
Perfusion Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal
Number
40 40 15 172of instances
It may be noted that the dominant class in the test set
are cases of incorrect perfusion – 91.9%. Moreover, in
the process of learning classiﬁer was used less examples
than during testing. Therefore the subject of analysis it
was how the algorithm can handle with a small number
of training data, and how the cases will be diagnosed as
correct perfusion, because such examples are only 8.1%.
For this dataset there was no need for normalization and
standardization because all attributes are binary.
Optimization with algorithm Grid-Search. As it has
been studied in [13], the best method to ﬁnd the optimal
pair of parameters is changing them by exponential growth
method. Using this technique, should be selected a pair of
coeﬃcients of γ and σ , for which the classiﬁcation accu-
racy is the best.
In order to ﬁnd the best model, it should be chosen the pair
of points for which one side can get the highest accuracy,
on the other cases, the best recognition of patients belong to
the sick group. A compromise, between perhaps sometimes
inconsistent conditions, is necessary.
Making an analysis of the obtained curves the point of co-
ordinates: γ = 252.2 and σ = 2−1.1 has been chosen. In
the case someone can observe a slightly lower classiﬁca-
tion accuracy, but it is maximized the value of parameter
true positive. For these data the aim is the best diagno-
sis of the sick patients. The measure of this recognition is
the TP factor, so it should endeavor to a situation when
Table 3
Results of classiﬁcation on a test set with Grid-Search
Parameter Value
Log2γ 52.2
Log2σ –1.1
Classiﬁcation accuracy [%] 90.9
TP 162
FP 7
TN 8
FN 10
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this coeﬃcient has as the greatest value as possible. For
this value will be followed a classiﬁcation with LS-SVM
algorithm on a test set.
In Table 3 the results of the classiﬁcation with LS-SVM
algorithm on a test set are presented – data distribution has
been shown in Table 2. It is worth noting that only 10 of
172 cases have not been diagnosed as the sick persons. On
the other side, the 7 from 15 people have been wrongly
diagnosed as sick, although they should be included into
the healthy group.
Optimization with algorithm Particle Swarm Optimiza-
tion. After a large number of simulations with varying pa-
rameters of PSO algorithm, the results have been obtained,
some of which are presented in the Table 4. It has been
studying, how the number of partitions and the number of
iterations aﬀect on the obtained results.
Table 4
Results of classiﬁcation on a test set with PSO
Number of partitions 50 50 100 100
Number of iterations 50 100 50 100
Log2γ 48.8 48.5 24.8 50.4
Log2σ 1.1 –1.9 –1.9 –0.6
Classiﬁcation accuracy [%] 79.14 89.30 89.83 93.58
TP 138 159 160 168
FP 5 7 7 8
TN 10 8 8 7
FN 34 13 12 4
In the Table 4 the results of the classiﬁcation with LS-
SVM algorithm on a test set have been presented – data
distribution has been shown in Table 2. The good level of
accuracy has been achieved. Only 4 of 172 cases were not
diagnosed as sick. In turn, 8 of 15 people were wrongly
diagnosed as sick, although they should be included into
the healthy group. The result for the patients from the sick
group is 97.6%, whereas for the patients from the healthy
group is 46.6%. Making an analysis of the above results, it
can conclude, that the algorithm coped very well with the
diagnosis of the cases from the sick group. It is evident that
the number of particles and iterations allows to get better
results. With a small number of particles the algorithm is
stagnant and the particles can’t escape from local minima.
The values of the parameters c1 and c2 are not as impor-
tant for the convergence of the algorithm. The experimental
results indicate that it is better to set the value of param-
eter w to the large one in order to promote a global ex-
ploration of the space, and gradually decrease it to obtain
more improved solutions. The initial value was set to 0.9
and then was reduced, in each step, to the value 0.4 [14].
3.3.2. Breast Cancer
A problem of diagnosis breast cancer, based on data
collected in University Hospital in Madison (Wisconsin)
relies on a diagnose of this disease based on 30 at-
tributes [19], [20]. The database consists of 569 cases. It
has no missing attribute values. A speciﬁc case of cardiac
perfusion may be classiﬁed to two classes: malignant and
benign. The division set of the class has been presented
in Table 5.
Table 5
Percentage distribution of classes in the dataset –
breast cancer
Class attribute Number of cases
–1 (malignant cancer) 212 (37.2%)
1 (benign cancer) 357 (62.8%)
In the Table 5 the characteristics of the data set has been
presented. The dominant class in these input set are cases
of benign cancer – 62.8%. Because the data have not been
pre-divided into training and testing datasets, the eﬀect of
the percentage partition of the data on the classiﬁcation ac-
curacy will be investigated. Each time a training set will
be selected at random and will contain from 10% to 90%
of all data. For each step it had been carried out 10 draw-
ings of the training set, and then the average classiﬁcation
accuracy has been calculated.
Optimization with algorithm particle swarm optimiza-
tion. In the simulations the following parameters were
adopted in the PSO algorithm: c1 = c2 = 0.5, w-according
to the method described above, number of partitions = 100,
number of iterations = 100. The obtained results have been
shown graphically in Fig. 1. It presents the averaged clas-
siﬁcation results using several methods of the preliminary
data processing.
Fig. 1. Comparison of average classiﬁcation accuracy for three
methods of data preprocessing when changes the training set size –
breast cancer.
In Fig. 1 it can be seen that the best classiﬁcation accu-
racy was obtained when it was not used any preprocessing
method. It is evident that when the training set is less
than 10%–20%, the obtained results are worse. This is
due to the fact the border decision boundary in LS-SVM
algorithm, what depends largely on the representativeness
of training data. If they are not enough, it can’t achieve
a satisfactory level of generalization of the model.
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3.3.3. Heart Disease
A problem of diagnosis heart disease, based on data
collected in Hungarian Institute of Cardiology, Univer-
sity Hospital in Zurich, University Hospital in Basel,
V. A. Medical Center in Long Beach, Cleveland Clinic
Foundation, relies on a diagnose of this disease based
on 13 attributes [21]–[24]. The database consists of
270 cases. It has no missing attribute values. Each speciﬁc
case may be classiﬁed to two classes: healthy and sick.
The division set to the class was presented in Table 6.
Table 6
Percentage distribution of classes in the dataset –
heart disease
Class attribute Number of cases
–1 (sick) 120 (44.4%)
1 (healthy) 150 (56.6%)
In Table 6 the characteristics of the data set has been pre-
sented. The dominant class in this input set are cases of
healthy patients (55.6%). Because the data have not been
predivided into training and testing datasets, investigated
the eﬀect of the percentage partition of the data on the
classiﬁcation accuracy. Each time a training set will be se-
lected at random and will contain from 20% to 90% of all
data. For each step was carried out 10 drawings the train-
ing set, and then the average classiﬁcation accuracy have
been calculated.
Optimization with algorithm particle swarm optimiza-
tion. In the simulations the following parameters were
adopted in the PSO algorithm: c1 = c2 = 0.5, w-according
to the method described above, number of partitions = 100,
number of iterations = 100. The obtained results have been
shown graphically in Fig. 2. It presents averaged classiﬁca-
tion results using several methods of the preliminary data
processing.
Fig. 2. Comparison of average classiﬁcation accuracy for three
methods of data preprocessing when changing the training set
size – heart disease.
In Fig. 2 it can be seen that the best classiﬁcation accu-
racy was obtained used the pre-processing method, which
are similar. The results accuracy are lower than it was in
the case of the breast cancer dataset. This may be due to
fewer examples available in the database, and hence smaller
number of examples used in the learning process.
4. Conclusions
The aim of the presented work was the adaptation of al-
gorithmic techniques LS-SVM to their most eﬃcient using
in the classifying medical data from the patients. The idea
here it is primarily to allow the software classiﬁcation can
be reliably put the presumptive diagnosis. The work of
this software cannot substitute a real expert – a doctor, but
to support his work by patients’ selection. The process of
classiﬁcation of patients, based on medical data, was in
the work carried out in such a way, that it analyzed data
from actual patients, who were already known, what is the
correct medical diagnosis. This was possible due to the
using of databases available on the Internet, put there by
reputable clinics.
The process of adapting the algorithm LS-SVM consisted
primarily a very time consuming repetition of the calcula-
tions for other sets of parameter values which deﬁne the
work of computational process, and then the choice of the
most favorable version from the point of view of accu-
racy assessment of quantitative decision making processes
results. It can’t be predicted analytically for SVM tech-
niques, as well as for other groups of algorithms based on
the philosophy of artiﬁcial neural networks.
As a result, it seems that the group received the application
software suitable for using in a practical analysis of data
from a database of medical patients. It was found that the
analysis of diﬀerent groups of medical data classiﬁcation
software by the LS-SVM method has to be diﬀerentiated.
This was demonstrated by analyzing the sample data on
several key areas of treatment.
It was also studied the eﬀect of normalization and stan-
dardization of data on the ﬁnal eﬀect of the allocation of
patients. It can’t determine what method of data prepro-
cessing is better. It depends on the speciﬁc data. And so,
in the case of breast cancer database, it was found that by
using the normalization and standardization worse results
than without preprocessing were achieved. Diﬀerences in
values are on a level of a few percent. And in the case
of heart disease when the training set was smaller, better
results were obtained, by using normalization. When the
number of examples increased, the results obtained were
very close to each other.
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Abstract—Auction is a form of organization of competition
that leads to the assignment and valuation of resources based
on the information obtained from the competing agents. From
the perspective of systems science it is a distributed resource
allocation algorithm applied in the environment with infor-
mation asymmetry, i.e., where the interconnected and inter-
acting subsystems have different information about the system
as a whole. This paper presents an overview of the histori-
cal development of mathematical theory underlying modern
approach to auction design. Selected practical applications of
the theory are also discussed.
Keywords—auctions, game theory, mechanism design.
1. Introduction
Auctions are used to buy and sell almost anything one can
imagine. Number of categories of items being up for the
Internet auctions at Allegro, Amazon or eBay web sites is
truly astonishing. Auction houses, such as Sothebys, sell
art, antiques, books, jewelry, toys, dolls, and other col-
lectible memorabilia. Securities worth billions of dollars
are regularly auctioned worldwide by the Departments of
Treasury. Directives of the European Parliament recom-
mend application of auctions in awarding of public con-
tracts and coordinating the procurement procedures. Auc-
tions are also widely used to regulate markets of strategic
resources such as electric power or radio spectrum. Re-
cently there have also been many attempts to apply auction
mechanisms to allocate bandwidth in communication net-
works, improve industrial supply chain management and
eﬃciency of allocation of landing and take-oﬀ time slots
in air traﬃc ﬂow management.
One of the reasons for the popularity of auction is that it
provides a convenient way of assigning goods to those who
value them the most. The common auction formats used
in practice to allocate a single object are the English auc-
tion, the Dutch auction, the ﬁrst-price and the second-price
sealed-bid auction. The most popular variant is the English
auction in which the auctioneer calls ascending prices until
there is only one bidder willing to pay. In the Dutch auc-
tion the auctioneer also calls prices, however, he initially
starts from the high level and successively lowers the price
until there is someone willing to pay. In contrast with the
dynamic open bidding formats of the English and Dutch
auctions, the sealed-bid auctions are conducted in a single
step. The auctioneer determines the outcomes based on the
sealed oﬀers submitted by the bidders’. Both in the ﬁrst-
price and the second-price auction the winner is the bidder
with the highest bid. The diﬀerence is in the amount of
money the winner is obliged to pay. In the ﬁrst-price auc-
tion the winner pays his bid. In the second-price auction
the winner pays the second highest bid.
Multiple objects can be sold in a sequence of single-object
auctions or simultaneously. There are three traditional for-
mats of simultaneous multi-unit auctions: discriminatory
(pay-as-bid), uniform and Vickrey auction. In each case
bidders submit to the auctioneer a vector of nonincreas-
ing bids (marginal values), which indicate each bidder’s
willingness to pay for each additional item. In a discrimi-
natory auction a bidder pays the amount of money equal to
the sum of his winning bids, i.e., the sum of those bids that
belong to the set of K highest bids, where K is the number
of goods. In a uniform-price auction all goods are sold
at a market-clearing price, i.e., a maximal price at which
the total amount demanded is greater or equal to the total
amount supplied. In a Vickrey auction, each bidder pays
an amount equal to the externality exerted on others. If
a bidder wins k units of resource, the his payment is equal
to the sum of k highest bids of other bidders (defeated by
his bids) [1], [2].
The choice of a particular auction format has been a vital
problem. On one hand auction may serve as a solution to
many problems of decentralized resource allocation. On
the other, each format suﬀers from drawbacks that may
negatively inﬂuence both eﬃciency of the outcomes and
auctioneer’s revenue. In this paper a historical overview of
selected aspects of auction design is presented. The key
issues that are raised concern contributions of the related
game-theoretic analysis.
2. The Systems Science Perspective
Auction is a form of organization of the competition that
leads to the assignment and valuation of resources based on
the information obtained from the competing agents. From
viewpoint of the systems science auction is a distributed
resource allocation algorithm applied in the environments
with information asymmetry, i.e., where the interconnected
and interacting subsystems have diﬀerent information about
the system as a whole. This perspective is taken in the dis-
cussion below. First, a survey of results concerning theory
of competitive equilibrium is presented. This is justiﬁed
by the role it plays in the design of resource allocation
mechanism, even though its assumptions hardly ever cor-
respond to the reality. Second, we refer to the historical
development of the theory of incentives underlying mod-
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ern approach to auction design. The theory emerged from
the game theoretic analysis of choices made in distributed
systems under information asymmetry. As a consequence
its models are much more realistic than those derived from
competitive equilibrium theory.
2.1. Competitive Equilibrium Theory
The goal of auction design is to take the advantages of
competition to solve the problem of resource allocation. In
this context the competitive (Walrasian) equilibrium serves
as an aspiration point for the auction design. It is de-
ﬁned as a solution of the system of interaction balancing
(market-clearing) equations according to which preference
maximizing demand equals preference maximizing supply.
Static properties of competitive equilibria and conditions
that guarantee their existence are described by the fun-
damental theorems of welfare economics; see Walras [3],
Wald [4], [5], Lange [6], Arrow and Debreu [7]. Tradition-
ally, they are viewed as formalization of the Adam Smith’s
famous conjecture regarding the invisible hand of market
competition [8]. In essence:
• Pareto-eﬃciency is consistent with individual self-
interest since price-taking behavior is reasonable in
competitive market, especially if the number of de-
cision makers is large [9].
Stability of competitive equilibrium was ﬁrst investigated
by Samuelson. In [10], [11], [12] he surveyed dynamic
models of market-clearing process and examined the rela-
tionship between the conditions for stability of competitive
equilibrium given by Hicks [13] and general conditions for
stability of dynamical systems. Hicks described equilib-
rium as perfectly stable if an increased demand for a good
raises its price even when any subset of other prices is arbi-
trarily held constant. Samuelson showed that this condition
is neither necessary nor suﬃcient for dynamic stability in
Lyapunov sense, except in the case of symmetric matrix
of the partial derivatives of excess demand – a diﬀerence
between the value of demand and supply. An extensive ex-
ploration of dynamic stability of price adjustment process in
perfectly competitive market was later given by Arrow and
Hurwicz [14], [15]. The market price adjustment process,
described by the system of diﬀerential equations deﬁned by
continuous and sign-preserving functions of aggregate ex-
cess demand, is globally stable if the following assumptions
are satisﬁed:
– agents maximize rational, continuous, monotone and
strictly convex preferences,
– agents’ preferences are commonly known,
– agents are price-takers (do not anticipate equilibrium
prices),
– aggregate demand satisﬁes the (weak) axiom of re-
vealed preferences and has the property of gross sub-
stitution.
General treatment of the suﬃcient conditions for the sta-
bility of competitive equilibria was also given by Uzawa
in [16], [17], [18]. Extensive study of price-based hierarchi-
cal control methods was given by Findeisen et al. in [19],
as well. Saari and Simon [20], [21], on the other hand,
investigated local stability of competitive equilibria. They
noticed that there is a tradeoﬀ between global stability con-
ditions and information required by the price adjustment
procedure to converge to local equilibrium. In particular,
they considered Newton algorithm as a price adjustment
process and studied the information content it requires for
convergence.
Applications in telecommunication. Perhaps the most
impressive recent application of competitive equilibrium
theory is the design of telecommunication protocols for
congestion control. As an illustration of the general ap-
proach one can consider the uniform-price auction mech-
anism proposed by Kelly [22]. Transmission rates of the
traﬃc sources in the computer network are gradually ad-
justed until their willingness to pay for the introduced con-
gestion equals the corresponding congestion cost. In this
model each link in the network acts as an auctioneer, it
adjusts its individual congestion price until the demand for
the link resources equals the supply. See Srikant [23] and
Low [24], [25], [26] for details.
Attractiveness of this approach relates to the common sense
of competitiveness of the network environment. Indeed,
telecommunication networks consist of a large number
of similar traﬃc sources (characterized by similar prefer-
ences) controlled by the same telecommunication protocols.
Therefore, the assumptions of competitive equilibrium the-
ory may be regarded as a reasonable description of the traf-
ﬁc exchange process. If all traﬃc sources calculate trans-
mission rates taking the congestion signals (link prices) as
given, then the ﬁxed point of the traﬃc exchange process
can be established in competitive equilibrium maximizing
the eﬀectiveness of network utilization. This observation
has served as a justiﬁcation for the design of several recent
TCP congestion control algorithms.
2.2. Theory of Incentives
Clearly, assumptions of the competitive equilibrium model
are not satisﬁed in most real-life settings. Namley, economy
is rarly a complete system of markets (in which every agent
is able to exchange every good with every other agent), ex-
ternalities are present (prices do not reﬂect the full costs
or beneﬁts), common property resources exist in economy
(consumption of such good by one individual does not re-
duce availability of the good for consumption by others,
no one can be eﬀectively excluded from using the good),
decision makers anticipate prices, information is imperfect
and time delays cannot be ignored, etc. From the engi-
neering point of view model inadequacies of this sort can
be recognized as a potential source of system distress; see
e.g. Stiglitz [27] and Mas-Colell [28].
The shortcomings and failures of competitive equilibrium
theory inspired the search for a much more sophisticated
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models. General solutions to the resource allocation prob-
lems arising in the systems with information asymmetry
emerged from the investigations of incentives motivating
individuals in decision making. Historically they related to
the three streams of thought: theory of market socialism,
social choice theory and theory of competitive markets;
see e.g. Green, Laﬀont and Tirole [29], [30]. Currently, the
obtained results are included in the theory of incentives
(principal-agent models) and mechanism (or game) design
theory.
Theory of market socialism, co-founded by Polish
economist Oskar Lange in 1930’s [31], postulated central-
ized control in order to reach predeﬁned goals of the econ-
omy. The responsibility assigned to the central planner was
to determine the values of coordination variables: prices,
production inputs and outputs. These were then applied to
control performance of local industrial organizations [32]:
(...) a market mechanism could be estab-
lished in a socialist economy which would lead
to the solution of the simultaneous equations
by means of an empirical procedure of trial
and error. Starting with an arbitrary set of
prices, the price is raised whenever demand
exceeds supply and lowered whenever the op-
posite is the case. Through such a process of
tatonnements, first described by Walras, the fi-
nal equilibrium prices are gradually reached.
These are the prices satisfying the system of si-
multaneous equations. It was assumed without
question that the tatonnement process in fact
converges to the system of equilibrium prices.
(...) Let us put the simultaneous equations on
an electronic computer and we shall obtain
the solution in less than a second. The mar-
ket process with its cumbersome tatonnements
appears old-fashioned. Indeed, it may be con-
sidered as a computing device of the preelec-
tronic age.
It seems evident that not only the problem of incentives
was ignored but also there was a belief that a government
agency could glean and process all the relevant information
required to make an economy function well. In practice,
on one hand the constraints were imposed on production
outputs, but, on the other, the government either provided
insuﬃcient inputs or provided more than it was necessary.
As a result, with severe conﬂicts concerning personal free-
dom and civil rights in the background, the economy strode
towards the state of constant struggle to realize production
plans. Strategic manipulations to outwit the system, both
in order to meet predeﬁned goals of the economy of pub-
lic goods and to satisfy privately deﬁned interests, arose
naturally in eﬀect of recurring coordination failures. In-
eﬃciency of directly coordinated system was largely due
to incompatibility of the private interests and goals of the
central planner. To assure that they coincide proper in-
centives were required. However, as it quickly became
apparent, without suﬃcient autonomy, private property or
the proﬁt motive, putting democratic procedures aside, in-
centives were lacking. System’s collapse was inevitable.
An interesting debate revealing important historical back-
ground of the discussed issues can be found in [33]. See
also Stiglitz [27], [34].
Social choice theory is concerned with the problem of ratio-
nal aggregation of preferences within the collective decision
rules, including voting systems and competitive markets.
Its central result, due to Arrow [35], shows that necessary
conditions that preference aggregations should be expected
to meet are inconsistent and cannot hold together:
If we exclude the possibility of interpersonal
comparisons of utility, then the only methods
of passing from individual tastes to social pref-
erences which will be satisfactory [i.e. will not
reflect individuals’ desires negatively and the
resultant social tastes will be represented by
an ordering having the properties of rational-
ity ascribed to individual orderings] and which
will be defined for a wide range of sets of in-
dividual orderings are either imposed or dic-
tatorial.
As it can be noticed, the key concern that motivated the re-
lated work grew out of the observation that the concept of
preference aggregation, by its very nature, deals with the
problem of interpersonal comparisons and measurability
of preferences’ intensity. The focus on ordinal preferences,
which was largely due to the inﬂuential arguments that no
common denominator of feelings is possible [36], was an
attempt to eschew the related controversies. Unfortunately,
Arrow’s impossibility theorem demonstrated that there are
other substantial diﬃculties that arise as an unavoidable
trade oﬀ – the impossibility result is the price for the incom-
parability requirement. In an immediate response it was
therefore proposed, mostly due to Sen [37], [38], [39], that
informational constraints imposed on the collective choice
rule should be modiﬁed. The line of argumentation was
taken that the results of preference aggregation should be
invariant with respect to the utility signals that provide the
same information in terms of the applied notion of measur-
ability and interpersonal comparisons. Consequently, the
counterargument gained strong support that the notion of
ordinal preferences is inadequate for representing conﬂicts
of gains and losses. These conﬂicts, however, inevitably
occur in many collective choice settings, especially when
welfare judgments are involved and the resource constraints
are present. When dealing with the considerable number of
social choice situations, interpersonal comparisons of inten-
sity of preferences, or weights of interests, provide desirable
informational basis for the determination of decision. Con-
ditions imposed on the social choice function by Arrow’s
theorem may be interpreted as necessary but not suﬃcient
for collective choice. On the other hand, cardinality and
full interpersonal comparability of individual welfare units
are suﬃcient but not necessary for rational choice under
aggregate welfare maximization. To generate a complete
and transitive aggregation of orderings (preferences) their
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partial comparability is suﬃcient as well; see Arrow [35]
and Sen [40] for details. In essence, social choice theory
shows how to design a satisfactory procedure for prefer-
ence aggregation. However, it is not concerned with the
question if the aggregated preferences, revealed by the in-
teracting agents, are true or not. This observation inspired
investigations of the gaming aspect of collective decision-
making, commonly observed in many votings and auctions.
Finally, the concept of incentive-based regulation arose as
a potential remedy to the wide scope of imperfections of
the markets traditionally designed within the framework of
fundamental theorems of welfare economics. Spectacular
examples intensively discussed in the literature include the
global depression of the 1930s, East Asia ﬁnancial cri-
sis in the late 1990s and California Power Exchange col-
lapse in 2001. The following macroeconomical comment
by Stiglitz [27] emphasizes signiﬁcance of the related issues
and places them in somewhat wider perspective of market
design for developing economies:
even if Smith’s theory were relevant for ad-
vanced industrialized countries, the required
conditions are not satisfied in developing coun-
tries. The market system requires clearly estab-
lished property rights and the courts to enforce
them; but often these are absent in developing
countries. The market system requires compe-
tition and perfect information. But competition
is limited and information is far from perfect –
a well-functioning competitive markets cannot
be established overnight. The theory says that
an efficient market economy requires that all
of the assumptions be satisfied. In some cases
reforms in one area, without accompanying re-
forms in others, make actually matters worse.
(...) economic theory and history show how
disastrous it can be to ignore sequencing.
Ineﬃciencies arising under asymmetric and imperfect infor-
mation were ﬁrst studied by Stiglitz [41]–[43], Akerlof [44]
and Spence [45]. For general results see [30].
The above considerations eventually gave rise to the the-
ory of incentives and game design. Its contributions, and
especially its rigorous game-theoretic analysis of the in-
centive compatibility concept introduced by Hurwicz [46],
have deepened the knowledge regarding the possibility for
achieving Pareto-optimal allocations in decentralized sys-
tems and designing eﬃcient auctioning procedures. The fol-
lowing results are often viewed as the most inﬂuential [9]:
• When a delegation of tasks occurs within the ﬁrm,
then because of asymmetric information the ﬁrm
does not maximize its proﬁt, i.e., allocative ineﬃ-
ciency occurs.
• In markets of private and public goods with a ﬁnite
number of agents, there are no nonparametric mech-
anisms (which process only the information received
from the agents) that simultaneously yield Pareto-
eﬃcient allocations and provide individual agents
with incentives to report their true preferences hon-
estly.
• In markets of private and public goods with a ﬁnite
number of agents, there are nonparametric mecha-
nisms that yield Pareto-eﬃcient allocations when all
agents follow their self-interest by playing a Nash-
equilibrium strategy.
• In the bilateral trade problem, there is no mechanism
that yields eﬃcient allocations, provides individual
agents with incentives to report their true preferences
honestly, guarantees proﬁtable participation and cov-
ers the costs of allocations.
Applications in telecommunication. If the assumption of
price-taking behavior is dropped, then in most cases com-
petitive equilibria cannot be reached by means of the decen-
tralized price-based coordination methods, such as uniform-
price auctions. This problem was recently investigated in
the networking context by Johari [47]–[49]. The major re-
sult of his work, focused on the mechanisms of price-
anticipating bidding, demonstrates that there exist imple-
mentations of the uniform-price auctions generating out-
comes with bounded loss of eﬃciency. An interesting con-
clusion is also due to Roughgarden [50], [51]. Namely, the
ratio of eﬃciency loss, arising in the networks as a con-
sequence of the price-anticipating behavior, is independent
of network topology. Following the similar line of argu-
ment, Yang and Hajek [52], [53] analyzed the undesirable
performance of the algorithm proposed by Kelly [22]. In
the settings with strategic bidders competition for network
paths is dominated in terms of eﬃciency by competition for
the network links (that form the paths). Finally, suﬃcient
conditions for eﬃciency of auctions in the environments
with price-anticipating agents has been given by Karpo-
wicz in [54].
Anticipation of price eﬀects has been recognized in the
literature as an urgent problem of dynamic interconnec-
tion management in communication networks. Consider
a group of interconnected network service providers (ISPs)
exchanging IP traﬃc between their autonomous systems.
The basic observation that one can make about this re-
source allocation setting suggests that local decisions con-
cerning bandwidth allocations can have a non-negligible
inﬂuence on the overall network performance. As a result,
ISPs may anticipate the eﬀects of their actions on inter-
connection prices and view these prices as functions of
the actions of all interrelated providers. Clearly, in such
an environment routing and congestion control protocols
applied locally by ISPs can be subject to strategic manipu-
lations. Records of such strategic interactions can be found
in the archives of the Polish Oﬃce of Electronic Commu-
nications (www.uke.gov.pl). For more general treatment of
problems related to competition in telecommunications, es-
pecially from the viewpoint of interconnection agreements,
such as peering and transit, and interconnection pricing,
see Laﬀont and Tirole [55], Laskowski [56], Norton [57],
Baake and Wichmann [58].
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3. Auction Design and Game Theory
In order to beneﬁt from allocating resources by means of
an auction it is necessary that its rules be designed and
tailored to the particular allocation setting. To cope with
the complexity of this multistage design process it is there-
fore reasonable to apply convenient modeling tools. Game
theory, a branch of applied mathematics, plays an impor-
tant role in this context. It is a study of mathematical
models of interaction (competition or cooperation) of in-
telligent and rational (in a speciﬁed sense) agents making
interrelated choices under incomplete (asymmetric) infor-
mation [30], [59], [60]. On one hand, it aims at providing
answers to some of the essential questions regarding prop-
erties of diﬀerent auction formats. On the other, it provides
recommendations for the design of resource allocation and
pricing rules deﬁning games that are characterized by the
desired features.
Properties of outcomes generated by auctions were ﬁrst
identiﬁed by means of game-theoretic analysis in the semi-
nal work of Vickrey [61]. Its major conclusions were based
on the following observation: information about demand
and supply, revealed by the competing agents and used
to determine the outcomes, inﬂuences the market clearing
price, thus encouraging agents to submit price-anticipating
bids. As a consequence, investigation of the incentives that
agents may have to submit
an unbiased report of the marginal-cost (com-
petitive supply) curves (...) and of the
marginal-value (competitive demand) curves
(...), or at least of the portions of these curves
covering a range of prices that will be sure to
contain the equilibrium price,
became the main theme of the auction (game or mecha-
nism) design theory [1], [2], [60]. Major contributions in
this ﬁeld are due to Hurwicz [46], [62]–[66], Myerson [59],
[67], [68] and Maskin [69]–[73]. An overview of selected
historical attempts to apply the theory in practice is given
below.
3.1. Treasury Bill Auctions
An inﬂuential investigation of the adverse eﬀects of strate-
gic bidding in auctions of shares was presented in the paper
by Wilson [74]. It demonstrated existence of bidding strate-
gies that may lead to the reduction of sale price, which in
eﬀect reduces revenue of the resource manager, even with
the increasing number of agents placing their bids. The
result given by Wilson was next generalized by Back and
Zender [75] in the context of the auction of U.S. Trea-
sury bills. Conclusions presented in their paper served as
an argument in the debate regarding the merits of diﬀerent
formats of multi-unit auctions that the Treasury could apply
for the sale of securities.
Traditionally the discriminatory (pay-as-bid) auction was
used, according to which all bidders whose oﬀers exceed
the market-clearing price (determined by the auctioneer)
are obliged to pay their bids. However, in 1960s sugges-
tion came from Milton Friedman that in order to improve
revenues the Treasury should consider switching to the
uniform-price format. Back’s and Zender’s paper supported
the resulting debate with the formal arguments against any
unconditional and simpliﬁed recommendations. In particu-
lar, it warned against extrapolation of properties of auctions
with single unit demand to the more general situations of
multi-unit demand. Interestingly, it was not until recently
that the equilibrium properties of the multi-object uniform-
price auctions have been thoroughly investigated. The gen-
eral result was obtained by Ausubel and Cramton [76]. It
relates potential ineﬃciency of the uniform-pricing scheme
outcomes to the fact that the scheme creates strong incen-
tives for demand reduction: each agent’s optimal strategy
is to shade bids for units of resource other than the ﬁrst
one; since bids placed on the other units determine the ﬁ-
nal (clearing) price with positive probability, agents may
increase their proﬁts by submitting lowered marginal val-
ues. (From the viewpoint of the supply side of the system,
the result implies increased marginal production costs re-
vealed to the auctioneer.) The similar result is also given
in [77].
Indeed, revenue implications of the potential underpricing
has become the subject of intensive studies in the context
of Treasury auctions. From 1992 to 1998 the U.S. Trea-
sury, motivated by various academic conjectures and mar-
ket manipulation scandals (in 1991 a major trader in the
U.S. Treasury securities admitted that it had violated auc-
tion rules by submitting fraudulent bids [78]), experimented
with the sealed-bid uniform-price auctions for selling two-
year and ﬁve-year notes. Eventually it switched entirely
to the uniform price format in the end of 1998. The goal
was to verify whether incentives to shade bids would be
reduced with uniform pricing rule, which in turn would
improve revenues to the Treasury. The experiment did not
provide strong support for this conjecture. The impact on
revenues of the two pricing formats was demonstrated by
Malvey and Archibald [79] to be statistically insigniﬁcant.
Umlauf [80] and Tenario [81], on the other hand, slightly
favor the uniform pricing scheme using data from the Mex-
ican Treasury auctions and Zambian foreign exchange auc-
tions, respectively. One can view this conclusions as con-
sistent with the results of Ausubel and Cramton [76], and
Back and Zender [75], which state that the ranking of the
two formats is inherently ambiguous. There are cases which
show that uniform-price format outperforms in both eﬃ-
ciency and revenue the pay-as-bid format in the particular
auction setting, and results which show the reverse. This
also seems to correspond to the well known result of the
theory of single-object auctions; for models that include
both aﬃliation (log-supermodularity of densities) of bid-
ders’ valuations and risk aversion, the ﬁrst- and second-
price auctions of single-objects cannot be generally ranked
by their expected prices [1], [82].
Another important result is due to Keloharju, Nyborg and
Rydqvist [83] who give an extensive exploration of histori-
cal data from the Finnish Treasury auctions. On one hand,
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their ﬁnding is that individual bidders’ demand increases
with number of bidders, which is consistent with the ar-
gument that bidders exercise market power. On the other
hand, however, statistical data show that equilibria with ex-
tremely low prices, e.g. predicted by Wilson [74], usually
do not occur in practice. The similar conclusion was given
by Nyborg and Sundaresan [84] and Goldreich [85]. The
practical reason why bidders do not coordinate on the rev-
enue reducing low price equilibria is the strategic behavior
of the auctioneer himself. By determining the amount of
securities sold in response to the submitted collection of
bids, imposing restrictions on the bidding procedures and
revealing suﬃcient amount of information, the Treasury
eﬀectively protects itself against revenue reduction. This
advocates the important result of auction design theory –
games induced by the rules of allocation mechanisms are
played not only between the agents but between the agents
and the mechanism designer as well.
3.2. Electric Power Auctions
Both discriminatory and uniform-price auctions have also
been used in the electricity markets. Interesting exam-
ples come from Scandinavia, UK and France. Norway,
Sweden, Finland and Denmark buy and sell electricity on
the Nordic Power Exchange, Nord Pool, which has been
the world’s only multinational exchange for trading elec-
tric power since 1990s [86], [87]. Since 2001 in the UK
electricity generators sell their output on daily basis in the
discriminatory auctions, after the switch from the uniform-
price format originally adopted in 1990 [88]. The uni-
form pricing scheme had also been used in the Califor-
nia Power Exchange before its collapse in 2001. Electric-
ité de France (EDF) gave an undertaking to the European
Commission in early 2001 to give access to generation ca-
pacities in France in the form of contracts conveying the
right to purchase energy. Currently contracts with dura-
tions between 3 and 48 months are being sold at pay-as-
bid auctions conducted approximately every 3 months; see
www.edf.com.
Bidding behavior in the electric power auctions has been
a growing concern, as it may be related to prices be-
ing increased above competitive levels [89]. An intensively
studied real-life example that servers as a support of this ar-
gument relates to the collapse of the electric power market
in California where the uniform-price auctions were used
to buy electricity on the power exchange. It is believed that
the strategic bidding of the suppliers, extracting the highest
possible electricity prices, was among the causative factors
of the crisis in the summer of 2000 [90], [91]. Indeed,
many mathematical models have been developed to explain
and prevent events of this sort. Research that are of great in-
terest in this context concerns especially the ways in which
suppliers’ bidding manipulations aimed at improving prof-
its may inﬂuence allocations of energy production. Indeed,
knowledge of the related threats has been playing a role in
adjusting regulatory policy around the world. For example,
Green and Newbery [92], [93] applied the supply function
equilibrium approach, originally introduced by Klemperer
and Meyer [94], to show that markups on marginal costs
may be constituted by the Nash equilibrium of the game
induced by the British electricity spot market. Von der
Fehr and Harbord [95] reached the similar conclusion with
the sealed-bid auction model. However, they also showed
that if supply signals are step functions, as it usually is
in practice, pure-strategy equilibria do not exist for a wide
range of demand distributions. Other results along this line
include works of Cramton [96], [97], Engelbrecht-Wiggans
and Kahn [98], [99], Baldick and Hogan [100], Day and
Hobbs [101], just to name a few examples.
3.3. Spectrum Auctions
The design of spectrum auctions for the Federal Commu-
nications Commission (FCC) in the United States1 is often
regarded in the literature as one of the most successful ap-
plications of game theory. In fact, Milgrom [2] argues that
it was the design that started the era of putting the theory
to work.
The primary goal of the FCC was the maximization of
economic eﬃciency of spectrum allocation – licenses were
to be assigned to those who are capable of providing bet-
ter services at lower costs. Designers confronted with the
regulatory goals turned to game theory for methodological
support. Its recommendations narrowed the set of admis-
sible solutions by pointing out the threats related to the
expected bidding strategies [2], [102], [103]. Theoreti-
cal models also guided the development of experimenta-
tion scenarios testing the applicability of the key design
judgments [104], [105]. The following conclusions deter-
mined the ﬁnal auction format:
Open bidding is better than a single sealed bid.
Open bidding process reveals information about valuations
of goods and provides feedback increasing auction rev-
enues [1], [106].
Simultaneous open bidding is better than sequential auc-
tions.
Sequential auctions of goods requires agents to condition
their decisions on the future actions of others. This guess-
work is in practice very likely to reduce eﬃciency of the
auction. With simultaneous bidding much of the guesswork
is eliminated [1].
Package bids (combinatorial auctions) are too complex.
Once bidding for a combination of goods is admitted, in-
eﬃciencies are likely to arise due to threshold problem,
a variant of the free-rider problem. The transparency of
auction is weakened as well [102], [103], [107].
As a result the simultaneous multiple-round ascending-bid
auction was proposed, a multi-object version of the En-
glish auction. According to its rules, a number of licenses
is auctioned simultaneously in discrete, successive rounds.
In every round, a bidder can bid (oﬀering a buy price)
1This application of mechanism design theory was indicated by Prof.
Eric Maskin in the telephone interview following the announcement of
the 2007 Nobel Prize in Economics.
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on any license subject to constraints given by the activity
rules and bidder’s eligibility deﬁned by the upfront pay-
ment. Open bidding format gives each bidder information
about the highest bids, identities of bidders, their upfront
payments and handicaps. The auction stops if a single round
passes in which no new bids are placed on any license. Li-
censes are sold for the price equal to their highest standing
bid [2], [102], [103].
Auction rules implemented by the FCC proved its eﬃ-
ciency in series of spectrum auctions and became a world-
wide standard. It should be noticed, though, that they did
not eliminate the incentives for strategic bidding, poten-
tially decreasing eﬃciency of allocations. Cramton and
Schwartz [108], [109] described several cases of bid sig-
naling that occurred in FCC auctions and identify it as
an example of proﬁtable collusive behavior – incentives
for tacit collusion were especially strong among incum-
bents and large bidders capable of exerting their market
power. Consequently, the experiences gained in practice
have guided evolution of the auction. In response to the ob-
served problems many design recommendations have been
given to reduce the eﬀectiveness of signaling and collusion,
e.g., by concealing bidders identities, oﬀering preferences
(handicaps) for small businesses and new entrants, increas-
ing reserve prices, bounding supply by oﬀering licenses that
are harder to split up, allowing package bidding. Again,
game-theoretic considerations have been often applied in
the examination of the reﬁnements.
4. Final Remarks
Game theory has been helpful in explaining bidding be-
havior in diﬀerent auction settings. In some cases its qual-
itative predictions have turned out to be inﬂuential enough
to aﬀect the regulation policies. The examples presented
above may serve as an evidence of its contributions. On the
other hand, however, the very same studies unveil its weak
points. Clearly, relevance of its recommendations depends
on the particular decision setting.
In reality eﬃciency of auction outcomes depends on many
factors that often dominate any inﬂuence that a particular
allocation or pricing rule may have. Issues that are faced
by the auction designer in practice, often playing more im-
portant role than the rules of an auction, are listed below.
Auction items. One of the key design problems is re-
lated to the choice of an object to be put up on auction.
Whether it is divisible or indivisible, homogeneous or het-
erogeneous may have a decisive inﬂuence on the allocation
process. This stems from the fact that a particular deﬁni-
tion of an allocation determines preference proﬁle of the
competing decision makers. Empirical and theoretical ev-
idence show that rules of auction may be irrelevant under
particular allocation deﬁnitions.
Auction participants. It is essential to deﬁne who is el-
igible to participate in an auction and what approvals are
required. As pointed out by Milgrom [2], marketing a sale
is often the biggest factor in its success. Announcement of
an auction or deﬁnition of a resource allocation procedure
must provide information targeted to potential participants
enabling them to study the opportunity.
Flexible goals. Auctions are conducted to achieve speciﬁc
economic goals – typically, maximization of eﬃciency of
allocations or maximization of auctioneer’s revenue. How-
ever, because of the complexity of the auctioning process
adjustments are often required. In fact, in many cases it
may be reasonable not to conduct an auction, e.g., because
of the overall performance of the economy or insuﬃcient
legislative support.
Interactions. What to allocate to agents depends on their
demand, which depends on who agents are, which in turn
may depend on the way the auction is conducted. Deci-
sions made by auction designer are not independent [2].
Interactions occur between agents as well. There are many
occasions for them to cooperate before, during and after
the auction. Collusion and mergers clearly have a signif-
icant inﬂuence on the outcomes, as well as possibility of
reallocation after the auction.
Information. What information is required to determine
allocations and ﬁnal payments, and what information is re-
vealed to agents may play a decisive role. One of the key
motivations for pricing resources by means of an auction
is gaining information about agents’ privately known valu-
ations and preferences. Under auction bidding process it is
not only the resource manager but also agents themselves
that are responsible for the ﬁnal price and allocation of the
resource. Related guesswork is therefore distributed be-
tween auction designer and auction participants. On the
other hand, the responsibility for resource allocation out-
comes inevitably creates incentives for agents to manipulate
the process. Information about reserve prices, bidding in-
crements, agents’ eligibility revealed before the auction, as
well as information about submitted bids revealed during
the auction may signiﬁcantly inﬂuence competition, bidding
behavior and eﬃciency of outcomes, especially if agents’
valuations are interdependent.
To solve at least some of the problems of auction design
one may settle the judgments on game-theoretic models ap-
proximating the auction outcomes. However, any reasoning
should be extremely careful and substantiated by experi-
mental veriﬁcations of the dominating factors, since arbi-
trary estimations and behavioral assumptions are inevitable
in this context.
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Abstract—The paper starts with a discussion of the concept
of knowledge engineering, in particular ontological engineer-
ing. Consequently, the paper presents assumptions accepted
as a basis for a group research on a radically personalized
system of ontological knowledge mining, relying on the per-
spective of human centered computing and combining onto-
logical concepts of the user with an ontology resulting from
an automatic classification of a given set of textual data. The
paper presents a pilot system PrOnto that supports research
work in two aspects: searching for information interesting for
a user according to her/his personalized ontological profile,
and supporting research cooperation in a group of users (Vir-
tual Research Community) according, e.g., to a comparison of
such personalized ontological profiles. The paper concludes
with suggestions concerning diverse applications of ontologi-
cal engineering tools and future work.
Keywords—human centered computing, knowledge engineering,
ontological engineering, personalized ontology.
1. Introduction
During last decade, a special importance in telecommunica-
tions and Internet services achieved data mining or knowl-
edge mining in large data sets describing such services;
related terms are called knowledge management, knowledge
engineering or even knowledge science. However, knowl-
edge science touches philosophy, and knowledge manage-
ment, even if of computer science origin, is today treated
as a part of management science; therefore, we shall rather
use the term knowledge engineering in its broad sense, ex-
tending it beyond its classical academic sense of artiﬁcial
intelligence and learning algorithms.
A research group in National Institute of Telecommunica-
tions concentrates on knowledge engineering for over ten
years, together with basic research on such disciplines as
mathematical logic, multiple criteria decision theory, di-
verse optimization and statistical methods, also ontologi-
cal engineering; all these theoretical aspects serve, how-
ever, as the basis of development of tools of knowledge
engineering, in particular knowledge mining in large sets
of data.
Applications of these tools relate to diverse problems. They
might consist in diverse data and knowledge mining ser-
vices for telecom operators, or using advanced statistical
methods to analyze diverse indicators of the development
of informational society in Poland or in Mazovia region.
However, this paper concentrates on applications of onto-
logical engineering to support of knowledge mining, re-
search and knowledge management.
We must add still one explanation. Classical methods of on-
tological engineering concentrate, similarly as typical work
on artiﬁcial intelligence, on an automation of knowledge
mining from large textual data sets, while the preferences
of the user might be taken into account, but typically in
a limited extent. The character of the work presented in
this paper is diﬀerent and results from our practical ex-
perience in applying data and knowledge mining. We as-
sume a sovereign position of the user – explained more
speciﬁcally in further text – and concentrate on a radical
personalization of ontological user proﬁle that might use,
but should not be dominated by the results of automatic
analysis of large sets of textual data1.
2. Knowledge Engineering and Tacit
Knowledge
Experience in applying knowledge engineering tools shows
that knowledge mining is aimed not only at ﬁnding logi-
cal relations between data, but as well at discovering tacit
knowledge hidden in large sets of data and correlated with
tacit knowledge of the user. We apply here the concept of
tacit knowledge on purpose, although it denotes usually2
preverbal (diﬃcult to express in words) knowledge hidden
in human mind, see [6]–[10].
However, preverbal knowledge is contained also in large
data sets, even in textual data sets, and the goal of knowl-
edge engineering is to discover such knowledge – not only
1The paper describes results of work in a project called in Polish Projekt
Badawczy Zamawiany “Usługi i sieci teleinformatyczne następnej gener-
acji – aspekty techniczne, aplikacyjne i rynkowe”, grupa tematyczna i: Sys-
temy wspomagania decyzji regulacyjnych: Wykrywanie wiedzy w dużych
zbiorach danych telekomunikacyjnych (Requested Research Project “Next
Generation Services and Networks – technical, application and market as-
pects”, Theme Group i: Systems Supporting Regulatory Decisions: Knowl-
edge Mining in Large Telecommunication Data Sets) and is a modiﬁed
version of longer Polish texts [1], [2].
2Usually but not exclusively, since there is also tacit knowledge in the
intuitive intellectual heritage of humanity including synthetic a priori judg-
ments [3] and hermeneutical horizons (see, e.g., [4]) expressing essential
intuitive beliefs propagated by educational systems, as well as emotional
heritage of humanity including between others collective unconscious-
ness [5]) together with it’s parts – myths, archetypes, etc., but also all
artworks, say, the emotional load of all ﬁlms. Hence tacit knowledge can
be contained not only in the mind of a single human being, see [6].
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in an algorithmic and automatic way, but also with the co-
operation or even under the guidance of a human user.
In a broad understanding of knowledge engineering we can
distinguish several parts of it:
I. Narrowly understood artiﬁcial intelligence and auto-
matic learning engineering.
II. Discovering knowledge (including tacit knowledge)
in large data sets, data and knowledge mining.
III. Text processing engineering, including ontological
engineering, but also textual knowledge mining.
Part I is described by many books, see, e.g., [11]. Part II
relies partly on the tools developed in Part I, but uses also
much broader diversity of tools: statistical, decision analyt-
ical, etc., and includes to a larger extent the requirements
and participation of human users. Part III aims usually at
ﬁnding or selection of textual explicit knowledge and uses
tools of ontological engineering and semantic Web as well
as network search engines; in applications, however, deci-
sive is an interpretation of the selected textual knowledge
by a human user, hence according to the user’s tacit knowl-
edge or hermeneutical horizon [4], [12], [13].
Ontological engineering is also related to knowledge man-
agement, see, e.g., [14]. The term ontology was borrowed
from philosophy, where it means theory of being (see,
e.g., [15]); computer science interprets diﬀerently this term
as a classiﬁcation of entities and words representing them.
In information technology, we treat today the term ontol-
ogy as an enriched taxonomy, vocabulary with a hierarchy
and other (logical, semantic) relations of terms. A sig-
niﬁcant development of ontological engineering occurred
during last two decades, related to the concept of Seman-
tic Web and based on the assumption that contemporary
WWW network contains (or will soon contain) knowledge
corresponding to all intellectual heritage of humanity, thus
advanced information technology tools should be able to
extract essential part of this knowledge in form of an uni-
versal ontology3.
Ontologies play today, when treated as tools of representa-
tion and shared understanding of knowledge about diverse
domains, important roles in many applications, such as de-
velopment of information systems, organizing the content
of Internet pages, categorizing commercial products, stan-
dardizing vocabularies in given ﬁelds, see, e.g., [16]–[19].
However, there are diverse controversies also in ontologi-
cal engineering, related to several opposite approaches to
the construction, application and interpretation of ontolo-
gies. There are many methods of constructing ontologies,
see, e.g., [20]; we can speak about constructing lightweight
ontologies with a simple hierarchical structure, or heavy-
weight ontologies including more detailed logical and se-
mantic relations between terms. We can also speak about
3This assumption is debatable, see footnote 2 above and [6] on the
role of tacit knowledge in intellectual heritage of humanity, as well as
further discussion of the reasons of radical personalization of individual
ontological proﬁles.
constructing local ontologies characterizing terms used by
a local group of researchers or even by a research dis-
cipline or a cultural sphere (the same term, such as ontol-
ogy, might have diﬀerent meaning for diﬀerent disciplines),
as opposed to universal ontologies trying to represent all
knowledge contained, say, in WWW network. We can also
construct an ontology from scratch, through reuse, or au-
tomated (using automatic methods of ontological engineer-
ing), see, e.g., [19]; the last distinction is not quite precise,
since good ontological engineering tools are always semi-
automated, assume some interaction with the human user
that constructs ontology with their help, while an essen-
tial problem is the extent and character of this interaction,
discussed in detail below.
As the most advanced in ontological engineering, the works
of Standard Upper Ontology Working Group (SUO WG)
are often cited, aimed at “forming an upper ontology whose
domain is all of human consensus reality” together with
related CYC ontology (see, e.g., [21]. This is an interesting
attempt to build a universal vocabulary, but many doubts
can be voiced, e.g., to the use of the term “upper” (who
is upper – human or network and computer?), or to local
applications of such vocabulary (local meaning might not
correspond to the popular meaning in the Internet).
Another subdivision of the methods of ontology construc-
tion relates precisely to the role of a human constructor
of the ontology. If we assume that it is human construc-
tor who should be sovereign and “on top”, then we should
speak about top down way of ontology construction as start-
ing with experience and intuition (as well as emotions) of
a human expert or a group of them, while bottom up way
of ontology construction should denote an automatic con-
struction based on broad textual content. Thus, the “upper”
ontology of SUO WG is actually a universal bottom up on-
tology that might be diﬃcult to apply locally, because it
does not take into account the tacit knowledge of a local
group of experts.
This distinction is related also to a technical and evolution-
ary theory of intuition [22], [23] that uses the contemporary
knowledge of telecommunications and computer science to
show that the use of language (and logic) by humans sim-
pliﬁed at least ten thousand times4 perception and reason-
ing that was originally immanent (using all senses). This
resulted in a tremendous surplus of brain that is used in
diverse ways, in tacit knowing and tacit knowledge, in in-
tuitive reasoning, existential and transcendental thinking.
If only less than 0.1% of neurons in our brains is needed
for logical thinking and verbal argumentation, than human
intuition can be much stronger (even if still fallible) than
4The broadband needed for transmission of vision is at least 100 times
larger than the broadband needed for transmission of voice, and the com-
putational complexity of processing such large data sets is nonlinear; as-
suming quadratic increase of complexity gives results close to a lower
bound. Therefore, a picture is worth at least ten thousand words. Thus,
when we developed speech in the evolutionary development of humans,
we made a tremendous evolutionary shortcut and obtained a surplus of
brain (some philosophers call it surplus of mind): only less than 0.1% of
our brain cells is needed for verbal communication and rational reasoning.
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logical argumentation. This, however, implies the need of
a radical personalization of ontological proﬁles of users
of ontological tools, relying on an increase of the role of
personal intuition when deﬁning such proﬁles; such radical
personalization is consistent also with the trend to human
centered computing.
Such is the perspective that motivated us to search for new
approaches to ontology construction (from scratch or by
reuse, with lightweight structure, combining top-down and
bottom-up, semi-automated approaches) for a local group
of researchers. Originally, in the Theme Group i: Systems
Supporting Regulatory Decisions: Knowledge Mining in
Large Telecommunication Data Sets of the Requested Re-
search Project we planned a broader application of such
ontological approach to support regulatory decisions on
telecommunication markets, but a cut of funding forced
us to limit the application to a local research group in
telecommunications, aﬃliated at the National Institute of
Telecommunications.
3. Results of the Work on Knowledge
Mining
3.1. Preliminary Investigations
Initial investigation involved cooperation with IIASA (In-
ternational Institute for Applied Systems Analysis) and
JAIST (Japan Advanced Institute for Science and Technol-
ogy, School of Knowledge Science), see, e.g., [24], [25].
A broad survey of literature has shown that there are pa-
pers suggesting a combination of bottom-up and top-down
methods of ontology construction [26] but not specifying
how to combine them. In [24], [25] we proposed the use
of hermeneutic reﬂection (expert reﬂection on the struc-
ture of local ontology), of organizational reﬂection (expert
reﬂection on the organizational structure of a research in-
stitution); we also considered the use of mind mapping to
stimulate the intuitive top-down construction of upper lay-
ers of an ontology by the user; the lower layers might result
from a bottom-up approach and ontology matching tools
might be used to combine them.
We also compared diverse available tools of ontological
engineering and developed a Polish language modiﬁcation
of the system OntoGen. OntoGen (http://ontogen.ijs.si/) is
an open source tool for semi-automated bottom-up text min-
ing and ontology construction. We tested this system on
publications of our National Institute of Telecommunication
with satisfactory results, see [1], [2], [27], [28]. However,
the main result of this preliminary work was an idea how to
construct a radically personalized user’s ontological proﬁle,
leading to the concept of PrOnto system.
3.2. Radically Personalized User’s Ontological Profile
We started with an analysis of an important dichotomy in
search of textual information in the network. There are two
opposite classes of such search problems (and some mixed
problems in between):
– searching for an answer to a well deﬁned question of
the user (information retrieval);
– searching for information interesting for the user, but
rather loosely deﬁned (information ﬁltering).
Traditional search engines combined these functions to
some extent, today we observe a trend to separate them.
More important for supporting research is the second class
that requires, however, a speciﬁcation of user’s preferences.
Such speciﬁcation can be implicit, resulting from an analy-
sis of the history of behavior of the user (which is a popular
tool of supporting internet commerce, with a long own his-
tory – see, e.g., [29], or explicit, in the form of a set of
keywords, key phrases, or even a simple ontology (which
again can be constructed from scratch by the user, or be
inﬂuenced by the history of user’s behavior). Both implicit
and explicit speciﬁcation of user’s preferences can be mod-
iﬁed for supporting research (see, e.g., serwis CiteULike),
but explicit speciﬁcation makes it possible to preserve the
sovereignty of the user while constructing a radically per-
sonalized user’s ontological proﬁle.
Such a proﬁle (which might be called also a perspective, or
a horizon of the user) is assumed to consist of three layers.
• An upper layer of concepts c∈C, deﬁned by the user
and treated as her/his intuitive entities (they might be
later interpreted logically, but with utmost caution,
because, e.g., the conceptMarkov chains can actually
mean these aspects that are now interesting for me
in the theory of Markov chains).
• A lowest layer of keywords or key phrases k ∈ K,
either deﬁned by the user or by a bottom-up ontolog-
ical tools (they will be later the main connection of
the radically personalized proﬁle with classical onto-
logical tools).
• A middle layer of relations between K and C, or im-
portance coeﬃcients f ∈ F of a keyword for a con-
cept, deﬁned by the user (later they might be also
modiﬁed by the history of user’s behavior, but the
user should be sovereign in their speciﬁcation), inter-
preted either as weighting coeﬃcients, or subjective
probabilities, or fuzzy logic membership values, or
aspiration levels for multiple criteria ranking of doc-
uments with respect to the ontological proﬁle, see
below.
The radical personalization consists in assuming that
only the lower layer K is responsible for collaboration
with bottom-up ontological engineering tools. The middle
layer F and the upper layer C might form together with the
lower layer a kind of personalized ontology (used, e.g., to
support cooperation in a research group), but the user is
sovereign in using her/his intuition when modifying these
two higher layers.
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4. Prototype System PrOnto
4.1. A general Structure of PrOnto
Generally, PrOnto system supports research work of a group
of users (Virtual Research Community, VRC) using a radi-
cally personalized user interface based on proﬁle described
above. This radical personalization relies on the assump-
tion that research preferences of a user cannot be fully log-
ically or even probabilistically formalized (at most 0.01%
of neurons in our brain work on logical, rational reason-
ing). Therefore, the interface should preserve and stress an
intuitive character of the user choices, while nevertheless
supporting her/his collaboration with the tools of ontologi-
cal engineering. The model of PrOnto system assumes ser-
vices and support to a research group of users (VCR) with
functionalities serving an individual user or group collab-
oration. The model contains:
• A radically personalized ontological model of the
user, composed of three layers as described above;
• Document repository D, containing documents inter-
esting for the user or entire group of them (VRC) in
the form of full text or a network link to such text;
• A method of search and ranking of documents in the
repository for an individual user based on her/his rad-
ically personalized ontological proﬁle (many meth-
ods are possible and the model of a user does not
uniquely deﬁne such a method);
• An agent of network search (so called hermeneutic
agent) that performs search in all accessible network
– usually with help of accessible search engines –
for new documents in order to enrich the repository,
including a ranking method and(or) a decision rule;
• Functionalities supporting an eﬀective exchange of
knowledge between users that can enrich PrOnto sys-
tem either for an individual or for group user. Such
functionalities might include:
– cataloguing documents for a group of users
(VRC),
– supporting research collaboration in the group
(information about new documents judged as
interesting by some users, etc.),
– search for similarities in user interests, etc.
4.2. Searching for Information in Documents While
Using Keywords
Documents in the repository must be indexed with respect
to the keywords or keyword phrases. This is a standard
problem known as multiple pattern string matching, search-
ing for a pattern string (a keyword phrase) in a longer doc-
ument. Because of large dimensions of documents and
large number of pattern strings, it is important to select an
algorithm with simplest, linear computational complexity;
however, this complexity can be linear either with respect
to the number of patterns strings (which can be very large),
or, more advantageously, linear with respect to size of
documents searched. An algorithm Aho-Corasick [30] was
selected, implemented and tested, with the results shown
in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. Time needed for indexing as dependent on document size
in bytes.
Another problem is a measure of importance of a doc-
ument d ∈ D with respect to a given key phrase k ∈ K.
Initially, we selected the classical measure TF-IDF (Term
Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency). The value of
TF− IDF(k ∈ K, d ∈ D) grows proportionally to the fre-
quency of occurrence of the phrase k in the document d
and decreases inversely to the total number of documents
containing k. We plan to investigate also other measures of
importance, denoted here generally g(d,k).
4.3. Importance of a Document with Respect to
a Concept or a Set of Concepts
Another essential problem is a measure of importance of
a document d ∈ D with respect to a given concept c ∈ C.
If we have:
– set of documents d ∈ D,
– set of concepts c ∈ C,
– set of key phrases k ∈K,
– set of importance coeﬃcients f ∈ F deﬁning the re-
lations between c and k, a function f : CxK→ R,
– function g : DxK→R deﬁning the results of indexing
documents (importance of a document for a given key
phrase),
then it is possible to deﬁne a measure of importance of
a document d ∈D with respect to a given concept c ∈C as
a function h(d, c), e.g. as follows:
h(d, c) = ∑
k∈K
f (c,k)g(d,k)
Other formulae as the above weighted sum can be also used,
if we interpret diﬀerently the importance coeﬃcients f ∈ F
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(as fuzzy logic membership values, or aspiration levels for
multiple criteria ranking). We display this measure in the
user interface.
However, a more important issue is the use of such mea-
sures in overall ranking of a set of documents with respect
to entire personalized ontological proﬁle, i.e., the entire set
of concepts C. A general way of deﬁning a measure of
importance of a document d ∈ D to the entire proﬁle (per-
spective, horizon) of the user is to treat each concept c∈C
or, rather, each related measure h(d,c) as a separate crite-
rion of importance and then use methods of ranking related
to multiple criteria decision making or to fuzzy logic; this
will be the subject of further studies. A simple way is just
to assume equal importance of each concept and just to
sum measures h(d,c) over c ∈ C, or take a minimum of
h(d,c) over c ∈C if each concept is considered essentially
important.
4.4. Enriching Document Repository
One of basic functions of PrOnto is to support user’s in-
cluding documents to enrich document repository. A spe-
cial addition to the Firefox search engine was developed to
support this functionality – see Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Suggesting a WWW page for document repository, with
marked elements of PrOnto Firefox Extension.
4.5. Multidimensional Search for Documents
PrOnto system is equipped in an advanced search en-
gine (concerning personal names, concepts, documents, key
phrases), see Fig. 3, that presents the results of search in
a multidimensional structure. The results of search for doc-
uments, based on a personalized ontological proﬁle of one
of the authors of this paper, are shown on the right side
of Fig. 3. The concepts, shown on the left side, come
from ontological proﬁles of many users, but the author of
this proﬁle selected those marked by ◮. When selecting
a concept for more speciﬁc deﬁnition of importance coeﬃ-
cients f , this icon changes to H (as at the concept library)
and a set of keywords is displayed, with a simple inter-
face to deﬁne subjective values of f . The keywords might
come from the proﬁles of all users, or a set of key phrases
originally deﬁned by the speciﬁc user.
Fig. 3. Documents, concepts and key phrases.
4.6. Sharing Knowledge Using Ontological Models
Problems of accumulating, organizing and sharing sources
of knowledge are addressed in computer science for a long
time. Recently, however, the interest in these problems is
growing because of the importance of internet or intranet
as a source of information and knowledge.
This trend has many forms: social networks, communities
of practice, peer to peer networks, virtual research com-
munities, etc. In these forms, ontological engineering tools
are also used. For example, system OntoShare ([31] aims
at supporting knowledge exchange in a community of prac-
tice, using a common ontology constructed for this commu-
nity. Users are characterized by proﬁles selected from this
common ontology (this is a diﬀerence from our approach:
we start from individual proﬁles because we assume the
sovereignty of the user). System checks similarity of pro-
ﬁles and suggests document sharing.
Another example is project SWAP (Semantic Web and Peer-
to-Peer) [32], [33]. The main issue in this project is On-
tology Matching, see [34]. Another product of this project
Fig. 4. Documents seen from a perspective of a given ontological
proﬁle.
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is system Bibster [35] aiming at bibliographic information
exchange in a distributed environment.
In the PrOnto system we assume that the users participating
in a group (Virtual Research Community, VRC) approve
sharing their personalized ontological proﬁles. Thus, one
of functionalities of the system is to analyze importance of
a document or a ranking of them from another perspec-
tive resulting from ontological proﬁle of a diﬀerent VCR
member. This is shown in Fig. 4: on the left size a map
of concepts is presented, on the left side a ranking list of
documents, together with key phrases and corresponding
values of f (c,k)g(d,k).
4.7. Ontology Matching, Off-Line Analysis and Event
Information
Another possibility oﬀered by PrOnto is ontology matching.
A user can see the concepts used in other ontologies than
her/his own or even diﬀerences in relations between them.
This is illustrated by Figs. 5 and 6.
Fig. 5. Similarity of user’s proﬁles.
Fig. 6. Checking diﬀerences in concept relations.
Beside interactive on-line work, PrOnto system performs
also oﬀ-line analyses without user’s participation. The re-
sults of such analyses are presented to users in the form
of a list of events, such as occurrence of similar concepts
in the proﬁles of other users, or enriching the document
repository by new documents that might be interesting for
a user.
4.8. Implementation Issues
PrOnto system was programmed using exclusively open
source software. Some of such open source technolo-
gies used are already broadly applied, even included into
commercial systems. We used a relational data base Post-
greSQL, Web Application Framework Django, script lan-
guage Python and the environment Adobe Flex for creating
applications Flash. Moreover, PrOnto uses original codes
written by authors in C language.
5. Conclusions
A prototype system PrOnto was developed in the Requested
Research Project “Teleinformatic Services and Networks of
Next Generation – Technical, Applied and Market Aspects”,
Theme Group i: Systems Supporting Regulatory Decisions:
Knowledge Mining in Large Telecommunication Data Sets.
This system realizes the perspective of human centered
computing and is based on radically personalized ontologi-
cal proﬁles of users that, on one hand, express intuition and
tacit knowledge of a single user, but on the other hand en-
able an interaction with ontological engineering tools and
with other users in a VRC.
There are many directions of future research on this system,
see, e.g., [2]. Recently, these works were included into
a new project SYNAT an we started to investigate diverse
ways of ranking documents with respect to a personalized
ontological proﬁle with interpretations coming from fuzzy
logic and multiple criteria decision theory.
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Paper New SEAMCAT Propagation
Models: Irregular Terrain Model
and ITU-R P. 1546-4
Dariusz Więcek and Dariusz Wypiór
National Institute of Telecommunications, Wrocław, Poland
Abstract—Implementation of the ITU-R P.1546-4 and ITM
propagation models for SEAMCAT prepared and developed
in the National Institute of Telecommunications Poland is pre-
sented. Results of our research encompasses methodology, im-
plementation and veriﬁcation of plug-ins into the SEAMCAT
software are shown.
Keywords—electromagnetic compatibility, interferences, propa-
gation, SEAMCAT, spectrum engineering.
1. Introduction
Electromagnetic compatibility analyses of wireless systems
have important role in process of radio network plan-
ning, optimization and frequency availability checking.
Greater than ever number of wireless transmission devices
work on the same or adjacent radio channels, what leads
to necessity of using dedicated computer software carrying
out computer calculations and analysis of EM compatibil-
ity aspects in very similar conditions as it is in real world.
Spectrum Engineering Advanced Monte Carlo Analysis
Tool (SEAMCAT) is one of the most advanced and most
popular tools in Europe. The SEAMCAT software is gener-
ally developed jointly within countries belong to the Euro-
pean Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Admin-
istrations (CEPT) under the framework of European Com-
munication Oﬃce (ECO). The application is developed by
SEAMCAT Technical Group (STG). It is freely distributed
software developed on the base of open-source license
and provides opportunities for creating scenarios in which
radio systems are tested for quantitative and statistic prob-
abilities of interferences. The signiﬁcant impact on ob-
tained results have diﬀerent propagation methods dedicated
for diﬀerent propagation conditions. In SEAMCAT besides
using a few in-built methods [1] there are also methods de-
veloped by user as propagation plug-ins. In this work, the
ITU-R Recommendation P.1546-4 and Irregular Terrain
Model (ITM) propagation models implementation are pre-
sented. The latter one is also called as Longley-Rice
method. Those methods were oﬃcial attached to SEAM-
CAT software after their successful veriﬁcation made by
ECO’s experts and are now available on the SEAMCAT
web pages [2].
2. Electromagnetic Compatibility
of Radio Systems
Accordingly to the rapid increasing of radio systems work-
ing on the same or adjacent frequency channels, in the same
or neighboring geographical areas risk of mutual harmful
interferences can occur. It is consequence of the propaga-
tion of radio waves in all directions, crossing the border-
lines and overlapping the same radio spectrum by diﬀerent
radio systems. As a result, receiver receives wanted as well
as many interfering signals having various characteristic of
electric ﬁeld strength levels. It often leads to the situations
where despite of suﬃcient wanted signal levels (exceeding
the required minimum signal level threshold) in same lo-
cation or in some time conditions the correct reception is
not possible due to interferences.
In order to minimize this eﬀect computer-aided EMC analy-
ses are required before introducing new wireless system to
guarantee minimization of the interferences probabilities.
In this way, we can obtain an assessment of mutual in-
terferences probabilities depending on varying parameters
of individual transmitters (localization, transmitter antenna
characteristic, frequency, signal character). Those analy-
ses give guarantee of suﬃcient EM compatibility and pre-
vent from the occurrence of interferences even at the stage
of the preparation or evaluation possibility of allocations
frequency bands by administration, international regulators
bodies or telecommunications operators. It can be done
by deﬁning speciﬁc conditions, e.g., territorial separations
or speciﬁc requirements of radio emissions (e.g., emission
masks, receiver selectivity, maximum transmitter highs).
In order to get accurate information what emission param-
eters should be used or where transmitters ought to be lo-
calized, we need to develop new computer-assisted tools
corresponding to increasing amount of new radio system
and networks and their technical parameters. Also country
administration can use such kind of software during mul-
tilateral international coordination agreements concerning
frequency allotments and assignments. For the purpose
of analysis the basic knowledge of input parameters, prop-
agation models, technical aspects of receivers and trans-
mitter stations are required. Also proper methodology of
computing in dedicated software is important. In case of
congestion of radio spectrum, when we need to use electro-
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magnetic spectrum as eﬃcient as never before, continuous
researches lead to implementation of improved propagation
methods are important. In such situation undertaken work
aimed at SEAMCAT development is to be very helpful.
3. SEAMCAT Methodology
Creating an appropriate scenario is the base of conducting
desired calculation (simulation) in the SEAMCAT applica-
tion. Each from those scenarios has to contain one victim
link and at least one interfering link. In Fig. 1 relation
among various types of radio links are presented. Wanted
transmitter (Wt) and victim receiver (Vr) are included in
victim link. Besides, there could be any amount of inter-
fering links which contains interfering transmitter (It) and
wanted receiver (Wr). Arrows present the directions of ra-
dio paths, for which appropriate attenuation of signal levels
are computed.
Fig. 1. Signal relations among various types of links [3].
Each of them is described by series of values presenting
system parameters, spatial location information and propa-
gation models. SEAMCAT works in Monte Carlo method-
ology, what means that many events are generated and re-
sults return with same statistics. Users have right to choose
the number of simulation event. In every scenario, there
is a possibility of changing input parameters (particularly
station localization, frequency, emission power etc.) ac-
cording to a pattern set by users. Moreover, in each of the
event levels of signals are computed. We can get following
results:
– desired received signal strength (dRSS),
– interference received signal strength (iRSS),
– sensing received signal strength (sRSS); it is used
only by cognitive radio systems features.
They form the basis for further interference probabili-
ties calculations. The probability of interferences occur-
ring pI Eq. (1) accordingly to the signal-to-interference ra-
tio (C/I) criterion for single event and form single inter-
fering link is the conditional probability, where sensRX is
the receiver sensitivity.
pI = 1−P
(
dRSS
iRSS
>
C
I
∣
∣
∣
∣dRSS > sensRX
)
(1)
It is important that SEAMCAT does not give opportunity
to use digital elevation/terrain map (DEM/DTM) and all
calculation are carried out over a ﬂat terrain, what comes
from the fact that the application is to be especially used by
government administrations in the work of establishing gen-
eral rules of coordination, legislative and policy governing
the use of radio spectrum on national and international lev-
els. Such simulations are enough detailed for the purposes
because it is usually established as worst-case situations
from interference point of view.
Besides standard settings of radio networks, there is also
possibility of conducting simulation for some predeﬁned
radio systems such as CDMA or LTE. What is more, at
present STG is working on the introduction of appropri-
ate solutions, which will take part in cognitive radio EMC
analyses. Now users have possibility to do only some sim-
ple calculation with cognitive radio features, which are still
being discussed and developed within ECO forum.
4. Propagation Models
4.1. General
The proper received signal strength prediction is based on
using correct propagation models, which are properly cho-
sen, i.e., depends on the type of system or feature of terrain
where wireless systems works. During implementation we
have analyzed a few methods, focusing on those, which are
especially used to calculation over land areas and frequen-
cies in the range 100 MHz till 3 GHz basically. Generally,
propagation methods are divided into:
– point-to-area methods,
– point-to-point methods.
It is worth mentioning that ﬁrst group of methods is used
generally for larger areas and general estimations. The re-
sult is estimated based on general propagation rules, partic-
ular earlier measurements statistics and more or less accu-
rate statistical terrain math descriptions. The latter group of
methods contains greater number of input parameters and
use sophisticated math dependencies for various physics
phenomena and weather conditions (diﬀraction, scatter, rain
cell, vapour attenuation etc.) but usually required detailed
DEM/DTM maps and is basically used at detailed network
planning stage.
4.2. ITM Propagation Model
Irregular terrain model (ITM) was developed in the 60’s
of the XX century in the USA for designing and planning
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analogue broadcast terrestrial television systems [4]. Later,
it has been extended to work in wider frequency range
for other systems types. Our implementation into SEAM-
CAT works as point-to-area method. The average height
of proﬁle between receiver and transmitter is described
statistically by irregularity terrain parameter. Calculations
are conducting for 3 propagation mechanism: line-of-sight,
diﬀraction and scatter. That fragmentation has been made
due to the dominant physical phenomena. Furthermore,
ITM method contains some empirical dependence. It is
very interesting model because of wide frequency range
(VHF, UHF, SHF) and wide series of parameters allowing
detailed parameterizations listed below.
• System parameters:
– frequency,
– height of antenna masts,
– distance,
– polarization.
• Terrain parameters:
– irregular terrain parameter,
– conductivity of ground,
– relative permittivity,
– surface refractivity
– radio climate.
• Deployment parameters:
– siting criteria.
• Statistical parameters:
– percentage of localization,
– percentage of time,
– conﬁdence level,
– mode of variability,
– signal standard deviation.
ITM model has following limitation:
– frequency: 20 MHz– 20 GHz,
– distance: 1 – 2000 km,
– height of antenna: 0.5 – 3000 m.
Input parameters presented above are treated as quantitative
and qualitative parameters. Accordingly, i.e., the ﬁrst are
height of antenna, frequency etc., and the latter there are
radio climate, siting criteria etc. In implementation seven
radio climate zones are included: equatorial, continental
subtropical, maritime subtropical, desert, continental tem-
perate, maritime temperate over land and maritime tem-
perate over the sea. Irregularity parameter dh is given in
meters and it is assumed that for a ﬂat terrain is equal 0 m,
for plains dh = 30 m, for hills dh = 90 m, for mountains
dh = 200 m and rugged mountains dh = 500 m. Conductiv-
ity of ground, relative permittivity have also such assump-
tion. It is suggested to use following values of conductivity
of ground σ , and relative permittivity εr:
– σ = 0.005 S/m, εr = 15 for average ground,
– σ = 0.001 S/m, εr = 4 for poor ground,
– σ = 0.02 S/m, εr = 25 for good ground,
– σ = 0.01 S/m, εr = 81 for fresh water,
– σ = 5 S/m, εr = 81 for sea water.
Surface refractivity depends on a climate zone. Siting cri-
teria is a qualitative description of the care with terminals
sites is chosen to improved communications. Percentage of
time and localization determine the fraction of time or lo-
calization where the attenuation will not exceed the certain
value. Conﬁdence level is qualitative parameters describing
other variables. For instance, if it is 50% of time, 70% of
localization, and conﬁdence levels equal to 90% it means
that: in 90% of cases (situations) there will be at least
70% of the locations where the attenuation will not exceed
certain value for at least 50% of the time [5]. There are
also four mode of variability (single, individual, mobile,
broadcast).
4.3. ITU-R P.1546-4 Propagation Model
ITU-R P.1546-4 Recommendation [6] oﬀers ﬁeld-strength
predictions in point-to-area mode for terrestrial services
over land and sea in the frequency range 30 MHz to 3 GHz.
The method based on series statistically prepared measured
ﬁeld strength values (e.g., values for 50% time and 50% lo-
cations) presented as curves included into the Recommen-
dation and widely used for broadcast, land mobile services
as well as other wireless systems in this frequency range.
Results of statistically prepared measurements data (me-
dian, 10% of time, 1% of time exceeding wanted value) in
mean temperate climatic conditions obtained for land, cold
and warm sea are tabulated and included into the Recom-
mendation. Curves are divided into land and see (cold and
warm) respectively and represent the following data:
– frequency (f ),
– height of transmitting/base antenna (h),
– time percentage (t),
– distance (d).
Due to lack of ability of using DEM/DTM in SEAMCAT,
as mentioned earlier, the discussed implementation of the
model omitted sea path calculation and detailed terrain cor-
rections. In this way in our implementation the percentage
of sea path length over a proﬁle is not used.
The calculation of ﬁeld-strength values from curves is based
on interpolation/extrapolation algorithm. The more input
parameters, which have not ﬁt into exact tabulated ﬁeld
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Fig. 2. The interpolation of ﬁeld-strength value algorithm.
Fig. 3. The sample of quadruple interpolation.
strength values, the more interpolation operations have to
be done. In the worst case, if none of those parame-
ters are in direct tabulated form algorithm should perform
15-interpolation. The algorithm for solving the described
problem was prepared (Fig. 2). The purpose of it is com-
puting expected ﬁeld-strength value exceeded at 50% of
location within area of 500×500 m. The additional excep-
tions, as path with distance less the 1 km or transmitting
antenna height less then 10 m, are also included. For those
cases, the Recommendation introduced additional predic-
tion methods.
Inf and sup indexes in algorithm’s block boxes denote re-
spectively the nearest tabulation value less then inputted and
the nearest tabulation value greater then inputted. Func-
tion i is discussed interpolation function and function r
read ﬁeld-strength value from curves. A sample obtained
result of the foregoing procedure is presented in Fig. 3,
where following parameters were used: f = 1400 MHz,
h = 225 m, t = 25%, distance 10 – 100 km (step 1 km),
In this case, four parameters have not exact correspond-
ing value in the appropriate tabulated data and should be
interpolated. The algorithm was implemented and all ne-
cessity actions and the results for the example were re-
turned. Figure 3 shows the result and also all data, read
directly from tables, which are used for interpolation cal-
culations.
4.4. Practical Implementation
SEAMCAT oﬀers possibility to use plug-in propagation
models. Each of them has to be written in Java program-
ming language, compiled and put into SEAMCAT home di-
rectory. The template for plug-ins development with some
basic code containing sample class is able to download
from the oﬃcial online user manual [2]. Users are able to
make optional changes in that code adequacy to their needs.
Propagation plug-in activity can be illustrated as a “black
box” (Fig. 4). On its input, the basic system parameters are
Fig. 4. Propagation plug-in treated as “black box”.
introduced – reading directly from the workspace. What is
more, every user has ability to introducing up to 3 addi-
tional user-deﬁned optional parameters. The radio path loss
is designated after each event and returned to workspace as
preliminary value of dRSS, iRSS or sRSS depending on
which signal attenuation was computed.
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Fig. 5. Postprocessing plug-in treated as “black box”.
In case of implementation the ITM propagation plug-
in some problems were occurred. They were connected
mainly to maximum 3 user-deﬁne parameters, which de-
veloper may use. That issue was solved by using second
type of plug-in, which SEAMCAT oﬀers namely postpro-
cessing plug-in. It allows performing operations for vari-
ous parameters, both input and output as instance dRSS
(Fig. 5). Through this extension postprocessing plug-in is
treated in our solution as a conﬁguration panel for all addi-
tional input parameters. Presented solution is not the best
because by changing at least one input parameter it can be
introduced an incorrect result in ﬁrst event – all parameters
shall be set after ﬁrst event. However, it can be omitted if
simulation event number is very large or in case, when ﬁrst
one event simulation will be made, which will be treated
as a pre-conﬁguration simulation. After that manipulation,
the event in second simulation will be correct.
5. Tests
5.1. ITM Model
During testing phase many simulations were conducted for
various input parameters and type of terrain as well as ra-
Table 1
Input values for ITM model test
Parameter Value Units
Frequency 900 MHz
Transmitting antenna height 100 m
Receiving antenna height 10 m
Surface refractivity 301 N-units
Terrain irregularity
90 mparameter dh
Conductivity of ground 0.005 S/m
Relative permittivity 15
Antenna polarization Horizontal
Siting criteria Random
Radio climate zone Continental temperate
Percentage of time 50 %
Percentage of localization 50 %
Conﬁdence level 90 %
Mode of variability Broadcast
Standard deviation 0 dB
dio climates. They aimed to verifying obtained results
and source code correctness. Results, for certain input
parameters (Table 1), derived from our implementation
was compared with results from ITM – Irregular Terrain
Model 1.5.5 software (Fig. 6). A very good correlation of
Fig. 6. Radio path attenuation against distance for comparison
of ITM model applications.
both applications was received. Details can be found in
the PBZ Report [7]. Other sample results are presented
in Figs. 7 and 8. Test workspace was conﬁgured in all
simulation in the same way (Table 1). All radio system
works on the frequency 900 MHz, the heights of transmitter
and receiver antennas have respectively 100 m and 10 m.
In the particular calculation, input parameters have been
changed to those presented in Figs. 7 and 8. Furthermore,
Fig. 7. Results of radio path loss for various irregular terrain
parameters dh.
for radio climate changing surface refractivity was also
varied and set on 280, 301, 320 respectively for desert,
continental temperate, maritime temperate over land radio
climate.
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Fig. 8. Results of radio path loss for various radio climates.
5.2. ITU-R P.1546-4
The test procedure was oriented on correct radio path loss
returning in dependencies on various input parameters. Ob-
tained results were compared ﬁrstly to the version P.1546-1
Fig. 9. Radio path attenuation against distance for P.1546-1 and
P.1546-4.
Fig. 10. Radio path attenuation against transmitting antenna
height for P.1546-1 and P.1546-4.
from previous version of SEAMCAT. Some sample results
are shown in Figs. 9–12.
Fig. 11. Radio path attenuation against frequency for P.1546-1
and P.1546-4.
Fig. 12. Radio path attenuation against percent of time for
P.1546-1 and P.1546-4.
The result obtained from comparison of both models
conﬁrmed proper implementation of the P.1546-4. It is
worth to note that in P.1546-4 interpolation between tabu-
lated points taken from curves is used while the implemen-
tation of recommendation P.1546-1 in SEAMCAT com-
putes the curves from some equations for certain coeﬃ-
cients, but both methods should generate the same value
for single case calculations of basic variables (e.g., distance,
frequency, transmitting antenna high) as it is shown above
in Figs. 9–12.
The second tests phase led to calculations of results for
some group of input parameters (like time percentage, envi-
ronment in vicinity of receiver etc). The workspace, during
tests, was conﬁgured default as follow:
– frequency: 900 MHz
– transmitting antenna height: 100 m
– receiving antenna height: 10 m
– environment: urban
– time percentage: 50%
– area: 500× 500 m
– number of event: 20 000.
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Fig. 13. Radio path loss for various transmitting/base station
antenna heights h.
Fig. 14. Radio path loss for various frequencies f.
Fig. 15. Radio path loss for various time percentages t.
Fig. 16. Radio path loss for various clutter types.
Fig. 17. The terminal designation algorithm.
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Results which are presented (Figs. 13–16) were obtained
by changing parameters accordingly to those written in
ﬁgures.
Additionally ITU-R P.1546-4 Recommendation has intro-
duced the terminal designations in Annex 5 Paragraph 1.1.
In any cases where there are not a priori reason to con-
sider terminal as transmitting/base, and user is aware this
paragraph can be omitted. This way, all results shown ear-
lier omitted that outlines. Algorithm (Fig. 17) presented
step-by-step procedure how the application of the procedure
ought to be use. It is important to use them, because of lack
of reversible with respect to designations of transmitting
and receiver station and in view of wording from Recom-
mendation “It is primarily intended for use with broadcast-
ing and mobile services where the transmitter/base antenna
is above the level of local clutter” [6].
6. Application Example
Some analyses using developed implementation of new
SEAMCAT propagation methods were conducted during
the validating test stage. Below some examples of the re-
sults are presented.
6.1. The Influence of BS PMR into DVB-T
Typical example of analysis which can be carrying on
into SEAMCAT software is impact of one wireless system
into another, working in the same or adjacent frequency
bands. Below modiﬁed scenarios taken from the ECC Re-
port 104 [8] were used. Inﬂuence of BS PMR on DVB-T
receivers were analysed there. DVB-T receivers work on
channel 21. The values of the system setting are present in
Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 2
DVB-T parameters
Height of TV transmitting antenna 100 m
Height of TV receiving antenna 10 m
EIRP 43 dBW
Bandwidth 8 MHz
TV channel 21 (470–478 MHz)
RX sensitivity –79 dBm
Table 3
PMR parameters
Height of BS antenna 30 m
Height of MS antenna 1.5 m
EIRP 22 dBm
Bandwidth 12,5 kHz
Centre frequency 469.99375 MHz
The digital television receivers were at distance 30 km from
transmitting antenna (DVB-T). Mobile base station of PMR
was located in random distances from television receiver,
but no further than 10 km. In the presented results there are
probabilities of the interferences. The unwanted and block-
ing signals calculation models used in SEAMCAT were
taken into account.
Fig. 18. Location of transmitters and receivers in analysis sce-
nario.
The radio path loss between DVB-T transmitter and re-
ceiver was computed by ITM method. Input parameters
are presented in Table 4. The signal attenuations between
PMR base stations and DVB-T receivers were calculated
by using Extended-Hata propagation model. Probabilities
of interferences were computed for modiﬁcation of individ-
ual parameters of ITM method. In this simulation 100 000
events were taken into account.
Table 4
Probability of interferences for diﬀerent terrain
irregularity parameters
Terrain irregularity parameter Interference probability
0 m 0.03%
90 m 0.1%
200 m 0.2%
450 m 1.38%
As we can observe, the higher terrain irregularity parameter
value the less signal level at receiver input is, what resulting
in decreasing of the signal to noise plus interference ratio
C/(N+I) and corresponding probability of interference. In
Table 5 results for diﬀerent radio climate zones are also
shown. The terrain irregularity parameter was set to 250 m.
In this simulation 500 000 events were used.
Table 5
Probability of interferences for diﬀerent terrain radio
climate zones
Radio climate zone Interference probability
Equatorial 0.26%
Continental subtropical 0.29%
Maritime subtropical 0.24%
Desert 0.32%
Continental temperate 0.30%
Maritime temperate over land 0.28%
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It can be noticed that in such propagation zones where
additional propagation eﬀects occurs (and better propaga-
tion conditions are), higher useful signal levels at the same
distances exist and then interference probability decrease
(e.g., maritime versus land).
7. Summary
SEAMCAT as an open-source licensing software delivers
many additional manners to make its closer to user needs
either by using plug-ins or editing the source code.
The ITU-R P. 1546-4 and ITM propagation models were
implemented into oﬃcial SEAMCAT application. Those
are important methods both in Europe and in the USA. The
enrichment of the software allows to extending SEAMCAT
ability. It seems to be interesting to use ITM model because
it allows introducing some quantitative values which de-
scribing details about terrain in case where no DEM/DTM
maps in SEAMCAT are used. Such solution may lead to
more detailed EMC calculations increasing spectrum eﬃ-
ciency in the areas where some special terrain obstruction
exists and where no such detailed terrain descriptions were
possible.
In the National Institute of Telecommunication Poland, the
P.1546-4 method with digital terrain map reading abil-
ity for SEAMCAT have been also developed as an addi-
tional function however such method is not used in oﬃcial
SEAMCAT version. In such case the postprocessing plug-
ins were used. It allows introducing coordinates informa-
tion and attaches maps ﬁles and gives an opportunity to
make calculation with very good precision between trans-
mitters and receivers, as we can compute the exact great
circle distances. It may be interesting for others to use
such solution and it may be worth to extend SEAMCAT
with such functionality.
In future, it could be expected that SEAMCAT developers
oﬀer ability of using more then three user-deﬁned param-
eters for propagation plug-ins in order to oﬀer usage of
advanced many-parameters propagation models as it was
in the case of ITM model.
These days where more and more diﬀerent wireless
systems are introduced in the same or adjacent frequency
bands such open, powerful and ﬂexible software for elec-
tromagnetic compatibility analysis is very useful on re-
search, scientiﬁc or radio spectrum policy levels as well
as for preparation the decisions about introducing new
radio systems which should be well prepared after such
detailed EMC analysis performed and proper results-
evaluation.
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1. Introduction
To present the strategy for transition to digital broadcast-
ing in Poland we need to determine the possibility of un-
dertaking such a task. There is no doubt that the digital
broadcasting system is well deﬁned and documented both
in technical and legal terms. The Digital Radio Mondiale
(DRM) system is approved by radio broadcast regulators
such as ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards In-
stitute) and ITU (International Telecommunication Union).
It is supported by international organizations such as the
EBU (European Broadcasting Union), ABU (Asia Paciﬁc
Broadcasting Union) and IEC (International Electrotechni-
cal Commission) too. There are adequate facilities for the
transmission of radio signals such as RF high-power ampli-
ﬁers and transmitters, modulators, antennas and informatics
apparatus like PCs or servers, as well as a wide range of re-
ceivers both independent and associated with the receivers
of other radio systems, digital and analog ones.
For the smooth introduction of the DRM system into op-
eration, the DRM Consortium was formed in 1998 [1].
The Consortium is an international non-proﬁt making as-
sociation of broadcasters, network operators, manufacturers
of transmitters and receivers, broadcasters, universities, re-
search institutes and other organizations. Its purpose is to
promote and distribute a digital system suitable for use in
the 148.5 kHz – 174 MHz frequency range. Currently the
consortium brings together 93 members and 90 “fans” from
39 countries.
2. The Deﬁnition of DRM,
Documentation, Regulations
DRM digital system is designed to improve reception
quality, reliability and ease of use at long, medium and
short wavelengths, and enables further use of these ranges
following analog broadcasting. DRM digital broadcasting
technology is documented in detail through a series of tech-
nical speciﬁcations approved and published by ETSI. The
basic description, ES 201 980 [2] contains all details of
the DRM system: system architecture, coding systems and
modes of transmission allowing operation in diﬀerent prop-
agation conditions at the maximum width of the channel.
The V3.1.1 version of August 2009, contains a detailed
description of both DRM30 and DRM+ systems.
ITU recommends implementation of digital DRM system
in the frequency bands below 30 MHz [3]. ITU has estab-
lished conditions for the use of digital DRM system in the
electronic environment through a series of reports and rec-
ommendations. The most important are: ITU-R BS.2144
Report [4] and ITU-R BS.1615 Recommendation [5].
Both documents provide guidance for planning digital
broadcasting in the bands below 30 MHz. Parameter sets
included there provide useful planning ﬁeld strengths such
as the minimum usable ﬁeld, strengths and RF protection
ratios. There are a number of additional support standards
related to distribution and communication protocols.
3. Features of the DRM System
The concept of DRM digital radio for frequency ranges of
below 30 MHz with its implementation and possibilities of
further use have been described above. These opportunities
are also provided by the system that oﬀers:
– competitive sound quality,
– additional data transmitted to the radio as “now and
then”and other broadcast,
– EPG screen with a list of all digital radio available
services,
– the ability to stop receiving in real-time and the abil-
ity to scroll backwards,
– the ability to successfully launch additional channels
to reach new DRM listeners,
– use of other software to enrich information service.
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The main characteristics of the DRM system are [6]:
• Access to four services on one frequency and a con-
venient choice of all currently received broadcasts:
– audio broadcast in each service,
– text information and/or use of multimedia appli-
cations [Journaline, Diveemo (see below) and
others],
– the ID (worldwide unique) easily scanning the
speciﬁc services to make automatic frequency
switch possible.
• List of stations (in Unicode – the system designed
to handle the worldwide exchange, processing and
displaying of texts written in diﬀerent languages).
• Especially important for DRM:
– possibility to be received in any country,
– regular frequency changes.
• Alternative frequency may be limited territorially or
temporarily.
• Checking the availability of services without inter-
ruption.
• Service announcements:
– types of ads: traﬃc information, news, weather,
warnings, alarms, an additional maximum of
6 types of ads reserved for the system,
– active ads may be transferred to other services:
to another DRM service within the same mul-
tiplex, to another site under another DRM mul-
tiplex, to other broadcast system (DAB/DMB,
FM-RDS, AM, . . . ) services.
• Transmission of practical information:
– current date and time (local/UTC),
– the language used (ISO code),
– information on a country of origin (IS code).
• Information can be selected, scanned and displayed.
4. Radio Equipment
4.1. Transmitters
There are two possibilities to receive/get a transmitter to
broadcast DRM digital signals:
– adaptation of an existing analog transmitter system
to work in the DRM system,
– purchasing a digital signal transmitter.
Thus, the senders who provide digital radio broadcasting
are facing a very serious question concerning the transmit-
ter: to buy or modify the old one. The transmitter can be
modiﬁed for DRM broadcasting in a simple and cost eﬀec-
tive way. At the moment there is no diﬃculty in meeting
each of these solutions. There are several manufacturers of
such devices. And the same may be modiﬁed in a short
period of time, not exceeding a few hours. In general, man-
ufacturers are producing equipment for broadcasting signal
in door transmitters including DRM exciters, modulators,
servers and even the antennas.
4.2. Receivers
DRM technology is very demanding and places great em-
phasis on the quality of the receiver, e.g., a very strin-
gent requirement imposed on phase and noise parameters.
Therefore, the receivers are expensive. Although there is
a choice of receivers to enable reception of DRM digital ra-
dio, but because of their price these receivers do not enjoy
too much attention [7].
The easiest way to receive a digital signals is to apply the
DRM IF signal from any analog received and shifted it to
12 kHz and apply it to PC sound card input. Computer
software will demodulate and decode the digital signal [8].
“Di-Wave 100” DRM receiver [9] is the ﬁrst one with
a color screen. It has been in mass production since 2009.
The receiver has all the multimedia features oﬀered by
DRM technology: provides the name of the station, in-
formation about the Journaline program, MOT slides and
time shift listening. The radio can receive DRM and ana-
log stations in the SW, MW and LW bands as well as FM
stations. User can store 768 stations. The receiver also
has a USB port, SD-reader and mp3/mp4 players. 3.5-inch
TFT color screen can display text in multiple languages.
The DR111 is a new receiver designed for receiving DRM,
FM, AM signals developed with minimal production costs.
Both in DRM, and AM systems the receiver works in the
MF and SW. It meets all the minimal requirements which
was speciﬁed by DRM consortium. DR111 receiver is one
of the best solutions for the existing analog AM radio,
which evolves toward the digital radio. The receiver has
a 16-character LCD screen with two lines. Additionally it
plays the recordings from an SD card and USB “pendrive”
memory [1].
4.3. Communication Capacities of DRM System
Digital radio has a wide range of extra functions gained
through new technologies in the ﬁeld of semiconductors
and the software. The receiver can be implemented with
a range of functions provided by electronic program guide
applications (EPG), such as:
– schedule view, with diﬀerent levels of detail for the
programs in the area of services,
– view of schedules, programs and events, as expected
by various groups of listeners,
– navigation and selection of services and programs,
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– search for current programs and the ones planned in
the near future,
– choosing individual programs or groups of applica-
tions to record and to program selected speciﬁc or
similar topics,
– careful program selection and recording via PNUM
(Programe Number) signaling.
In addition, additional software, such as Journaline and
Diveemo, has been created.
Journaline is a relatively new service of data transmission,
which has been internationally standardized by the World
DMB Forum for use in DAB and DRM [10]. Journaline is
an application of data for DAB and DRM digital radio, with
a hierarchical structure which provides text information. It
is “teletext for digital radio” and is immediately available
for interactive use. The listener can easily and quickly
access the topics that are currently interested in.
Journaline provides:
– ﬂexible menu structure,
– details of the text (headline, content), the list of mes-
sages (automatic update: sports scores, stock market,
etc.),
– changing (ticker) messages (classifying information),
– bookmarks (favorite features) [10], [11].
Journaline supports two ways of organizing the transfer
of objects, and both options can be easily mixed within
a Journaline single site: carousel and transmission in real
time [10].
Diveemo is an application of a new video on a small scale
based on a DRM standard [12], [13]. It is intended for
distribution to large areas of educational and informational
programs. Diveemo information can be transmitted by one
transmitter operating in one of the ranges: long, medium
and short wave. It is an ideal platform for customers scat-
tered over a wide geographical area. The transmission of
DRM on shortwave provides virtually unlimited coverage
of 100 square kilometers to more than 5 million square kilo-
meters, depending on the transmission system. The system
also has all the advantages of DRM, such as a choice of
services by a Unicode-compatible labels, alternative sig-
naling and switching frequency, features of announcements
and warnings, etc.
Diveemo oﬀers convenient mobile Internet services,
a small-scale video, allowing users to quickly switch be-
tween channels and listen to the full audio and video, even
in poor reception conditions. The video stream may be ac-
companied by one or more audio streams, allowing for syn-
chronous, multiple languages, features of announcements
and warnings. Diveemo provides cost-eﬀective distribution
of video programs, education and information by DRM.
Diveemo application was developed by Fraunhofer IIS, and
its performance was presented by the Digital Radio Mon-
diale at IBC 2010 [13].
5. The Situation in the World
Digital Radio Mondiale Consortium has achieved a great
technical success in developing the DRM system and its
eﬀective implementation. This system, despite the obvi-
ous limitations imposed by the need to adapt the occupied
transmission bandwidth (9/10 kHz) to the arrangements for
the allocation of spectrum [14], is promoted as a comple-
mentation to digital radio, and not as a competitor to DAB.
Narrowed to about 6 kHz bandwidth of the original sig-
nal, while the digital sound quality is suﬃcient for musical
and verbal broadcast. DRM+ system implemented in the
frequency bands greater than 30 MHz is a European alter-
native to American HD-Radio, and can be used to replace
FM broadcasts. It is recognized that digital radio has to
be uniﬁed as one solution. An example of such uniﬁcation
are radios designed to receive radio signals broadcast in
a variety of DRM, DAB digital systems, and AM and FM
analogue systems.
A great opportunity for the DRM development are local
information systems for cities, municipalities, tourist cen-
ters, social, cultural and commercial organizations as well
as in public buildings and during big events (stadiums, ral-
lies, etc.). Predictions are that digital radio systems may
be used for safety and civil protection against extraordinary
threats as a convenient means of information for the popu-
lation at risk. At the beginning of October 2010 there were
41 multilingual programs broadcast in the world of, includ-
ing one in Polish by Vatican Radio (7320 kHz from Santa
Maria) and the Polish Radio program broadcast in German
on 6135 kHz frequency from Skelton in Britain and in En-
glish on 7265 kHz frequency from Kvitsoy in Norway [1].
Three other stations ﬁt experimental programs.
Thus, DRM digital radio has already started in most Eu-
ropean countries (unfortunately, not in Poland) in special
applications, but did not reach a signiﬁcant level of uni-
versality. A diﬀerent course of large-scale development is
visible in countries where the possibility of getting with the
program to large areas is essential. This applies especially
to countries such as India, Russia and China. DRM sig-
nals are in total broadcast regularly in the world 75 sta-
tions, including two long-term and 14 medium-term. Most
transmitters use more than 20 kW power, shown in Fig. 1.
The most often used power is 90 kW. It is used by 21 trans-
mitters.
A particularly strong interest in DRM is recorded in the
Asian and Paciﬁc region. According to ABU assessment,
medium-wave digital radio has great potential in Asia-
Paciﬁc regions to ensure eﬀective coverage of large ar-
eas. Signiﬁcant progress in the implementation of uni-
versal DRM system in such countries as China, India, Pak-
istan, Indonesia and Iran is being watched with great inter-
est. Hence, special attention given by ABU to the use of
medium and short wave [14].
According to ABU, in 2009 India had 42 transmitters op-
erating on medium wave in the AM system, which they
intend to convert to DRM digital broadcasting. Further-
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Fig. 1. Relationship between the number of existing transmitters
versus their power.
more, 32 high-power transmitters are to be started/run. The
main task of broadcasting is to cover the country. The
Conversion from analogue to digital signal will take place
smoothly with simulcasting.
Currently, the aim of DRM is to achieve better audibility
and to enrich the radio reception by:
– optimizing the reception quality in accordance with
the requirements of the recipient,
– enhancing technical ﬂexibility to meet all the speciﬁc
needs of broadcasting,
– introduction of additional features such as dual lan-
guage programming and related to multimedia access
and web content,
– introduction of a wider/additional oﬀer of trans-
mission through better use of available radio spec-
trum [12].
6. The Situation in Poland
Based on the GE75 plan, Poland has the right to use 18
medium-term frequencies and 123 station locations, which
means that some low-power stations could operate on the
same frequency [14]. Today a signiﬁcant part of the spec-
trum is not used, and most of the stations do not longer
exist. Some of the frequencies and locations allocated to
Poland in the GE75 plan [14], mainly with the permission
to broadcast with the power up to 1 kW in AM system, are
used by a company called Polskie Fale Średnie S.A. [7],
which uses 8 frequencies in 31 locations [16], [17].
On the LW there are two frequencies: 198 and 225 kHz
available in Poland. We promote the concept of reconﬁg-
uration LW Polish stations assuming that the Polish Ra-
dio SA in Solec Kujawski (225 kHz) transmitter will work-
ing in a dual channel mode, transmitting AM signals in
basic channel and digital signals in a neighboring chan-
nel or with time division between two systems. However,
Raszyn transmitter (198 kHz) can start transmitting in a sin-
gle digital channel [18]. Virtually, all awarded to Poland
and desirable locations can be used to broadcast in the new
DRM technology. We can change the location indicated in
the GE75 plan, which would greatly facilitate the creation
of a single frequency network SFN stations.
7. An Outline of Technical Aspects
of the Strategy to Launch Digital
Broadcasting in the Waves Below
30 MHz in Poland
7.1. The Technical Capacity to Start Broadcasting
in DRM System
Currently, there are several manufacturers of transmission
equipment, receivers and measuring equipment who ac-
cepted the challenge of digitization of the spectrum already
using analog modulation system, such as Transradio AM,
Harris, Nutel, Fraunhofer IIS, Thomson Grass Valley, New-
Star, Digidia. Additional applications such as Journaline,
Diweemo intended for data transmission and presentation
greatly increase the usability of DRM. There are known re-
sults of propagation for diﬀerent joint conﬁguration trans-
missions in the AM and DRM systems.
On the technical side, there are diﬀerent solutions to the
broadcasting of the track. On the receiving side there are
a number of receivers, both professional and designed for
ordinary listeners. Their only one fault is the price at the
moment.
7.2. Take the Necessary Action on Medium Wave
The introduction of digital radio services on medium wave
in Poland will require such works as:
• Complementation of the current methods of forecast-
ing the propagation of radio waves:
– the value of laboratory-set protective factors for
digital radio may change,
– forecasting techniques for network ranges are
needed.
• Identiﬁcation of prospects for the current analogue
broadcasting scenes and digital radio:
– reception of digital signals is exposed to the
noise interference of analog, and digital DRM
signals,
– gradual introduction of stations with DRM dig-
ital system, changes the interference situation,
– comparing these forecasts with the forecasts for
the expected scene with digital broadcasting
onl.
• Proposing new solutions in the plan of the location
of radio stations with digital services.
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• Developing a plan for a single frequency station
network (SFN) considering the following propos-
als [19]:
– to cover the country with a network of low
power transmitters which allows you to create
regional or local networks,
– to use several high power transmitters carrying
the idea to develop a national synchronous net-
work,
– with plans for full coverage of the country the
concept of dual frequency synchronized net-
work may be necessary to use.
• Ceasing to issue NBC permits to broadcast on
medium wave in analogue AM technology – in the
current situation in the ﬁeld of radio waves in Poland
there is no need for simulcasting as a transition
phase.
7.3. Opportunities for the Introduction of DRM
in Poland
Purchasing an adequate set of DRM digital transmission
path or its components ranging from studio equipment to
the antenna should not cause any other problems but cash.
There are several manufacturers that oﬀer relevant equip-
ment. Installation and running a digital transmission system
in the long waves at a frequency of 198 kHz is practically
possible at any time. However, at a frequency of 225 kHz
utilized by long wave central transmitter, it requires a tran-
sitional period in a form of simulcasting or broadcast time
distribution. The easiest way is to run the radio transmis-
sions in the DRM system on medium wave, on the frequen-
cies allocated to Poland under the GE75 plan.
Due to great interest of the neighboring countries in the
DRM system there is a risk that they may hold additional
spectrum for research purposes. In the future this could
hinder obtaining approval for additional channels for the
purpose of DRM digital system broadcasting in Poland.
Losing any frequency will be an irretrievable loss for
Poland. The already owned frequencies may prove use-
ful in the future for various currently unknown reasons.
Then, gaining access to the desired frequency may be im-
possible.
7.4. The Benefits of Broadcasting in the DRM System
in Poland
The beneﬁts of digital radio have been explained in
the above mentioned characteristics of DRM. The ben-
eﬁts of broadcasting and reception in a digital system
can be divided into beneﬁts for broadcasters, both con-
sumers/listeners and governments.
For broadcasters, it means creating new proﬁt-making op-
portunities, through the use of new forms of transmission
of information content- broadcasting of varied, not only
audio but also video ads.
For analogue broadcasting listeners it means:
– improving the quality of reception,
– receiving a variety of information parallel with the
tuned broadcast,
– enriching experience with radio,
– practical considerations.
For the government and various departments – audio and
visual information concerning:
– risks of ﬂoods, hurricanes or ﬁres,
– accidents and diﬃculties on the road,
– important events in the country area.
Polish Radio One now boasts that its anchors are viewed
on TV HD for half an hour in the morning. “TVP HD”
may be watched on following channels: “n” platform on
item 5, “Cyfra +” platform on item 12 and “Cyfrowy Pol-
sat” on position 101 as well as in UPC cable networks,
“TP”, “Stream Communications”, “Sun Film”, “Promax”,
“Petrus”, “Telefonia Dialog” [20]. This means that it can
only be watched by stationary recipients, and only those
who watch the TVP HD channel. DRM system oﬀers to its
customers transmission of low resolution pictures 24 hours
a day. Of much poorer quality, true, but the video in real
time. The question is: which is more important, quality
or information? Permanent watching presenters talking
can be boring, therefore they can give other information
in the intervals between sessions of the video from the
radio studio.
8. Summary
Replacement of analogue with digital transmission is just
a matter of time. DRM has been launched in most Euro-
pean countries (unfortunately, not in Poland) to be used
in special applications, but has not yet reached a signif-
icant level of universality. A diﬀerent direction of devel-
opment is observed in big countries, where the possibil-
ity of getting with the program to large areas is essential.
This applies particularly to countries such as India, Russia
and China.
In Poland, there is potential for rapid mobilization of dig-
ital signal transmission with DRM. Frequencies, locations,
forecasting programs, access to educated specialists and
sets for transmission testing are available.
A vast opportunity for the development of DRM system
are applications related to the local scope of use, i.e., lo-
cal information for cities, municipalities, tourism centers,
social, cultural and commercial organizations, as well as in-
side public buildings and during big events gathering high
numbers of participants (stadiums, rallies, etc.).
The digital radio systems can also be used as a convenient
means of information for safety and civil protection against
extraordinary threats.
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KRRiT can play a positive role in implementing the digital
system in Poland by giving licenses to broadcast on medium
wave, but only to DRM broadcast since now.
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